
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 1 
 

 

3250834    11/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274438]
Qingdao Shuangli Chemical Co., LTD
No. 39, Siliu North Road, Licang District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Textile sizing and finishing agents; fixing agent; softener (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); crease resistant agent; printing and dyeing finishing agent; printing and dyeing with 
penetrating agent; levelling agent; water-softening preparations; adhesives for industrial purposes; emulsifiers.

6150



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 30/06/2015; Application No. : 678049 ;Switzerland 

3252343    22/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273924]
Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Odor and humidity absorbing and drying chemicals.

6151



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2015; Application No. : 86634388 ;United States of America 

3258916    16/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276323]
Hyclone Laboratories, Inc.
925 West 1800 South Logan UT 84321 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cell culture reagents for scientific and research use.

6152



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2015; Application No. : 86590726 ;United States of America 

3259857    02/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276152]
Reichhold LLC 2
1035 Swabia Ct. Durham NC 27703 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Synthetic polymer modified resin compounds for use in the manufacture of coatings.

6153



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 06/10/2015; Application No. : 278543 ;Israel 
3255568    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275532]
TAMBOUR LIMITED Reg Number 520038613
P.O.B. 2238 Akko Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colourants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.

6154



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 3 
 

 

2855382    10/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1198156]
I.C.O.N. EUROPE, S.L.
RÚA AMOR RUIBAL, N° 11 ENTLO. E-36203 VIGO (PONTEVEDRA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair color.

6155



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 30/04/2013; Application No. : 2013-032483 ;Japan 

2871184    02/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1173950]
Human Resource Communications Ltd.
153, Nagahara-cho, Sakaimachi Ayanokoji-sagaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 600-8073 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; soaps and detergents; perfumery; fragrances; incense; breath freshener; 
deodorants for animals; dentifrices; abrasive paper; abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice stone; polishing 
paper.

6156



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 21/04/2015; Application No. : 013969721 ;European Union 

3249641    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273669]
Henkel AG & Co. KGaA
Henkelstr. 67 40589 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Preparations for conditioning, cleaning, tinting, dyeing, bleaching, fixing, shaping and waving hair.

6157



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 12/05/2015; Application No. : UK00003108209 ;United Kingdom 

3250799    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274338]
Avon Products, Inc.
World Headquarters, 777 Third Avenue New York NY 10017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated toilet preparations; toiletries; skin care preparations; skin moisturizers; body and beauty care 
preparations; powders, creams and lotions, all for the face, hands and body; cosmetic suntan preparations; soaps; 
shower and bath preparations; beauty masks; talcum powder; nail polish; nail polish remover; enamel for nails; false 
nails; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; eye makeup remover, eye shadow, eye liner, mascara, lipstick, lip 
liner, lipgloss; make-up foundation; blusher; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; cotton sticks for cosmetic 
purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; preparations for cleaning, moisturising, colouring and styling the hair; 
preparations for cleaning the teeth; shaving and aftershave preparations; perfumes, fragrances, toilet waters, cologne; 
deodorants for human beings; anti-perspirants for personal use (toiletries); essential oils (cosmetic).

6158



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 013884549 ;European Union 

3252602    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274347]
SEPHORA
65, avenue Edouard Vaillant F-92100 BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery products; perfumes; toilet water; eau de Cologne; perfume bases; essential oils; potpourris [fragrances]; 
incense; cosmetic products for skin care; nail care products; cosmetic preparations for slimming; lotions for cosmetic 
use; skin lotions (cosmetics); skin creams (cosmetics); fluid creams (cosmetics); tissues impregnated with cosmetic 
lotions; hand lotions; beauty masks; hand creams (cosmetics), skin whitening creams (cosmetics); lip care products 
(cosmetics); hair care creams (cosmetics); hair-conditioning products; conditioners; hair lotions; depilatories, depilatory 
wax; shaving products; shaving soap; shaving foam; after-shave products; sun care lotions and creams; cosmetics for 
promoting skin tanning; self-tanning cosmetics; toiletries; dentifrices; cosmetic soaps; soaps for toilet purposes; 
shampoos; shower gels not for medical use; bath gels not for medical use; bath oils not for medical use; bath salts; 
foaming bath products; bath beads; talcum powder for toilet use, cleansing milk for toilet use; baby oils not for medical 
use; baby powders (toiletries); make-up products, foundations; make-up removing products; lipstick; mascaras for 
eyelashes; hair mascaras; nail polish; nail-polish removing products; blushers; make-up powders; eye shadows; eye 
pencils; eyebrow pencils; blusher pencils; hair bleaches; beard dyes; hair dyes; hair styling creams or gels; hair sprays; 
brilliantine; false nails; false eyelashes; adhesives and decorative transfers for cosmetic use; temporary tattoos for the 
body and nails.

6159



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 3 
 

3259102    31/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275930]
Boguslavskaya Karina Irekovna
ul. Bogataya, 1, d. Matyushino, Laishevsky municipal district RU-422624 Republic of Tatarstan Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Abrasives; amber [perfume]; scale removing preparations for household purposes; antistatic preparations for household 
purposes; aromatics [essential oils]; air fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; flavorings [flavourings] 
for beverages [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; balms 
other than for medical purposes; lip glosses; polishing stones; abrasive paper; emery paper; polishing paper; petroleum 
jelly for cosmetic purposes; shoe wax; cobblers' wax; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; sachets for perfuming linen; 
drying agents for dishwashing machines; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; 
toilet water; laundry wax; parquet floor wax; non-slipping wax for floors; depilatory wax; mustache wax; tailors' wax; 
polish for furniture and flooring; shoemakers' wax; polishing wax; massage gels other than for medical purposes; 
heliotropine; dental bleaching gels; geraniol; make-up; deodorants for pets; scented wood; perfumes; non-slipping 
liquids for floors; windshield cleaning liquids; greases for cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash for cleaning; perfumery; 
decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery]; shaving stones [astringents]; smoothing stones; 
eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; silicon carbide [abrasive]; carbides of metal [abrasives]; alum stones [astringents]; 
tripoli stone for polishing; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; quillaia bark for 
washing; corundum [abrasive]; beard dyes; colorants for toilet purposes; cosmetic dyes; laundry starch; laundry glaze; 
creams for leather; polishing creams; shoe polish; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; polishing rouge; incense; 
hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils for perfumes 
and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils 
of lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond 
oil; rose oil; oil of turpentine for degreasing; whiting; cleaning chalk; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk 
for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; soap; disinfectant soap; deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening 
textile; cakes of toilet soap; medicated soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot perspiration; almond soap; mint for 
perfumery; cosmetic kits; emery; nail art stickers; false nails; eau de Cologne; bases for flower perfumes; cotton sticks 
for cosmetic purposes; joss sticks; pastes for razor strops; dentifrices; dentifrice powder; pumice stone; hydrogen 
peroxide for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening strips; abrasive cloth; glass cloth; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic 
purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; toiletries; hair waving preparations; laundry soaking 
preparations; grinding preparations; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; 
smoothing preparations [starching]; color-removing preparations; leather bleaching preparations; polishing preparations; 
denture polishes; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; starch glaze for
laundry purposes; furbishing preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; dry-cleaning preparations; 
paint stripping preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; make-up removing preparations; floor wax removers 
[scouring preparations]; varnish-removing preparations; nail care preparations; cleaning preparations; preparations for 
cleaning dentures; wallpaper cleaning preparations; preparations for unblocking drain pipes; laundry preparations; aloe 
vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; color- [colour-] brightening chemicals for household 
purposes [laundry]; shining preparations [polish]; make-up powder; diamantine [abrasive]; stain removers; scouring 
solutions; false eyelashes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; safrol; laundry blueing; turpentine, for degreasing; 
potpourris [fragrances]; bleaching soda; washing soda, for cleaning; bath salts, not for medical purposes; bleaching 
salts; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; preservatives for leather [polishes]; ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent]; 

6160



astringents for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; 
hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent waving; preparations to make the leaves of plants shiny; cosmetic preparations for 
eyelashes; depilatory and exfoliating preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; shoe cream; cosmetics; 
cosmetics for animals; mascara; detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; 
degreasers other than for use in manufacturing processes; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; 
antiperspirants [toiletries]; talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; emery cloth; cloths impregnated with a 
detergent for cleaning; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos; shampoos for pets; dry shampoos; sandpaper; soda lye; 
extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint essence [essential oil].

6161



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 4 
 

3256741    15/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276851]
"High Industrial Lubricants & Liquids Corporation (HILL)" limited liability partnership
ul. Zhibek Zholy b/n, p. Tassai, Sairamskiy raion, Yuzhno-Kazakhstanskaya oblast' Kazakhstan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial oil and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels, including motor spirit, and
illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting.

6162



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

2698699    31/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1186353]
Celgene Corporation
86 Morris Avenue Summit, NJ 07901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, cytokine inhibitory drugs; pharmaceutical preparations that modulate the immune 
system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of certain cancers, blood diseases and immune-related diseases 
and printed dosage instructional manuals sold together as a unit.

6163



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86071019 ;United States of America 

2735299    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201269]
Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
20 Enterprise, Suite 200 Aliso Viejo CA 92656 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment and/or alleviation of migraine; antimigraine triptans; 
sumatriptan.

6164



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86071016 ;United States of America 

2738861    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201267]
Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
20 Enterprise, Suite 200 Aliso Viejo CA 92656 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment and/or alleviation of migraine; antimigraine triptans; 
sumatriptan.

6165



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

2747974    25/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1202832]
Eisai R&D Management Co., Ltd.
6-10, Koishikawa 4-chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 112-8088 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of oncological diseases and disorders.

6166



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 04/02/2014; Application No. : 2014-007763 ;Japan 

2855385    30/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201141]
FUJIFILM KYOWA KIRIN BIOLOGICS Co., Ltd.
1-6-1 Ohtemachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8185 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals.

6167



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 04/02/2014; Application No. : 2014-007765 ;Japan 

2855439    30/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1202360]
FUJIFILM KYOWA KIRIN BIOLOGICS Co., Ltd.
1-6-1 Ohtemachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8185 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals.

6168



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 021 090.8/05 ;Germany 

2877183    10/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1206113]
Boehringer Ingelheim International GmbH
55218 Ingelheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

6169



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 04/05/2015; Application No. : MI2015C003813 ;Italy 

3251176    10/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260039]
Dompé farmaceutici S.p.A.
Via S. Martino della Battaglia, 12 I-20122 MILANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of eye diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for eyes for medical use.

6170



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 07/08/2015; Application No. : 014453146 ;European Union 

3251331    30/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274762]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC
IDA Business and Technology park Carrigtohill, Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hepatitis and HIV/AIDS; pharmaceutical 
preparations for use in the treatment of infectious diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of liver, 
cardiovascular, respiratory, and oncological diseases and disorders; antivirals; pharmaceutical preparations for use in 
the treatment of inflammatory diseases and disorders.

6171



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

3255407    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1192334]
Biser, Seth A.
654 Gramatan Avenue Mt. Vernon NY 10552 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eye compresses.

6172



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 5 
 

 

3255926    10/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275824]
Pacific Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc.
1211 McGaw Ave. Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dietary and nutritional supplements.

6173



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 7 
 

2733360    17/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200084]
KRETTEK, GUNTRAM
Mozartstr. 4 41749 Viersen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Centrifuges, process engineering machines.

6174



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 05/12/2013; Application No. : BO2013C001731 ;Italy 

2775339    29/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1208026]
BFT BURZONI S.r.l.
Via 1 Maggio, 79/81/83, I-29027 Frazione I CASONI, PODENZANO (Piacenza) (Italy) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines and parts thereof for turning, parting off and milling; reamers, chucks and their collets; toolholders; turning 
inserts, milling inserts, parting-off inserts, threading inserts, peeling inserts; taps; drills; round dies; tapping chucks and 
relative supporting accessories to the tap for tapping processing.

6175



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2013; Application No. : 011719671 ;European Union 

2871216    26/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1178848]
Liebherr-Emtec GmbH
Liebherrstraße 12 88457 Kirchdorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wheel loaders.

6176



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 7 
 

2931265    30/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203266]
KAAZ CORPORATION
387-1 Gomyo, Saidaiji, Higashi-Ku, Okayama-shi Okayama 704-8588 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Construction machines and apparatus; lumbering machines and apparatus; agricultural machines; agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; lawnmowers.

6177



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 26/03/2015; Application No. : 2015-028050 ;Japan 

3255457    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275833]
Miki Pulley Co., Ltd. 
10-41, Imai-Minamicho, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 211-8577 JP

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shaft couplings [machines]; transmissions for machines; clutches other than for land vehicles.

6178



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 8 
 

 

3249640    11/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273667]
DAFNI HAIR PRODUCTS LTD 
11 Hayetzira Raanana IL

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electrical hair strengtheners.

6179



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 8 
 

 

3251623    19/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275299]
CO.ME S.R.L.
Via Roma, 28 GALLIERA VENETA (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Spatulas [hand tools]; joint knives [hand tools]; trowels; floats [hand tools]; corners [hand tools]; edge tools [hand tools]; 
groovers [hand tools]; sanding sponges [hand tools]; planes; palette knives; painters' knives; masons' trowels; sculptors' 
chisels; shovels [hand tools]; wallpaper seam rollers [hand tools]; plaster planes; chisels; scrapers [hand tools]; squares 
[hand tools]; reamers; saws [hand tools]; mortise chisels; holing axes; dies [hand tools]; fullers [hand tools]; milling 
cutters [hand tools]; rasps [hand tools]; awls; levers; files [tools]; mallets [hand instruments]; emery grinding wheels; 
vices; ratchets [hand tools]; braiders [hand tools]; punch pliers [hand tools]; riveting hammers [hand tools]; farriers' 
knives; gouges [hand tools]; rabbeting planes; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; carpet and flooring staple 
removers [hand tools]; blades for planes; blades for shears; planing blades; blades [hand tools]; blades for hand tools; 
handles for spatulas; handles for hand tools.

6180



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 08/09/2013; Application No. : 86058609 ;United States of America 

2765663    07/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1206618]
Valve Corporation
10900 NE 4th Street, Suite 500 Bellevue WA 980044359 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Interactive video game devices comprised of computer hardware and software and accessories, namely, computer game 
consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor, computer game controllers and computer software for 
operating game controllers; computer hardware and computer peripherals; computer software for compressing and 
decompressing data and video images; computer operating system software programs and utility programs for use with 
the above referenced machines; computer software and hardware that facilitates communications over a wireless 
network.

6181



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2014; Application No. : 13915792 ;China 

2774838    11/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207912]
Qingdao Create Environment Control Technology Co., Ltd.
Hi-tech park, No. 151 Zhuzhou Road, laoshan District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Calculator bags (sheath); computer peripheral devices; cell phone straps; radios; photographic apparatus bags; 
telephone sets sheaths; radiotelephony sets; calculating machines; mobile phone protection shells (sheath); portable 
computers shells (sheath).

6182



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

3248831    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273585]
HANMI IT CO., LTD.
(Bangi-dong), 14, Wiryeseong-daero, Songpa-gu Seoul 138-724 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software applications; downloadable computer programs; computer programs for document 
management; operating system programs; computer application software for mobile phones; computer game software; 
computer software; computer firmware; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable coupon; downloadable 
ticket.

6183



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 21/02/2015; Application No. : 86542035 ;United States of America 

3249656    14/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274142]
Aurora Multimedia Corp.
205 Commercial Court Morganville NJ 07751 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric control devices for audio visual equipment; electronic switchers for audio and video signals; ethernet controllers; 
ethernet transceivers; integrated circuits, integrated circuit chips, and integrated circuit modules for digital video 
compression and decompression; integrated circuits, integrated circuit chips, and integrated circuit modules for 
encoding and decoding digital video; semiconductors for use in baseband equipment; transmitters and receivers for 
audio and video signals for transmission over twisted pair cables; video disk players; video processors.

6184



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2015; Application No. : 2015-060694 ;Japan 

3251096    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275551]
CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA
30-2, Shimomaruko 3-chome, Ohta-ku Tokyo 146-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lenses for cameras; lenses for digital cameras; lenses for motion picture cameras.

6185



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 20/08/2015; Application No. : 86731353 ;United States of America 

3251817    03/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274215]
Pangolin Laser Systems, Inc.
9501 Satellite Blvd, Suite 109 Orlando FL 32837 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for use in the creation, design and production of laser shows, multimedia displays and multimedia 
events and for use and controlling lights and playing audio files used in connection with laser shows, multimedia displays
and multimedia events.

6186



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

3252559    21/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275828]
Andatech Pty Ltd
9 Trade Pl Vermont VIC 3133 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcohol testing apparatus.

6187



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

3254206    11/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274983]
Merxellis Pte Ltd
10 Anson Road, 10-11 International Plaza Singapore 079903 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cinematographic cameras, optical lenses, portable media players, telescopes, video recorders, amplifiers, camera 
[photography].

6188



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

 

3254742    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275152]
Svitak, Timothy
270 Bellows Lane Marlton NJ 08053 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Solar-powered storage container and charging device for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell 
phones, smart phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants, tablets, e-readers, and cameras.

6189



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 072 617 ;Germany 

3255477    19/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275326]
KROHNE Messtechnik GmbH
Ludwig-Krohne-Straße 5 47058 Duisburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Level gauges and liquid level switches, in particular radar level gauges, capacitive level gauges and liquid level switches, 
ultrasonic level gauges, vibration liquid level switches; flowmeters, in particular magnetic-inductive flowmeters, 
ultrasonic flowmeters, vortex flowmeters, mass flowmeters, in particular using the coriolis principle, and flow control 
devices, float-type flowmeters; pressure gauges; temperature measuring devices; analytical measuring devices, in 
particular analogue and digital sensors as well as optical sensors.

6190



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2015; Application No. : 86607984 ;United States of America 

3255629    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275759]
Corsair Memory, Inc.
47100 Bayside Parkway Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer keyboards.

6191



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2015; Application No. : 014096606 ;European Union 

3256582    28/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274906]
Continental Automotive GmbH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Control unit for evaluating and diagnosing of data from sensors and switches.

6192



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/08/2015; Application No. : 2015-081590 ;Japan 

3259100    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276558]
TREND MICRO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Trend Micro Incorporated)
Shinjuku MAYNDS Tower, 1-1, Yoyogi 2-Chome, Shibuya-Ku Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware; computer hardware for integrated control of security functions to protect computer network against 
threat by computer virus, illegal access and others; computer software; computer utility software; computer software for 
firewall; computer software for data security of computers and other computer software; fittings for computer; computer 
software to prevent confidential information from leaking; computer software and electronic publications to provide 
information to users and to educate users in relation to computer and network security; computer software to monitor, 
report and perform the regulated compliance; computer software to backup and to restore data; computer hardware and 
software to protect and to enhance confidentiality of data; computer hardware and software to protect or to restore the 
perfect condition of data, computer, computer software, computer network; computer hardware and software to protect or 
to restore the effectiveness of data and the infrastructure of computers; electronic publications recorded in electronic 
circuits, magnetic disks, magnetic tapes, optical disks, magnetic-optical disks; other electronic publications; electrical 
communication machines and instruments; electronic circuits, magnetic disks, magnetic tapes, optical disks, magnetic-
optical disks and other recording media recorded with computer programs; computer programs; other electronic 
machines, apparatus and their parts; consumer video game programs; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with 
programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film 
mounts; recorded video discs and video tapes; downloadable image files; computer software, recorded.

6193



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/08/2015; Application No. : 2015-081588 ;Japan 

3259850    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276556]
TREND MICRO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Trend Micro Incorporated)
Shinjuku MAYNDS Tower, 1-1, Yoyogi 2-Chome, Shibuya-Ku Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware; computer hardware for integrated control of security functions to protect computer network against 
threat by computer virus, illegal access and others; computer software; computer utility software; computer software for 
firewall; computer software for data security of computers and other computer software; fittings for computer; computer 
software to prevent confidential information from leaking; computer software and electronic publications to provide 
information to users and to educate users in relation to computer and network security; computer software to monitor, 
report and perform the regulated compliance; computer software to backup and to restore data; computer hardware and 
software to protect and to enhance confidentiality of data; computer hardware and software to protect or to restore the 
perfect condition of data, computer, computer software, computer network; computer hardware and software to protect or 
to restore the effectiveness of data and the infrastructure of computers; electronic publications recorded in electronic 
circuits, magnetic disks, magnetic tapes, optical disks, magnetic-optical disks; other electronic publications; electrical 
communication machines and instruments; electronic circuits, magnetic disks, magnetic tapes, optical disks, magnetic-
optical disks and other recording media recorded with computer programs; computer programs; other electronic 
machines, apparatus and their parts; consumer video game programs; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with 
programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film 
mounts; recorded video discs and video tapes; downloadable image files; computer software, recorded.

6194



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 14/10/2015; Application No. : 86787865 ;United States of America 

3260766    14/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276326]
Lenovo (Beijing) Limited
No. 6 Chuangye Road Shangdi Information Industry Base 100085 Haidian Dist., Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Phones; tablets; PC's and accessories.

6195



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 10 
 

2855248    15/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1175652]
Pharmajet, Inc.
400 Corporate Circle, Suite N Golden CO 80401 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical injection devices, namely, a needle-less injection device for injecting pharmaceuticals into living 
organisms.

6196



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 10 
 

2855266    15/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1178964]
Pharmajet, Inc.
400 Corporate Circle, Suite N Golden CO 80401 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Needleless fluid injectors for medical use.

6197



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 10 
 

2857142    11/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1215990]
Aesculap AG
Am Aesculap-Platz, 78532 Tuttlingen (Germany) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical and medical instruments and devices; orthopaedic articles; surgical and orthopaedic implants; surgical and 
orthopaedic implants for posterior stabilization of the spine; medical implants namely pedicle screws and their fittings 
namely rods, set screws, hooks, rod connectors, cross connectors and cable connecting instruments as well as occiput 
plates and sacral plates.

6198



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 10 
 

3253130    16/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274890]
PETERS SURGICAL
Zone Industrielle Les Vignes, 42, rue Benoît Frachon F-93000 BOBIGNY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; 
suture material; stockings for varicose veins; feeding bottles; feeding bottle teats; clothing especially for operating 
rooms; massage apparatus; aesthetic massage apparatus; prostheses; artificial implants; armchairs for medical or dental 
use; surgical drapes; bed pans or pans for medical use; special furniture for medical use, surgical instruments, 
orthopedic footwear.

6199



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 10/03/2014; Application No. : 2014-017817 ;Japan 

2856234    20/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213530]
DAIKIN INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Umeda Center Building, 4-12, Nakazaki-nishi 2-chome Kita-Ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-8323 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air conditioners for household purposes with humidifying, dehumidifying, and ventilating functions; air conditioners for 
household or industrial purposes; heating apparatus for household or industrial purposes; cooling apparatus for 
household or industrial purposes; ventilation (air-conditioning) apparatus for household or industrial purposes; air 
purifiers for household or industrial purposes; air dehumidifiers for household or industrial purposes; air humidifiers for 
household or industrial purposes; heating apparatus; refrigerating apparatus; ventilating apparatus.

6200



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 11 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/03/2015; Application No. : 2015/02328 ;Sweden 

3249294    01/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273595]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB
Box 73 SE-221 00 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for heating, drying, refrigerating and ventilating; air conditioning apparatus; heat exchangers not being parts 
of machines; air coolers for cooling and freezing goods; air coolers for use in cold rooms for fresh and frozen goods; 
evaporators; brine unit coolers; air coolers for meat storages, air coolers for agricultural produce and processing rooms; 
air coolers for cooling engine rooms and monitoring rooms; industrial air coolers for cooling and freezing applications in 
medium to large cold rooms.

6201



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 11 
 

3249586    02/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273736]
Qingdao Baiwang Electrical Appliances Co., Ltd.
Yuhuangling Industrial Estate, Chengyang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gas cookers; solar cookers; extractor hoods for kitchens; solar thermal collectors [heating]; solar water heaters; 
disinfectant apparatus; radiators, electric; humidifiers for heating.

6202



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 11 
 

3252529    10/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274195]
Przetwórstwo Tworzyw Sztucznych WAS Jósef i Leszek Was Spólka Jawna
ul. Stalowa 7, 9 Godzikowice_555 PL-55-200 Olawa Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automotive lamps; multifunctional lamps, one functional lamps; front position, rear position, direction indicator, 
reversing, stop lamps; lamps with flexible fastening; side marker and direction indicator, globes for all kinds of above 
mentioned lamps, reflective devices.

6203



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 09/12/2013; Application No. : 2013-096385 ;Japan 

2833250    07/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212817]
BRIDGESTONE CORPORATION
1-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-8340 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and their parts and fittings; tires for passenger cars; tires for trucks; tires for buses; tires for racing cars; 
tires for automobiles; retreaded tires for passenger cars; retreaded tires for trucks; retreaded tires for buses; retreaded 
tires for racing cars; retreaded tires for automobiles; inner tubes for passenger cars; inner tubes for trucks; inner tubes 
for buses; inner tubes for racing cars; inner tubes for automobiles; wheels and rims for passenger cars; wheels and rims 
for trucks; wheels and rims for buses; wheels and rims for racing cars; wheels and rims for automobiles; tread rubber for 
retreading tires for the above-mentioned vehicles; two-wheeled motor vehicles and their parts and fittings; tires for two-
wheeled motor vehicles; inner tubes for two-wheeled motor vehicles; wheels and rims for two-wheeled motor vehicles; 
bicycles and their parts and fittings; tires for bicycles; inner tubes for bicycles; wheels and rims for bicycles; tread rubber 
for retreading tires for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles; aircraft and their parts and fittings; tires and inner tubes 
for aircraft; tread rubber for retreading tires for aircraft; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires; shock 
absorbers [for land vehicles] pneumatic shock absorbers [air springs for land vehicles]; shaft couplings or connectors 
[for land vehicles]; fenders for vessels [boat side protectors]; seat cushions for vehicles.

6204



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

 

3249545    19/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274807]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstr. 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and parts thereof included in this class.

6205



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 31/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 034 629 ;Germany 

3249576    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273676]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and structural parts therefor [as far as included in class 12].

6206



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 09/07/2015; Application No. : T201551452 ;Finland 

3249639    09/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273620]
SLEIPNER FINLAND OY
Palokärjentie 2-4 FI-40320 JYVÄSKYLÄ Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wheeled platforms for the transfer and transport of machines.

6207



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

 

3249767    19/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274808]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstr. 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and parts thereof (included in class 12).

6208



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

 

3250141    19/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274806]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstr. 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicles and parts therefor (included in this class).

6209



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

 

3251336    19/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274805]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstr. 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and parts thereof (included in class 12).

6210



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 17/03/2015; Application No. : 1306667 ;Benelux 

3251558    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273906]
SIDEM NV
Nijverheidslaan 62 B-8560 WEVELGEM

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Steering and suspension systems for vehicles and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper 
ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler 
arms, center links, steering stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pittman arms, in this class.

6211



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

 

3255195    19/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275090]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstr. 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and parts thereof (included in this class).

6212



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

 

3255202    19/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275095]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstr. 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and parts thereof (included in this class).

6213



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

 

3256728    19/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276334]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstr. 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and parts thereof (included in this class).

6214



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 31/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 034 630 ;Germany 

3257753    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276499]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstrasse 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and structural parts therefor [included in this class].

6215



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 13 
 

 

3254607    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275928]
State Corporation for Assistance
Gogolevski blvd., 21,1 RU-119991 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Firearms; ammunition; explosives; fireworks; acetyl-nitrocellulose; ammunition for firearms; ammonium nitrate 
explosives; pyrophoric substances; primings [fuses]; fuses for explosives, for use in mines; cartridge cases; noise-
suppressors for guns; hand grenades; detonators; dynamite; lead shot for hunting; sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; 
breeches of firearms; detonating caps other than toys; carbines; hammers for guns and rifles; gun carriages [artillery]; 
automatic firearm ammunition belts; gunstocks; mortars [firearms]; mines [explosives]; bengal lights; firing platforms; 
artillery guns [cannons]; motorized weapons; hunting firearms; side arms [firearms]; tear-gas weapons; cartridge 
pouches; cartridges; explosive cartridges; firecrackers; pyroxylin; pistols [arms]; air pistols [weapons]; flare pistols; 
explosive powders; gunpowder; powder horns; shoulder straps for weapons; sights, other than telescopic sights, for 
artillery; sights, other than telescopic sights, for firearms; machine guns; cannons; rocket launchers; signal rockets; 
revolvers; belts adapted for ammunition; guns [weapons]; harpoon guns [weapons]; detonating plugs; fog signals, 
explosive; trigger guards for guns and rifles; projectiles [weapons]; shells [projectiles]; ballistic weapons; rockets 
[projectiles]; sprays for personal defense purposes; pyrotechnic products; rifle barrels; tanks [weapons]; torpedoes; 
cartridge loading apparatus; apparatus for filling cartridge belts; fuses for explosives; trunnions for heavy weapons; rifle 
cases; detonating fuses for explosives; cleaning brushes for firearms.

6216



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 14

Priority claimed from 14/03/2014; Application No. : 86221499 ;United States of America
2733554    14/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200683]
Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC
222 W. Merchandise Mart Plaza Suite 1800 Chicago IL 60654 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smart watches comprised primarily of a wristwatch featuring software and display screens for viewing, sending and 
receiving texts, emails, data and information; wrist watches; watches; cases for watches; timepieces; watch bands; watch 
straps.

6217



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 14

3248834    13/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274822]
Time Spirit SAS 
100 Route des Clodras 74700 Sallanches FR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Timepieces and chronometric instruments.

6218



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 14

Priority claimed from 25/03/2015; Application No. : 2015-032052 ;Japan
3255272    17/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275515]
WAKOH CO., LTD
12-11, Sasamekitacho, Toda-shi Saitama 335-0033 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Watches.

6219



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 20

2947312    07/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1198460]
NATIONAL PLASTIC CO.,LTD.
(Wonsi-dong) 289, Haean-ro, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si Gyeonggi-do 545-020 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Boxes made of plastic; packaging containers of plastic; barrels, not of metal; transport pallets, not of metal; handling 
pallets, not of metal; furniture; office furniture; school furniture; chairs [seats]; chairs of plastic; plastic furniture for 
gardens; benches; tables; standing desks.

6220



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 21

Priority claimed from 14/04/2015; Application No. : 86597484 ;United States of America
3255618    13/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275829]
Yeti Coolers, LLC
Suite 200, 5301 Southwest Parkway Austin TX 78735 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tumblers; jugs; mugs.

6221



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 24

3251627    07/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274897]
Japan Textile Evaluation Technology Council
12-9, Nihonbashi Kodenmacho, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0001 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; felts; non-woven textile fabrics; woven textile goods for personal use; mosquito nets; bed 
sheets; futon quilts; quilt covers for futon; futon ticks [unstuffed futon]; pillow cases; blankets; table napkins of textile; 
dish towels for drying; shower curtains; banners [not of paper]; flags [not of paper]; fitted toilet seat covers of textile; seat 
covers of textile, wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths [not of paper]; draperies [thick drop curtains]; labels of 
cloth.

6222



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 25 
 

3248349    21/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273357]
The Wakefield Shirt Company Limited
P.O. Box 1 Thornes Lane Wharf Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF1 5RQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, hats, shoes and gloves; belts.

6223



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 25

3248856    06/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273584]
ZeniMax Media Inc.
1370 Piccard Drive Rockville, MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, headwear, namely hats; footwear, namely shoes and sneakers; jackets, 
fleece pullovers, pants, sweatpants, jeans.

6224



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 25

3251167    27/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1251885]
OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU "EDEM"
Novinsky bulv., 8 RU-121099 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Breeches for wear; trousers; veils [clothing]; neckties; ascots; gaiters; jerseys [clothing]; vests; sports jerseys; hosiery; 
combinations [clothing]; corsets [underclothing]; suits; jackets [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; leggings [trousers]; furs 
[clothing]; muffs [clothing]; fur stoles; outerclothing; ready-made clothing; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of 
leather; topcoats; dresses; headbands [clothing]; garters; ponchos; pullovers; shirts; pinafore dresses; sweaters; knitwear 
[clothing]; headgear for wear; tee-shirts; dressing gowns; shawls; caps [headwear]; paper hats [clothing]; hats; skorts.

6225



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 28 
 

2855280    08/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1196276]
Laidir Leisure Ltd trading as Powerhouse 
Powerhouse Admin & Distribution Centre, Cloberfield House, 57 Beardmore Way, Clydebank Glasgow G81 4HT GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sporting articles, apparatus and equipment; belts and gloves for weightlifting and weight training; weightlifting 
equipment; boxing gloves; multi-purpose weight training machines; multi-gym equipment; rowing machines; barbells; 
dumbbells; kettlebells; weights for weightlifting; free weights machines; punch bags; boxing equipment; weightlifting 
belts; weightlifting benches; stomach exercisers; weight training accessories.

6226



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 013882741 ;European Union 

3249538    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274731]
Fuse London Limited
Unit B3, West 12 Studios, Askew Crescent London W12 9DP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys, games, playthings; activity toys; toy sets for making toy jewellery.

6227



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 28 
 

 

3255562    28/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1275285]
Italcanna S.r.l.
Via Nuova, 70 Segromigno in Monte I-55018 Capannori (LU) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Fishing rods; fishing reels; fishing floats; outrigger holders, other than boat and ship parts, being removable 
supports specially adapted for use in fishing and for holding outriggers and fishing rods; rod holders; landing nets; 
hooks and all fishing equipments, namely, lines for fishing, outriggers, other than boat and ship parts, being retractors of 
fishing lines, fishing safety harness, belts specially adapted for use in fishing and holding fishing rods, fishing rod 
handles, fishing rod rings, fishing reel supports, fishing tackle boxes, fishing rod supports, cases for fishing rods.

6228



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2015; Application No. : 2015-34486 ;Japan 

3256177    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275206]
KUMADA Kazumine
4-1-1 D-703, Nara, Aoba-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa-pref. 227-0038 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Body-training apparatus; scooters [toys]; skateboards; toys.

6229



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 29 
 

3245905    15/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273291]
MacFarms LLC 
Level 5, 303 Coronation Drive Milton QLD 4064 AU

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Processed macadamia nuts.

6230



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 30 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/03/2015; Application No. : 86552026 ;United States of America 

3256254    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275389]
Dyla LLC
236 Price Court West New York NJ 07093 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee based beverages; roasted coffee beans.

6231



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 32 
 

 

2762507    17/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1181153]
RHODIUS MINERALQUELLEN UND GETRÄNKE GMBH & CO. KG
Brohltalstrasse 2 56659 Burgbrohl Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for 
making beverages.

6232



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 17/06/2015; Application No. : 2015-057384 ;Japan 

3252658    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275510]
Suntory Holdings Limited
1-40, Dojimahama 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-8203 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Whisky.

6233



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2015; Application No. : 014367536 ;European Union 

3256697    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275550]
The Glenlivet Distillers Limited
Chivas House, 72 Chancellors Road London W6 9RS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

6234



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 33 
 

3260272    08/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275626]
TOVARYSTVO Z OBMEZHENOIU VIDPOVIDALNISTIU "NATSIONALNA HORILCHANA KOMPANIIA"
Smilianske shose, 8-i kilometer, bud. 2, s. Stepanky Cherkaskyi raion Cherkaska oblast 19632 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer); aperitifs; arak (rice alcoholic beverage); brandy; wines flavored wines; white wines; 
table grape wines; dessert wines; sparkling wines; zestful wines; liqueur wines; strong wines; muscat wines; semi-sweet 
wines; semi-dry wines; foaming wines, including carbonated wines; fruit wines; rose wines; table wines; dry wines; red 
wines; whisky; vermouths; anisette; anise [liqueur]; hydromel [mead]; vodka, cherry vodka, perry; gin; cocktails; curacao; 
liqueurs; peppermint liqueurs; distilled beverages; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; bitters; piquette; rice alcohol; 
rum; sake; cider; spirits [beverages]; alcoholic extracts; alcoholic essences; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; fruit 
extracts, alcoholic; low alcohol beverages except beers containing not more than 12% by volume of alcohol.

6235



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 34 
 

Priority claimed from 19/08/2015; Application No. : m201513814 ;Ukraine 

3252534    22/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275832]
Khalaf Turki
vul. Itskhaka Rabina, 55, kv. 10 m. Odesa 65072 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; tips 
of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders; oral vaporizers for smokers; absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; tobacco 
jars; gas containers for cigar lighters; chewing tobacco; lighters for smokers; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; tobacco 
pouches; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; cigarette tips; books of cigarette papers; matchboxes; firestones; 
tobacco pipes; cigar holders; cigarette holders; mouthpieces for cigarette holders; liquid nicotine solutions for use in 
electronic cigarettes; pipe racks for tobacco pipes; spittoons for tobacco users; ashtrays for smokers; cigarettes; 
electronic cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarette paper; cigarette 
cases; cigarette filters; cigars; cigarillos; cigar cases; humidors; cigar cutters; matches; match holders; snuff boxes; 
herbs for smoking; tobacco; snuff.

6236



Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2015; Application No. : 86607987 ;United States of America 

3246985    06/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273551]
Boston Scientific Scimed, Inc.
One Scimed Place Maple Grove MN 55311 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Consulting in the fields of healthcare operations management and hospital operations management; consulting services 
in the field of patient relationship management for healthcare providers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 03/12/2014; Application No. : 1662005 ;Australia 

3256232    03/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275136]
Palisade Investment Partners Limited
L38, 71 Eagle St. Brisbane QLD 4000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial and funds management services; investment services; financial management and compliance services; funds 
management and compliance services; providing information in the field of finance and funds management; consultancy 
and advisory services in relation to finance, funds and financial investments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86070946 ;United States of 
America 

2734369    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201065]
UNITED AIRLINES, INC.
233 South Wacker Drive, 11th Floor Chicago IL 60606 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AGGARWAL ASSOCIATES.
N - 17, JANGPURA EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110 014.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transportation of persons, property and mail by air.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 39 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86070958 ;United States of 
America 

2742781    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201644]
UNITED AIRLINES, INC.
233 S. Wacker Drive, 11th Floor Chicago IL 60606 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AGGARWAL ASSOCIATES.
N - 17, JANGPURA EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110 014.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transportation of persons, property and mail by air.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 14/08/2014; Application No. : 86367033 ;United States of 
America 

3249520    30/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274007]
Microsoft Corporation
1 Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Entertainment services, namely, providing interactive, multiplayer game services for video games, namely, charting 
progress and accomplishments of users in a series of video games; providing information about video games; providing 
a web site featuring information in the field of video games (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); providing a web-based online portal in the field of video games (terms considered 
too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 41 
 

3252979    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273616]
Jiangsu Kangjie Machinery Co., Ltd.
(In High Tech Industrial Park of Yandu District), No. 9, Qinchuan South Road, Yanlong Street, Yandu District, Yancheng City, Jiangsu 
Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of 
colloquiums; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; instruction services; 
publication of books; translation; entertainment; health club services [health and fitness training].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 31/10/2013; Application No. : 012272423 ;European Union 

2742808    24/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201685]
SolidQ Global, S.A.
Juan Carlos I, 88, 4C E-03340 Albatera (Alicante) ES

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer consulting; information technology consultation.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 42 
 

 

2775742    23/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1208314]
CenturyLink, Inc.
100 CenturyLink Drive Monroe LA 71203 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; computer consultation in 
the field of computer security; computer hardware and software consulting services; computer hardware and software 
design; computer network design for others; computer security services, namely, restricting access to and by computer 
networks to and of undesired web sites, media and individuals and facilities; consulting in the field of 
telecommunications technology (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common 
Regulations); design, creation, hosting, maintenance of websites for others; remote computer backup services; technical 
support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 42 
 

 

3248917    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273586]
HANMI IT CO., LTD.
(Bangi-dong), 14, Wiryeseong-daero, Songpa-gu Seoul 138-724 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Web site maintenance; creating and maintaining web sites for others; web site development; maintaining web sites; web 
site design consultancy; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; maintaining 
web sites for electronic commerce; computer programming for electronic commerce; computer software development; 
rental of computer software; computer software design; computer software consultancy; design of computer software; 
installation of computer software; updating of computer software; computer software research; maintenance of computer 
software; advice and development services relating to computer software; computer system design.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 28/04/2015; Application No. : 014010417 ;European Union 

3250707    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274630]
Fairsail Limited
Reading Enterprise Centre, Whiteknights Road Reading RG6 6BU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Information Technology [IT] consultancy services; IT programming services; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of 
software; leasing of software; software consultancy, advisory and information services; software installation; software 
maintenance services; configuration of computer software; upgrading of computer software; computer software support 
services; updating of software; software repair; software design; software development; software research; software 
creation; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for importing and managing data; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/11/2013; Application No. : MO2013C000797 ;Italy 

2749341    10/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1202712]
LOWELL S.R.L.
Via Giuliano Cassiani, 173 I-41122 MODENA (MO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting.

Cl.14;Clocks and watches in general and parts therefor, watch straps of leather, metal and plastic, watch cases, cases 
and boxes for watches, watch bracelets, sports watches, miniature clocks, desk clocks, wall clocks, rings of non-precious 
metal, jewellery.

Cl.35;Retailing of goods of precious metal, goldsmithery and horological instruments, electronic commerce, namely 
providing information about goods via telecommunications networks and for advertising purposes and sales purposes, 
management of franchise shops.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

2749379    11/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203556]
Cotton Council International
1521 New Hampshire Avenue, NW Washington DC 20036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Cotton handbags and all-purpose carry bags.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads made wholly or in substantial part of cotton.

Cl.24;Fabrics, bed sheets, pillowcases, bedspreads, towels and bed blankets, comforters, draperies, handkerchiefs, 
and tablecloths made wholly or in substantial part of cotton.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, blouses, dresses, skirts, shorts, pants, slacks, jeans, undershirts, underwear, 
lingerie, bras, panties, sweaters, sweatpants, sweatshirts, sweatsuits, training suits, coats, jackets, hosiery, pajamas, 
loungewear, robes, hats, caps, gloves, and scarves, made wholly or in substantial part of cotton.

Cl.35;Promoting the sale of cotton and products of others made in whole or in part of cotton.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No. : 13/4044971 ;France 

2749880    12/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1202062]
International Business Machines Corporation
New Orchard Road Armonk NY 10504 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computing equipment, namely magnetic tape units (for computers), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, 
integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact disks (audio-video), optical disks, couplers (for computers), floppy 
disks, magnetic data media, video screens, scanners, printers for use with computers, interfaces (for computers), readers 
(for computers), computer software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors (computer hardware), 
computers, computer memories, computer peripheral devices, recorded computer programs and software; adapters for 
computers; computer components; data processing equipment; semi-conductors; electronic data media that can be 
processed by machine; magnetic disks; hard disk drives; tape recorders; calculating machines; cash registers; facsimile 
machines; video game software; video recorders; videotapes; electric cells and electric batteries; computer chips; boards 
for integrated circuits; computer accessories, namely communication servers; carrying cases for computers; interface 
cards for computers; computer cables and computer cable parts; fax modem cards for computers; computer accessories, 
namely, screen filters, computer mouse pads, electric converters, namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-
step voltage switches, pagers, computer joysticks, computer mice; electronic publications, namely books, magazines and 
manuals containing information on computer technology; integrated circuit cards (smart cards) and smart cards, adapters
for integrated circuits and adapters for smart cards; adapters for integrated circuit cards and smart cards; 
microcomputers; electric power supply apparatus; projectors (apparatus for projection); remote controllers for 
computers; inverters, surge protectors and uninterruptible power supply devices; point of sale terminals; computer 
operating system software; software for accessing a global computer network; database management software; computer 
document management software; computer software for finding, retrieving and receiving text, electronic documents, 
graphic illustrations and audiovisual information on internal computer networks at company level and on local, wide-area 
and global computer networks; software for developing and software for designing websites and user manuals, in 
electronic format, sold as a set; documentation and instruction manuals recorded on electronic data media that can be 
operated by machine and relating to computers or computer programs; cloud computing system, particularly networked 
computer hardware and software for dynamic provisioning, virtualization and measurement of consumption in the field of 
computer resources.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; electronic message delivery services; communication by computer terminals; 
electronic mail; news and information agencies; telecommunication and electronic messaging services via computer 
networks; computer-aided transmission of data; telecommunication services enabling commercial interaction over a 
global computer network.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer software design, updating and maintenance; design of computer software 
and hardware for others, and computer support services provided by computer specialists, computing services, namely 
website creation, design and maintenance for others; analysis of computer systems, integration of computer networks 
and databases, computer programming services for others, all relating to commercial interactions on global computer 
networks; technical support services, namely repair of operating systems and computer programs by computer 
technicians; interconnection of computers and software, namely electronic interconnection of computers and software; 
testing of computer programs (software) and hardware (quality control and technical control); technical project studies in 
the field of computer hardware and computer software; computer consulting in connection with computer hardware, 
namely consulting in computer research and development; computer system analysis; computer advice and assistance 
concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial research, namely research and 
development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, chemical research, cosmetic research, 
mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, scientific research for medical 
purposes; cloud computing services, particularly dynamic provisioning, virtualization and measurement of consumption 
in the field of computer resources.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/08/2013; Application No. : 651960 ;Switzerland 

2775305    20/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207945]
ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd
Affolternstrasse 44 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools as well as their parts including automated machines and machine tools as well as 
their parts; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); couplings and devices for power transmission (except 
those for land crafts); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; electric generators and current generators; 
apparatus for handling and transporting included in this class; transport and handling belts; pneumatic transporters; 
transporters and conveyors; control devices for machines or motors; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and 
engines; drives for machines; driving motors other than for land vehicles, particularly drives for ships, hydraulic controls 
for machines and engines; hydraulic engines and motors; robots; turbocompressors; pumps; compressors; mills; 
generators for wind turbines; floating or non-floating drilling rigs; automatic distribution machines; elevator control 
devices.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, analyzing, indicating,
signaling, monitoring apparatus, instruments and devices, including parts for all the aforesaid goods, emergency (rescue) 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, including parts for all the aforesaid goods; CDs; downloadable 
electronic publications; apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing sound and images; data processing 
equipment and computers; microprocessors; software; lasers not for medical use; chargers for electric storage batteries; 
timer switches (except for clockwork mechanisms); condensers [capacitors]; electric collectors; electric pliers; electric 
wires, lines and cables; accumulator boxes and connection boxes; cable identification sheaths for electrical transmission 
lines and cable identification yarns for electrical transmission lines; cable ducts; inductors; magnetic recording media; 
semi-conductors; electric and electronic apparatus, devices and instruments including parts thereof for the production, 
distribution and supply of energy, particularly alternative energy; fuel cells; sound recording disks; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating machines; extinguishers; electronic, magnetic and optical storage, floppy 
disks, magnetic disks, optical disks; data protection apparatus; computer peripherals; current inverters; current rectifiers;
current converters; electrical connection parts; connection sleeves; transistors, thyristors, electric diodes; 
semiconductor power elements; transformers [electricity]; electric resistances; distribution panels and cabinets; 
batteries; integrated switching circuits (chips); printed circuit boards; computer operating programs; diagnostic 
apparatus (not for medical purposes); remote control apparatus; anti-interference devices; memories for apparatus for 
data processing; switching panels and consoles; commutators (switches); electric relays; modems; ducts [electricity]; 
connectors for electrical transmission lines; electric measuring and regulating apparatus in the form of voltage 
regulators; sensors; fuses and electrical safety devices included in this class; distribution connection panels; voltmeters; 
counters; electric current switches; dosing and measuring apparatus; electric power distribution installations; electric 
and electronic installations for (remote) control of automated industrial processes, including electronic display boards as 
well as acoustic and optical warning devices, control panels, distribution consoles, control buttons and cables; automatic 
steering apparatus for vehicles; installations and apparatus for transmitting, switching and controlling electric current 
included in this class, including their parts, particularly high, medium and low-voltage electrical distribution installations 
and installations for high-voltage direct current transmission; heavy current circuits; aerial cables for heavy currents; 
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electric power reactors, transformers and components relating thereto; distribution transformers; power switches; 
electric sockets; solar cells.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting as well as for heating, cooling and ventilation, including fans, sanitary installations; 
ventilation and air-conditioning installations; apparatus for steam generation, cooking, drying, ventilation and water 
distribution; solar collectors; heat pumps; ovens.

Cl.37;Construction, including advice in this field; repair; installation work, including advice in this field; servicing, 
commissioning and maintenance as well as installation works particularly for industrial installations; installation, 
implementation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware and office machines; maintenance of computer hardware, 
particularly computers and computer network installations; installation, maintenance, repair and noise suppression of 
machines and apparatus and electrical installations; installation and maintenance of oil pipelines; underwater 
construction; consulting in connection with repairs and installation work; consultancy in connection with any of the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research; programming for data processing; provision of computer programs on data 
networks, particularly on the Internet and the World Wide Web; provision of technical information concerning the use of 
computers, computer hardware, software, computer databases and computer networks; testing of materials; services 
provided by an industrial designer; services provided by a packaging designer; quality control; underwater exploration; 
testing of raw materials; engineering services relating to environmental impact, advice in the field of energy saving, 
providing technical advice in connection with energy-saving measures, services provided by technical advisers in the 
field of energy saving and energy performance; computer software design, particularly in the field of computer security; 
network engineers' services including computer and network security consulting; scientific and industrial research in the 
field of network technology; actualization (update) of software; carrying out chemical analyses; analyses for oil-field 
exploitation; oil prospecting; oil-well testing; preparation of analyses for oil-field exploitation; oil-field surveys; services 
provided by architects; physics research; chemical research; services provided by a physicist; computer consulting 
services, particularly in the field of technical security; reconstitution of computer data; software maintenance; computer 
system analyses; research and development services for new products; research in the field of machine construction and 
engineering; technical surveys; engineering work including advice provided by engineers, particularly consultation in the 
field of technical security; technical project studies as well as related consulting; rental of software and data processing 
apparatus; development of software; services provided by an engineer.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2013; Application No. : 654912 ;Switzerland 

2778631    15/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1205586]
FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L'AUTOMOBILE
Ch. de Blandonnet 2 CH-1214 VERNIER Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Land vehicles; parts and component parts for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Organization of sporting competitions in the field of motorsports; training of people in the field of motorsports.

Cl.42;Mechanical research in the field of motorsports; testing of materials in the field of motorsports; technical project
studies in the field of motorsports; expert appraisals in the field of motorsports (engineering services); vehicle 
roadworthiness testing in the field of motorsports; quality control in the field of motorsports; technological advice on 
environmental protection in the field of motorsports; vehicle construction consultancy in the field of motorsports 
(research and design services), technical inspections of motor vehicles in the field of motorsports, quality control in the 
field of motorsports.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 28/06/2013; Application No. : 2013-50000 ;Japan 

2778748    24/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1208845]
AISAN INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
1-1, Kyowa-cho 1-chome, Obu-shi Aichi 474-8588 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric metal cutting machines; electrical welding apparatus; electric arc welding apparatus; machines for metal 
working; machines and apparatus for processing plastics; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; injectors for 
engines; carburetors; carburetors or mixers of town gas engines or liquefied petroleum gas engines used for heating 
installations; throttle bodies; electronically controlled throttle bodies; ignition coils (parts of engines); canisters for 
vehicles; electronically controlled gas and air blending apparatus for liquefied petroleum gas engines; electronically 
controlled gas and air blending apparatus for compressed natural gas engines; injectors for compressed natural gas 
engines; fuel pressure regulators for liquefied petroleum gas engines; fuel pressure regulators for compressed natural 
gas engines; fuel pumps for internal combustion engines built-in with pressure regulators and fuel level sensors; suction 
pipes built-in with electronically controlled throttle bodies, exhaust gas recirculation valves and other mechanical parts; 
water pumps to recycle cooling waters of water-cooled engines; fuel pumps for internal combustion engines; fuel 
injection systems for motorcycles; parts of internal combustion engines for land vehicles; water pumps for recycling 
cooling water used to cool motor control inverters of hybrid cars; valves to control negative pressure of internal 
combustion engines for automobiles; vacuum control valves; check valves; canisters using activated carbons; non-
electric prime movers not for land vehicles, and parts of non-electric prime movers; vacuum pumps; pneumatic or 
hydraulic machines; fuel-return valves; valves for engines; machine elements not for land vehicles; current generator; 
stepping motors; starters for motors and engines; AC motors and DC motors, not including those for land vehicles but 
including parts for any AC motors and dc motors; AC generators; DC generators; spark plugs for internal combustion 
engines; injectors for engines; carburetors; ignition coils (parts of engines).

Cl.9;Measuring or testing machines and instruments; sensors to detect the revolving angles of throttle valves 
specifically for automobiles; sensors to detect the revolving angles of accelerators specifically for automobiles; throttle 
revolving position sensors; solenoid valves.

Cl.12;Internal combustion engines; carburetors or mixers of town gas engines or liquefied petroleum gas engines 
used for heating installations; throttle bodies; electronically controlled throttle bodies; canisters for land vehicles; 
electronically controlled gas and air blending apparatus for liquefied petroleum gas engines; electronically controlled gas 
and air blending apparatus for compressed natural gas engine; injectors for compressed natural gas engines; fuel 
pressure regulators for liquefied petroleum gas engines; fuel pressure regulators for compressed natural gas engines; 
non electric prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; mechanical elements for land vehicles; brakes; 
speed change gears for land vehicles and their parts; engine valves for land vehicles; airflow control valves for internal 
combustion engines for automobiles; exhaust gas recirculation valves for internal combustion engines for automobiles; 
AC motors and DC motors for land vehicles, not including their parts; vessels and their parts and fittings, not including 
air cushion vehicles; parts and fittings of automobiles and trucks; wheels; tires; clutches for land vehicles; wipers; 
windshields; cigarette lighters for land vehicles; two-wheeled automobiles and bicycles, their parts and fittings; 
accelerators built-in with sensors to detect revolving angles.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of carburetors; shipbuilding; repair or maintenance of ships; repair or maintenance of 
automobiles; repair of maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles; repair or maintenance of electronic machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of measuring or testing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of 
metalworking machines and tools; repair or maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/10/2013; Application No. : UK00003026974 ;United Kingdom
2780344    12/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1209367]
J. H. Fenner & Co. Limited
Hesslewood Country Office Park Ferriby Road Hessle, East Yorkshire HU13 0PW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Belts and belting; conveying apparatus and parts thereof.

Cl.9;Computer software for use in the management and monitoring of conveyor belts and conveying systems; material 
downloaded electronically for use in the management and monitoring of conveyor belts and conveyor systems; devices 
for reading, recording, storing and transmitting electronically stored data; apparatus for use in computerised stock 
control; apparatus for use in electronic inventory keeping.

Cl.35;Assisting business in the management and monitoring of conveyor belts and conveyor systems; electronic data 
storage services (not physical); stock control services relating to conveyor belts and conveying apparatus; maintaining 
inventory and stock control databases; computerised inventory control services; maintaining and administering a 
database for storing data on conveyor belts; maintaining a database for keeping an inventory of plant and machinery 
(including conveyor belts).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2013; Application No. : 654924 ;Switzerland 

2780540    15/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1205587]
FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L'AUTOMOBILE
Ch. de Blandonnet 2 CH-1214 VERNIER Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Land vehicles; parts and component parts for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Organization of sporting competitions in the field of motorsports; training of people in the field of motorsports.

Cl.42;Mechanical research in the field of motorsports; testing of materials in the field of motorsports; technical project
studies in the field of motorsports; expert appraisals in the field of motorsports (engineering services); vehicle 
roadworthiness testing in the field of motorsports; quality control in the field of motorsports; technological advice on 
environmental protection in the field of motorsports; vehicle construction consultancy in the field of motorsports 
(research and design services), technical inspections of motor vehicles in the field of motorsports, quality control in the 
field of motorsports.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

 

2785799    21/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1209865]
WIKO
1 Rue Du Capitaine Dessemond F-13007 Marseille France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telephones, mobile telephones, component parts of mobile telephones, accessories for mobile telephones, 
namely earpieces, headsets, in-ear headphones, hands-free microphones, hands-free kits, covers, cases and protective 
covers for mobile telephones, charging units for mobile telephones, batteries for mobile telephones, stands and docking 
stations for connecting mobile telephones; stands specially designed for holding mobile telephones, digital tablets and 
hand-held computers; accessories for digital tablets and hand-held computers, namely, earpieces, headsets, in-ear 
headphones, hands-free kits, kits being hands-free kits, covers, cases and protective covers for digital tablets and hand-
held computers, chargers for digital tablets and hand-held computers, batteries for digital tablets and hand-held 
computers; stands and docking stations specially designed for holding digital tablets and hand-held computers; 
apparatus for recording and reproduction of sound and images, equipment for data processing and computers, computer 
game software, software (recorded programs), computer peripheral devices, integrated circuit cards, bags and covers 
designed for portable computers, digital tablets and mobile telephones.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunication information; communications by radio or telephone; cellular telephone
communication; provision of user access to global computer networks; provision of on-line forums; provision of access 
to databases; electronic bulletin board service (telecommunications); providing telecommunication connections to a 
global computer network; rental of telecommunication apparatus; teleconferencing or videoconferencing services; 
electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/11/2013; Application No. : 223607 ;Greece 

2841602    28/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1212201]
EVANGELOS LIOLIOS SON OF PANAGIOTIS
18 Girokomeioy Str Patras Greece

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Coffee utensils and containers, namely, non-electric coffee pots and cups.

Cl.29;Dried nuts.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
biscuits/cookies; sweetmeats; pastries and confectionery; ice cream; honey, treacle, pastry; ice.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 25/09/2013; Application No. : 86074184 ;United States of 
America 

2842410    25/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212821]
Harmonist Inc.
17890 Castleton Street, Ste. 367 City of Industry CA 91748 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfume for linen, carpets and the atmosphere; incense; oils for perfumery; essential oils; oils for toilet; bath oils; 
oils for cosmetic purposes; home fragrances; bases for flower perfumes; aromatic wood sticks; extracts of flower; 
polishing wax scented; powders scented for cleaners; cosmetics; cosmetic creams, namely milk cream, shower cream, 
hand cream; lip balm not for medical use; milk for toilet purposes, almond milk for cosmetic purposes; powdered almond 
milk; beauty mask; lotions for cosmetic purposes; skin care goods and hair not for medical use; make-up; make-up 
remover; eau de toilette; perfumes; eau de parfum; scented water; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotion or perfumed; 
base for perfumes; soaps; toilet soaps; cosmetic preparations for bath; bath salts; hair lotion; shaving goods, shaving 
preparations; shaving soaps, aftershave lotions.

Cl.4;Candles; perfumed candles; tea lights; lamp wicks; candle gel; tapers; candles; oils for tissue.

Cl.21;Perfume burners; incense burners; candlesticks; candelabras; candle holders; light-holders; soap dispensers, 
soap boxes, soap holders, aerosols not for medical use; perfume sprayers; perfume vaporizers; deodorizing apparatus.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale store services in the field of mail-order or via the Internet and via any electronic distance 
marketing methods for the following products, namely, perfume for linen, carpets and the atmosphere; incense; oils for 
perfumery; essential oils; oils for toilet; bath oils; oils for cosmetic purposes; home fragrances; bases for flower 
perfumes; aromatic wood sticks; extracts of flower; polishing wax scented; powders scented for cleaners; cosmetics; 
cosmetic creams, namely milk cream, shower cream, hand cream; lip balm not for medical use; milk for toilet purposes, 
almond milk for cosmetic purposes; powdered almond milk; beauty mask; lotions for cosmetic purposes; skin care goods 
and hair not for medical use; makeup; makeup remover; eaux de toilette; perfumes; eaux de parfum; scented water; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotion or perfumed; base for perfumes; soaps; toilet soaps; cosmetic preparations for 
bath; bath salts; hair lotion; shaving goods, shaving preparations; razors, shaving soaps, aftershave lotions, depilatory 
wax, depilatory; candles; perfumed candles; tea lights; lamp wicks; candle gel; tapers; candles; oils for tissue; perfume 
burners; incense burners; candlesticks; candelabras; candle holders; light holders; soap dispensers, soap boxes, soap 
holders, aerosols not for medical use, perfume sprayers; perfume vaporizers; deodorizing apparatus.

Cl.44;Advice and beauty care for human beings; application of cosmetic products to the body; information relating to 
massage; massage services.
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2855339    16/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1197443]
Massada sp. z o.o.
Bacha 26a PL-02-743 Warszawa Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;All type of eyeglasses including sunglasses, anti-glare glasses, eyeglasses for children, sports glasses, goggles 
for sports, all kinds of glasses with corrective eyesight glasses, optical glasses, accessories for all type of eyeglasses, 
mainly chains and straps for glasses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases.

Cl.25;Clothing, clothing of leather or imitation leather.

Cl.42;Dress design.
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Priority claimed from 18/03/2014; Application No. : 012706644 ;European Union 

2855519    01/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1209375]
LUCAS MEYER COSMETICS
100-101 Terrasse Boieldieu - Tour Franklin F-92080 Paris La Défense Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Active ingredients, chemical materials and additives originating from biotechnology, botany, or obtained from 
cultures of microorganisms; all these goods for use in the cosmetic industry, exclusively in connection with the care of 
human keratin fibers (hair, eyelashes, eyebrows).

Cl.3;Cosmetic products for hair care and for care of human keratin fibers (hair, eyelashes, eyebrows).
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2855632    12/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1210280]
Skate One Corporation
30 South La Patera Lane Goleta CA 93117 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, namely T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, and beanies.

Cl.28;Sporting goods, namely, skateboards and skateboard accessories, namely, skateboard decks, skateboard 
trucks, skateboard wheels.
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2856212    03/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213463]
CAO HUIJUAN
Room 402, No.38, No.41 Nong, Liangfeng Street, Haishu District, Ningbo City Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Steam condensers (parts of machines); automobile motor igniting coil; automobile motor cooling fan clutch; 
automobile motor cooling radiator; lubricating filter; automobile motor piston; belts for motors and engines; compressors 
(machines); automobile oil pump; automobile water pump.

Cl.11;Radiator caps; evaporators; air conditioners for vehicles; filters for air conditioning; pipe joint for water heating 
equipment; lights for automobiles; air conditioning apparatus; heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles; 
heaters for vehicles; ventilation (air-conditioning) installations for vehicles.

Cl.12;Automobile chassis; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for 
vehicles; brakes for vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; bodies for vehicles; transmission shafts for land 
vehicles; direction signals for vehicles; shock absorbers for automobiles.
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Priority claimed from 13/12/2013; Application No. : 13/4054592 ;France 

2856370    19/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213785]
Tokheim Holding B.V.
Industrieweg 5 NL-5531 AD Bladel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); machine couplings and transmission 
components (other than for land vehicles); automatic distribution machines, pumps (machines), fuel pumps for vehicle 
service stations.

Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, probing, density measuring, signaling, checking (supervision) and life-
saving apparatus and instruments; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, 
equipment for data processing and computers; software (recorded programs); computer peripherals; detectors; 
protection devices for personal use against accidents; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); laser scanners, gauges, 
probes, not for medical use, level gauges, measurement level gauges with mechanical clocks, floats for measuring the 
level of a liquid, measuring lasers, alarm instruments.
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Priority claimed from 22/07/2013; Application No. : 13/4021443 ;France 

2856477    01/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213929]
L'OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business organization consultancy concerning the field of a hairdressing salon, organization of events for 
commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (salon presentation) in the field of beauty and hairdressing; advertising, 
online advertising, professional business consultancy for the hairdressing and beauty professions.

Cl.41;Education program, training program, conferences, seminars, congresses intended for hairdressers concerning 
the organization, set-up, design, installation, management, administration of a hairdressing and beauty salon, 
organization of events for ecucational or cultural purposes (salon presentation) in the field of beauty and hairdressing.

Cl.44;Clubs for professionals in the field of beauty and hairdressing; hairdressing and beauty salons.
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2856825    04/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1215149]
Paplus International sp.z o.o.
Powstanców 16 PL-41-100 Siemianowice Slaskie Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer operating programs, recorded; battery chargers; current rectifiers; vacuum gauges; prisms [optics]; 
egg-candlers; relays, electric; time switches, automatic; switches, electric; inverters [electricity]; portable media players; 
walkie-talkies; converters, electric; conductors, electric; acoustic conduits; electricity conduits; magnetic wires; slides 
[photography]; push buttons for bells; surveying instruments; azimuth instruments; mathematical instruments; 
meteorological instruments; navigational instruments; levelling instruments; observation instruments; measuring 
instruments; diaphragms [photography]; electronic publications, downloadable; distribution consoles [electricity]; 
switchboxes [electricity]; radar apparatus; radios; vehicle radios; radio pagers; tone arms for record players; digital photo 
frames; frames for photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; reducers [electricity]; refractometers; 
refractors; voltage regulators for vehicles; speed regulators for record players; stage lighting regulators; milage 
recorders for vehicles; wind socks for indicating wind direction; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; gloves 
for divers; gloves for protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; gloves for protection against accidents; rheostats; 
respirators for filtering air; respirators, other than for artificial respiration; retorts; rods for water diviners; capillary tubes; 
pitot tubes; slide projectors; spherometers; satellites for scientific purposes; light dimmers [regulators], electric; 
sextants; spherometers; sulphitometers; life nets; nets for protection against accidents; scanners [data processing 
equipment]; socks, electrically heated; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; appliances for measuring the 
thickness of leather; junction boxes [electricity]; battery boxes; branch boxes [electricity]; headphones; telephone 
receivers; salinometers; sonars; sounding apparatus and machines; probes for scientific purposes; marine depth finders; 
spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; screw-tapping gauges; calipers; acoustic couplers; couplers [data processing 
equipment]; hands free kits for phones; radiotelephony sets; radiotelegraphy sets; magnetic tape units for computers; fire
boats; stands for photographic apparatus; stereoscopes; retorts' stands; plane tables [surveying instruments]; 
stroboscopes; contacts, electric; drying racks [photography]; slide-rules; slide calipers; signals, luminous or mechanical; 
fog signals, non-explosive; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sirens; cabinets for loudspeakers; 
distribution boxes [electricity]; petri dishes; spools [photography]; mechanical signs; signs, luminous; electronic notice 
boards; switchboards; distribution boards [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; signalling panels, luminous or 
mechanical; laboratory trays; tachometers; taximeters; metronomes; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic 
accidents; head cleaning tapes [recording]; sound recording strips; magnetic tapes; videotapes; telephone transmitters; 
portable telephones; telegraphs [apparatus]; facsimile machines; telescopes; theodolites; thermometers, not for medical 
purposes; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; bags adapted for laptops; totalizators; transformers [electricity]; step-up 
transformers; electronic pocket translators; transponders; transistors [electronic]; life-saving rafts; triodes; vehicle 
breakdown warning triangles; tripods for cameras; fire beaters; horns for loudspeakers; speaking tubes; junction sleeves 
for electric cables; armatures [electricity]; rods [surveying instruments]; cupels [laboratory]; garments for protection 
against fire; cell phone straps; integrated circuits; urinometers; anti-interference devices [electricity]; diagnostic 
apparatus, not for medical purposes; gas testing instruments; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; food analysis 
apparatus; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; film cutting apparatus; cleaning apparatus for phonograph 
records; stills for laboratory experiments; invoicing machines; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; 
blueprint apparatus; phototelegraphy apparatus; voting machines; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; heat regulating 
apparatus; apparatus to check franking; chargers for electric batteries; money counting and sorting machines; apparatus 
for editing cinematographic film; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; sound locating instruments; teaching 
apparatus; satellite navigational apparatus; protection devices for personal use against accidents; breathing apparatus, 
except for artificial respiration; frequency meters; gauges; petrol gauges; marking gauges [joinery]; bar code readers; 
readers [data processing equipment]; optical character readers; teleprinters; telemeters; densimeters; densitometers; 
distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; light-emitting diodes [LED]; monitoring apparatus, electric; dosimeters; 
traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; printers for use with computers; copper wire, insulated; wires, electric; 
telephone wires; telegraph wires; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; dictating machines; dynamometers; compact discs 
[audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; disks, magnetic; calculating disks; optical discs; floppy disks; juke 
boxes for computers; fire hose nozzles; sound transmitting apparatus; balances [steelyards]; alarm bells, electric; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; signal bells; bells [warning devices]; fluorescent screens; screens 
[photography]; projection screens; radiology screens for industrial purposes; electrolysers; electronic pens [visual 
display units]; electric door bells; theft prevention installations, electric; regulating apparatus, electric; measuring 
devices, electric; epidiascopes; ergometers; electronic tags for goods; wavemeters; false coin detectors; films, exposed; 
cinematographic film, exposed; animated cartoons; filters for respiratory masks; filters [photography]; filters for 
ultraviolet rays, for photography; apparatus and instruments for physics; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, 
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thermic]; photometers; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; galena crystals detectors; 
galvanometers; fire extinguishers; gasometers measuring instruments; surveying chains; hydrometers; loudspeakers; 
plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; record players; grids for batteries; whistle alarms; dog whistles; 
signalling whistles; solderers' helmets; holograms; styli for record players; apparatus for changing record player needles;
inductors [electricity]; incubators for bacteria culture; ducts [electricity]; electric installations for the remote control of 
industrial operations; sprinkler systems for fire protection; interfaces for computers; spark-guards; cables, electric; 
coaxial cables; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; starter cables for motors; calculating machines; pocket calculators; 
cinematographic cameras; camcorders; bullet-proof waistcoats; life jackets; holders for electric coils; encoded magnetic 
cards; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; video cassettes; video game cartridges; protective helmets; riding helmets; 
protective helmets for sports; cash registers; cathodes; protractors [measuring instruments]; computer keyboards; 
hourglasses; fire blankets; magnetic encoders; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; life buoys; collectors, electric; 
diving suits; protective suits for aviators; decompression chambers; comparators; marine compasses; compasses 
[measuring instruments]; computer peripheral devices; computers; laptop computers; notebook computers; 
intercommunication apparatus; electric apparatus for commutation; commutators; capacitors; cosmographic 
instruments; dressmakers' measures; pedometers; washing trays [photography]; acid hydrometers; acidimeters for 
batteries; circuit closers; lactodensimeters; lactometers; flashlights [photography]; darkroom lamps [photography]; 
vacuum tubes [radio]; thermionic tubes; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; electric discharge tubes, other than for 
lighting; lasers, not for medical purposes; magic lanterns; signal lanterns; viscosimeters; meters; waling glasses; 
revolution counters; abacuses; rulers [measuring instruments]; plumb lines; sounding lines; logs [measuring 
instruments]; binoculars; sighting telescopes for firearms; mirrors for inspecting work; measuring spoons; magnets; 
decorative magnets; tape recorders; video recorders; identity cards, magnetic; magnetic data media; crash test dummies; 
resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; manometers; divers' masks; protective masks; masts for wireless aerials;
adding machines; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; furniture especially made for laboratories; mechanisms 
for coin-operated apparatus; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; 
megaphones; diaphragms [acoustics]; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; carpenters' rules; rules [measuring 
instruments]; measures; exposure meters [light meters]; blinkers [signalling lights]; shutters [photography]; 
microphones; micrometers; microprocessors; microscopes; microtomes; modems; video screens; monitors [computer 
hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; mouse [data processing equipment]; transmitters of electronic signals; 
transmitters [telecommunications]; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes; knee-pads for workers; disk 
drives for computers; neon signs; identification threads for electric wires; surveyor's levels; levels [instruments for 
determining the horizontal]; verniers; sound recording carriers; carriers for dark plates [photography]; electronic 
agendas; lighting ballasts; sounding leads; lenses for astrophotography; printed circuits; printed circuits; voltage surge 
protectors; teeth protectors; photographic racks; audio- and video-receivers; lightning arresters; distance measuring 
apparatus; cassette players; DVD players; compact disc players; weights; asbestos clothing for protection against fire; 
clothing for protection against fire; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing especially made 
for laboratories; photovoltaic cells; galvanic cells; limiters [electricity]; electrified fences; octants; pince-nez; ohmmeters; 
resistances, electric; computer software, recorded; optical data media; light conducting filaments [optical fibers (fibres)]; 
oscillographs; asbestos screens for firemen; covers for electric outlets; anti-glare visors; workmen's protective face-
shields; personal stereos; ozonisers [ozonators]; traffic cones; computer memory devices; USB flash drives; parking 
meters; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; life belts; periscopes; ovens for laboratory 
use; calibrating rings; pipettes; pyrometers; safety tarpaulins; planimeters; downloadable image files; downloadable 
music files; plotters; wafers for integrated circuits; plates for batteries; phonograph records; clinometers; mouse pads; 
wrist rests for use with computers; containers for microscope slides; sleeves for laptops; polarimeters; semi-conductors; 
graduated glassware; fire pumps; identification sheaths for electric wires; sheaths for electric cables; spirit levels; 
mercury levels; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; test tubes; material testing instruments and machines; central 
processing units [processors]; computer game software; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; precision measuring apparatus; pressure measuring apparatus; speed measuring 
apparatus [photography]; enlarging apparatus [photography]; oxygen transvasing apparatus; data processing apparatus; 
sound recording apparatus; time recording apparatus; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; hemline markers; 
stereoscopic apparatus; boiler control instruments; drying apparatus for photographic prints; naval signalling apparatus; 
weighing machines; balancing apparatus; railway traffic safety appliances; remote control apparatus; electro-dynamic 
apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; electric 
apparatus for remote ignition; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; heliographic apparatus; apparatus and 
installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes; weighing apparatus and instruments; nautical 
apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; life saving apparatus and equipment; ionization 
apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; navigation 
apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; teleprompters; measuring apparatus; projection apparatus; radiological 
apparatus for industrial purposes; telephone apparatus; television apparatus; high-frequency apparatus; protection 
devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes; instruments containing eyepieces; scales; letter scales; precision 
balances; weighbridges; cases fitted with dissecting instruments [microscopy]; variometers; fire hose; video telephones; 
automated teller machines [ATM]; hygrometers; laboratory centrifuges; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; 
voltmeters; fire engines; pressure indicators; pressure indicator plugs for valves; light-emitting electronic pointers; 
quantity indicators; water level indicators; speed indicators; electric loss indicators; temperature indicators; fire escapes; 
detectors; smoke detectors; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; circuit breakers; telerupters; altimeters; 
shutter releases [photography]; amplifiers; amplifying tubes; jigs [measuring instruments]; nose clips for divers and 
swimmers; wire connectors [electricity]; locks, electric; ear plugs for divers; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; 
X-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes; X-ray films, exposed; time clocks [time recording devices]; 
electrified rails for mounting spot lights; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; connections for electric lines; couplings, 
electric; terminals [electricity]; connectors [electricity]; road signs, luminous or mechanical; beacons, luminous; all the 
above products exclusively for mobile and Internet applications designed to connect people and organizing their 
meetings.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; import-export agencies; 
commercial information agencies; publicity agencies; cost price analysis; marketing research; business auditing; 
auctioneering; marketing studies; opinion polling; business inquiries; business investigations; business research; direct 
mail advertising; shop window dressing; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; professional business 
consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; business management consultancy; personnel 
management consultancy; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; dissemination of advertising matter; layout 
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services for advertising purposes; economic forecasting; business efficiency expert services; invoicing; photocopying 
services; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; business management of 
performing artists; business information; distribution of samples; computerized file management; accounting; marketing; 
typing; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; word processing; business organization consultancy; organization 
of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; outsourcing services [business assistance]; sponsorship search; 
tax preparation; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; commercial or industrial management 
assistance; business management assistance; price comparison services; employment agencies; arranging 
subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; document reproduction; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; production of advertising films; sales promotion for others; news clipping 
services; relocation services for businesses; payroll preparation; public relations; publication of publicity texts; publicity; 
bill-posting; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; publicity columns preparation; radio 
advertising; television advertising; personnel recruitment; secretarial services; systemization of information into 
computer databases; drawing up of statements of accounts; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary 
and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; compilation of statistics; shorthand; organization of trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; telemarketing services; 
transcription; writing of publicity texts; updating of advertising material; business management of sports people; 
business appraisals; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of vending machines; rental of 
photocopying machines; rental of advertising space; publicity material rental; office machines and equipment rental; 
demonstration of goods; data search in computer files for others; compilation of information into computer databases; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; advisory services for business management; business management of 
hotels; administrative processing of purchase orders; all the above services exclusively for mobile and Internet 
applications designed to connect people and organizing their meetings.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services 
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; adoption agency services; detective agencies; marriage agencies; 
dating services; alternative dispute resolution services; arbitration services; legal research; personal background 
investigations; lost property return; security consultancy; intellectual property consultancy; chaperoning; fire-fighting; 
horoscope casting; baggage inspection for security purposes; inspection of factories for safety purposes; crematorium 
services; licensing of computer software [legal services]; licensing of intellectual property; mediation; monitoring of 
burglar and security alarms; intellectual property watching services; personal body guarding; house sitting; baby sitting; 
pet sitting; organization of religious meetings; opening of security locks; planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; 
funerals; genealogical research; missing person investigations; registration of domain names [legal services]; litigation 
services; guards; night guards; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire extinguishers; clothing rental; rental of safes; evening 
dress rental; undertaking; copyright management; all the above services exclusively for mobile and Internet applications 
designed to connect people and organizing their meetings.
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2856841    17/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1215213]
The Bradman Foundation
18 St Jude Street BOWRAL NSW 2576 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; audio and video cassettes, compact discs, CD-ROMs, digital video discs, video games software, computer games 
and electronic games (software); electronic publications; spectacles including sunglasses, eyeglass frames and 
protective eyewear; sporting helmets.

Cl.28;Games, toys and playthings, sporting goods in class 28; cricket bats, cricket balls, cricket accessories, 
boundary markers, bowlers markers, bowling machines, body protection guards, protective paddings, abdominal guards, 
boxes, rib guards, leg guards, straps for leg guards, inner and outer thigh guards, knee pads, shin pads; forearm, elbow 
and wrist pads; cricket gloves, cricket nets, cricket spikes, cricket stumps, cricket bags, cricket balls, balls for games, 
playballs, rubber action balls, foam action balls, balls for sports, exercise and physical training apparatus and articles, 
toys, toy vehicles, toy cars, dolls, jigsaw puzzles, board games, card games, playing cards, electronic toys and equipment 
for playing electronic games; video games apparatus; hand-held units for playing electronic games; self-contained 
apparatus and instruments for playing games including mechanical games, electronic games, computerised games, 
battery operated games, games that are portable, games that include a built-in display, games that include a built-in 
program, games that receive one or more programs, hand held portable self-contained apparatus and instruments for 
playing games; games for use with television receivers; electronic games (other than software); parts, fittings and 
accessories for the aforesaid goods.
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2857249    18/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1216139]
BRANDOPUS LLP
Devonshire House, 60 Goswell Road London EC1M 7AD United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; advertising promotional and public relations services; brand evaluation and brand 
creation services; brand evaluation services; brand positioning; brand testing; brand strategy services; business 
management advisory services relating to franchising; event marketing services; business services relating to the 
provision of sponsorship; marketing and advertising media analysis services, marketing and advertising media 
management services; marketing and advertising consulting services in the media industry; media planning being media 
marketing and advertising strategy; media buying services; business representation of sports people, artistes and 
celebrities; market research; business management, administration and consultancy services; recruitment services; 
opinion polls; business introduction services; business management of event hospitality services; arranging and 
conducting of commercial exhibitions and shows; advertising by mail order; compilation of direct mailing lists; 
compilation of mailing lists; direct mail advertising; marketing by mail; preparation of mailing lists; preparation of mailing 
lists for direct mail advertising services; direct marketing, market research by means of a computer database, 
telemarketing; statistical analysis and reporting; market research; database management; information services 
(business); letter shop and direct mail services; information, research, evaluation and consultancy services relating to 
any of the aforesaid; research into consumer buying habits, patterns and trends; research into consumer buying 
motivation; research, evaluation and consultancy services relating to any of the aforesaid; corporate identity; corporate 
identity and brand development services.

Cl.41;Organisation of shows and concerts; audio and video recording services; publishing; production of radio and of 
television programmes; electronic publication; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Design services; and brand design services; graphic design services; website design services; computer aided 
design of video graphics; digital artwork, digital image manipulation; provision of websites relating to any of the aforesaid 
services; design, creation and database software.

Cl.45;Licensing services; legal services; exploitation of media rights; exploitation of photographic production rights; 
exploitation of film and animation rights; exploitation of music rights; exploitation of copyright for printed matter.
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Priority claimed from 23/12/2013; Application No. : 012463618 ;European Union 

2858029    05/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216710]
DINECT SARL
49, rue Glesener L-1631 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and hardware; downloadable computer software; downloadable mobile phone applications; 
computer software that allows users to access coupons, rebates, price-comparison informations, product reviews, links 
to the websites of others, and discount informations; downloadable video recordings; computer software allowing users 
to exchange bonus points for goods and services; downloadable sound recordings; downloadable ring tones and 
graphics for mobile phones; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable images; electronic and magnetic cards; 
downloadable discount vouchers provided via the Internet.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; promoting the goods and services of others; 
organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; advertising services provided via the Internet; 
advertisement services provided via mobile phone networks; provision of business information; promoting the goods and 
services of others through the distribution of downloadable and non-downloadable discount cards; electronic retailing 
services via computer featuring a variety of consumer goods, namely, clothing, footwear, headgear, clothing accessories, 
bags, luggage, umbrellas, personal care and grooming related goods, cosmetics, perfumery, mobile phones, tablets, 
computers, televisions, cameras and other home and office electronic equipment, namely, radio receivers, mp3 players, 
video recorders, DVD and optical disc players, video game consoles, stereos, projectors, speakers, washing machines, 
tumble dryers, dish washers, refrigerators, freezers, fridge-freezers, cookers, microwaves, monitors, fax machines, 
printers, photocopiers, scanners, home lighting, heating and cooking products, jewellery, watches and clocks, printer 
matter, books, stationery, furniture, bed and table linen, ornaments, household utensils and containers, games and 
playthings, computer games, sporting articles, decorations, food products, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; 
providing marketplace information; promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring 
coupons, rebates, price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail websites of others, and discount 
information.

Cl.36;Downloadable and non-downloadable electronic payment discount card services; issuing of tokens of value in 
relation to bonus and loyalty schemes; provision of downloadable and non-downloadable discount cards for use at retail 
stores, restaurants, service stations, shops and leisure outlets, in connection with loyalty, bonus and reward schemes; 
downloadable and non-downloadable discount electronic payment card services provided to payment card users for 
retail, leisure, travel and cultural purposes; credit and debit card transaction processing services.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2014; Application No. : 4020140015161 ;Republic of 
Korea 

2858085    11/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216741]
Bobbintel Inc
#905, Owners Tower, 28, Hwangsaeul-ro 200 beon-gil, Bundanggu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do (Republic of Korea)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Lower thread monitoring system for sewing machines; lower thread supplying system for sewing machines; 
bobbin case for sewing machines; bobbin for sewing machines; pre-wound bobbin for sewing machines; hook for sewing 
machines; thread trimmer of sewing machines; remaining thread detection system for sewing machines; pedal drives for 
sewing machines; sewing machines; lower thread monitoring system for embroidery machines; lower thread supplying 
system for embroidery machines; bobbin case for embroidery machines; bobbin for embroidery machines; pre-wound 
bobbin for embroidery machines; hook for embroidery machines; remaining thread detection system for embroidery 
machines; embroidery machines; bobbin for weaving machines.

Cl.35;Wholesale services featuring sewing machines; wholesale services featuring lower thread monitoring system 
for sewing machines; retailsale services featuring lower thread monitoring system for sewing machines; wholesale 
services featuring lower thread supplying system for sewing machines; wholesale services featuring bobbin for sewing 
machines; retailsale services featuring bobbin for sewing machines; wholesale services featuring pre-wound bobbin for 
sewing machines; retailsale services featuring pre-wound bobbin for sewing machines; wholesale services featuring 
remaining thread detection system for sewing machines; wholesale services featuring lower thread monitoring system for 
embroidery machines; retailsale services featuring lower thread monitoring system for embroidery machines; wholesale 
services featuring lower thread supplying system for embroidery machines; wholesale services featuring bobbin for 
embroidery machines; retailsale services featuring bobbin for embroidery machines; wholesale services featuring pre-
wound bobbin for embroidery machines; retailsale services featuring pre-wound bobbin for embroidery machines; 
wholesale services featuring remaining thread detection system for embroidery machines; wholesale services featuring 
bobbin for weaving machines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2013; Application No. : 85949100 ;United States of 
America 

2858099    21/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1216759]
SAE International
400 Commonwealth Drive Warrendale, PA 15096 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1421895, 1421896, 1421897, 1421898, 1421899, 1421900, 1464759

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications related to the field of engineering and science, namely, electronic 
informational reports, recommended practices, standards, compilations, technical journals, newsletters, pamphlets, 
magazines, indexes, handbooks, technical papers, technical documents and technical books.

Cl.16;Publications related to the field of engineering and science, namely, printed informational reports, 
recommended practices documents, standards documents, compilations, technical journals, newsletters, pamphlets, 
magazines, indexes, handbooks, technical papers, technical documents and technical books.

Cl.35;Arranging and conducting trade shows, relating to the design, construction and utilization of self-propelled 
vehicles, components and systems thereof, and related equipment and materials; promoting advancement of and interest 
in science and engineering practices in the design, construction, and utilization of self-propelled vehicles, prime movers, 
components and systems thereof, and related equipment and materials; association services, namely, promoting the 
interests, goals and objectives of scientists, engineers and technologists in mobility and self-propelled vehicle industries 
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through educational, career and networking programs, publications and communications; product conformance services, 
namely, registering or assessing manufacturers' claims of compliance to product codes or standards.

Cl.38;Information services, namely, leasing access to scientific and engineering technology databases and providing 
online computer databases in the field of science and engineering technology.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting live and on-line seminars, courses, classes, workshops, symposia, 
conferences, design competitions and other educational events, relating to the science and engineering of mobility and 
self-propelled vehicles, components and systems thereof, and related equipment and materials; conducting technical 
committee meetings for the standardization of products, components and processes utilized in mobility and self-
propelled vehicle industries; providing recognition by way of awards to recognize and honor individuals for their 
contributions to the advancement of science and engineering in mobility and self-propelled vehicle industries; arranging 
and conducting conferences, symposia and expositions relating to the design, construction and utilization of self-
propelled vehicles, components and systems thereof, and related equipment and materials.

Cl.42;Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others for the purpose of certification 
and re-certification in the fields of science and engineering.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2014; Application No. : 86220323 ;United States of 
America 

2858196    24/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217422]
The AES Corporation
4300 Wilson Boulevard Arlington, VA 22203 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Energy storage banks, batteries, and related computer systems, computer software and computer hardware.

Cl.37;Storage of energy maintenance services.

Cl.39;Storage of energy; electricity management services, namely, arranging the transmission, storage and 
distribution of electricity; provision of information, advice and consultancy services relating to energy distribution, 
transport and storage; energy storage services, namely, storing, providing and distributing energy; storage of energy 
planning and facilities and centers.
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Priority claimed from 09/05/2013; Application No. : 2013/12,270 ;South Africa 

2858910    17/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1217780]
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for computers, mobile phones, computer tablets, and other personal electronic devices, 
namely, for use in accessing, monitoring, tracking, searching, saving, and sharing information in the fields of health, 
fitness, food, beverages, wine, spirits, travel, entertainment, weather, news, sports, maps, language translation, and 
finance; search engine software; graphical user interface software; voice-recognition software; computer software for the 
development of computer software applications.

Cl.35;Advertising services; advertising and directory services, namely, promoting the services of others by providing 
a web page featuring links to the websites of others; dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; providing 
consumer product information via the Internet; providing business related news and information via websites and online 
applications; providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to consumer product information 
relating to food or drink products.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely, receipt and delivery of information, messages, documents, images and 
other data by electronic transmission; streaming of audio and video on the Internet.

Cl.41;Providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to entertainment, news, sports, 
language translation and fitness.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for mapping and directions, language translation, and 
accessing information related to entertainment, travel, finance, news, sports, weather, food and drink, and health and 
fitness consisting mainly of links to other websites; providing internet search engine services; providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable computer software applications for business related news and information; providing temporary use
of non-downloadable computer software applications for non-business related news and information that mainly consists 
of links to other websites in the fields of entertainment, travel, finance, news, sports, weather, food and drink, maps, 
language translation, and health and fitness; providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to 
weather and maps; hosting of a web site and web site links to geographic information, map images, and trip routing.
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Priority claimed from 15/09/2013; Application No. : 012141677 ;European Union 

2871627    01/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1196427]
Play Hawkers, S.L.
Juan de la Cierva, 31 2°A E-03203 Elche Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses, spectacles, spectacles for sporting activities; lenses for spectacles; spectacle mounts, spectacle 
frames; cases and covers for spectacles; chains and cords for spectacles.

Cl.35;Sales services in stores and via global computer networks for sunglasses, spectacles, spectacles for sporting 
activities, lenses for spectacles, mounts for spectacles, frames for spectacles, cases and covers for spectacles, chains 
and cords for spectacles. 
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2014; Application No. : 012599338 ;European Union 

2871641    11/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201859]
RLS Global AB
Sörredsbacken 20 SE-418 78 Gothenburg Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Medicines for the treatment of periodontal diseases; medicated dental gels.

Cl.10;Dental instruments for use in the treatment of periodontal diseases; dental syringes.
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Priority claimed from 04/02/2014; Application No. : 2014-007834 ;Japan 

2873246    27/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220045]
KAWASAKI JUKOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (doing business as KAWASAKI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, LTD.)
1-1 Higashikawasaki-cho 3-chome, Chuo-ku Kobe Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Modelling paste; correcting ink for heliography; printers' blankets not of textile; printing types; address plates 
for addressing machines; non-electric credit card imprinters; typewriters; hand labelling appliances; bookbinding 
apparatus and machines for offices; envelope sealing machines for offices; document laminators for office use; inking 
sheets for document reproducing machines; paper shredders for office use; franking machines for office use; stencils; 
stapling presses for office use; French curves; punches for office use; drawing T-squares; drawing pens; compasses for 
drawing; drawing materials; square rulers; pencil sharpeners; paint trays; house painters' rollers; graining combs; conical
paper bags; hat boxes of cardboard; boxes of cardboard or paper; packing paper; bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; 
bottle wrappers of cardboard or paper; wrapping paper; cardboard tubes; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or 
packaging; plastic film for wrapping; elastic bands for offices; mats for beer glasses; coasters of paper; paper coffee 
filters; table linen of paper; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; embroidery designs or patterns; tailors' chalk; marking 
chalk; towels of paper; hygienic paper; bookends; cabinets for stationery in office use; portraits; passport holders; 
money clips; architects' models; plastics for modelling; toilet paper; filtering materials of paper; filter paper; xuan paper 
for Chinese painting and calligraphy; paper for recording machines; blotters; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; 
wood pulp paper; paper sheets for stationery; address stamps; albums; indexes; cards; greeting cards; clipboards; 
bookmarkers; pencil lead holders; scrapbooks; ink stones or reservoirs; inking pads; stickers for stationery; note books; 
pastels; crayons; paper ribbons; pens; marking pens for stationery; musical greeting cards; labels not of textile; loose-
leaf binders; seals or stamps; stamp pads; stamp stands; cases for stamps or seals; pencils; drawing pins; paint boxes 
for use in school; arithmetical tables; blackboards; finger-stalls for office use; clips for offices; files for office use; paper 
knives or cutters for office use; scrapers or erasers for offices; apparatus for mounting photographs; letter trays; 
document holders for stationery; jackets for papers; rubber erasers; electrocardiograph paper; charts; adhesive tape 
dispensers for office use; ledgers; terrestrial globes; engraving plates; writing instruments; writing cases; sealing wafers; 
sealing stamps; envelopes for stationery; copying paper for stationery; paperweights; writing pads; wrappers for 
stationery; fountain pens; modelling clay; writing brushes; wood pulp board for stationery; charcoal pencils; postcards; 
instructional and teaching materials excluding apparatus; cigar bands; catalogues; calendars; graphic prints; tickets; 
newsletters; handbooks and manuals; pamphlets; posters; printed matter; song books; magazines; printed publications; 
books; booklets; newspapers; blueprints, drawings and plans; prospectuses; geographical maps; atlases; periodicals; 
almanacs; comic books; pictures; aquarelles; oleographs; photographs; photograph stands; flyers; postage stamps; 
corrugated board products; printed emblems; baggage tags; paper patterns; paper emblems; banners of paper; flags of 
paper; paperboard products; containers of paper for packaging; paper and cardboard; paintings and calligraphic works; 
decorative stickers for bicycles; stationery and study materials.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; business management analysis or business consultancy; market research or 
marketing studies; providing information concerning commercial sales; business management of hotels; retail services 
or wholesale services for a variety of goods in each field of clothing, foods and beverages, and living ware, carrying all 
goods together; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for footwear; retail 
services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; retail 
services or wholesale services for automobiles; retail services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles, 
motorcycles, scooters, mopeds and two-wheeled vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail 
services or wholesale services for agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services 
for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for 
sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; retail services or 
wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles; retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers' 
articles.

Cl.41;Videotaping; photography services; film production, other than advertising films; circuses; presentation of live 
performances; microfilming; television entertainment; operating lotteries; videotape editing; dubbing; coaching [training]; 
teaching or education at schools; educational examination; education information; practical training or demonstration; 
vocational retraining; education or training advice for vocational guidance; correspondence courses; membership club 
services in the field of entertainment or education; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting 
of conferences; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; organization of competitions in the field of education or 
entertainment; animal training; zoological garden services; lending libraries; publication of electronic books and journals 
on-line; electronic desktop publishing; publication of books; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; 
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recreation information; amusements; entertainment information; sport camp services; party planning for entertainment; 
holiday camp services for entertainment; movie studios; recording studio services; rental of tennis courts; timing of 
sports events; providing sports facilities; rental of sports grounds; game services provided on-line from a computer 
network; music-halls; providing museum facilities for presentation or exhibitions purposes; booking of seats for shows; 
rental of cine-films; rental of skin diving equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of camcorders or 
cameras; rental of radio and television sets; rental of sound recordings; rental of videotapes; toy rental; games equipment
rental; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; photographic reporting; language interpreter 
services; translation; news reporters services; organization of fairs and exhibitions in the field of culture or education; 
organization of sports competitions; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars or workshops; rental of film 
negatives; rental of film positives; robotic manipulation instruction; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or 
educational training; presentation of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; rental of cinematographic machines 
and apparatus; production of radio and television programs for others through the operation of video and audio 
equipment; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; organization, 
arranging and conducting of boat races; organization, arranging and conducting of horse races; organization, arranging 
and conducting of bicycle races; production of videotape films in the fields of education, culture, entertainment or sports 
[not for movies, radio or television programs and not for advertising and publicity]; organization of entertainment, 
excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; 
providing amusement facilities; rental of telescopes and microscopes; review courses for state examinations; exhibitions 
in museum of products, scale models, replicas, samples or printed materials to demonstrate the history of science or 
traffic technology and railways, vehicles, vessels and airplanes; vehicle-driving instruction; rental of paintings and 
calligraphic works; organization, arranging and conducting auto races; boat-driving instruction; plant exhibitions; 
services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; garden exhibitions; providing electronic 
publications; motorcycle-driving instruction; organization of art exhibitions; production of radio and television 
programmes; directing of radio or television programs; rental of amusement machines and apparatus; rental of game 
machines and apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 28/08/2013; Application No. : AM 50342/2013 ;Austria 

2875713    19/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221409]
Red Bull GmbH
Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; tee-shirts; blouses; sweaters; anoraks; wind-resistant jackets; coats; dresses; knitwear (clothing); 
aprons (clothing); trousers; shorts; skirts; tops; fleece jackets; braces for clothing (suspenders); corselets and corsets 
(underclothing); belts (clothing); money belts (clothing); sun visors; sports wear; clothing of leather; outerclothing; 
socks; uniforms; clothing for gymnastics; cyclists' clothing; motorists' clothing; footwear; sandals; slippers; sports boots
and shoes; football boots and studs therefor; ski boots; non-slipping devices for footwear; headgear for wear; caps 
(headwear); hats; headbands (clothing); bandanas (neckerchiefs).

Cl.28;Games and playthings; dolls; plush toys; puppets; toy pistols; play balloons; playing cards; bingo cards; 
practical jokes (novelties); confetti; appliances for gymnastic; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other 
classes; skis; snowboards; ice skates and snowshoes; machines for physical exercises; stationary exercise bicycles; 
trampolines; targets, electronic and non-electronic; tennis equipment; tennis nets and tennis ball throwing apparatus; 
angling equipment; artificial fishing baits; fish hooks; special purpose bags for sports equipment; bags especially 
designed for skis and surfboards; cricket bags; golf bags; tennis bags; ski bindings; edges of skis; sole coverings for 
skis; snowboard bindings; balls for games; dumb-bells; shotputs; discuses for sports; javelins; rackets; bats for games; 
cricket bats; golf clubs and hockey sticks; roller skates; in-line roller skates; tables for indoor football; tables for table 
tennis; billiard tables; decorations for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; snow globes; 
gaming machines for gambling; apparatus for games; video game machines; arcade video game machines; amusement 
machines automatic and coin-operated; slot machines (gaming machines); video games; computer games; scale model 
vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; toy vehicles; scooters (toys); fencing weapons; bows for archery; nets for sports; 
fishing tackle; landing nets for anglers; swimming webs (flippers); swimming belts and water wings; paragliders; hang 
gliders; skateboards; surfboards; body boards; windsurfing boards; harness for sailboards; masts for sailboards; 
protective paddings (parts of sports suits).

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; soft drinks; energy drinks; whey beverages; refreshing drinks; hypertonic and 
hypotonic drinks (for use and/or as required by athletes); isotonic beverages; beers; malt beers; wheat beers; porter; ale; 
stout; lager; mineral waters; table waters and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; non-alcoholic vegetable or 
fruit juice beverages and non-alcoholic fruit extracts; syrups and other preparations for making beverages and syrups for 
lemonade; pastilles and powders for effervescing beverages; non-alcoholic aperitifs and cocktails; sherbets (beverages); 
smoothies.

Cl.41;Education; teaching; tuition; academies (education); amusements and amusement parks; providing of training, 
including practical training (demonstration); entertainment; presentation of live performances; radio, music, cinema and 
television entertainment; circuses; sporting and cultural activities; organization of sports competitions; night clubs and 
discotheque services; organization of exhibitions for cultural, sporting or educational purposes; rental of videotapes, 
motion pictures, games equipment and sound recordings; cinema, movie and video film production, other than 
advertising films; videotaping and microfilming; publication of books, texts (other than publicity texts), electronic books 
and journals on-line; electronic desktop publishing; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network; providing karaoke services; music composition and production 
services; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; animal training; health club and fitness services; library 
services; operating lotteries; language interpreter services; arranging and conducting of seminars, symposiums, 
congresses, contests and concerts; dubbing; gambling; photography; recording studio services; rental of sports grounds 
and stadium facilities; subtitling.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; bar services; cafés; cafeterias; canteens; snack bars; restaurants; self-
service restaurants; food and drink catering; services for providing food and drink and temporary accommodation; 
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hotels, boarding houses; holiday camps services (lodging), tourist homes and motels; temporary accommodation 
reservations; boarding for animals; rental of transportable buildings, bars and tents; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, 
glass ware, cooking apparatus and bar equipment.
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Priority claimed from 28/08/2013; Application No. : AM 50343/2013 ;Austria 

2877284    25/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1215744]
Red Bull GmbH
Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; tee-shirts; blouses; sweaters; anoraks; wind-resistant jackets; coats; dresses; knitwear (clothing); 
aprons (clothing); trousers; shorts; skirts; tops; fleece jackets; braces for clothing (suspenders); corselets and corsets 
(underclothing); belts (clothing); money belts (clothing); sun visors; sports wear; clothing of leather; outerclothing; 
socks; uniforms; clothing for gymnastics; cyclists' clothing; motorists' clothing; footwear; sandals; slippers; sports boots
and shoes; football boots and studs therefor; ski boots; non-slipping devices for footwear; headgear for wear; caps 
(headwear); hats; headbands (clothing); bandanas (neckerchiefs).

Cl.28;Games and playthings; dolls; plush toys; puppets; toy pistols; play balloons; playing cards; bingo cards; 
practical jokes (novelties); confetti; appliances for gymnastic; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other 
classes; skis; snowboards; ice skates and snowshoes; machines for physical exercises; stationary exercise bicycles; 
trampolines; targets, electronic and non-electronic; tennis equipment; tennis nets and tennis ball throwing apparatus; 
angling equipment; artificial fishing baits; fish hooks; special purpose bags for sports equipment; bags especially 
designed for skis and surfboards; cricket bags; golf bags; tennis bags; ski bindings; edges of skis; sole coverings for 
skis; snowboard bindings; balls for games; dumb-bells; shotputs; discuses for sports; javelins; rackets; bats for games; 
cricket bats; golf clubs and hockey sticks; roller skates; in-line roller skates; tables for indoor football; tables for table 
tennis; billiard tables; decorations for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; snow globes; 
gaming machines for gambling; apparatus for games; video game machines; arcade video game machines; amusement 
machines automatic and coin-operated; slot machines (gaming machines); video games; computer games; scale model 
vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; toy vehicles; scooters (toys); fencing weapons; bows for archery; nets for sports; 
fishing tackle; landing nets for anglers; swimming webs (flippers); swimming belts and water wings; paragliders; hang 
gliders; skateboards; surfboards; body boards; windsurfing boards; harness for sailboards; masts for sailboards; 
protective paddings (parts of sports suits).

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; soft drinks; energy drinks; whey beverages; refreshing drinks; hypertonic and 
hypotonic drinks (for use and/or as required by athletes); isotonic beverages; beers; malt beers; wheat beers; porter; ale; 
stout; lager; mineral waters; table waters and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; non-alcoholic vegetable or 
fruit juice beverages and non-alcoholic fruit extracts; syrups and other preparations for making beverages and syrups for 
lemonade; pastilles and powders for effervescing beverages; non-alcoholic aperitifs and cocktails; sherbets (beverages); 
smoothies.

Cl.41;Education; teaching; tuition; academies (education); amusements and amusement parks; providing of training, 
including practical training (demonstration); entertainment; presentation of live performances; radio, music, cinema and 
television entertainment; circuses; sporting and cultural activities; organization of sports competitions; night clubs and 
discotheque services; organization of exhibitions for cultural, sporting or educational purposes; rental of videotapes, 
motion pictures, games equipment and sound recordings; cinema, movie and video film production, other than 
advertising films; videotaping and microfilming; publication of books, texts (other than publicity texts), electronic books 
and journals on-line; electronic desktop publishing; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network; providing karaoke services; music composition and production 
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services; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; animal training; health club and fitness services; library 
services; operating lotteries; language interpreter services; arranging and conducting of seminars, symposiums, 
congresses, contests and concerts; dubbing; gambling; photography; recording studio services; rental of sports grounds 
and stadium facilities; subtitling.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; bar services; cafes; cafeterias; canteens; snack bars; restaurants; self-
service restaurants; food and drink catering; services for providing food and drink and temporary accommodation; 
hotels, boarding houses; holiday camp services (lodging), tourist homes and motels; temporary accommodation 
reservations; boarding for animals; rental of transportable buildings, bars and tents; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, 
glass ware, cooking apparatus and bar equipment.
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Priority claimed from 07/02/2014; Application No. : 2014-008853 ;Japan 

2877311    27/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220225]
KAWASAKI JUKOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (doing business as KAWASAKI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, LTD.)
1-1 Higashikawasaki-cho 3-chome, Chuo-ku Kobe Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Wheel loader and their parts and fittings; load-haul-dump vehicles and their parts and fittings; concrete paving 
machines and their parts and fittings; mining machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; construction machines 
and apparatus and their parts and fittings; loading-unloading machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; snow 
ploughs and their parts and fittings; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; 
plowing machines and implements other than hand-held tools; cultivating machines and implements; harvesting 
machines and implements; plant fiber processing machines and implements for agricultural purposes; fodder presses; 
fodder cutting machines or feed cutters; fodder mixing machines or feed mixers; cake-fodder crushing machines or feed 
mills; non-electric prime movers not for land vehicles other than water mills and wind mills; pneumatic or hydraulic 
machines and instruments; shafts, axles or spindles not for land vehicles; bearings not for land vehicles; shaft couplings 
or connectors not for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing for machines not for vehicles; shock absorbers not 
for land vehicles; springs not for land vehicles; brakes not for land vehicles; valves not for land vehicles; lawnmowers; 
starters for motors and engines; AC motors and DC motors not including those for land vehicles but including parts for 
AC motors and DC motors; AC generators or alternators; DC generators; brush cutter; hedge trimmer; agricultural 
machines; agricultural implements other than hand-operated; gas turbines not for land vehicles; generators of electricity; 
small-sized gas turbines for activating pumps; mobile electric power generators; waste compacting machines and 
apparatus; waste crushing machines; washing or cleaning apparatus for LCD, integrated circuits or semiconductors, 
solar panels; LCD manufacturing machines and apparatus; semiconductor manufacturing machines and apparatus; 
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integrated circuit manufacturing machines and apparatus; solar battery manufacturing machines and apparatus; plastic 
processing machines and apparatus; laser metalworking machines and apparatus; glass working machines and 
apparatus; textile machines and apparatus; movable floorboards; movable floor lifting machines and apparatus; 
pneumatic transporters; sorting machines for industry; vibration machines for industrial use; metalworking machines and 
tools; material supplying devices for metalworking; washing apparatus; solar power generation units; solid state 
electrical power generator; biomass power generation equipment; gas engines not for land vehicles; industrial waste 
disposal machines and apparatus; waste recycling equipment; hydro power generator units; hydroelectric turbines; wind 
turbines; tidal energy generator and apparatus; washing apparatus for aircraft; vehicle washing installations; automatic 
luggage handling machines [manipulators] for airports; baggage handling equipment at airport; chemical processing 
machines and apparatus; waste carbonization processing equipment; fuel tanks for internal combustion engines other 
than for land vehicles; exhaust gas treatment equipment for rocket engines other than for land vehicles; jet apparatus for 
fuel; installations, machine systems, devices and components and equipment therefor, all for the construction, cleaning 
and/or remediation of pipelines, as far as included in this class; waste disposing and recycle processing equipment; 
waste disposers pyrolyzing hazardous substances; waste disposing equipments for producing methane gas with 
fermented organic waste; equipment for making fly ash bricks from incinerated waste by cement; stone working 
machines and apparatus; crushing machines for forming cement; crushing machines for refining nonferrous metals; 
waste disposing equipment; tunnel boring machines; shield tunneling machines; pneumatic or hydraulic transporters for 
heavy loads; reduction gear for turbines; turbines not for land vehicles; organic rankine cycle turbo generator; organic 
rankine cycle turbo generator unit; steam turbines; diesel engines not for land vehicles and their parts and fittings; 
generators and their parts and fittings; superchargers or turbochargers and their parts and fittings; couplings or 
connectors not for land vehicles; turbo blowers not for specified purposes; compressors not for specified purposes; 
steam compressors; centrifugal compressors not for specified purposes; robots [machines]; industrial robots; propulsion
mechanisms other than for land vehicles; hydraulic door openers and closers for railway vehicles; electric door openers 
and closers for railway vehicles; pumps not for specified purposes; hydraulic motors; hydraulic transmission; hydraulic 
cylinders; hydraulic metalworking machines and tools; hydraulic mining machines and apparatus; hydraulic construction 
machines and apparatus; hydraulic loading-unloading machines and apparatus; washing installations for bearings of 
railway rolling stock; high pressure washers; net hauling machines for fishing; food or beverage processing machines 
and apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; gasoline engines not for land vehicles; steam engines for vessels; jet 
engines not for land vehicles; rocket engines not for land vehicles; hydraulic valves; hydraulic actuators; hydraulic 
control apparatus for non-electric prime movers; servo motors not for land vehicles; hydraulic control apparatus for 
metalworking machines and tools; hydraulic control apparatus for mining machines and apparatus; pulp-making, 
papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; sewing 
machines; shoe making machines; leather tanning machines; tobacco processing machines; glassware manufacturing 
machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; power-operated potters' wheels; machines 
and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; parts for non-electric prime movers for land vehicles; adhesive tape 
dispensing machines; automatic stamping machines; electric washing machines for industrial purposes; machines and 
machine tools for repairing and fixing leaks; mechanical parking systems; food mixing machines for commercial use; 
food peeling machines for commercial use; dish washing machines for industrial purposes; food cutting, chopping and 
slicing machines for commercial use; electric wax-polishing machines for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for 
industrial purposes; curtain drawing devices electrically operated; hydraulic pumps not for specific purposes; machine 
elements not for land vehicles; waste processing machines using plasma enhanced melter processes; thrusters for 
vessels; propulsion equipment for vessel; steam turbines for vessels.

Cl.9;Power consumption controlling machines and apparatus; power source controlling machines and apparatus; 
solar batteries; photovoltaic solar panels; electrical controlling devices, computer software for controlling generators; 
computer software for monitoring and managing power consumption; power distribution or control machines and 
apparatus; electric power converter; contactless or isolated electric power transporting equipment and apparatus; battery 
charging apparatus for electric vehicles; laboratory apparatus and instruments; measuring or testing machines and 
instruments; electronic machines and apparatus; automated cell culture machines and apparatus for laboratory; 
computer software managing logistic system for medical users; installations, machine systems, devices and components 
and equipment therefor, all for the fire-fighting training, fire-escaping or rescue training; movable machines and 
apparatus for aircraft hangars; simulators of the steering, control and maintenance for land, aerial or marine vehicles; 
wind-tunnel testing apparatus; calibration devices for calibrating balance automatically; automatic balance calibration 
machines; testing apparatus in the nature of a wind tunnel; controllers for manometers; constant temperature controllers; 
thermal conditioning apparatus for pressure transducer; simulators of the steering and control for land, aerial or marine 
vehicles; measuring or testing machines and instruments of performance for airplane; electric or magnetic meters and 
testers of performance of airplane; computers and computer software to measure performance of airplane; test bench 
equipments for air vehicles; ground support equipments for air vehicles; simulators for the flight training of air vehicles; 
simulators for the weapon and tactical training of air vehicles; simulators for the maintenance training of air vehicles; 
battery; power converter; power supplying and stabilizing machines and apparatus; battery storage device for railway 
vehicles; capacitors for electricity distribution and for electricity distribution control; nickel-metal hydride storage 
batteries for power generating systems; nickel-hydrogen electrical storage cells; rechargeable electric batteries; 
accumulators for electricity distribution and electricity distribution control; power distribution or control machines; 
electrical power distribution blocks and units; electrical distribution systems; power distribution panels; video camera 
controllers; camera stabilizer, security cameras; telecommunication devices and apparatus; hold baggage screening 
machines; hold baggage screening system; current collecting equipment for railway cars.

Cl.11;Boilers, other than parts of prime movers, engines; heat exchangers not parts of machines; nuclear reactors; 
flammable gas removal equipments for nuclear power facility; gasification furnaces for industrial purposes; pyrolysis 
furnaces for waste disposal; garbage incinerators; pressure vessels, specially adapted for nuclear reactors; heating 
furnaces for chemical plants; coal drying apparatus for cokes oven; tube dryer for cokes oven coal; tube dryer for high 
moisture brown coal; drying apparatus for industrial use; flue gas desulfurization equipments; sewage treatment 
equipment; methane ferment machines and apparatus for sewage disposal; sludge treatment equipment; water 
purification installations; calcining furnaces for industrial purposes; coolers for use in the cement industry; rotary kilns 
for industrial purposes; electric furnaces for industrial purposes; ventilation installations and apparatus; electric 
ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water for industrial purposes; light-emitting diodes [LED] electric lamps 
and other lighting apparatus; recuperators for chemical processing; steamers for chemical processing; evaporators for 
chemical processing; distillers for chemical processing; milk sterilizers; industrial furnaces; forage drying apparatus; air-
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conditioning apparatus for industrial purposes; freezing machines and apparatus; electric laundry dryers for industrial 
purposes; hair driers and steamers for use in beauty salons; cooking apparatus and installations for industrial purposes; 
industrial dish drying apparatus and installations; waste water treatment tanks for industrial purposes; septic tanks for 
industrial purposes; solar water heaters; water purifying apparatus; tap water faucets; level controlling valves for tanks; 
pipe line cocks.

Cl.12;Tipping apparatus, parts of railway freight cars; pusher cars for mining; puller cars for mining; ropeways for 
cargo or freight handling; traction engine; non-electric prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; shafts, 
axles or spindles for land vehicles; bearings for land vehicles; shaft couplings or connectors for land vehicles; power 
transmissions and gearing for vehicles; shock absorbers for land vehicles; springs for land vehicles; brakes for land 
vehicles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; AC motors or DC motors for land vehicles not including their parts; vessels and 
their parts and fittings; air-cushion vehicles; automobiles and their parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, 
motorcycles, scooters, mopeds, two-wheeled vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; carts; adhesive rubber 
patches for repairing tubes or tires; baby carriages or prams; rickshaws; wheelbarrows; horse drawn carriages; bicycle 
trailers [riyakah]; trailers; aircraft and their parts and fittings; personal water crafts and their parts and fittings; screw 
propellers for vessels; vessel control gears; helicopters and their parts and fittings; unmanned aerial vehicles; power 
stabilizing machines and apparatus for airplanes; electric railway cars; locomotives; protection cover with heating for 
railway cars; latch for undercar cover of railway cars; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; seats of railway 
cars; luggage racks for railway cars; seats for railway cars; bodies for railway cars; wheels for railway cars; 
undercarriages for railway cars; chassis for railway cars; hand straps for railway cars; doors for railway cars; railway 
couplings; transmission components for land vehicles; floating production, storage and offloading vessel; high speed 
railway vehicles; electric locomotives; subway car or underground railway; railway passenger cars; reduction gear for 
vessels; sleighs and sleds for vehicle; parachutes.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; business management analysis or business consultancy; market research or 
marketing studies; providing information concerning commercial sales; business management of hotels; retail services 
or wholesale services for a variety of goods in each field of clothing, foods and beverages, and living ware, carrying all 
goods together; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for footwear; retail 
services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; retail 
services or wholesale services for automobiles; retail services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles, 
motorcycles, scooters, mopeds and two-wheeled vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail 
services or wholesale services for agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services 
for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for 
sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; retail services or 
wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles; retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers' 
articles.

Cl.37;Installation, check, repair or maintenance of gas turbines, power generators; repair or maintenance of power 
generation plants; repair or maintenance of boilers; repair or maintenance of heat exchangers; repair or maintenance of 
nuclear power plants; repair or maintenance of waste disposal plant; repair or maintenance of washing or cleaning 
apparatus for LCD, panel, semiconductor or solar battery; repair or maintenance of processing equipments for LCD, 
panel, semiconductor, solar battery or FRP; repair or maintenance of fiber processing plant; repair or maintenance of 
movable floor lifting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of vibration sieving machines for industrial use; 
repair or maintenance of metal working machines and tools; repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of material supplying devices for metalworking; repair or maintenance of washing 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of fairground ride apparatus; repair or maintenance of solar power units; repair or 
maintenance of power generation system; repair or maintenance of electricity transporting or distributing equipment and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of automated cell culture 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of hydro power units; repair or maintenance of wind turbines; repair or 
maintenance of tidal energy generator; repair or maintenance of aircraft washing installation; repair or maintenance of 
handling system for luggages, baggages or cargo at airport; repair or maintenance of hold baggage screening machines; 
repair or maintenance of hold baggage screening system; repair or maintenance of waste carbonization processing plant, 
repair or maintenance of chemical plants; repair or maintenance of tube dryer for industrial use; repair or maintenance of 
drying apparatus for industrial use; repair or maintenance of flue gas desulfurization plants; repair or maintenance of 
reservoirs of metal; repair or maintenance of metal storage containers; repair or maintenance of trailers; repair or 
maintenance of fire fighting facility; repair or maintenance of rocket-launching facility; repair or maintenance of pipelines; 
repair or maintenance of waste incineration plant; repair or maintenance of methane gas fermentative treatment facility; 
repair or maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of waste treatment plant; 
repair or maintenance of sewage treatment equipment; repair or maintenance of sludge treatment equipment; repair or 
maintenance of water purification installations; repair or maintenance of cement plant; repair or maintenance of 
nonferrous metal plants; repair or maintenance of waste disposing equipment; repair or maintenance of mining machines 
and apparatus; repair or maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of tunnel boring 
machines; repair or maintenance of shield machines; repair or maintenance of materials conveying machines; repair or 
maintenance of aircraft hangars; repair or maintenance of transporters for heavy loads; repair or maintenance of 
industrial robots; repair or maintenance of robots for medical purpose; repair or maintenance of vessels; repair or 
maintenance of offshore platforms; shipbuilding; repair of bicycles; repair or maintenance of automobiles; repair or 
maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles, motorcycles, scooters, mopeds and two-wheeled vehicles; repair or 
maintenance of electric motors; repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of power generators; repair or maintenance of plowing machines and implements other than hand-held 
tools; repair or maintenance of cultivating machines and implements; repair or maintenance of harvesting machines and 
implements; repair or maintenance of plant fiber processing machines and implements; repair or maintenance of fodder 
presses; repair or maintenance of fodder cutters; repair or maintenance of fodder mixers; repair or maintenance of fodder 
mills; repair or maintenance of electric power converter; repair or maintenance of logistic system in hospital; repair or 
maintenance of biomass power generation plant; repair or maintenance of personal water crafts.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/10/2013; Application No. : 012265567 ;European Union 

2877657    20/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1205715]
Homify Online GmbH u. Co. KG
Brunnenstraße 110C 13355 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Sales promotion relating to products for home design, decoration and redesign; sales promotion relating to 
home design, decoration and redesign services; presentation of companies in the fields of home design, decoration and 
redesign on the internet and other media.

Cl.38;Providing of access to information on the internet in the field of home design, decoration and redesign; 
providing of access to software on the internet for providing and exchanging information and data on the internet, by 
others; providing access to platforms and/or portals on the Internet in the field of home design, decoration and redesign.
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2881361    09/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1222761]
Tesla Motors, Inc.
3500 Deer Creek Road Palo Alto CA 94304 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Anti-skid chains, roof-racks, shock absorbers, springs, stabilizer bars, suspensions, all for vehicles; trim panels 
for vehicle bodies; brake calipers for land vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, namely, cars, boats, 
airplanes; electric automobiles; electric automobile parts; fully battery electric, high performance sports automobile; 
seats, automobile wheel hubs; vehicle wheels; upholstery, fitted covers for vehicles; semi-fitted covers for vehicles; 
steering wheels, motors; motor vehicle bodies; vehicles, namely, automobiles; motor land vehicles; parts and fittings for 
motor land vehicles, namely, structural automobile parts and powertrain components.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, jackets, hats; headgear, namely, sports hats, caps, sun visors.

Cl.36;Providing financial services relating to automobiles, namely, automobile financing and lease-purchase 
financing; financing services for the purchase and leasing of motor vehicles; leasepurchase financing; credit services, 
namely, providing financing for motor vehicles; providing financial advice in the field of motor vehicles.

Cl.37;Providing maintenance and repair services for automobiles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 05/02/2013; Application No. : 639918 ;Switzerland 

2917191    02/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1171311]
Creabeton Matériaux SA
Busswilstrasse 44 CH-3250 Lyss Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; formwork elements made of concrete and/or ceramic, of other non-metallic 
materials as well as combinations of all the aforesaid non-metallic materials; wall linings (construction) and facade linings 
with a porous surface for growing vegetation; noise barriers (not of metal) for growing vegetation; structures of concrete, 
ceramic and other non-metallic materials and combinations of the aforesaid materials as well as their attachment devices 
fixed along a wall or on a roof for obtaining green spaces and for building a roof or a wall covered with vegetation.

Cl.31;Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; seeds; natural plants 
and flowers.

Cl.37;Construction; installation services; construction, particularly installation of siding, prefabricated buildings and 
structures; construction consultation; provision of advice, consultancy and information relating to structures and 
construction and installation services, particularly with regard to roofs and walls as well as exterior facades of buildings.
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2921834    05/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1188489]
Mammut Sports Group AG
Birren 5 CH-5703 Seon Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal goods and metal hardware for use in mountaineering, lifting technology, rescue and safety (all the goods 
included in this class).

Cl.9;Rescue devices, including safety nets, rescue ladders, rescue tarpaulins, as well as safety harnesses and rescue 
harnesses (other than for vehicle seats or sports equipment), gloves for protection against accidents, protective helmets.

Cl.18;Backpacks, bags, sports bags, suitcases, all these goods included in this class.

Cl.20;Sleeping bags for camping, bivouac bags, insulating mattresses.

Cl.22;Ropes, string, cords, binding bands (not of metal), straps for handling loads (not of metal), nets, tents, awnings, 
tarpaulins, bags (included in this class).

Cl.25;Clothing, waterproof clothing, raincoats, rain cloaks, clothing for gymnastics, clothing for cycling; footwear, 
mountain climbing footwear, mountain climbing footwear with metal studs; headgear.

Cl.28;Gymnastic and sporting articles (included in this class), particularly for mountaineering, climbers' harnesses.
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2924095    12/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1191451]
Royer Brands International Sarl
6 Domaine des Ormilles L-8088 BERTRANGE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith not included in other classes;
jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; jewelry and jewelry articles; gold and silver ware 
other than cutlery forks and spoons; coins; rings [jewelry]; earrings; bracelets [jewelry]; brooches [jewelry]; necklaces 
[jewelry]; tie pins; ornaments [jewelry]; works of art of precious metal; jewelry boxes, cases; watches; chronographs 
[watches]; watch cases, straps, chains, springs or glasses; fancy key rings, statues or figurines (statuettes) of precious 
metal; cases or caskets for timepieces and jewelry; medals.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; card cases [notecases]; key cases [leather goods]; 
attaché cases; document portfolios; moleskin [imitation of leather], imitation leather; beach umbrellas; whips, harness 
and saddlery; pocket wallets; purses not of precious metal, handbags, backpacks, wheeled bags, bags for climbers, bags 
for campers, travel bags, beach bags, school bags; cases intended for toiletry articles; travel sets [leather goods]; leather 
and imitation leather boxes, attaché cases, vanity cases (not fitted), briefcases (leather goods), toiletry and make-up bags 
(sold empty), purses (not of precious metal); collars or clothing for animals; bags or net bags for shopping; bags or small 
bags (envelopes, pouches) for packaging (made of leather); sports bags.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; shirts, clothing made of leather or imitation leather; clothing (garments); clothing 
for women; hoods [clothing]; belts (clothing); gloves (clothing); scarves; neckties, hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; 
beach, ski or sports footwear; clothing (garments); overalls; shirts; short-sleeve shirts; tee-shirts; combinations 
[clothing]; slips [undergarments]; suits; trousers; jackets [clothing]; pullovers; vests; sweaters; dresses; shirt yokes; 
shirt fronts; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; coats; stuff jackets [clothing]; pelerines; gabardines [clothing]; 
raincoats; pockets for clothing; pocket squares; jerseys [clothing]; knitwear [clothing]; underwear; dressing gowns; 
pajamas (Am.); dressing gowns (robes); caps [headwear]; sashes for wear; underwear.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2013; Application No. : 011869617 ;European Union 

2924097    07/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200559]
GÜNTNER GMBH & CO. KG
Hans-Güntner-Str. 2-6 82256 Fürstenfeldbruck Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Condensing installations; capacitors being parts of machines; axial condensers (machine parts), radial 
condensers (machine parts), coaxial condensers, shell and tube condensers, steam condensers, air condensers; 
aerocondensers; steam engines; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; blowing 
engines; hangers [parts of machines]; compressors [machines]; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; pumps 
(machine or engine parts, machinery), pumps for heating installations, vacuum pumps, centrifugal pumps, lubricating 
pumps; regulators (parts of machines); fans for motors and engines; carburetters; heat exchangers (parts of machines); 
steam boilers (parts of machines); oil coolers (parts for motors, engines or machines); self-regulating fuel pumps; 
liquidisers [machines]; air-cooled capacitors; gas operated power generators.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; computer software (computer programs) in connection 
with refrigeration apparatus; electrical connecting parts; electric display apparatus; mirrors for inspecting work; battery; 
limiters (electricity); observation instruments; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; wires, 
electric; cables, electric; remote control apparatus; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; holders for 
electric coils; high-frequency apparatus; electric cable channels; boiler control instruments; contacts, electric; 
commutators; electric apparatus for commutation; integrated circuits (ics); distribution consoles [electricity]; control 
panels [electricity].

Cl.11;Lighting, heating, steam generation, cooling, pressurising, ventilating and water supply apparatus; heat 
exchangers (not parts of machines), in particular lamellar heat exchangers, plate heat exchangers, shell and tube heat 
exchangers; refrigeration installations and and machines, in particular air coolers, glycol recoolers, freezers; shock 
frosters; recooling apparatus for cooling media; apparatus for heating and refrigerating and equipment for waste heat 
recovery (included in this class); cooler pipes and finned tubes (parts of refrigerating installation); refrigerating 
containers; coolers for furnaces; refrigerating chambers, refrigerators; refrigeration units; refrigerating appliances and 
installations; ice machines and apparatus; freezing machines, air conditioning installations; air-conditioning apparatus; 
evaporators, in particular industrial high-performance evaporators; tubular evaporators; heat pump evaporators; heating 
installations, exchange tubes (parts of heating installations); air valves for steam heating installations; steam generating 
installations; steam boilers (other than parts of machines); steam accumulators; gas boilers; gas condensers and 
condenser pipes (other than parts of machines); air reheaters; air conditioning apparatus, ventilation apparatus; level 
controlling valves in tanks; regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus, gas pipes and water apparatus; heat 
pumps; heat regenerators; heat accumulators; water cooling plants; ventilators (air conditioning, parts of air conditioning 
systems); ventilator frames (parts of air conditioning installations); humidifying apparatus and and systems; electric 
humidifiers; humidifiers for central heating radiators.
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Priority claimed from 27/08/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 048 230.1/11 ;Germany 

2925714    27/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1233234]
VORWERK INTERNATIONAL AG
Verenastrasse 39 CH-8832 Wollerau CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric apparatus for household and industrial purposes in the field of nutrition and health, namely household 
knives, mills, grinders, fruit presses, blenders and whisks for household purposes; mechanical apparatus for the 
preparation of dishes and drinks, in particular for chopping, cutting, grinding, squeezing, grating, mixing, whipping, 
stirring, emulsifying and kneading; electric kitchen machines; electric kitchen machines with integrated chopping, 
grinding and weighing functions; accessories for the aforementioned goods; electric knives, bread cutting machines, 
electric can openers, apparatus for the production of sparkling drinks; electric kitchen machines with integrated cooking 
function, accessories for the aforementioned wares.

Cl.9;Operating programs for computers (stored), computer programs and software, computer programs (stored), 
computer programs (downloadable), computer software (stored), computer software (downloadable); software for the 
operation of electric apparatus for household in the field of nutrition and health; electronic publications (downloadable 
and/or stored on data carriers); magnetic data carriers; recorded and blank mechanical, magnetic, magnetic-optical, 
optical and electronic carriers for sound and/or image and/or data, digital data carriers, CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs; USB 
sticks, surf sticks, UMTS sticks; apparatus for the recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images; parts 
and accessories for the aforementioned goods; modems.

Cl.11;Electric cooking apparatus; electric containers for cooking, electric microwaves; electric grills; electric yoghurt 
makers, electric ice-cream makers, beverage cooling apparatus, bread baking machines, electric deep fryers, toasters.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard (carton) and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
printed publications; pamphlets; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); journals, magazines, 
newspapers, newsletters, books, recipe books, cookbooks, recipe cards, book covers; bookmarks; manuals; catalogues; 
stationery; calendars; appointment calendars and diaries; greeting cards; maps, charts, posters, paintings, drawings, 
photographs, prints, pictures; paper napkins, paper tablecloths, coasters made of cardboard (carton) or paper, place mats 
of paper; plastic and paper bags; cooking bags for microwave ovens.

Cl.35;Marketing, market research and market analysis; business management and organization consultancy; 
arranging and concluding commercial transactions for others; arranging contracts for the buying and selling of goods; 
opinion polling; advertising research; distribution of products for advertising purposes; arranging of advertising; 
advertising, in particular radio, television, cinema, advertising by means of cinematographic films, in the print media, by 
means of videotext and teletext; advertising; publication of advertising prospectuses; production of promotional films; 
rental of advertising films; production of advertising broadcasts and teleshopping programs; telephone order placement 
for teleshopping; business management; business administration; office functions; publicity agencies; auctioneering, 
including on the Internet; professional business and organizational consultancy for franchisees in connection with the 
setting up and management of commercial enterprises; publication of publicity texts; publication of printed matter for 
advertising purposes; merchandising; public relations; arranging and conducting of advertising events, exhibitions and 
trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; planning and design of advertising activities; presentation of 
companies on the internet and other media; advertising including promotion of products and services of third parties 
through sponsoring arrangements; consumer consultancy; dissemination of advertising matter; rental of sales stands, 
advertising space, advertising materials; providing of business addresses for advertising purposes; distribution of 
advertising materials and samples for advertising purposes; demonstration of goods for advertising purposes, and 
presentation of goods and services, bringing together, for others, of a variety of goods for presentation and sales 
purposes; on-line advertising in computer networks; presentation of goods on communication media, presentation of 
goods and services on online marketplaces; systemization of information into computer databases, namely of evaluative 
feedback and ratings of sellers" goods arid services, the value and prices of sellers" goods, services, delivery and the 
overall experience of buyers and sellers in connection therewith; retail services with regard to the goods mentioned in 
classes 7, 9, 11 and 16 also via the Internet; presentation of the goods mentioned in classes 7, 9, 11 and 16 outside of 
fixed commercial premises through direct personal contact between supplier and customer and arranging of contracts for 
others for the selling of goods via the Internet; online ordering services and invoicing services; conception of advertising 
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and marketing measures to improve customer loyalty.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing access to computer programs on data networks, providing of access to 
information on the Internet, providing access to databases, providing access to computer software on data networks, 
providing access to non-downloadable software applications on data networks, providing access to platforms and portals 
on the internet, providing access to virtual spaces, Internet platforms and social networks for the exchange of data and 
information; providing access to computer networks; providing Internet chatrooms; providing online forums; providing 
telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; providing access to evaluative online databases for buyers and 
sellers; email services, electronic transmission of messages, information, images and text of all kinds; collection and 
transmission of news (press agencies); collection and transmission of general information in the context of press 
agencies.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; consulting in respect of 
providing of basic and advanced training; arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars and workshops; providing 
of training for the purpose of basic and advanced training; organising, arranging and conducting of practical courses in 
addition to training; practical tutorial courses; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; consultancy in the field of basic 
and advanced training; information events and presentations for cultural, sporting and educational purposes; arranging 
and conducting of cultural and sporting events; arranging and conducting of shows, conferences, congresses and 
symposia; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing of electronic publications (not 
downloadable); desktop publishing; publication of texts (other than publicity texts); publication of books; publishing of 
printed matter in electronic form, also via the Internet; publication of periodicals and books in electronic form, also via the 
Internet; online publication of periodicals and books in electronic form; video film production; publication of magazines; 
providing on-line electronic publications containing instructions for recipes, recipe selection, meal planning, menu 
planning and instructions on cooking and baking.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software, computer hardware and software consultancy, 
computer programming, creation of programs for data processing, implementation of computer programs on networks, 
technical project management in the field of electronic data processing, server administration, electronic data security, 
electronic data storage, updating of computer software, installation of computer programs, duplication of computer 
programs, rental of computer software, maintenance of computer software, computer system analysis, computer systems 
design, design, maintenance and updating of websites, for others, conversion of computer programs and data (not 
physical conversion), conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; recovery of computer data; 
information technology (IT) consultancy.

Cl.43;Providing information via an online database in the field of recipes for meals and beverages, cooking and 
preparation of meals, cooking recipes and cooking tips.
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2931257    26/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1189970]
Dafo Brand AB
Box 683 SE-135 26 Tyresö Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Fire extinguishing chemicals, composition of chemicals for fire extinguishing, powder for fire fighting, foam for 
fire fighting purposes, water with chemical additives for fire fighting.

Cl.8;Fire files and fire axes.

Cl.9;Sprinkler installations, fire extinguishing apparatus, chemical fire extinguishing apparatus, portable fire 
extinguishers, fire alarm, fire escapes, safety nets, fire hose nozzles, fire pumps, automatic fire pumps, life-saving 
apparatus, life-saving apparatus and instruments.

Cl.45;Advisory services related to fire safety, rental of fire alarms, fire extinguishing, rental of fire extinguishers.
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Priority claimed from 14/03/2014; Application No. : MI2014C002620 ;Italy 

2931400    26/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1227675]
Barilla G.e R. Fratelli - Società per Azioni
Via Mantova, 166 I-43100 Parma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; anchovy; broth; soups; caviar; fruits, tinned [canned 
(Am.)]; vegetables, tinned [canned (Am.)]; cheese; milk shakes; fruit chips; frozen fruits; fruit, preserved; fruit preserved 
in alcohol; fruit, stewed; frosted fruits; mushrooms, preserved; gelatine; jellies for food; fruit jellies; vegetable soup 
preparations; vegetables, preserved; vegetables, cooked; vegetables, dried; lentils, preserved; fruit salads; vegetable 
salads; margarine; whipped cream; cream [dairy products]; potato chips; low-fat potato chips; fish, preserved; poultry, 
not live; preparations for making soup; fruit-based snack food; vegetable juices for cooking; tomato juice for cooking; 
yogurt.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, artificial coffee, rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pasta, biscuits, pastry and confectionery, ices; sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces 
(condiments), spices, ice, salad dressings, seasonings for food; mixes for sauces; condiments; packaged meals 
consisting primarily of rice or noodles; packaged dishes consisting primarily of rice or noodles; pasta sauces; snack 
foods made from cereals, cookies, crackers, rusks; ready-to-eat rice dishes; ready-to-eat meals containing pasta; ready-
to-eat pasta dishes; ready-to-eat meals containing primarily of pasta; ready-to-eat dried meals consisting primarily of rice; 
bread sticks, stale bread, pizza; calzone, sandwiches, stromboli [savory stuffed rolls]; ravioli, tortellini, cannelloni, pasta 
shells, lasagna; dry or liquid ready meals mainly consisting of rice, dry or liquid ready meals consisting primarily of pasta.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2014; Application No. : MI2014C002621 ;Italy 

2931409    26/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1227676]
Barilla G.e R. Fratelli - Società per Azioni
Via Mantova, 166 I-43100 Parma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; anchovy; broth; soups; caviar; fruits, tinned [canned 
(Am.)]; vegetables, tinned [canned (Am.)]; cheese; milk shakes; fruit chips; frozen fruits; fruit, preserved; fruit preserved 
in alcohol; fruit, stewed; frosted fruits; mushrooms, preserved; gelatine; jellies for food; fruit jellies; vegetable soup 
preparations; vegetables, preserved; vegetables, cooked; vegetables, dried; lentils, preserved; fruit salads; vegetable 
salads; margarine; whipped cream; cream [dairy products]; potato chips; low-fat potato chips; fish, preserved; poultry, 
not live; preparations for making soup; fruit-based snack food; vegetable juices for cooking; tomato juice for cooking; 
yogurt.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, artificial coffee, rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pasta, biscuits, pastry and confectionery, ices; sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces 
(condiments), spices, ice, salad dressings, food seasoning, mixes for sauces, condiments; packaged meals consisting 
primarily of rice or noodles; packaged dishes consisting primarily of rice or noodles; pasta sauces; snack foods made 
from cereals, cookies, crackers, rusks; packaged meal kits consisting primarily of bread and/or cereals to be cooked in a 
microwave oven; ready-to-eat rice dishes; ready-to-eat meals containing pasta; ready-to-eat pasta dishes; ready-to-eat 
meals containing primarily of pasta; ready-to-eat dried meals consisting primarily of rice; bread sticks, dry bread, pizza; 
calzone, sandwiches, stromboli [savory filled rolls], ravioli, tortellini, cannelloni, pasta shells, lasagna; dry or liquid ready 
meals mainly consisting of rice; dry or liquid ready meals consisting primarily of pasta.
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Priority claimed from 05/02/2013; Application No. : AM 581/2013 ;Austria 

2933307    22/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1184071]
Amann Girrbach AG
Herrschaftswiesen 1 A-6842 Koblach Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Plastics, common metals, porcelain and dental ceramics for medical and dental use, in particular for dental 
crowns, dental prostheses and for making dental bridges; materials for making false teeth, in particular plastics, common 
metals, porcelain and dental ceramics for dental crowns, dental prostheses and for making dental bridges; dental 
lacquers; dental mastics; tooth filling materials; dental impression materials.

Cl.7;Machines for processing materials for dental technology.

Cl.9;Scanners for non-medical purposes; computer peripheral devices; computer software; computer programs.

Cl.10;Dentures; artificial teeth; dental and dentistry devices, instruments and apparatuses; milling devices, 
particularly CNC-milling devices and copy milling devices for dental purposes; electric dental devices; scanners for 
medical purposes.

Cl.11;Sintering furnaces for dental purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2013; Application No. : 2013-048967 ;Japan 

2948924    30/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1197839]
START TODAY CO., LTD.
2-6-1 Nakase, Mihama-Ku, Chiba-Shi, Chiba 261-7116 (Japan)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Sales promotion relating to goods and services for others on the Internet; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; Internet advertising; advertising by electronic mail; providing information about advertising 
inserted in the paper and magazines for commercial purposes; rental of advertising spaces on the Internet included in 
this class; advertising and publicity services; publicity material rental; organization of exhibitions and sales for 
commercial or advertising purposes on the Internet; promoting the goods and services of others through the issuance of 
trading stamps; business administration and management of a shopping center or a shopping mall; arranging of buying 
and selling contracts for third parties on an on-line shopping mall; arranging and providing information of buying and 
selling contracts in digital commerce; business consultancy for providers of on-line retail store services on the Internet; 
business management analysis or business consultancy; providing information relating questionnaire surveys; marketing
research; information relating to rankings on sales; information relating to retail stores via the global computer network; 
providing information on sales relating to clothing, bags and jewelry; providing information concerning commercial sales; 
auctioneering provided on the Internet; providing information on sales articles relating to auction; mediation and 
conclusion of commercial transactions for others; mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions by 
telecommunication or the electronic way for others; data search in computer files for others; providing employment 
information; retail and wholesale services in the fields of woven fabrics and beddings, clothing, headgear, footwear, bags 
and pouches, trunks, personal articles, combs, face towels of textile, handkerchiefs of textile, towels of textile, hand-held 
flat fans, stocking suspenders, sock suspenders, suspenders for clothing, expanding bands for holding sleeves, belts for 
clothing, jewelry ornaments, earrings, necklaces, rings (jewelry), bracelets (jewelry), jewelry chains, jewelry charms, key 
rings, jewelry trinkets, badges for wear, buckles for clothing, brooches for clothing, Japanese buckles to bind a broad belt 
of kimonos [Obidomes], bonnet pins, ornamental emblems attachable on clothing, brassards, hoods for clothing, hair 
bands, buttons, false nails, false eyelashes, shaving utensils cases, pedicure sets, eyelash curlers, manicure sets, ear 
picks, toilet cases, cosmetic utensils, false beards, ornamental beards, ornamental moustaches, hand implements for hair 
curlers, umbrellas, ferrules of metal for walking sticks, canes, metal parts for canes and walking-sticks, walking stick 
handles, foods and beverages, liquor, meat, sea food, vegetables and fruits, confectionery, bread and buns, rice and 
cereals, milk, carbonated drinks, refreshing beverages, nonalcoholic fruit juice beverages, tea, coffee, cocoa, processed 
food, two wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles, furniture, joinery fittings, tatami mats, electrical machinery and apparatuses, 
lighting apparatus, household electrothermic appliances, bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools, hardware of metal, 
kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils, pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
medical supplies, cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents, agricultural machines, agricultural implements 
and supplies, natural flowers and trees, printed matter, paper and stationery, sports goods, toys, dolls, game machines 
and apparatus, musical instruments and records, pre-recorded DVDs, clocks, watches and spectacles, eyeglasses and 
goggles, tobaccos, smokers" articles, chains for dogs, clothing for pets, beds for household pets, dog kennels, nesting 
boxes for small birds, feeding vessels for pets, brushes for pets, chewing goods for pet dogs, indoor aquaria and their 
fittings, bird cages, bird baths, toys for domestic pets, foods for pets, baby oils, teething rings, babies" bottles, baby 
carriages, babies" diapers of paper, semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations, wire ropes, and buffers.

Cl.45;Instruction, consultation and advice about the fashion; providing personal fashion information using the 
homepage and the bulletin board system that is accessible with a computer terminal or portable telephone; information 
relating to fashion coordination services for individuals; providing personal fashion information concerning coloring; 
agencies for providing personal fashion information; providing personal fashion information; providing information via 
Internet websites on finding and introducing friends for common users; providing information of marriage partner 
introduction or dating services; providing or giving information for wedding ceremonies [including planning and 
arranging of wedding ceremonies]; provision of personal information about individuals, via online profiles on electronic 
bulletin boards, to facilitate social introduction and development of relationships and friendships; providing information 
of celebrities; providing information of investigation or surveillance on background profiles; providing information of 
fortune-telling; providing information of personal affairs consultancy; providing information of rental of clothing;  
providing information of rental of personal ornaments for wearing. 
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 060 651.5/09 ;Germany 

2948925    20/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1198252]
ViaBlue GmbH
Dieselstr. 6 76316 MALSCH Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images, in particular loudspeakers, 
headphones and accessories and parts of these goods, namely cables, connectors, bushings, combinations of the 
aforenamed components, spikes (loudspeaker spikes for disconnecting loudspeaker boxes from the base); components 
for computers, namely housings, mouse pads; sheaths for electric cables.

Cl.17;Hoses of textile material, flexible tubes, not of metal, insulators for cables and for flexible tubes, insulating 
fabrics.
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Priority claimed from 30/05/2013; Application No. : 13 4 011 301 ;France 

2956935    23/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1209333]
UBISOFT ENTERTAINMENT
107 Avenue Henri Freville F-35207 RENNES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software; computer games and online games; computer game software for mobile telephones; 
cinematographic films.

Cl.28;Games, toys; apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use only with a television set; action 
figures; board games; automatic game machines other than prepaid ones and those for use solely with a television set; 
automatic and coin-operated amusement machines; game apparatus designed for use with a television set.

Cl.41;Entertainment in the field of video games; organization of competitions in the field of video games; organization 
and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, organization of exhibitions for cultural purposes; publication of
press magazines, publication of newspapers, editing of books, editing of newspapers, publication of books; information 
services concerning online computer games and other online entertainment; game services provided online (from a 
computer network); production of films (other than advertising films), shows, production of radio and television 
programs, of televised and filmed entertainment.
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Priority claimed from 28/08/2013; Application No. : AM 50343/2013 ;Austria 

2956939    28/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1228359]
Red Bull GmbH
Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; leather 
and textile impregnating chemicals; adhesives for wallpaper; humus; compost; earth for growing; soil conditioning 
chemicals; chemical additives for oils.

Cl.2;Paints; anti-fouling paints; varnishes; lacquers; binding agents and thinners for paints; turpentine (thinner for 
paints); preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordents; raw natural resins; metals in 
foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; dry-cleaning preparations; soaps; joss sticks; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; 
breath freshening sprays; sunscreen preparations; laundry starch; emery paper; sandcloth.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; motor vehicle lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding 
compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; lanolin; candles and wicks for lighting.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes, including fortifying and 
strengthening preparations, namely vitamin preparations and tonics and preparations and products containing minerals 
and/or vitamins and/or trace elements for health purposes; traditional Chinese medicines; medicinal infusions including 
herb teas; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; appetite suppressants for medical 
purposes; chewing gum, fruit gums and sweets for medical use; food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters; materials for dressings; napkins for incontinents; hygienic articles for women, namely sanitary towels, 
panty liners, tampons, sanitary pants; chemical contraceptives; material for stopping teeth; dental wax; adhesives for 
dentures; dental mastics; disinfectants; deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; deodorizing room 
sprays; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; tobacco-free cigarettes for medical purposes.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, unwrought or semi-wrought; metal building materials; buildings of metal; 
materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; wire of common metal; foils of metal 
for wrapping and packaging; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes (strong 
boxes); statues and figurines (statuettes) of common metal; works of art of common metal; goods of common metal not 
included in other classes; advertisement columns of metal; anchors; anvils; bottle closures of metal; ice moulds of metal; 
rings of common metal for keys; metal tanks; cashboxes of metal; signboards of metal; registration plates, of metal; 
building panels of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; containers of metal (storage, 
transport); ores of metal; locks of metal for vehicles; bicycle parking installations of metal.
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Cl.7;Machines, including filling machines; lifts (other than ski-lifts); excavators; construction machines; bulldozers; 
printing machines; electric kitchen appliances for chopping, grinding, pressing, stirring; labellers; mincers (electric); belts
for conveyors; fans for engines and motors; electric generators; current generators and alternators; lifting apparatus 
other than hand-operated; cranes (lifting and hoisting apparatus); milking machines; sewing machines; paper machines; 
polishing machines (other than for household purposes), electric; presses other than hand-operated; trueing machines; 
industrial cutters; welding machines, electric; textile machines; packing machines; rolling mills; dishwashers; washing 
machines; shredders; machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission 
components (except for land vehicles); exhausts for motors and engines; agricultural implements other than hand-
operated; agricultural machines; incubators for eggs; air brushes for applying color; automatic vending machines; petrol 
pumps for service stations; filling machines.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); hand operated equipment used in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry for the construction of machines, apparatus and vehicles, and for structural engineering; cutlery; side arms; 
electric and non-electric razors; electric and non-electric hair cutters and clippers (hand tools); tool belts (holders).

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; walkie-talkies; portable and mobile telephones and parts, spare parts and equipment, in particular 
holders and sheaths; cables, electric; plugs; adaptors; batteries; accumulators; charging devices for accumulators for 
wireless mobile phones; subscriber identity cards, also for use with portable and mobile phones; mobile phone 
faceplates; ring tones (being downloadable ringtones); software applications for mobile phones; downloadable sound, 
music, image and video recordings; interactive computer games programs; photocopying apparatus and machines; 
magnetic data carriers; sound recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; video tapes; 
personal stereos; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating machines; data processing 
equipment; computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; automatic cash dispensing machines; ticket 
dispensers; automatic photographic booths; machine readable data carriers; electronic publications (downloadable); 
computer programs; computer game software; mouse pads; navigation apparatus for vehicles; protective clothing; 
protective spectacles; protective masks; protective helmets, in particular for sports purposes; protective shields, 
including ear, body and face protective shields; spectacles; spectacle frames; spectacle cases and holders; sunglasses; 
goggles for sports; headphones; special purpose containers (cases, sheaths, housings) for apparatus and instruments 
included in this class; light, marker, life-saving and signaling buoys; wind socks for indicating wind direction; electric 
batteries and accumulators; magnets; luminous signs; luminous advertising signs; encoded identification bracelets, 
magnetic; processors (central processing units); chips (integrated circuits); computer peripheral devices; data 
processing apparatus; electronic notice boards; hands free kits for phones; laptop computers; loudspeakers; magnetic 
data media; telephone apparatus; television apparatus; video game cartridges; wire connectors (electricity); wires, 
electric; remote control apparatus; video screens.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; surgical implants, including artificial limbs, 
eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials; condoms; non-chemical contraceptives; bed vibrators; 
vibromassage apparatus; pacifiers for babies.

Cl.11;Lighting and heating apparatus and installations, steam generating installations, cooking, refrigerating, drying, 
ventilation (air-conditioning) apparatus and installations, water supply and sanitary installations; wash-hand basins and 
bowls (parts of sanitary installations); bidets; toilets (water-closets); bath fittings; bath installations; refrigerators; 
beverage cooling apparatus; refrigerating display cabinets (display cases); ventilation (air-conditioning) installations for 
vehicles; lighting apparatus for vehicles; lighting installations for air vehicles; vehicle reflectors; electric lamps; bar 
lamps; diving lights; solar thermal collectors (heating); heat and steam accumulators; grills (cooking appliances); plate 
warmers; toasters; ice boxes and chests; stoves.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; refrigerated trucks; air cushion vehicles; parachutes; 
parts for vehicles; parts for apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; parts for air-cushion vehicles; bicycles and 
individual parts therefor (included in this class); bicycle accessories, namely luggage carriers for bicycles, bells for 
bicycles, dress guards for bicycles, motors for cycles, bicycle pumps, saddle covers for bicycles, stands for bicycles; 
saddle covers for motorcycles; golf carts and baby carriages; automobile accessories, namely tires, seats and seat 
covers, trailer hitches, roof racks, ski carriers, mudguards, snow chains, wind deflectors, head rests, safety belts, child 
safety seats, horns, steering wheels, wheel rims, shock absorbers; covers for vehicle steering wheels; motors for land 
vehicles.

Cl.13;Firearms; ammunition rifles, air rifles; parts for rifles, in particular barrels and hammers; rifle cases; sprays for 
personal defense purposes.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other 
classes; statues, statuettes and figurines (statuettes) of precious metal; boxes of precious metal; badges of precious 
metal; key rings (trinkets or fobs); works of art of precious metal; ornaments (jewelry); chains, earrings, rings, bracelets 
and necklaces of precious metal; precious stones and semi-precious stones; diamonds and agates; pearls (jewelry); 
paste jewelry (costume jewelry); cuff links; tie pins; coins; horological and chronometrical instruments; clocks; watches; 
chronometers; wrist watches and watch straps; clock cases; watch cases; cases for clock and watch making; jewelry 
cases (caskets); key chains (trinkets or fobs).

Cl.15;Musical instruments; mechanical pianos; musical boxes; electric and electronic musical instruments; music 
stands; music synthesizers.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; towels of paper; table 
napkins of paper; filter paper; handkerchiefs of paper; toilet paper; bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; packing 
paper; bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging; printed matter, leaflets; magazines; books; printed 
publications; newspapers; newsletters; prospectuses; manuals; booklets and graphic representations; cards; greeting 
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cards; brochures and folders (stationery); bookbinding material; photographs (printed); periodicals; posters; calendars; 
catalogues; transparencies (stationery); flags of paper; signboards of paper or cardboard; clipboards; stationery; 
transfers (decalcomanias); stickers (stationery); labels, including iron-on labels not of textile; adhesives (glues) for 
stationery or household purposes; artists materials, including pencils, pastels (crayons), watercolors (paintings), 
aquarelles, artists watercolour saucers, painters' easels, modelling materials; paint brushes; stamps (seals); typewriters, 
electric and non-electric; office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); plastic film for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for 
wrapping or packaging; printers' type; printing blocks; blackboards; writing and drawing instruments; writing and 
drawing materials; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; money clips.

Cl.17;Rubber; gutta-percha; gum; asbestos; mica and goods made from these materials (as far as included in this 
class); plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of 
metal; plastic film (other than for wrapping); insulating paints and lacquers; insulating refractory materials.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, unworked or semi-worked, and goods made of these materials (as far as 
included in this class); boxes and cases of leather or leather board; leather bags for packaging; bags for climbers and 
campers; bags for sports and beach; small goods of leather, not included in other classes; purses; pocket wallets; key 
cases; handbags; briefcases; shopping bags; school satchels; rucksacks; shoulder belts (straps) of leather; animal skins;
hides; fur; trunks and suitcases (luggage) and travelling bags; travelling sets (leatherware); umbrellas, parasols and 
walking sticks; whips, harness for animals and saddlery.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; refractory construction materials, not of 
metal; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable and non-transportable buildings; monuments (not of metal); 
decorative objects and works of art of stone, concrete or marble; signaling panels, non-luminous, non-mechanical and 
not of metal; gates (not of metal).

Cl.20;Furniture; hand-held mirrors (toilet mirrors); mirrors; pictures frames; goods (not included in other classes) of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes 
for all these materials, or of plastics; furniture and tables of plastic or metal; indoor window blinds (shades) (furniture); 
works of art and decorative objects, of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; nameplates, not of metal; garment covers (storage); 
coat hangers; stoppers for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber; screw tops, not of metal, for bottles; keyboards for 
hanging keys; pegs (pins), not of metal; display boards and signboards of wood or plastic; newspaper display stands; 
display stands; cask stands, not of metal; boxes of wood or plastic; flagpoles; registration plates, not of metal; packaging 
containers of plastic; containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel; bedding (except linen); decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; 
desks; display stands; newspaper display stands.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; hand-operated cleaning instruments; soap dispensers; dustbins; 
flower pots; drinking vessels and drinking glasses; bottles and flasks; ice buckets; coolers (ice pails); ice cube moulds; 
non-electric portable coolers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for 
cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass, except glass used in building; glassware, porcelain and 
earthenware not included in other classes; statues, statuettes and works of art of glass, porcelain, terra-cotta, 
earthenware or ceramic; signboards of porcelain or glass; cosmetic utensils; cooking pot sets; crockery; cocktail stirrers; 
shakers; pails, not for medical purposes; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; deodorising apparatus for 
personal use; fitted vanity cases; coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; dishes; menu card holders; pitchers.

Cl.22;Ropes; string; nets; car towing ropes; network; ropes, not of metal; wrapping or binding bands, not of metal; 
tents; awnings; tarpaulins; sails; sacks and bags (not included in other classes); bags (envelopes, pouches) of textile, for 
packaging; bags (sacks) for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; padding and stuffing materials (except for 
rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads, for textile use.

Cl.24;Textiles not included in other classes; cotton fabrics; silk; linen; velvet; knitted fabric; lingerie fabric; plastic 
material (substitute for fabrics); textile goods not included in other classes; fabric for textile use and footwear; fabric of 
imitation animal skins; non-woven textile fabrics; curtains of textile or plastic; household linen; table covers, not of paper; 
bed covers; bed linen; bath linen, except clothing; shower curtains of textile or plastic; banners; flags, not of paper; labels
of cloth, including iron-on labels; textile stickers; sew-on labels; wall hangings of textile; sleeping bags (sheeting).

Cl.26;Lace; laces for edges and lace trimmings; embroidery; ribbons (haberdashery); prize ribbons; elastic ribbons; 
shoe laces; buttons; hooks (haberdashery); eyes for clothing and shoes; pins, other than jewelry; needles; badges for 
wear, not of precious metal; belt clasps; trouser clips for cyclists; haberdashery, except thread; competitors' numbers; 
artificial flowers; hair bands; heat adhesive patches for repair and decoration of textile articles; lanyards (cords) for wear.

Cl.27;Carpets; rugs; mats; bar mats and matting; linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; floor 
coverings including vinyl floor coverings; wall hangings, not of textile; gymnastic mats; automobile carpets; artificial turf.

Cl.29;Meat; fish; poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies; 
jams; compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; meat, fish, fruit and vegetable preserves; mixed milk 
beverages (milk predominating); desserts of yogurt, quark and cream; soya milk (milk substitute); fermented vegetable 
foods (kimchi).

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; tapioca; sago; processed grains; bread; pastry and confectionery; ices (ice 
cream); honey; treacle; yeast; baking-powder; salt; edible salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); dressings for 
salad; spices; ice; coffee, tea, cocoa and chocolate drinks; iced tea; coffee and cocoa preparations for making alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic beverages; cereals for human consumption, including oat flakes and other cereal flakes; flavorings, 
other than essential oils; sweets; candy; fruit gums; chocolate; chocolate products; pralines with liqueur fillings; 
chocolate mixtures containing alcohol; chewing gums; fruit and muesli bars.
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Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh 
fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural and dried plants and natural flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt; nuts (fruits); straw 
mulch; litter peat.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); hot and mixed alcoholic drinks; alcoholic energy drinks; mulled wines; 
distilled beverages; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic beverages containing fruit and 
alcoholic fruit extracts; wines; ciders; spirits (beverages) and liqueurs, including gin, rum, vodka, whisky, brandy; 
alcoholic essences and extracts for making beverages; cocktails and aperitifs; bitters.

Cl.34;Tobacco; smoking tobacco; snuff and chewing tobacco; cigars; cigarillos and cigarettes; smokers' articles; 
tobacco jars and pouches; cigar and cigarette holders; cigar and cigarette cases; ashtrays for smokers; humidors; pipe 
racks and cleaners for tobacco pipes; cigar cutters; tobacco pipes; lighters for smokers; pocket machines for rolling 
cigarettes; cigarette paper; cigarette tips; cigarette filters; matches; electronic cigarettes.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion for others; arranging of advertising events and space; distribution of goods for 
advertising purposes; layout services for advertising purposes; on-line advertising on a computer network; rental of 
advertising time on communication media; news clipping services; business organization consultancy; business 
management; business administration; office functions; rental of vending machines; the bringing together, for the benefit 
of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; compilation of 
statistics; sponsorship search; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; updating of advertising material; dissemination of advertising matter; 
arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; 
business information; commercial information agencies; compilation of information into computer databases; 
systemization of information into computer databases; public relations; publication and writing of publicity texts; radio 
advertising; production of radio and television commercials; rental of advertising space; television advertising; outdoor 
advertising; demonstration of goods; presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes; sales 
promotion for others; commercial information and advice for consumers; opinion polling.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; home banking; real estate affairs.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of aircraft and automobiles; building construction; repair; installation services; repair, 
servicing, maintenance of vehicles; refueling of vehicles; restoration of musical instruments; installation of doors and 
windows; swimming-pool maintenance; refilling of toner cartridges.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information about telecommunication; communication by telephone and cellular 
telephone; electronic mail; providing internet chatrooms; radio and television broadcasting; electronic bulletin board 
services (telecommunications services); providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; 
telecommunications routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; providing user access to global computer 
networks; providing access to databases; voice mail services; news agencies; rental of telecommunication equipment; 
satellite transmission; providing access to telecommunication channels for teleshopping services.

Cl.39;Transport of persons and goods by air, road, rail and boat; travel arrangement; arrangement of tourist travel 
services; sightseeing; escorting of travelers; rental of aircraft and vehicles; parcel delivery; packaging and storage of 
goods; storage (physical) of electronically-stored data or documents; franking of mail; traffic information.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer programming; data conversion of 
computer programs and data (not physical conversion); computer system design; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining websites for others; hosting computer sites; installation of 
computer software; industrial design; engineering; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; research in the field of 
environmental protection.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; tattooing; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; sauna services; solarium services; health spa services; visagists' services; 
pharmacists' services to make up prescriptions.

Cl.45;Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; security services for the 
protection of property and individuals; dating services; clothing rental; evening dress rental; fire-fighting; funerals; 
undertaking; crematorium services; detective agencies; missing person investigations; opening of security locks; 
security consultancy; adoption agency services; horoscope casting; organization of religious meetings; marriage 
agencies; escorting in society; licensing of computer software (legal services); registration of domain names (legal 
services); intellectual property consultancy; copyright management; licensing of intellectual property; intellectual 
property watching services; legal research; legal services; lost property return; mediation; inspection of factories for 
safety purposes; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire extinguishers.
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2958455    18/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1208235]
HESCO BASTION LIMITED
41 Knowsthorpe Way, Cross Green Industrial Estate Leeds LS9 0SW United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAIR SAJEEV KUMAR S.
GOPAKUMAR NAIR ASSOCIATES, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (E), 
MUMBAI - 400 101

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic defence apparatus and systems, namely, portable free-standing barriers, defence walls, non-
metallic bastions and gabions, non-metallic structures and multi-compartmental structures; non-metal protective non-
metallic bastions, gabions and barriers for civil, environmental and military use; non-metallic flood barriers; non-metallic 
containers for fortification purposes; non-metallic containers for military fortification purposes; non-metallic containers 
for holding particulate material, namely, snow, sand, earth, mud, stones, building rubble or concrete used for forming 
barrier or defence walls; multi-compartmental non-metallic containers for holding particulate material, namely, snow, 
sand, earth, mud, stones, building rubble, or concrete used for forming barrier or defence walls; non-metallic component 
parts to all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Construction of defence apparatus and systems, namely, portable free-standing barriers, defence walls, non-
metallic bastions and gabions, non-metallic structures and multi-compartmental structures; construction of defence 
systems in the nature of flood defence structures, namely portable free-standing barriers, defence walls, non-metallic 
bastions and gabions, non-metallic structures and multi-compartmental structures; repair and installation services 
concerning defence apparatus and systems; repair and installation services concerning flood defence apparatus and 
systems; advisory services relating to the construction of defence apparatus and systems, namely, portable free-standing 
barriers, defence walls, non-metallic bastions and gabions, non-metallic structures and multi-compartmental structures; 
advisory services relating to defence systems in the nature of flood defence structures, namely portable free-standing 
barriers, defence walls, non-metallic bastions and gabions, non-metallic structures and multi-compartmental structures; 
advisory services relating to the repair and installation of defence apparatus and systems; advisory services relating to 
repair and installation services concerning flood defence apparatus and systems.
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2961689    15/10/2014 

[International Registration No. : 1181192] 
FUZHOU ZHIYONG INFORMATION TECH CO., LTD.
Room 109, No.11, Zone B, Fuzhou Software Park, No.89 Software Road, Gulou District, Fuzhou City FUJIAN PROVINCE  
China 

Address for service in India/Agents address: 
RAHUL RAJPUT. 
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used 

IR DIVISION 

Cl.25;Trousers; layettes [clothing]; coats; footwear; children's garments; babies' pants; hats; clothing; baby  
bunting [snuggle suits]; aprons [clothing]. 

Cl.28;Dolls; toys; building blocks [toys]; chess; dolls' rooms; dolls' rooms; mobiles [toys]; toy vehicles;  
piñatas; educational toys. 

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer software design; updating of computer software; industrial design;  
rental of computer software; maintenance of computer software; conversion of data or documents from physical  
to electronic media; installation of computer software; data conversion of computer programs and data [not  
physical conversion]; consulting in the field of computer software. 
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2990619    04/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1241557]
Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH
Völklinger Str. 4 40219 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable electronic publications, publications in electronic form provided online 
from databases or from Internet-based facilities or other networks (including from websites), all the aforesaid goods 
included in this class, exclusively provided and distributed in connection with the trade shows and exhibitions; computer 
software; compact discs (CDs); video compact discs; digital versatile discs; CD-ROMs; magnetic data carriers or other 
storage media (data carriers).

Cl.16;Printed publications and printed matter of all kinds, including books, publicity texts, magazines, periodicals, 
newspapers, circulars, handbooks, brochures, prospectuses, writing paper, text books and printed matter, catalogues, all 
the aforesaid goods included in this class, exclusively provided and distributed in connection with the trade shows and 
exhibitions.

Cl.35;Marketing; acquisition of business and trade information, including in electronic form; professional business 
and organisational information and consultancy services, including provision of information electronically and on 
websites; online services, namely provision of commercial information via company and product profiles of exhibitors 
and/or sponsors; retail services of exhibition catalogues; provision and dissemination of information in relation to fairs, 
trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; organisation, planning, arranging and conducting of 
trade fairs, exhibitions and meetings for commercial purposes.

Cl.41;Organisation, planning, arranging and conducting of congresses for commercial purposes, publishing, 
including electronic publishing, all the aforesaid services included in this class, exclusively provided and distributed in 
connection with the trade shows and exhibitions; organisation, arranging and conducting of exhibitions, meetings, 
seminars, workshops, conferences and specialist congresses; conducting instructional and training events; education; 
entertainment and instruction; ticket reservation and booking services for exhibitions and fairs via internet.

Cl.42;Technical consultancy for exhibitors in the field of design, development and planning of exhibitions.
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Priority claimed from 10/03/2015; Application No. : 2015/06396 ;South Africa 

3238653    09/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272485]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond, WA 98052 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software.

Cl.42;Software as a Service (SaaS).
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3240258    04/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271534]
NEUROLAB (UK) LTD
9 Hillfield, Norton, Runcorn Cheshire WA7 6RN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietary and nutritional supplements.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic drinks.
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3248810    08/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273592]
EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY SOCIETY
4 avenue Sainte-Luce CH-1003 Lausanne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Publications.

Cl.41;Organization and conducting of congresses; education; training (demonstration); information relating to science
and education; on-line information services relating to science and education.

Cl.44;Information in the medical field and relating to respiratory health; on-line information services in the medical 
field and relating to respiratory health.

Cl.45;Lobbying services other than for commercial purposes.
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3248820    20/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273571]
BANSARD INTERNATIONAL
7-19 rue des 15 Arpents F-94577 ORLY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, business management, business administration; office work; dissemination of advertising material; 
newspaper subscription services (for others); business management and organization consultancy; accounting; 
document reproduction; employment agencies; computerized file management; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on all 
communication media; publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertisements; 
public relations.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; transport information; delivery of newspapers; 
water and energy distribution; towing; rental of garages or parking places; rental of vehicles, boats or horses; taxi 
services; travel reservation; physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents.

Cl.42;Evaluations, assessments and research in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; design 
and development of computers and software; research and development of new products for others; technical project 
studies; architecture; design of interior decor; development (design), installation, maintenance, updating or rental of 
software; computer programming; consultancy relating to computers; conversion of computer programs and data, other 
than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; vehicle roadworthiness 
testing; graphic arts design services; styling (industrial design); authentication of works of art.
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Priority claimed from 17/02/2015; Application No. : 15 4 157 717 ;France 

3248823    12/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273576]
IXIGEN
320 rue Saint Honoré F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments, data processing equipment, software (recorded programs) in the field of 
medical imaging and software used in neurology.

Cl.10;Medical device for neurology.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, communications via computer terminals or via fiber-optic networks, provision of forums 
on line; provision of access to databases; electronic display services (telecommunications) for medical imaging and 
health.

Cl.42;Evaluations and assessments in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; scientific and 
technical research; design and development of computers and software; research and development of new products for 
others; technical project studies; development (design), installation, maintenance, updating or rental of software; 
computer programming; computer system analysis; design of computer systems; consultancy in the design and 
development of computers; digitization of documents; software as a service (SaaS); cloud computing; information 
technology (IT) consultancy; hosting of servers; electronic storage of health data.

Cl.44;Medical assistance for diagnostic support in neurology.
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3248835    16/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273600]
NOBILIS ZRt.
Ipari u. 2 H-4700 Mátészalka Hungary

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Fruit and vegetables, all being preserved, dried or cooked; canned fruits, canned vegetables, pickles, jellies, 
jams, conserves.

Cl.30;Muesli; salad dressings.
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Priority claimed from 14/10/2014; Application No. : 665244 ;Switzerland 

3248845    29/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1237798]
Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives for use in industry.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
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3249100    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1235702]
Ferd. Hauber GmbH
Weberstrasse 1 72622 Nürtingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Women's and men's bags and handbags, travelling bags, trunks and suitcases, travelling sets, briefcases, 
wallets, key wallets, rucksacks; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks.

Cl.25;Clothing, articles of leather clothing and headgear, footwear, belts.
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Priority claimed from 09/07/2015; Application No. : 1706240 ;Australia 

3249309    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273653]
Jurlique International Pty Ltd.
52-54 Oborn Road Mount Barker SA 5251 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Retail store services; advertising; business information; import-export agencies; procurement of goods and 
services for others; management consultancy (personnel); relocation services for business; accounting; rental of vending 
machines; compilation of information into computer database; marketing research.

Cl.44;Beauty care for human beings; beauty salon services; beauty services; health spa services; massage; 
beautician services; aromatherapy services.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2014; Application No. : UK00003075196 ;United Kingdom
3249392    27/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274028]
Primetals Technologies, Limited
Building No. 11, 566 Chiswick High Road, London W4 5YA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Ore dust processing plants, direct reduction iron manufacturing installations, steel manufacturing installations, 
continuous casting plants; processing and agglomerating plants for iron ores and non-metallic minerals, coal, lime, 
dolomite, magnesite and cryolite; fluidised beds; installations for the combustion of minerals; sintering plants; washing 
and drying installations for steel works, thermal power generating plants and environmental installations; machines and 
installations for the manufacture of refractory mouldings, for briquetting, pelletising and granulating; mixers for pig iron, 
steel, alloys and slag; converters for the production of steel and iron alloys; blasting and heating lances for steel works; 
waste gas collection and extraction equipment for steel works; foundry ladles, tundishes and spreaders for pig iron and 
steel; continuous casting machines; chill moulds; adjusting and oscillating equipment for chill moulds; dummy bars; 
machines for rolling steel, iron alloys and non-ferrous metals; hot and cold rolling installations for sheets, strips, profile 
sections, beams, rails, pipes and wire; rollers of steel, copper or other metallic or ceramic materials; roll housings; roll 
stands; welding machines; trueing machines; machines and installations for surface finishing of metals; galvanising and 
coating installations; scarfing and hardening machines; shearing and saw cutting machines and installations for 
separating bars, sheets, strips, profile sections, beams, rails, pipes and wire; coiling machines for metal strips; machine 
tools; tool machining equipment; lathes; drills; hydraulic motors; turbines, namely water, gas and steam turbines and 
turbine components; shut-off devices and rotational speed regulators for turbines; turbine wheels, turbine guide vanes; 
sluices; parallel flow racks, reverse flow racks; rack cleaning machines; lifting and lowering work platforms; cranes; 
transporting and conveying machines; conveyor belts; bucket conveyors; screw conveyors; winches; reels; capstans and 
cable pulleys for machines; apparatus and machines for the manufacture of clinker ballast, granulate, bricks, plates and 
mouldings from steel work slag; machines and installations for the processing and recovery of waste materials; dust 
removing equipment for cleaning purposes; composting equipment; cyclones; thickening and evaporating equipment; 
generators; tubular turbine generators, hydrodynamic generators, motor generators and turbogenerators; three-phase AC 
motors, AC motors and DC motors; converters for steelworks; hydraulic power generating plants; gas and steam power 
generating plants; combined power generating plants and co-generation power generating plants; electric drives; 
machines and machine tools for use in the field of metalworking and metal production; industrial rolling mill machines; 
metal moulding machines; metal rolling machines; metal casting machines; automated and computer-aided metal 
production machines; metal production machines designed to work in metal production lines; metal trimming machines; 
metal welding machines; metal annealing machines; metal cleaning machines; metal pickling machines; metal elongation 
machines; machines for the coating of metal; machines for the inspection and monitoring of the metal production 
process; machines for the surface inspection raw metal sheets, plates, bars, rods and rolls; galvanising machines; 
agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining equipment; pumps, compressors and fans; 
moving and handling equipment; generators of electricity; machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for 
manufacturing; engines, powertrains, and generic machine parts for machines; sweeping, cleaning, washing and 
laundering equipment; and parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.9;Electric measuring, regulating, control and checking (supervision) equipment (not included in other classes); 
instrumentation and control equipment and apparatus for industrial installations, power generating plants, environmental 
technology installations; transformers (electricity) and coils, electric accumulators, batteries, gas-insulated electrical 
switches, electrical protection and excitation devices, not included in other classes; electrical power supply networks and 
installations, not included in other classes; electrical low, medium and high voltage installations and switching devices, 
overhead power transmission lines, contact lines for railway rolling stock; conductors, electric; Roebel bars; transposed 
conductors; insulated electric cable; installation material for electrical systems, not included in other classes; apparatus 
and equipment for measuring physical parameters, not included in other classes; apparatus and equipment for measuring 
temperature, pressure and humidity, not included in other classes; apparatus and equipment for chemical analyses, not 
included in other classes; data processing equipment and apparatus for controlling, regulating, simulating, visualising 
and monitoring parameters in industrial installations, environmental installations, power generation, distribution and 
transmission installations, and machines and parts therefor; computer programs for process control, regulation, 
visualisation and monitoring in industrial installations, environmental installations, power generating plants and 
machines, and parts therefor; computer programs for the simulation and visualisation of industrial installations; computer
programs for the simulation and visualisation of metallurgical installations, environmental technology installations, power 
generating plants, machines and devices; personal computers, minicomputers, microcomputers, computer screens, input 
keyboards and mice for computers, printers, modems, volatile and non-volatile semiconductor memories, storage discs, 
diskette drives, optical fibres, programmed and non-programmed data carriers, data transmission installations (not 
included in other classes), all the aforesaid goods for controlling, regulating, simulating, visualising and monitoring 
parameters in industrial installations, environmental installations, power generation, distribution and transmission 
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installations, and machines and parts therefor; electronic components, namely for integrated circuits and printed circuits 
for use in industrial installations, environmental installations, power generation, distribution and transmission 
installations, and machines and parts therefor; apparatus and instruments for measuring water and air pollution, test 
apparatus and instruments for materials, weighing equipment, not included in other classes; charging equipment for steel 
works; rectifiers; inverters; current converters; current and voltage intermediate circuit frequency converters; computer 
hardware and software for use in the field of metalworking and metal production; computer hardware and software for the 
operation and control of metal production machines working in a production line or independently; computer hardware 
and software for the operation and monitoring of metal production processes; computer hardware and software for 
systems and process management; computer hardware and software for production line and factory management; 
computer hardware and software for information management; computer software for the design and production of metal 
production machines, equipment, production lines, plants and factories; computer hardware and software for measuring 
and testing of raw metal products; factory automation software; recorded content; information technology and 
audiovisual equipment; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; 
safety, security, protection and signalling devices; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; 
measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory 
apparatus, teaching apparatus and simulators; and parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.11;Furnaces for the production and melting of pig iron, steel, alloys and slag; heaters for vessels for mixing pig 
iron, steel, alloys and slag; furnaces for heating, retaining the heat and annealing of cast, rolled and forged products, 
pellets, limestone, dolomite and magnesite; furnaces for the direct reduction of iron ores and for the manufacture of 
metallised iron ore; baking ovens, sintering furnaces, electric arc furnaces; washers and dryers for industrial purposes; 
incinerators for solid and liquid materials; waste incinerators; waste gas purification and recovery systems; water 
treatment plants and equipment; waste water clarifying and purification plants and biomass, waste incineration and 
composting systems, ventilation equipment, not included in other classes; heat exchangers (not parts of mahcines); 
installations and apparatus for heating, ventilating, cooling, air conditioning and sanitary purposes; gas-fired power 
plants; steam power plants; gasification combined cycle power plants; flue gas or fossil-fired power plants; concentrated 
solar power plants; combined heat and power plants with steam or gas turbines; heatable boilers, namely for the 
generation of steam, fluidised beds and waste heat; fluidised bed systems, not included in other classes; desalination 
systems for sea water; flue gas purification installations, flue gas desulphurisation installations and DeNOx installations; 
furnaces; metallurgical furnaces; metallurgical vessels; whirl-layer reactors and cyclones; cooling systems for metal 
semi-finished products; induction heating system for metal semi-finished products; cooling beds for metal semi-finished 
products; flues and installations for conveying exhaust gases; sanitary installations, water supply and sanitation 
equipment; burners, boilers and heaters; lighting and lighting reflectors; filters for industrial and household use; 
industrial treatment installations; gas cleaners and purifiers; industrial ovens and furnaces (not for food or beverages); 
chemical processing equipment; industrial installations for filtering liquids; installations for the collection of gases; 
installations for the collection of liquids; launders for trapping impurities in molten metal; biological reactors for clarifying 
industrial effluents; drying installations; refrigerating and freezing equipment; regulating and safety accessories for water 
and gas installations; nuclear installations; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification equipment 
(ambient); igniters; and parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.35;Business management and organization consultancy concerning industrial installations, metallurgical 
installations, environmental technology installations, power generating plants and buildings; professional business 
consultancy on the management and monitoring of the operation of industrial installations, environmental installations, 
power generating plants and buildings; personnel and business consultancy; automated acquisition, gathering and 
processing of data for industrial installations, metallurgical power transmission and machines; human resource services; 
retail and wholesale services connected with machines and machine tools for use in the field of metalworking and metal 
production, industrial rolling mill machines, metal moulding machines, metal rolling machines, metal casting machines, 
automated and computer-aided metal production machines, metal production machines designed to work in metal 
production lines, metal trimming machines, metal welding machines, metal annealing machines, metal cleaning machines,
metal pickling machines, metal elongation machines, machines for the coating of metal, machines for the inspection and 
monitoring of the metal production process, machines for the surface inspection raw metal sheets, plates, bars, rods and 
rolls, galvanising machines, and parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods; retail and wholesale services connected with
electronic machines for use in the field of metalworking and metal production, computer hardware and software for use in 
the field of metalworking and metal production, computer hardware and software for the operation and control of metal 
production machines working in a production line or independently, computer hardware and software for the operation 
and monitoring of metal production processes, computer hardware and software for systems and process management, 
computer hardware and software for production line and factory management, computer hardware and software for 
information management, computer software for the design and production of metal production machines, equipment, 
production lines, plants and factories, computer hardware and software for measuring and testing of raw metal products, 
factory automation software, and parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods; retail and wholesale services connected 
with furnaces, metallurgical furnaces, metallurgical vessels, whirl-layer reactors and cyclones, cooling systems for metal 
semi-finished products, induction heating system for metal semi-finished products, cooling beds for metal semi-finished 
products, and parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods; advertising, marketing and promotional services; commercial 
trading and consumer information services; arranging of commercial and business contacts; arranging of collective 
buying; business analysis, research and information services; ordering services for others; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; business assistance, management and administrative 
services; office functions.

Cl.37;Erection, assembly, commissioning, maintenance and repair of industrial installations, environmental 
technology installations, power generating plants, buildings, houses, high-rise buildings, hydraulic structures, bridges, 
electrical installations, sewage treatment plants, water treatment plants, waste water purification plants and waste gas 
purification plants, as well as biomass, waste incineration and composting plants; erection, assembly, commissioning, 
maintenance and repair of mining and steel works installations, machines, bridges, cranes and pipelines; building 
construction, namely closure and rebuilding of industrial installations, nuclear plants, steel work installations and 
environmental protection installations; repair, namely renewal and improvement of rotating electrical machines; 
maintenance, servicing and repair of electric and electronic machines for industrial installations, metallurgical 
installations, environmental installations, power generation, distribution and transmission installations; installation of 
carrier cables and haulage cables, overhead transmission lines and contact lines; construction, servicing, maintenance 
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and repair of data processing systems and computers (hardware) for industrial installations, metallurgical installations, 
environmental installations, power generation, distribution and transmission installations, and machines; building and 
repair, namely improving the efficiency and performance of existing power generation installations, the erection of fittings 
for primary and secondary emissions reduction measures, increasing the service life and level of automation of industrial 
and environmental technology installations and power generating plants; rental of construction tools and equipment; 
construction, installation, cleaning, maintenance and repair of metal production and metalworking facilities, plants, 
factories and production lines; installation, cleaning, maintenance and repair of metal production and metalworking 
machinery and equipment; consultancy services in relation to the construction and operation of metal production and 
metalworking facilities, factories and production lines; building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and 
equipment for construction and demolition; mining, and oil and gas extraction; rental, hire and leasing in connection with 
the aforesaid, included in the class; and advise, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in the class.

Cl.42;Technical consultancy and planning, compilation of project and profitability studies for industrial installations, 
power generating plants and environmental technology installations; scientific and industrial research and development, 
technical project planning on mining and steel works installations, machines, bridges, cranes and pipelines; drawing up 
of technical process models for industrial installations, power generating plants and environmental technology 
installations; technical planning and consultancy in the field of data processing for industrial installations, metallurgical 
installations, environmental installations, power generation, distribution and transmission installations, and machines; 
project planning and EDP systems solutions for financing, logistics, engineering and production; computer programming 
for controlling, regulating, simulating, visualising and monitoring parameters in industrial installations, environmental 
installations, power generation, distribution and transmission installations, and machines and parts therefor; project 
planning of data networks for industrial installations, metallurgical installations, environmental installations, power 
generation, distribution and transmission installations, and machines; rental of computer systems and computer software 
for controlling, regulating, simulating, visualising and monitoring parameters in industrial installations, environmental 
installations, power generation, distribution and transmission installations, and machines and parts therefor; installation 
and maintenance of computer software for controlling, regulating, simulating, visualising and monitoring parameters in 
industrial installations, environmental installations, power generation, distribution and transmission installations, and 
machines and parts therefor; creating Internet and intranet WWW pages in the field of industrial installations, 
environmental installations, power generation, distribution and transmission installations, and machines; technical 
planning and design of electric installations; technical consultancy, except business consultancy, on system selection 
and design for industrial installations, environmental technology installations, power generating plants, water treatment 
and purification plants, steam generators, waste gas and air purification installations; technical planning of fittings for 
primary and secondary emissions reduction measures, increasing the service life and level of automation of industrial 
and environmental technology installations and power generating plants; quality checking of products from industrial 
installations; carrying out of analyses on materials, waste water, waste gases and air; architectural design of metal 
production and metalworking facilities, plants, factories and production lines; designing of machines, apparatus, 
instruments including their parts; industrial design services; computer systems design services; maintenance and repair 
of computers and computer systems; engineering services; scientific research and consultancy services; provision of 
scientific information; quality control services; scientific analysis and testing services; electrical systems research; 
metallurgical consultancy services; research in the field of environmental management and protection services; IT 
progamming services; software development, programming and implementation; computer hardware development; 
hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; rental of computer hardware and facilities; IT 
consultancy, advisory and information services; IT security, protection and restoration; data duplication and conversion 
services, data coding services; computer analysis and diagnostic services; research, development and implementation of 
computers and systems; computer project management services; data mining; computer programming for controlling, 
regulating, simulating, visualising and monitoring parameters in industrial installations; environmental installations, 
power generation, distribution and transmission installations, and machines and parts therefor; technological services 
relating to computers; computer network services; computer services relating to updating of memory banks of computer 
systems; data migration services; updating websites for others; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 
consultancy and research services in the fields of science, engineering and information technology; testing, 
authentication and quality control; design services; rental, hire and leasing in connection with the aforesaid, included in 
the class; and advise, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in the class.
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Priority claimed from 08/04/2015; Application No. : 86591446 ;United States of 
America 

3249542    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274750]
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View, CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer operating software, computer browsing software, namely, software for browsing the global computer 
network and private networks, computer software for providing access to the Internet, computer hardware, computers, 
desktop computers, laptop computers, tablet computers, mobile phones, personal handheld devices.

Cl.35;Retail store services featuring computer software provided via the Internet and other computer and electronic 
communication networks; retail store services featuring computer software for use on handheld mobile digital electronic 
devices and other consumer electronics.

Cl.42;Computer design services; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software 
applications of others; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting computer hardware and software problems; 
providing a website featuring information relating to computer software.
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Priority claimed from 20/08/2014; Application No. : 013186416 ;European Union 

3249607    11/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273953]
Carl Freudenberg KG
Höhnerweg 2-4 69469 Weinheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for processing metal, wood and plastic, machines for the chemical industry, agriculture and the 
beverages industry, textile machines, construction machines, packaging machines and machine tools; motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); 
agricultural implements other than hand-operated; hydraulic accumulators for storing and providing pressure; hydraulic 
accumulators, in particular diaphragm accumulators, piston accumulators, accumulators for axle suspension, wheel 
suspension and/or cab suspension; belts for machines; rollers for printing machines; pump and valve diaphragms; anti-
friction bearings for machines; ball bearings, roller bearings and plain bearings as machine parts; self-lubricating 
bearings; bearings for transmission shafts; journal boxes [parts of machines]; sealing joints (parts of motors and 
engines); rotary shaft seals being parts for motors and engines; rod wipers and piston guide rings used in hydraulic and 
pneumatic cylinders; guide and oil-removing elements for hydraulic and pneumocylinders; intake manifolds for land, air 
and sea vehicles; parts for motors and engines of air and water vehicles, namely shaft couplings, transmission shafts, 
journals; piston rings, guide rings, valves and parts therefor, bearings and guides, shaped parts and moulded parts for 
mechanical and apparatus engineering, in particular of plastic or predominantly of plastic, in particular of fluorocarbon 
resin or elastomers; machine belts; bellows; blow guns, in particular folding bellows of rubber, folding bellows of TPE; 
elastic bearings for machines as noise dampening and vibration insulation parts; pneumatic springs and spring legs with 
bellows of elastomeric material for supporting vibrating vehicle and machine parts; elastic springs for damping noise, 
vibration and shock insulation as parts of machines; multilayer springs for damping noise, vibration and shock insulation 
as parts of machines; parts of motors for damping and vibroinsulation; gas-distributing and valve-actuating machinery; 
parts for motors and engines of land vehicles, namely bearing pins; finished products of vulcanised perfluoroelastomers 
in the form of membranes for use in hydraulics, pneumatics and mechanical engineering; pump diaphragms, regulating 
and switching diaphragms.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; plug-in connectors; plug-in connectors, in particular electrical connectors; sheaths for electric cables; fuel 
cells and parts thereof; integrated circuits; junction sleeves for electric cables; electric outlet covers; sensor housings; 
connector housings; electronics housings, magnet armatures; magnetic encoders.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; driving gear elements; driving belts; clamping rollers; 
parts for land vehicles, namely shaft couplings, drive shafts, driving belts; parts of land, air and sea vehicles, namely 
shock absorbers, shock-absorbing springs, suspension springs, air springs; body shells made from 
polytetrafluoroethylene.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; sealing and packing cord, packing and stopping materials, seals for sensors; gasket support 
rings; artificial resins, in particular fluorocarbon resins or elastomers, being semi-finished products in the form of plates, 
tubes, rods, blocks, flexible pipes, not of metal, fittings, expansion joints, films for sealing purposes, filling material for 
reaction columns, balls, filter material in the form of fibres or porous plates; guide tubes, insulating tubes and insulating 
parts for electrical purposes, having springs with corrosion-resistant coatings for sealing purposes, in particular for 
mechanical seals, corrugated tubes for vacuum operation and being spring washers; all of the aforesaid goods being 
made of or predominantly of plastic, in particular of fluorocarbon resin or elastomers; shaft seals of 
polytetrafluoroethylene, gum or highly elastic and thermoplastic plastics, including combined with metal or other plastics, 
in particular lip seals for moveable parts of machines; radial shaft sealing rings, shaft sealing rings, cassette seals; 
combination seals; rotary seals; packings for static seals; valve stem seals; hydraulic brake seals; O-ring seals; support 
seals; composite seals; fibrous gaskets; butterfly valve seals; sealing plugs being metal-elastomer composite parts 
(predominantly of elastomers); seals for shock-absorbers and gas springs; valve spindle seals; seals for hydraulic 
braking systems; seals for hydraulic and pneumocylinders; sealing rings; O-rings; flat seals; profile seals; axle seals; 
sealing plates; insulating foils; seals in the form of frames; hydraulic and pneumatic seals, in particular rod seals; piston 
seals; rod wiper seals; buffer seals; wiper rings and guide rings for sealing against oil, grease or air in hydraulic and 
pneumatic cylinders; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture, being elastic rubber-like plastics, in particular 
including combined with metals and other plastics, in particular moulded parts, including boards, sheets and flaps, 
profiles, discs and washers; screw seal rings, in particular bonded seals; seals for pipe connections; rotary pressure 
seals; insulating materials, namely diaphragms, in particular separator diaphragms; partitions, being diaphragms, in 
particular being diaphragms of elastomers; moulded parts of polytetrafluoroethylene being packing or insulating material; 
solid silicone parts, in particular jet formers for showers, seals, diaphragms, housing parts, injection-moulded parts; 
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moulded parts for machine elements made of liquid silicon; liquid silicone sealing compounds; plastics in the form of 
sheets, blocks, spheres, rods and tubes; moulded parts of PTFE, being packing or insulating material; grooved rings, in 
particular including grooved rings of PTFE; static and dynamic seals; sealing materials for static cylinder covers; V-
packings as multiple lip (chevron) packing seals designed to seal static reciprocating and centrifugal applications, where 
the male and female adapters are used to complete a set of vees; stuffing box packings (seals); micro-parts of plastic or 
elastomeric material (semi-finished products); non-metal seals, namely, oil seals, fluid seals, insulating seals, reinforced 
seals, elastomeric seals, seals for pistons and rods, namely, cups, rings, packings and gaskets, all the foregoing for 
sealing oil, grease or air in hydraulic and pneumatic applications; rubber material for recapping tires; packaging materials 
for moulded seals for sealing and insulation purposes; plates of graphite-based materials for use as sealing rings, 
packing seals and heat insulation; glide ring packings, seals, and sealing support rings for sealing oil, grease or air in 
hydraulic and pneumatic applications; guide elements for hydraulic and pneumatic applications, in particular guide rings 
and bearing rings for protecting cylinder rods and pistons; damping elements, in particular for pneumatic applications; 
sound insulating multilayered sheets and formed parts of foam and/or plastics for vehicle cabins, for the building industry 
and for industrial machines; perfluoroelastomers being films, plates and rods (semi-finished products); moulded semi-
finished parts and finished products of vulcanised perfluoroelastomers, in particular in the form of seals and o-rings, for 
use in hydraulics, pneumatics and mechanical engineering.
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3249714    20/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273982]
BUTECH BUILDING TECHNOLOGY, S.A.
Carretera Villareal-Puebla, de Arenoso (CV-20), Km 2,5 E-12540 VILLAREAL (Castellón) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal; metal profiles; metal hardware articles.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; tiles not of metal for construction and paving blocks not of metal; ceramic 
pavements and coverings (construction) not of metal; cement prepared for use in construction; transportable buildings, 
not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2015; Application No. : 3573629 ;Spain 

3249716    12/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273983]
GESTAMP AUTOMOCIÓN, S.A.
Pol. Ind. de Lebario, s/n E-48220 ABADIÑO (VIZCAYA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; hydromechanical machinery; industrial robots; robotic machines and machine tools; presses, as 
machines for industrial use; hydraulic presses; motors and engines, excluding engines for land vehicles; machine 
coupling and transmission components (other than for land vehicles).

Cl.35;Business management services; marketing; market studies; advisory services in connection with business 
organization; commercial business representation services; import and export services for all kinds of machinery, as well 
as their spare parts and accessories; sales services by retail, wholesale and/or via global computer networks of all types 
of machinery, as well as their spare parts and accessories; advertising; business administration; advice on the analysis of
consumers purchase and sale habits and needs, provided with the help of sensory data and data relating to quality.

Cl.37;Construction services; services for the repair, maintenance and installation of all types of machinery, as well as 
their spare parts and accessories; overhaul of machines and their spare parts and accessories.
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3249939    17/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274576]
Thomann GmbH
Hans-Thomas-Straße 1 96138 Burgebrach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Wind guards and pop guards for microphones; music tapes.

Cl.15;Musical instruments; electronic musical instruments; cases, boxes and bags for musical instruments; chinrests 
for violins; keyboard for musical instruments; perforated music rolls; mouthpieces for musical instruments; turning 
apparatus for sheet music; kettledrum frames; bass drumsticks; pedals for musical instruments; reeds; strings for 
musical instruments; musical boxes; stands and mounts for musical instruments; bridges for musical instruments; tuning
forks; tuning hammers; conductors' batons; keys for musical instruments; valves for musical instruments; keyboards, 
with or without sound generating capacity; synthesizers; pianos; grand pianos; digital pianos; accordions; woodwind and 
brass musical instruments; classical guitars; double basses; cellos; violins.
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Priority claimed from 10/02/2015; Application No. : 154155812 ;France 

3250654    27/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275557]
ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL (COMPAGNIE GENERALE D'OPTIQUE)
147 rue de Paris F-94220 CHARENTON LE PONT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational, teaching and training services; organization and conducting of colloquiums, exhibitions, 
conferences, seminars, meetings and training workshops for cultural or educational purposes; provision of information 
relating to education; sporting and cultural activities; organization of competitions and games for socio-educational, 
professional and humanitarian purposes; organization of exhibitions for educational purposes; publication of educational,
teaching and training materials; entertainment; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); organization 
and conducting of award ceremonies, concerts, fashion shows, charity galas; editing and publishing of texts; electronic 
publication of books and periodicals on-line; film and video production; all the aforesaid services being proposed in the 
framework of public-interest actions to facilitate the access to visual diagnosis, vision correction and protection of 
eyesight.

Cl.44;Services of opticians, optometrists and other professionals in the field of ophthalmic optics; information, advice 
and assistance in the field of ophthalmic optics; information and advice on eye protection, correction and visual comfort; 
eyesight testing and visual diagnosis services; services for detecting eyesight defects and disorders.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2015; Application No. : UK00003112016 ;United Kingdom
3250686    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275415]
Graph Aware Limited 
133 Great Suffolk Street London SE1 1PP GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; application software; computer software; data communications software; data compression software; 
interactive computer software; database management software; computer software packages; network management 
software; recorded computer software; pre-recorded software; computer software for computer aided software 
engineering; computer operating system software; computer search engine software; computer software development 
tools; computer software for document management; computer software applications, downloadable; network 
management computer software; network access server operating software; computer software for database 
management; computer software for analysing market information; computer software for analysing information; 
computer software for processing market information; data processing software for word processing; computer software 
programs for database management; computer software to automate data; data processing software for graphic 
representations; computer software to enable searching of data; software for processing images, graphics and text; 
computer software downloadable from global computer information networks; software for commerce over a global 
communications network; personal computer application software for managing document control systems.

Cl.35;Business consultancy; business consultancy relating to the administration of information technology; 
consultancy relating to data processing; business consultancy services relating to data processing; consultancy relating 
to computer database; business consultancy relating to computer database.

Cl.41;Computer training services; computer training services on-line; computer education training; training courses 
relating to computer software; training in the development of computer programs; training in the installation, updating, 
creating and maintenance of computer software; training in the design of computer programs; training in the development
and design of computer databases; training in the operation of computer programs; training services concerned with the 
use of computer software; providing seminars, workshops and tutorials sessions in the field of computers software; 
production of course material in the field of computers and software.

Cl.42;Hosting an online website for storing, managing and analysing data from computers database; cloud 
computing; engineering consultancy relating to data-processing and database; software customisation services; 
computer software development; computer software design; configuration of computer software; writing of computer 
software; computer software rental services; computer software consultancy services; updating of software data bases; 
software development, programming and implementation; hosting services and software as a service and rental of 
software; development of computer software application solutions; installation and maintenance of computer software; 
maintenance and upgrading of computer software; creating, maintaining, and modernizing computer software; 
development of software for secure network operations; installation, maintenance and repair of software for computer 
systems; development of software for multimedia data storing and recalling; services for the design of electronic data 
processing software; professional consultancy relating to computer security; provision of security services for computer 
networks, computer access and computerised transactions; maintenance of computer software relating to computer 
security and prevention of computer risks; updating of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of 
computer risks.
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Priority claimed from 09/02/2015; Application No. : AM 50341/2015 ;Austria 

3250687    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274659]
onebytezero GmbH
Villefortgasse 13 A-8010 Graz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and software.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.41;Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities, individual and automated 
coaching concerning goals, targets and limits.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating there-to, industrial analysis and research 
services, design and development of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 007 736 ;Germany 

3250749    08/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275594]
K-fee System GmbH
Senefelderstraße 44 51469 Bergisch Gladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical compositions for use in food and beverages; chemical products derived from milk; lecithin derived from 
soya for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs; chemical preparations for use in the food industry; chemical products for 
the preparation of flavorings; chemicals for the suppression of the taste of water; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; sugar substitutes (chemical -); chemical additives for food; glucose for the food industry; low calorie 
sweeteners (artificial, chemical); artificial sweetening preparations; artificial sweeteners and synthetic sugar substitutes, 
especially aspartame, acesulfame, cyclamate, saccharin, xylitol, thaumatine, neohesperidine, and mixtures of these 
substances; lactose [raw material]; lactose to be used in the manufacture of foodstuffs; lecithin for industrial use in the 
manufacture of food products.

Cl.3;Essential oils and aromatic extracts; abraders; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; alcoholic solvents being 
cleaning preparations; caustic cleaning agents; chrome cleaners; detergents; scale removing preparations for household 
purposes; window cleaning compositions; grease-removing preparations; stain removing preparations; dishwasher 
detergents; glass cleaning preparations; cleaning agents for the hands; household detergents; household bleach; 
cleaning agents for household purposes; oven cleaners; lime removers; kettle cleaner; rinse aids; cloths impregnated 
with a detergent for cleaning; unblocking drain pipes (preparations for -); soda lye; oven cleaning preparations; oils for 
cleaning purposes; furbishing preparations; dry-cleaning preparations; mould removing preparations.

Cl.8;Hygienic and beauty implements for humans and animals; edged and blunt weapons; hand tools for the 
preparation of food; kitchen knives; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; ice picks; vegetable shredders; hand-
operated tools and implements for treatment of materials, and for construction, repair and maintenance; lifting tools; 
parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; food and beverage cooking, heating, cooling and treatment equipment; electric coffee filters; electric 
coffee machines; electric coffee percolators; electric coffee roasters; electric coffee roasting machines; electric semi-
automatic and fully-automatic coffee machines; electric machines for the preparation of coffee, tea and cocoa under use 
of coffee, tea, cocoa, milk or milk powder or beverage powder containing coffee, tea or cocoa, all being packed in partial 
dose such as in capsule or pod form; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this 
class.

Cl.20;Goods, not of metal, namely, mooring buoys; locks and keys; door, gate and window fittings; valves; fasteners; 
clips; hand fans; clack valves; identification bracelets; holders for pennants; plugs; sinks; rings; poles; saw horses; box 
springs; tags; paper tissue holders; trays; statues of bone, ivory, plaster, plastic, wax or wood; furniture and site 
furnishings; beds for animals; yellow amber; meerschaum; containers not of metal, closures not of metal for containers; 
ladders and movable steps; display stands; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods, as far as included in 
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this class.

Cl.21;Non-electric coffee filter apparatus; non-electric coffee pots; coffee grinders, hand-operated; coffee percolators, 
non-electric; coffee services [tableware]; statues, figurines, signs and work of art, included in this class; unworked and 
semi-worked glass, except building glass; gardening articles, except garden tools; brushes and brush-making articles; 
dishware; kitchen utensils; containers for foods; mugs; containers for household or kitchen use; table plates; disposable 
table plates; glasses [receptacles]; beverage glassware; articles for cleaning purposes; cosmetic and toilet utensils and 
bathroom articles; aquariums; vivariums; devices for pest and vermin control; bird baths; cages; feeding and watering 
articles; fish glasses; grooming articles; waste disposal articles; household utensils for clothing and footwear, namely: 
boot jacks; shoehorns; clothes racks, for drying; stretchers for clothing; shoe polishing apparatus; stretchers for shoes; 
parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.25;Headgear; clothing; footwear; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this 
class.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved fruits, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies; 
jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; dairy products and dairy substitutes; edible oils and fats; powdered milk 
for food; non- alcoholic mixed milk beverages (milk predominating); protein or vegetable-based coffee whitener; nut 
pastes (included in this class).

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; tapioca; sago; artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; 
pastry; confectionery; edible ices; honey, treacle; natural sweetener, in particular thaumatin; yeast, baking-powder; salt; 
mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; powdered edible ices and preparations for making edible ices; fruit 
tea and herb teas, not for medical purposes; chocolate, chocolate products; chewing gum for non- medical purposes; 
coffee beverages, tea beverages, fruit tea beverages, cocoa-based beverages; drinking chocolate; coffee-based, tea-
based and cocoa-based beverages; beverage powders containing caffeine, cocoa and/or chocolate; nut and nougat 
creams, chocolate and nut pastes.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non- alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages; vegetable juices (drinks), fruit cordials; isotonic drinks; effervescent tablets
and beverage powders for making non-alcoholic or isotonic drinks (included in this class).

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; commercial trading and consumer information services, 
namely retail and wholesale services in relation to coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes therefore, dairy products and their 
replacements, artificial sweeteners, cleaning and descaling agents, electric, coffee filter devices, coffee machines and 
coffee percolators, household and kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain and earthenware; auctioneering 
services; rental and leasing of vending machines; import and export services; ordering services; price comparison 
services; procurement services, for others; business assistance, management and administrative services; business 
analysis, research and information services; rental, lease and letting of objects in connection with the provision of the 
aforementioned services, as far as included in this class; consulting and information with respect to the aforementioned 
services, as far as included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000020732 ;Italy 

3250811    20/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273805]
DANIELI & C. Officine Meccaniche S.p.A.
Via Nazionale 41 I-33042 BUTTRIO (UD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Ore treating machines; mineworking machines, namely stone crushers, excavators, mine borers; mineral 
separation jigs; machines for removing mineral impurities; haulage apparatus for use in mineworking namely ore hauling 
machines, steam driver hauling machines, conveyor bands, lifting apparatus, namely hoists, tail lifts, lifting platforms, 
elevators; cargo handling machines and apparatus for loading and unloading, namely loading and unloading machines; 
hammers for civil engineering, namely engine driven hammers; hammers for mining, namely engine driven hammers; 
hammers for metal processing, namely engine driven hammers; eroding knives as parts of machines; plants for the 
treatment of coal and ores, namely crushing machines for industrial purposes; plants for the reduction of ores and 
minerals, namely screening plants; plants, namely machines to treat minerals and coals; material sorting machines for 
industrial use; disintegrators for chemical processing; machines for pelletizing; direct reduction iron manufacturing 
machines, catalytic; converters for steel works; metal foundry machines; injector for injecting oxygen and fuel as parts of 
machines; vacuum degassing plants; vacuum oxygen decarburization plants; machines for pneumatic transporting and 
injecting carbon and lime as parts of machines; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning furnace slag doors; electric 
machines and apparatus for waste and fumes disposals; waste disposers machines; dust exhausting apparatus for 
cleaning purposes; plants, namely machines for treating solid, liquid and gaseous industrial and civil wastes; machines 
to treat solid wastes; slag granulation installations for blast furnaces; continuous casting machines for 
billets/blooms/near net shape/thick-medium-thin slabs; casting machines for curved and rectilinear ingot molds; casting 
machines for horizontal ingot molds; casting machines on wheels; ingot moulds as parts of machines; ladle supports for 
casting machines; oscillating system for casting machines moulds; roller guides and secondary cooling for casting 
machines; straighteners for casting machines; withdrawal assemblies for casting machines, power operated; shears for 
cast products; high-speed billet casters; highspeed slab casters; endless casting and rolling plants; metal rolling stands; 
hot and cold rolling stands as parts of machines; rolling mills; housings for roller as parts of machines; machine parts 
namely hydro dynamic bearings for rolling mills; thin slab rolling mills; hot strip mills; plate mills; steckel mills; tandem 
cold mills; reversing cold mills; hot and cold skin pass mills; temper mills; heavy/medium/light section and rail rolling 
mills; high speed wire rod rolling mills; high speed bar mills; special steels bar and rod mills; bar and wire rod rolling 
mills; slitting machines; laying heads for wire; endless welding rolling plant; welding machines for endless rolling plants; 
machines for pickling steel strip; annealing machines; washing machines for industrial plants; cleaning machines for 
industrial plants; steel strip coating machines; painting machines; air knifes in the nature of pneumatic knives; winders 
for mechanical wire and accessories; reels as parts of machines; winding machines; mechanical wire winders; unwinding 
machines; spooling machines for bar coiling; sheafbinding machines; packing machines; packaging machines for metals; 
load manipulators, packagers and folders for manufactured or semi-finished products; machines for packing and binding 
metal profiles; stacking machines; hoists; capstans in the nature of winding machines for metal wire; elevating apparatus, 
namely, hoists; conveyors machines; cranes; power operated lifts; power operated conveyor belts; power operated roller 
conveyors; conveyors for industrial transport operations; conveyor belts for machines; forging and extrusion presses; 
power operated mechanical presses; wire extruders; metal extruding machines; plastic extruding machines; extrusion 
presses; swaging machines; forging machines; metal drawing machines; cold wire drawing machines; cold drawing 
machines; machines for surface finishing of metal; bar-to-bar drawing benches for bars and tubular products; machines 
suitable for detecting and eliminating surface defects on cast and rolled metal products; vertical turning machines; lathes 
for metalworking; reeling and centerless grinding machines; circular saws; ingot milling machines; machines and parts 
thereof for plants to grind metals; straighteners for manufacturing billet/bars/wires/rails; metal straightening machines; 
cutting machines; electric shears; shearing machines for metalworking; pneumatic shears; cutting machines for 
metalworking; high speed cropping shears for wire rod mills; seamless tube hot rolling plants; supersonic waves welding 
machines; electron beam welding machines; gas welding machines; electric welding machines; finishing machines for 
steel seamless tubes; retained mandrel mills; tube sizing and stretch reducing mills; rail-laying machines; railroad 
constructing machines; machines to fasten and secure metal rails; tamping machines; power operated cutters for metal 
rails; road making machines; lathes as machine tools; tables for machines; industrial robots; machining centers; driving 
mechanical motors other than for land vehicles; dynamos; armature winding machines and stator winding machines; 
machines for the production of metallic spheres; servo motors other than for vehicles; shredder machine for metallic 
scrap; electric hammers; pressure regulators as parts of machines; electric motors other than for land vehicles; material 
handling machines namely palletizers; regulators being parts of machines for electrical motors and generators; heat 
exchangers as parts of machines; servo-machinery for process machines.
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Cl.9;Inspection and conditioning equipment for cast and rolled products in the nature of electrical eddy current test 
equipment, electrical eddy current test probes, magna flow leakage detectors, rotating head ultrasonic scanners, phase 
array equipment, namely ultrasonic inspection systems comprised of ultrasonic sensors for industrial non-destructive 
testing; holders for electric coils; electric transformers; electric regulating apparatus in the nature of voltage regulators 
for electric power; electric control panels; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operation; integrated 
circuits; electric distribution boxes; electric distribution consoles; electric relays; electric indicators boards and panels; 
panels for electric motor and generator control circuits; automation relay panels; process control and programming units; 
electronic relays for frequency and current threshold and phase readers; electric transformers for process machines; 
electrical control panels; panels with electrical relays for automation; descriptive electrical circuits; process programmers 
and regulators; electrical transformers; installations for the distribution of electrical power, namely, electrical power 
distribution units; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus, namely point-of-sale terminals; elevator operating 
apparatus, namely, electronic controller to manage the power, movement and functions of an elevator; electrical 
substations; photocells; magnetic surveying machines; seismic wave surveying machines; speed measuring devices, 
namely speed indicators, laser speed detectors; distance measuring apparatus; electricity measuring instruments, 
namely electricity meters or electricity meter readers; volumetric measuring devices, namely derived-unit measuring 
apparatus; fluid level measuring apparatus, namely contact or non-contact ultrasonic sensors; capacitance level sensors; 
capacity measuring apparatus, namely instruments for measuring charge; pressure measuring apparatus namely 
instruments for measuring the pressure in a machine tool, pressure gauges; fuel gauges; pressure gauges; temperature 
gauges, namely thermometer; physical and chemical measurers and indicators, namely particle counters for air quality 
measurement, electromagnetic apparatus used to measure magnetic fields; luminous and electric magnetic radiation 
detectors and indicators; electronic sensors for measuring and indicating physical and chemical values; luminous or 
electromagnetic radiation detectors; industrial photoelectric cells; electronic relays for current/frequency/and phase 
detection; testing apparatus not for medical purposes for testing printed circuit boards and testing machine parts; 
science diagnostic apparatus not for medical purposes for research use, namely laser and/or X-rays producing apparatus 
and installations, namely, X-ray CT scanners; chemical diagnostic apparatus not for medical purposes, namely, for gas 
emissions analysis, namely gas analyzers and systems comprised of residual gas analyzers for industrial, environmental 
and process emissions; contact-free optical gauges; computer software programs for controlling and regulating 
continuous casting machines; control and regulating apparatus or equipment for controlling/regulating/and recording 
data of continuous casting machines namely control panels/computers/and computer software; computer software 
programs for controlling and regulating rolling mill plants; control and regulating apparatus or equipment for 
controlling/regulating/and recording data of rolling mill plants namely control panels/computers/and computer software.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; air conditioning installation; air filtering installation; gas 
scrubbing apparatus; gas scrubbers as parts of gas installations; ventilation and air conditioning installations and 
apparatus; cooling fans being parts of vehicle air conditioning systems; cooling modules being parts of vehicle air 
conditioning systems; fumes eliminators in metallurgical factories; cooling plates; plants, namely machines to purify 
gases and dusts; plants, namely machines to treat liquid and gaseous industrial wastes; air separation machines; dry and 
wet fume filtering apparatus for industrial use; industrial furnaces; blast furnaces; electrical furnaces; pre-heating 
furnaces; industrial cooking ovens; ladle metallurgy furnaces; melting and refining furnaces; coolers for furnaces; gas 
burners; liquid and gas burners; gas and liquid hydrocarbon burners; scrap preheating units; treatment furnaces; cooling 
beds for cast products; cooling beds for rolled products; purification installations for sewage; water purifying apparatus 
and machines; gas boilers; water cooling appliances and installations, namely, water cooling towers; water treatment 
machines, namely, water filtration units; dampers as control devices for heating to regulate the flow of air; cooling beds 
for rolled or cast products; units to purify gases and remove dust.
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Priority claimed from 14/04/2015; Application No. : 2015-036509 ;Japan 

3251093    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275527]
Mitsui & Co. Plastics Ltd.
3-1, Ohtemachi 1-Chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-6808 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vessels and their parts and fittings; vessels and their parts and fittings [other than "air cushion vehicles"]; air-
cushion vehicles; aircraft and their parts and fittings; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; automobiles and 
their parts and fittings; seat covers for vehicles; vehicle covers [shaped]; covers for vehicle interiors; interior trim for 
automobiles; covers for vehicle steering wheels; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings.

Cl.18;Industrial packaging containers of leather; bags; pouches; leather and fur (unworked or semi-worked); leather 
straps; rawhides; raw skins; tanned leather; imitation leather; fur.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2015; Application No. : 013879846 ;European Union 

3251134    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275481]
King.com Limited
Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; downloadable electronic maps; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use 
on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; applications software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, 
tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop 
bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; 
radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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3251175    29/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264976]
Marlow Foods Limited
Station Road Stokesley, North Yorkshire, TS9 7AB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Nutritional and dietetic food products for use in body maintenance and weight control, including meal 
replacement and nutritional drinks in powder mix and liquid form.

Cl.16;Printed matter, books and periodicals concerning the use of protein, including mycoprotein, in food preparation.

Cl.29;Protein, including mycoprotein, for food for human consumption; savouries predominately consisting of or 
containing protein, including mycoprotein (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the 
Common Regulations); ready made meals (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the 
Common Regulations); ready made meals consisting of or containing protein, including mycoprotein, including those 
with vegetables (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); 
dietetic and slimming foodstuffs and substances predominately containing protein, including mycoprotein (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); prepared meals and snacks 
for human consumption but not included in other classes (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); prepared frozen foods and meals consisting of or containing protein, including 
mycoprotein (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); dairy 
products and substitutes therefor; cheese; cheese substitutes; pâtés; spreads, margarine and vegetable oils; milk drinks; 
milk drink substitutes; milk shakes; shakes of milk substitutes; milk shake powder; powdered milk or milk substitutes; 
desserts of milk substitutes; desserts (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the 
Common Regulations); yoghurts.

Cl.30;Prepared meals and snacks for human consumption but not included in other classes (terms considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); prepared rice dishes; prepared pasta 
dishes; pastry products; dry mixes (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common 
Regulations); sandwiches; prepared frozen meals (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) 
of the Common Regulations); desserts (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the 
Common Regulations); dessert puddings; dessert toppings (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); mousse confections; spreads; prepared meals and snacks included in this class 
(terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); mixes for cheese 
sauce, mixes for white sauce, mixes for sauces, mixes for cakes, mixes for bread and pizza dough, mixes for cookies, 
mixes for muffins, mixes for doughnuts; sauces; cooking sauces; prepared frozen meals consisting primarily of flour, 
rice, pasta, or noodles which include protein, including mycoprotein, and vegetables; dietetic foodstuffs and beverages, 
not for medical use (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); 
slimming foodstuffs and beverages, not for medical use (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); ice creams; frozen ices; ice desserts; frozen yoghurt; cereal bars; cereal based food 
bars; confectionery, sweets, toffees; chocolates; chocolate products; chocolate bars; flapjacks; muffins; cakes; cake 
bars; dessert puddings of milk substitutes.

Cl.43;Information and advice concerning cooking protein, including mycoprotein; providing recipe information over a 
global computer network.

Cl.44;Information and advice concerning dietary and health aspects of using protein, including mycoprotein, for food.
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3251338    17/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1230024]
DER Touristik Frankfurt GmbH & Co. KG
Emil-von-Behring-Str. 6 60439 Frankfurt am Main Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Travel agency services; arranging, reserving and/or booking of trips, tours, journeys and voyages; arranging, 
reserving and/or booking of travel tickets, rental cars, motor homes and other vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or water; luggage transport services, porterage; taxi services; parking and parking lot services; consultancy with 
respect to and/or reserving and/or booking of travel services; travel and/or traffic information; travel tour guide services; 
transport services, in particular transport of people, goods, airmail and/or air freight; storage and/or packaging of goods 
and/or luggage; freight forwarding; arranging, reserving and/or booking of transport services.

Cl.41;Services of a holiday resort, a holiday camp and/or holiday village (entertainment, sporting activities); 
entertainment and animation services for guests; cultural and/or sporting activities; education and providing training; 
organization of education and training events and activities as well as of congresses and/or conferences for the travel 
industry; publication of travel information and/or of online publications; arranging, reserving and/or booking of tickets for 
cultural and/or sporting events.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; hotels, holiday resorts, holiday camps and/or 
holiday villages (accommodation and/or providing food and drink); arranging, reserving and/or booking of 
accommodation services and/or services for providing food and drink, for guests.
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Priority claimed from 03/03/2015; Application No. : 1678380 ;Australia 

3251450    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273825]
CIMIC Group Limited
472 Pacific Highway St Leonards NSW 2065 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software including computer software for use in downloading, transmitting, 
receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, storing and organising data including audio and video data; 
downloadable digital applications and apps; electronic newsletters; electronic magazines; electronic publications; 
electronic publications (downloadable); electronic publications including those sold and distributed online; printed 
publications in electronically readable form; printed publications in machine readable form; publications in computer 
readable form; publications in machine readable form; publications downloaded in electronic form from the internet; 
computer programs including interactive computer programs; pre-recorded media, including videos; electrical apparatus, 
appliances, equipment and instruments in this class.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials; printed matter, including booklets, books, magazines, 
manuals, newspapers, brochures, fact sheets, posters, pamphlets and periodicals; stationery; instructional and teaching 
materials (except apparatus).

Cl.35;Advertising; business management, consultancy, information and advisory services; business administration; 
business project management; commercial, retail and industrial management services; industrial management 
assistance; cost accounting; cost price analysis; marketing and promotional services; retailing and wholesaling services; 
data-processing and retrieval services; organisation of housing and real estate displays and exhibitions for promotion or 
advertising purposes; advisory, support, information and consultancy services relating to the foregoing.

Cl.36;Insurance and financial services, including insurance advisory, consultancy and underwriting services, 
investment services; real estate affairs; capital investments; commercial property investment services; property 
investment services; financing of investments; financial, monetary, real estate and insurance services including but not 
limited to managing funds, finances, investments, investment portfolios and/or assets including real estate assets; 
financial management services; financial compliance services; risk management services; valuation services; risk 
advisory services; investment services, including but not limited to investments in direct and indirect 
commercial/industrial real estate portfolios; investment management services; funds management services; asset 
management services; management and investment services in relation to securities and equities; debt management 
services, debt raising and structuring services, lending services; funding and financial structuring and financial advisory 
services in relation to joint venture and business acquisitions and mergers; property based financial services; property 
based financial products; property investment banking services; property management services; property asset 
management services; wholesale and retail investment management services; capital raising services; debt and 
transaction restructuring; property development services; real estate management services; real estate agency services; 
the development and management of commercial/industrial real estate assets; management of listed and unlisted 
property trusts or specialised funds; real estate services; buying, selling and leasing real estate; tenant management 
services; property management services for others; financing services; financial advisory services; consultancy and 
financial planning services; financial analysis and reporting services; provision of information and portfolio tracking 
services in relation to finance, investment and real estate; advisory, support, information and consultancy services 
relating to the foregoing.

Cl.37;Construction, repair, maintenance and installation services; cleaning services in this class; providing 
information on construction, repair, restoration, maintenance and installation; advisory services in the fields of 
construction, repair, restoration, maintenance and installation; building and construction supervision; scaffolding; mining 
extraction; quarrying services; telephone installation and repair; construction project management; property 
development, renovation and maintenance services including the development, renovation and maintenance of shopping 
centres, industrial complexes, office buildings, residential buildings and other real estate developments; project 
management including project management of shopping centres, industrial complexes, office buildings, residential 
buildings and other real estate developments; advisory, support, information and consultancy services relating to the 
foregoing.
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Cl.38;Telecommunications; communication by computer networks and optic networks; computer aided transmission 
of messages and images; electronic mail; data communications; provision of electronic communications facilities; 
advisory, support, information and consultancy services relating to the foregoing.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; engineering services; construction planning and project management; architectural services; industrial design; 
computer programming; design, implementation, evaluation, modification and maintenance of computer software; 
computer hardware consultancy services; data storage services; prospecting and exploration services in relation to 
minerals and petroleum; geophysical exploration, analysis and surveys; scientific and industrial research and 
development services; surveying; technical project studies; materials testing; prospecting and exploration services in 
relation to minerals; advisory, support, information and consultancy services relating to the foregoing.
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Priority claimed from 24/09/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 061 170 ;Germany 

3251524    20/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274388]
Schloss Kaltenberg Königliche Holding und Lizenz KG
Schloßstr. 8 82269 Geltendorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toiletries especially scented water; skin cream; skin care preparations; cosmetic kits; perfumery; soap; shampoo; 
dentifrices; essential oils and aromatic extracts especially rose oil; cleaning and fragrancing preparations especially air 
fragrancing preparations; boot cream; shoe polish.

Cl.8;Hygienic and beauty implements for humans and animals especially razor knives; shaving cases; edged and blunt 
weapons especially swords; sabres; daggers; food preparation implements, kitchen knives and cutlery especially silver 
plate [knives, forks and spoons]; nutcrackers; cutlery; hand-operated tools and implements for treatment of materials, 
and for construction, repair and maintenance especially hunting knives.

Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; jewellery especially rings; badges of precious 
metal; ornamental pins; bracelets; necklaces; hat ornaments of precious metal; tie pins; cufflinks; medals; medallions; 
jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; chronometric instruments especially watchstraps; watches; 
chronographs; timepieces; clocks and watches, electric; clocks and parts therefor; statues and figurines, made of or 
coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; ornaments, made of or coated with 
precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; coins; key rings; copper tokens; boxes of precious 
metal; works of art of precious metal.

Cl.16;Works of art and figurines of paper and cardboard, and architect's models especially pictures; aquarelles; 
photo-engravings; portraits; oleographs; lithographic works of art; drawings; engravings; decoration and art materials 
and media especially paintbrushes; pencils; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or
plastics especially bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; wrapping paper; boxes of cardboard or paper; bags 
[envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; paper bags; stationery and educational supplies especially 
bookbinding material; office machines; labels, not of textile; book binders; writing slates; boxes for pens; writing 
instruments; ink; ink sticks; paperweights; fountain pens; writing paper; bookmarkers; desk pads; notebooks; sealing 
stamps; seals [stationery]; writing and stamping implements; scrapbooks; chromos; disposable paper products 
especially mats for beer glasses; flags of paper; table linen of paper; tablemats of paper; table napkins of paper; place 
mats of paper; printed matter especially rub down transfers; stickers [stationery]; posters; booklets; flyers; postcards and 
picture postcards; stamps; calendars; greeting cards; periodicals; newspapers; cigar bands; printed publications; 
handwriting specimens for copying; embroidery designs [patterns]; announcement cards; books; prospectuses; graphic 
reproductions; prints [engravings]; paper and cardboard especially signboards; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes.

Cl.18;Umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers especially trunks [luggage]; 
bags; baggage; garment bags for travel; key bags; bags for sports; moleskin; travelling sets; rucksacks; leather and 
imitation leather; worked or semi-worked hides and other leather; hides; cases, of leather or leatherboard; envelopes, of 
leather, for packaging; coverings of skins; leather, unworked or semi-worked; saddlery, whips and animal apparel; 
sausage skins and imitations thereof; gut for making sausages.

Cl.20;Statues, figurines, works of art and ornaments and decorations, made of materials such as wood, wax, plaster or
plastic, included in the class especially stuffed animals; busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; works of art of wood, wax, 
plaster or plastic; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; mobiles [decoration]; statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; 
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furniture and furnishings especially settees; beds; desks; garment covers [storage]; garment hangers [coat hangers]; 
costume stands; clothes stands; bottle racks; bedding except linen, mattresses, pillows and cushions; cushions; pillows; 
wickerwork; mirrors [looking glasses]; picture frames; displays, stands and signage especially mannequins and tailors' 
dummies; registration plates, not of metal; registration plates, not of metal; containers, and closures and holders therefor 
especially stoppers for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber; corks for bottles; non-metallic barrels; bottle casings of 
wood; stoppers for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber; packaging containers of plastic; boxes of wood or plastic; 
sealing caps, not of metal; corks; coffins and funerary urns; trays, not of metal; knobs, not of metal; identification 
bracelets, not of metal; knife handles, not of metal; stag antlers; flagpoles.

Cl.21;Statues, figurines, plaques and works of art, made of materials such as porcelain, terra-cotta or glass, included 
in the class especially china ornaments; signboards of porcelain or glass; majolica; porcelain articles for decorative 
purposes; works of art, of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; 
tableware, cookware and containers especially mugs; glasses, drinking vessels and barware; bottles; beer mugs; 
decanters; pitchers; flasks; glass jars [carboys]; crystal [glassware]; drinking bottles; drinking bottles for sports; bread 
boards; bread bins; butter dishes; lunch boxes; sugar bowls; cheese-dish covers; cookie jars; egg cups; spice sets; 
coffee services [tableware]; tea services [tableware]; epergnes; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; services 
[dishes]; candlesticks; menu card holders; ice buckets; vessels of metal for making ices and iced drinks; bottle openers, 
electric and non-electric; painted glassware; glassware for household purposes; beverage glassware; glassware not 
included in other classes; glass bowls; heat insulated containers; insulating flasks; heat-insulated containers for 
beverages; thermally insulated containers for food; isothermic bags; portable coolers; coasters, not of paper and other 
than table linen; cups of paper or plastic; paper plates; disposable table plates; corkscrews, electric and non-electric; 
mills for domestic purposes, hand-operated; pottery; porcelain ware; earthenware; mugs made of earthenware; 
household or kitchen utensils; household utensils; household containers; cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom 
articles especially soap boxes; toothbrushes; footwear implement, namely, boot jacks; shoe horns; stretchers for 
clothing; shoe trees [stretchers].

Cl.24;Fabrics especially brocades; damask; felt; flannel [fabric]; jersey [fabric]; silk [cloth]; textile goods, and 
substitutes for textile goods especially bath linen, except clothing; banners; flags, not of paper; cotton fabrics; bed 
blankets; bed clothes and blankets; pillowcases [pillow slips]; continental quilts; mattress covers; bed covers; table linen;
table runners; textile napkins; table linen; tablecloths, not of paper; linens; towels; wall hangings; textile place mats; 
textile coasters; labels; bathroom towels.

Cl.25;Headgear especially veils [clothing]; headgear; skull caps; clothing especially suits; swimming costumes; 
swimming trunks; bath robes; gowns; pocket squares; masquerade costumes; gloves; waist belts; scarves; slippers; 
shirts; trousers; jackets [clothing]; heavy jackets; pockets for clothing; ready-to-wear clothing; ties; ascots; clothing of 
leather; jackets; corsets; dressing gowns; caps [headwear]; pyjamas; rainsuits; skirts; collars [clothing]; nighties; 
knitwear [clothing]; tee-shirts; uniforms; vests; top hats; footwear.

Cl.29;Meats especially poultry, not live; game; meat extracts; meats; sausages; ham; pork; lard for food; bacon; meat, 
preserved; meat spreads; salted meats; liver pâté; fish mousses; caviar; fish, seafood and molluscs; dairy products and 
dairy substitutes especially milk products; yoghurt; quark; cheese products; butter; cream [dairy products]; whipped 
cream; milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; birds eggs and egg products; oils and fats especially fat-containing 
mixtures for bread slices; edible oils; olive oil; sunflower oil for food; processed fruits, edible fungi (such as truffles and 
mushrooms), vegetables, nuts and pulses, especially jellies, jams, compotes, fruit and vegetable spreads; sauerkraut; 
fruit preserved in alcohol; frosted fruits; fruit jellies; fruit pulp; marmalade; cranberry sauce [compote]; ground almonds; 
prepared nuts; peanuts, prepared; sunflower seeds, prepared; gherkins; casseroles [food]; pre-packaged dinners 
consisting primarily of seafood; stock; potato chips; artificial milk based desserts; dairy puddings; desserts made from 
milk products; stews; prepared meals made from meat [meat predominating]; prepared dishes consisting principally of 
meat; prepared meals consisting principally of game; food products derived from meat; fruit desserts; fruit-based snack 
food; chicken salad; cooked meat dishes; vegetable stock; yoghurt desserts; potato snacks; soups; dairy puddings; 
mixes for making soup; preparations for making soups; soup mixes; stock [prepared]; cooked meals consisting 
principally of fish; prepared salads.

Cl.30;Salts, seasonings, flavourings and condiments especially mustard; vinegar; sauces [condiments]; spices; 
flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; aromatic preparations for food; mayonnaise; chutneys [condiments]; 
cooking salt; pepper; condiments; culinary herbs; vanilla; baked goods, confectionery, chocolate and desserts especially 
snack foods consisting principally of confectionery; snack bars containing a mixture of grains, nuts and dried fruit 
[confectionery]; pastries, cakes, tarts and biscuits (cookies); crackers; pancakes; pâtés en croûte; bread and buns; mixes 
for the preparation of bread; pastry confectionery; candy; brioches; petit-beurre biscuits; pralines; cotton candy; 
confectionery for decorating christmas trees; peanut confectionery; cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; waffles; pastry 
dough; gingerbread; macaroons [pastry]; petits fours [cakes]; almond confectionery; marzipan; mousses (dessert -) 
[confectionery]; chocolate; mousses (chocolate -); sugars, natural sweeteners, sweet coatings and fillings, bee products 
especially sugar; syrups and treacles; honey; ice, ice creams, frozen yogurts and sorbets especially ices and ice creams; 
frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]; sherbets [ices]; powders for ice cream; coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes 
therefor especially tea; tea-based beverages; iced tea; infusions, not medicinal; coffee (unroasted -); coffee; coffee 
flavorings [flavourings]; artificial coffee; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; coffee based drinks; cocoa; 
cocoa-based beverages; coffee beverages with milk; cocoa beverages with milk; milk chocolates; drinking chocolate; 
processed grains, starches, and goods made thereof, baking preparations and yeasts especially dried and fresh pastas, 
noodles and dumplings; rice; foodstuffs made from cereals; farinaceous foods; meal; cereals; farinaceous food pastes; 
muesli; crushed oats; snack food products consisting of cereal products; snack food products made from potato flour; 
snack foods prepared from maize; snacks manufactured from muesli; sandwiches; pretzels; crisps made of cereals; 
prepared meals containing [principally] pasta; pastries containing vegetables and meat; fresh sausage rolls; fresh pizza; 
filled baguettes; filled bread rolls; rice based dishes; canapes; sandwiches containing meat; sandwiches containing fish 
fillet; noodle based prepared meals; pies [sweet or savoury]; savory pastries; pizza; snack foods consisting principally of 
bread; sausage rolls; prepared foodstuffs in the form of sauces.

Cl.33;Aperitifs; cider; arak; perry; schnapps; cocktails; distilled beverages; mead [hydromel]; kirsch; spirits and 
liquors; bitters; peppermint liqueurs; rum; brandy; preparations for making alcoholic beverages especially alcoholic 
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extracts; alcoholic essences; alcoholic beverages (except beer) especially alcoholic fruit extracts; alcoholic beverages 
containing fruit; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; anisette [liqueur]; aperitifs; cider; arak; perry; 
schnapps; cocktails; distilled beverages; mead [hydromel]; kirsch; spirits and liquors; bitters; peppermint liqueurs; rum; 
brandy; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; piquette; gin; wine; whisky; vodkas [liqueurs and spirits]; piquette; gin; wine; 
whisky; vodka.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services especially providing business information via a web site; 
advertising agencies; layout services for advertising purposes; public relations services; organization of fashion shows 
for promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; sponsorship search; 
writing of publicity texts; sales promotion for others; rental of sales stands; publicity material rental; product 
demonstrations and product display services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; 
collective buying services; import-export agency services; ordering services for third parties; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods 
and services of others; business assistance, management and administrative services; retail services, wholesale 
services, online or catalogue mail order services relating to the goods listed in classes 3, 8, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 29, 
30 and 33.

Cl.43;Temporary accommodation; rental of furniture, linens and table settings; provision of food and drink; catering; 
food sculpting.
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Priority claimed from 07/10/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 062 036 ;Germany 

3251621    31/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275301]
Schaltbau GmbH
Hollerithstraße 5 81829 Munich Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; control devices [electricity]; transistor conversion apparatus; power converters; voltage converters; electrical 
converters; direct current converters; current converters; power inverters; electrical and electromechanical components 
(included in this class); electric measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and checking instruments; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data processing equipment; computers; 
computer software; digital recording media; analog recording media; electrical cables; optical cables; electric cable 
looms; cable fittings; starter cables for motors; electrical wiring harnesses; switches; electrical switches; switches for 
electrical components; micro switches; push switches; rocker switches; lever switches; switching apparatus; relays; 
electric apparatus for commutation and contactors; sensors; resistors; potentiometers; diodes; electric components; 
electronic components; electric and electronic components and assemblies for electric vehicles and rail vehicles; fuse 
boxes; fuses; earthing boxes; branch boxes; clips [electric]; bushes for electrical cables; control panels; protective tubes 
and dust covers for electrical apparatus and connectors; end caps and covers for electrical connectors; cable harnesses; 
plug-in connectors; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; electrical contacts; connectors; connectors 
for electrical components; connectors for electronic components; electrical connectors; cable connectors; electrical 
terminal connectors; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; sirens; sirens for vehicles; radio and 
luminous beacons; warning lights; safety beacons; systems and devices for collecting, receiving, processing, displaying 
and presenting data and information, in particular in the field of railway transport and railway vehicles; computer systems 
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for booking and place reservation, in particular for rail transport; switching, monitoring and control apparatus and 
equipment for electrical installations of railway carriages and railcars; electric batteries and accumulators, parts and 
fittings for batteries; electric accumulator and battery chargers; apparatus for supplying electric power to the railway 
carriages from the bus bar of the train and installations composed thereof; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods in 
this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating; electric heating elements; electric heating apparatus; apparatus for the electric heating 
and air-conditioning of trains and drive vehicles; electrotechnical devices for railway carriages and railcars, namely 
apparatus for electric heating and air conditioning, lighting apparatus; light sockets; lamps; automotive inspection lamps; 
strobe lights; work lamps; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods in this class.

Cl.37;Plant maintenance; maintenance of electrical systems and apparatus; installation, maintenance, servicing and 
repair of technical installations, railways, railway systems, rail vehicles and electric and electronic installations and 
equipment; information and consultancy in relation to installation, maintenance, servicing and repair of technical 
installations, railways, railway systems, rail vehicles and electric and electronic installations and equipment.

Cl.42;Engineering services; engineering consultancy services; design, technical consulting, technical project 
management, research and development in the field of technical and electrical equipment and installations, railways, 
railway systems or rail vehicles; computer programming; technical consultancy in the field of technical and electrical 
equipment and installations, railways, railway systems or rail vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2015; Application No. : 15 4 170 923 ;France 

3252490    30/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274624]
ID GROUP
162, boulevard de Fourmies F-59100 ROUBAIX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; knitwear (clothing); underwear [lingerie]; underwear; pajamas; dressing gowns (robes); sweaters; tee-
shirts; skirts; dresses; trousers; jackets; coats; raincoats; shirts; neckties; scarves; sashes for wear; veils (clothing); 
shawls; belts (clothing); money belts (clothing); gloves (clothing); suspenders; headgear, hats, caps; headbands 
(clothing); shower caps; footwear articles; socks, stockings, tights; footwear (except orthopedic footwear), slippers, 
boots; beach shoes, ski boots; footwear for sports; bathing trunks and costumes; bathing caps, bathing suits; clothing 
for sports (other than for diving); layettes [clothing]; hand-knitted clothing for children; bibs, not of paper; masquerade 
costumes.

Cl.28;Games; toys; educational toys; mats for games; novelties for parties, dances (party favors), toy masks; swings; 
balls and play balloons; rocking horses (toys); swimming pools (sports or play articles); marbles and counters [disks] for 
games; plush toys; dolls and dolls' houses; puppets; dolls' clothes; figurines (toys); parlor games; chess games; building 
games; spinning tops (toys); mobiles (toys); vehicles (toys); apparatus for games; amusement and game apparatus for 
use with an external display screen or monitor; portable games with liquid crystal displays; arcade video game machines; 
scooters; roller skates; skateboards; kites; gymnastic and sporting articles (excluding swimming articles, clothing, mats 
and footwear); rackets; dart boards, darts; surfboards; skating boots with skates attached (combined); ice skates; roller 
skates; skateboards; kites; Christmas tree decorations (excluding illumination articles and confectionery).

Cl.35;Advertising; publication of advertising texts; direct mail advertising (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, 
samples); bill-posting; business operation assistance to industrial or commercial companies; business management; 
business management assistance, business appraisals; business consultancy, information or inquiries; organization and 
management of shopping centers (business management assistance); professional business consultancy; office 
functions, secretarial services; accounting; rental of office apparatus and machines (excluding rental of 
telecommunication apparatus and computers); rental of vending machines; arranging newspaper subscription servicess; 
electronic newspaper subscription services; telephone subscription services; mobile telephone and paging subscription 
services; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services, to a global telecommunication network (the Internet) or 
private access networks (intranets), to a provider of access to a data transmission or telecommunication computer 
network; arranging subscriptions to a database or multimedia server center; arranging subscriptions to telematic 
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services, to data transmission services by telematic means; subscription to a supplier of access to a computer network 
for telecommunication or data transmission; subscription services to television or radio programs, videograms, 
phonograms, audiovisual programs; subscription to computer databases; import-export agencies; commercial 
information agencies; cost price analysis; market study; market research; opinion polling; price comparison services; 
compilation of statistics; public relations; demonstration of goods; presentation of goods on all communication media for 
retail purposes namely sales promotion; commercial information and advice for consumers (consumer advice shop); 
administrative processing of purchase orders; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising 
purposes; computerized file management; collection and systematization of data in a central file; data search in computer 
files (for others); document reproduction; the bringing together for the benefit of others (excluding the transport thereof), 
enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase these products, and services of retail sale or wholesale, mail-
order sales, retail sale or wholesale via the Internet or via any electronic remote ordering methods for the following 
products: bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, soaps, perfumes, eau de toilette, deodorants for 
personal use (perfumery), cosmetics, hair care products, toiletry products, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, 
foodstuffs and lacteal flour for babies, first-aid boxes, filled, dietetic substances, beverages and foodstuffs for medical 
use, products for the treatment of burns, sunscreen products (sunburn ointments), cotton wool, breast-nursing pads, 
sterilizing products, deodorants other than for personal use, air purifying products, insect-repelling products, forks, 
spoons, other than for fishing and for medicines, scissors, knives, electric electro-mechanical apparatus for the 
preparation of foodstuffs and beverages, electric food processors and machines for cooking, apparatus for the recording, 
transmission, reproduction of sound or images, data processing equipment, computers, computer peripherals, software, 
electronic diaries, apparatus for games designed for use solely with a television receiver, an external display screen or 
monitor, video game cartridges, protective helmets, personal protection devices to protect against accidents, telephones, 
bags, covers and cases for mobile telephones and telephone equipment, spectacles, feeding bottles, feeding bottle teats, 
babies' pacifiers (teats), breast-feeding teats made of latex or silicone, teething rings, nursing apparatus, breast pumps, 
ear picks, instruments for blowing children's noses, spoons for medicines, droppers for medical use, thermometers for 
medical use, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam production, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, air-conditioning, 
disinfecting, water supply, apparatus for deodorizing and purifying air, electric fans for personal use, water purification 
apparatus, sterilizers, electric heaters for feeding bottles, bicycles, goods handling carts, sun-blinds for automobiles, 
safety seats for children for vehicles, pushchairs, scooters, jewelry, watches and watch bands, key rings (trinkets or 
fobs), musical instruments and component parts of musical instruments, paper, cardboard (unprocessed, semi-processed
or for stationery), cardboard articles, bags, small bags and sheets of paper or plastic, photographs, stationery, artists' 
materials, files, albums, almanacs, periodicals, books, pamphlets, writing or drawing books, calendars, lithographs, 
engravings, paintings (pictures), geographical maps, posters, newspapers, transfers, greeting cards, postcards, trunks, 
suitcases and traveling bags, umbrellas, sun umbrellas, parasols, handbags, beach bags, traveling trunks, sets and bags, 
vanity cases, not fitted, bags and net bags for shopping, backpacks, bags for sports (other than those adapted to the 
products which they are intended to hold), bags with wheels, garment bags (for travel), purses, school bags, sling bags 
for carrying infants, furniture, display stands, mirrors (looking glasses), frames (except for building), works of art of wood,
wax, plaster, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and 
substitutes for all these materials or of plastics, baskets and bins not of metal, playpens for babies, cradles, infant 
walkers, bedding except linen, cushions, beds, bed bases, pillows, bolsters, mattresses, non-electric utensils and 
containers for kitchen use, tableware, thermally-insulated containers for food, non-electric insulating bottle heaters for 
feeding bottles, bottle brushes for cleaning containers, non-electric portable coolers, soap dispensers, chamber pots, 
toiletry sets, cosmetic utensils, perfume sprayers and vaporizers, portable baths for babies, money-boxes not of metal, 
works of art of porcelain, terracotta or glass, hammocks, bed and household linen, table linen not of paper, bath linen 
(except clothing), mosquito nets, clothing, belts, gloves (clothing), suspenders, hats, footwear, socks, stockings, tights, 
footwear (except orthopedic footwear), slippers, boots; inner soles for footwear, beach shoes, ski boots, sports shoes, 
caps (headgear), swimsuits, bathing suits and trunks, clothing for sports (excluding diving clothing), sleep masks, 
haberdashery (except threads and yarns), hair ornaments, hair bands and hair nets, hair pins and grips, barrettes, mats, 
games, toys, gymnastic and sporting articles (with the exception of swimming articles, clothing, footwear and mats), 
preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, fruit pulps and salads, vegetable salads, canned fish, meat, 
fruits and vegetables, jams, marmalades, compotes, edible jellies, soups, dairy products, edible oils and fats, cocoa, 
chocolate, cocoa or chocolate beverages, pastries, confectionery, edible ices, honey, fresh fruits and vegetables, trees, 
shrubs, natural plants and flowers, Christmas trees, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages.

Cl.41;Education; training; training, organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, 
organization of exhibitions for educational purposes, relating to the protection and rights of children, the education of 
children, child psychology, child care, sustainable development and respecting the environment; entertainment; 
amusement parks; provision of recreational facilities; sporting activities; club services (entertainment or education); 
cultural activities; editing of books, of magazines; software release; publication of texts other than advertising texts; 
lending libraries; electronic publication of books and periodicals on-line; provision of electronic publications on line (not 
downloadable); electronic library services for providing electronic information, audio or video information and data, 
games and entertainment; game services provided online (from a computer network); videotape editing; production of 
shows; production of films other than advertising films; organization of competitions concerning education or 
entertainment; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, conventions; organization of exhibitions for 
cultural or educational purposes; booking of seats for shows, for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; ticket 
agency services (entertainment); operating of lotteries; information on educational or entertainment events; radio and 
television entertainment; photography; photographic reporting; news reporters services; videotaping; videotape editing; 
organization and conducting of online conferences; providing (making available) digital music (non-downloadable) from 
the Internet; providing (making available) digital music (non-downloadable) from Internet websites (files in MP3 format).
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3252570    23/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275721]
Foraging Fox (IP) Limited
82C East Hill Colchester CO1 2QW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; vegetable juice concentrates for food; extracts of 
vegetables [juices] for cooking; jellies, jams, compotes, fruit and vegetable spreads; processed fruits, fungi and 
vegetables (including nuts and pulses); vegetable juices for cooking; vegetable pate; fruit paste; fruit spread; fruit pulp; 
fruit marmalade; fruit jams; fruit juices for cooking.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); spices; ice; ketchup; ketchup [sauce]; vegetable pulps [sauces - food]; prepared foodstuffs in the form of 
sauces; savory sauces used as condiments; sauces for use with pasta; sauces for barbecued meat; sauces for chicken; 
sauces for rice; coulis (fruit -) [sauces]; vegetable pastes [sauces]; vegetable purees [sauces]; sauces for pasta; food 
dressings [sauces]; sauces for food; ready-made sauces; fruit sauces; cooking sauces; tomato sauce; barbecue sauce; 
artichoke sauce; concentrated sauce.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages; fruit drinks; fruit-based beverages; fruit juice beverages; fruit squashes; 
fruit flavoured beverages; fruit juice concentrates; fruit flavoured soft drinks; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; 
vegetable drinks; vegetable juice; vegetable juices [beverages].
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Priority claimed from 29/06/2015; Application No. : 2015-61565 ;Japan 

3252612    01/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274326]
RS TAICHI INC.
3-1-25, Nakagaito, Daito-Shi Osaka 574-0013 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Chest protectors for protection against accidents; knee pads for protection against accidents; elbow pads for 
protection against accidents; helmets for protection against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents; shoes 
for protection against accidents; instep protectors for shoes for protection against accidents; gloves for protection 
against accidents; protection devices for personal use against accidents; mobile phone covers; mobile phone cases.

Cl.18;Rucksacks; hip bags; fanny packs; bags for traveling; wallets; vanity cases sold empty; umbrellas; industrial 
packaging containers of leather; clothing for pets; leather and fur [unworked or semi-worked].

Cl.25;Non-Japanese style outerclothing; coats; sweaters; T-shirts; sports shirts; nightwear; underwear; swimsuits; 
swimming caps; sleep masks; aprons [clothing]; socks and stockings; pantyhose; puttees and gaiters; fur stoles; shawls; 
scarves; Japanese style socks [tabi]; Japanese style socks [tabi covers]; gloves [clothing]; neckties; neckerchiefs; 
bandanas [neckerchiefs]; thermal supporters [clothing]; mufflers [clothing]; earbands [clothing]; garters; sock 
suspenders; braces for clothing [suspenders]; waistbands; belts [clothing]; shoes and boots, other than parts thereof 
such as shoe dowels, shoe pegs, tongues or pullstraps for shoes and boots, hobnails and protective metal fittings for 
shoes; Japanese style wooden clogs [geta]; Japanese style sandals [zori]; clothing for sports; boots for sports, other 
than horse-riding boots.

Cl.28;Amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks [other than arcade video game machines]; 
toys for domestic pets; toys; dolls; go games; Japanese playing cards [utagaruta]; Japanese chess [shogi games]; dice; 
Japanese dice games [sugoroku]; cups for dice; Chinese checkers [games]; chess games; checkers games; conjuring 
apparatus; dominoes; playing cards; Japanese playing cards [hanafuda]; mah-jong; game machines and apparatus; 
billiard equipment; sports equipment; fishing tackle.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2015; Application No. : 86712841 ;United States of 
America 

3252614    07/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274393]
Airbnb, Inc.
888 Brannan Street San Francisco CA 94103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Real estate services, namely, rental of short-term houses, condos, apartments, time-shares and temporary 
accommodations; vacation real estate listing services and providing such services via a global computer network; real 
estate listing services, namely, providing an interactive website and online database of rental properties, rental 
information, property descriptions and images, locations and amenities, availability and rates for vacation rental lodgings;
real estate information services, namely, enabling users to post and receive requests for reservations to rent short-term 
houses, condos, apartments, time-shares and temporary accommodations via web sites.

Cl.39;Online arrangement and booking of travel tours and excursions via a website; providing website content 
featuring travel information and commentary; providing an online searchable computer database featuring information on 
travel; providing reviews of travel service providers; travel guide and travel information services; travel agency services, 
namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation, excursions, tours and travel; providing links to the web 
sites of others featuring transportation, excursions, tours and travel.

Cl.43;Providing online reservation, booking and search services for temporary lodging, temporary accommodations 
and vacation rentals; online services featuring temporary lodging, temporary accommodations, vacation rentals and 
rental listings via an interactive website; providing website content featuring information in the field of temporary lodging, 
temporary accommodations and vacation rentals; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for 
temporary lodging, temporary accommodations and vacation rentals; providing rental information for temporary lodging, 
temporary accommodations and vacation rentals, namely, property descriptions and images, reviews, locations and 
amenities, availability and rates for temporary lodging, temporary accommodations and vacation rentals.
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Priority claimed from 24/02/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 032 078 ;Germany 

3252640    11/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274383]
NEANDER MOTORS Aktiengesellschaft
Werftbahnstrasse 8 24143 Kiel Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors, except for land vehicles, except kick starters; couplings for machines; transmission components for 
machines; machine couplings and transmission components for water vehicles.

Cl.12;Water vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by air or water.
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Priority claimed from 27/02/2015; Application No. : 52365/2015 ;Switzerland 

3253145    27/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274875]
Bobst Grenchen AG
Niklaus-Wengi-Strasse 109 CH-2540 Grenchen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, equipment and devices for processing and printing substrates, more particularly sheets, plates, 
cutouts, strips, foils of paper, cardboard, corrugated board, plastic for the packaging manufacturing industry; machines, 
equipment and devices for forming, laminating; systems for machine loading, infeed, feeding, unwinding, splicing, 
positioning, conveying, stacking, and delivering, systems for separating, cutting, collecting, rewinding, handling, packing 
and conveying out of machine, of substrates, more particularly sheets, plates, cutouts, strips, foils of paper, cardboard, 
corrugated board, plastic, piles of the aforesaid substrates, of converted, formed and printed substrates; control devices 
for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices; peripherals and accessories for the aforesaid machines, equipment 
and devices; constituent pieces and spare parts for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices; tools (parts of 
machines) for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices.

Cl.9;Electronic devices, apparatus, instruments and software for capturing, inputting, recording, recovering, 
memorizing, processing, transmitting, displaying data, checking, measuring, controlling, programming, setting and 
presetting, quality control, monitoring of production parameters, management of performance and stoppages, checking 
registers; digital cameras and sensors for detecting, marking and positioning, for machines, equipment and devices for 
processing and printing substrates, more particularly sheets, plates, cutouts, strips, foils of paper, cardboard, corrugated 
board, plastic for the packaging manufacturing industry.

Cl.35;Retail sale, by mail order, Internet or other electronic remote ordering means, of machines, equipment and 
devices for processing and printing substrates more particularly sheets, plates, cutouts, strips, foils of paper, cardboard, 
corrugated board, plastic for the packaging manufacturing industry; retail sale or wholesaling of accessories, spare parts, 
tools, apparatuses, instruments, electronic devices and software for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices; 
retail sale of the aforesaid second-hand machines, equipment and devices; preparation services for maintenance 
contracts for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices; purchasing of the aforesaid second-hand machines, 
equipment and devices for other companies.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2015; Application No. : 013879853 ;European Union 

3253290    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275482]
King.com Limited
Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140 (Malta)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; downloadable electronic maps; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use 
on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; applications software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, 
tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop 
bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; 
radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2015; Application No. : 013843214 ;European Union 

3253557    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275403]
va-Q-tec AG
Karl-Ferdinand-Braun-Strasse 7 97080 Würzburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesaling and retailing via the 
internet, in relation to insulating materials, vacuum insulation panels, thermal packaging, heat and cold accumulators, 
building insulation, household appliances, vehicles, temperature-controlled containers.

Cl.39;Transport; wrapping and packaging services; storage; rental of temperature-controlled containers; rental of 
storage containers; rental of rolling containers and trolleys.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; technical consultancy in the field of insulating 
materials and thermal packaging; technical support and consultancy of production, planning and design and 
development relating to plant construction work and mechanical engineering for the introduction of new technologies in 
the field of insulating materials and thermal insulation; provision of information relating to technological research in the 
field of insulating materials and thermal insulation; engineering services; quality control testing; quality control; project 
management [technical support].
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3253585    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275414]
Treatstock Inc.
40 East Main Street, Suite 900 Newark DE 19711 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Peer-to-peer network computer services, namely, electronic transmission of audio, video and other data and 
documents among computers; peer-to-peer photo, 3D files and other digital data sharing services, namely, electronic 
transmission of digital data files among internet users; providing user access to a global computer network; providing 
user access to computer programs in data networks; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer 
network; providing telecommunications connections to the internet or databases; communication services, namely, 
providing electronic transmission of information stored in a database via interactively communicating computer systems; 
telecommunications gateway services; electronic mail services; providing access to the internet; providing on-line 
electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users concerning hobbies, consumer products, 
manufacturing, marketing, and the sale of goods and services via the internet and wireless networks.

Cl.40;Prototype fabrication of new products for others; custom manufacture for others, namely, jewelry, furniture, 
ornaments, arts objects, antiquity, home improvement goods, toys, collectibles, games, DIY models, vehicle accessories, 
office and personal organization products, spare parts and various other consumer products, decorations, outdoor 
objects; custom fabrication and production for others, namely, jewelry, furniture, ornaments, arts objects, antiquity, home 
improvement goods, toys, collectibles, games, DIY models, vehicle accessories, office and personal organization 
products, spare parts and various other consumer products, decorations, outdoor objects; manufacturing services for 
others in the field of (3D) designing, 3D modeling, 3D printing; providing material treatment information for use in three-
dimensional (3D) designing, 3D modeling, 3D printing, 3D manufacturing.
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Priority claimed from 20/03/2015; Application No. : 1682193 ;Australia 

3253692    21/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275807]
Genius WIFI Holdings International Pty Ltd
54-56 Langridge St Collingwood VIC 3066 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;WIFI systems and apparatus for WIFI; computer software for WIFI systems.

Cl.38;Communication services namely WIFI services.
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3254045    07/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275632]
Amyris, Inc.
5885 Hollis St., Suite 100 Emeryville CA 94608 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Renewable chemicals for use in science, research, commerce, and industry.

Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring, and abrasive preparations; degreasing preparations; disposable wipes impregnated
with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial, commercial, and household uses; soaps; cosmetics; non-medicated
skincare preparations; hand cleaning preparations; oils for cosmetic and personal care purposes; perfumery; hair lotions; 
dentifrices.
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3254061    27/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275662]
Obschestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "Altayskaya skazka"
ul. Shukshina, 1 A, s. Shipunovo, Shipunovskiy r-n, RU-658391 Altayskiy kray, Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Ajvar [preserved peppers]; albumin milk; albumen for culinary purposes; alginates for culinary purposes; aloe 
vera prepared for human consumption; almonds, ground; anchovy; animal marrow for food; apple puree; bacon; beans, 
preserved; bone oil, edible; black pudding; bouillon; bouillon concentrates; butter; buttercream; caviar; charcuterie; 
cheese; clams, not live; cocoa butter; coconut butter; coconut, desiccated; coconut fat; corn oil; cranberry sauce 
[compote]; cream [dairy products]; croquettes; crustaceans, not live; crystallized fruits; dates; edible birds' nests; edible 
fats; edible oils; eggs; fat-containing mixtures for bread slices; fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats; fish, 
not live; fish fillets; fish meal for human consumption; fish mousses; fish, preserved; fish roe, prepared; fish, tinned 
[canned (Am.)]; foods made from fish; frozen fruits; fruit-based snack food; fruit chips; fruit jellies; fruit salads; fruit peel; 
fruit, preserved; fruit preserved in alcohol; fruit pulp; fruit, stewed; fruits, tinned [canned (Am.)]; game, not live; gelatine; 
gherkins; ginger jam; ham; herrings, not live; hummus [chickpea paste]; isinglass for food; jams; jellies for food; kephir 
[milk beverage]; kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; kumys [kumyss] [milk beverage]; lard; lecithin for culinary purposes; 
lentils, preserved; linseed oil for culinary purposes; liver; liver pastes; lobsters, not live; margarine; marmalade; meat; 
meat extracts; meat jellies; meat, preserved; meat, tinned [canned (Am.)]; milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk 
ferments for culinary purposes; milk products; milk shakes; mushrooms, preserved; mussels, not live; non-alcoholic 
eggnog; nuts, prepared; olive oil for food; olives, preserved; onions, preserved; oysters, not live; palm kernel oil for food; 
palm oil for food; peanut butter; peanuts, prepared; peas, preserved; pectin for culinary purposes; piccalilli; pickles; 
pollen prepared as foodstuff; pork; potato chips; potato flakes; potato fritters; poultry, not live; powdered eggs; prawns, 
not live; preparations for making bouillon; preparations for making soup; preserved garlic; prostokvasha [soured milk]; 
raisins; rape oil for food; rennet; salmon, not live; salted fish; salted meats; sardines, not live; sauerkraut; sausages; 
sausages in batter; sea-cucumbers, not live; seaweed extracts for food; seeds, prepared; sesame oil; shellfish, not live; 
shrimps, not live; silkworm chrysalis, for human consumption; snail eggs for consumption; spiny lobsters, not live; 
soups; soya beans, preserved, for food; soya milk [milk substitute]; suet for food; sunflower oil for food; sunflower seeds,
prepared; tahini [sesame seed paste]; toasted laver; tofu; tomato juice for cooking; tomato paste; truffles, preserved; 
tripe; tuna, not live; vegetables, cooked; vegetables, dried; vegetable juices for cooking; vegetable mousses; vegetables, 
preserved; vegetable salads; vegetable soup preparations; vegetables, tinned [canned (Am.)]; whey; whipped cream; 
white of eggs; yogurt; yolk of eggs.

Cl.30;Allspice; almond confectionery; almond paste; aniseed; aromatic preparations for food; artificial coffee; baking 
powder; baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]; barley meal; bean meal; beer vinegar; binding agents 
for ice cream [edible ices]; biscuits; bread; breadcrumbs; bread rolls; buns; cakes; cake frosting [icing]; cake powder; 
candy; capers; caramels [candy]; celery salt; cereal-based snack food; cereal preparations; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; 
chewing gum; chicory [coffee substitute]; chips [cereal products]; chocolate; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate 
beverages with milk; chocolate mousses; chow-chow [condiment]; chutneys [condiments]; cinnamon [spice]; cloves 
[spice]; cocoa; cocoa-based beverages; cocoa beverages with milk; coffee; coffee beverages with milk; coffee-based 
beverages; coffee flavorings [flavourings]; condiments; confectionery; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; 
cooking salt; corn flakes; corn flour; corn, milled; corn, roasted; couscous [semolina]; crackers; cream of tartar for 
culinary purposes; crushed barley; crushed oats; curry [spice]; custard; dressings for salad; dessert mousses 
[confectionery]; edible ices; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; farinaceous foods; 
ferments for pastes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for beverages; 
flour; fondants [confectionery]; food flavourings, other than essential oils; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; fruit coulis 
[sauces]; fruit jellies [confectionery]; garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]; ginger [spice]; gingerbread; glucose for 
culinary purposes; gluten additives for culinary purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; golden syrup; groats for human 
food; halvah; ham glaze; high-protein cereal bars; hominy; hominy grits; husked barley; husked oats; ice cream; ice for 
refreshment; ice, natural or artificial; iced tea; infusions, not medicinal; ketchup [sauce]; leaven; linseed for human 
consumption; liquorice [confectionery]; macaroni; macaroons [pastry]; malt biscuits; malt for human consumption; malt 
extract for food; maltose; marinades; marzipan; mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat pies; meat tenderizers, for household 
purposes; mint for confectionery; molasses for food; muesli; mustard; mustard meal; natural sweeteners; noodles; 
noodle-based prepared meals; nutmegs; oat-based food; oat flakes; oatmeal; pancakes; pasta; pastilles [confectionery]; 
pastries; peanut confectionery; pepper; peppers [seasonings]; peppermint sweets; pesto [sauce]; petit-beurre biscuits; 
petits fours [cakes]; pies; pizzas; popcorn; potato flour; powders for ice cream; pralines; preparations for stiffening 
whipped cream; puddings; quiches; ravioli; relish [condiment]; rice; rice-based snack food; rice cakes; rusks; saffron 
[seasoning]; sago; sandwiches; salt for preserving foodstuffs; sauces [condiments]; sausage binding materials; sea 
water for cooking; seasonings; seaweed [condiment]; semolina; sorbets [ices]; soya bean paste [condiment]; soya flour; 
soya sauce; spaghetti; spices; spring rolls; star aniseed; starch for food; stick liquorice [confectionery]; sugar; sushi; 
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sweetmeats [candy]; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca; tapioca flour; tarts; tea; tea-based beverages; thickening agents for 
cooking foodstuffs; tomato sauce; tortillas; turmeric; unroasted coffee; unleavened bread; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; 
vanilla [flavoring] [flavouring]; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; vermicelli [noodles]; vinegar; waffles; 
wheat flour; wheat germ for human consumption; yeast.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/04/2015; Application No. : 13904404 ;European Union 

3254103    21/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275670]
August Rüggeberg GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstr. 13 51709 Marienheide Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; mechanical tools; grinding 
machines; rotary burrs; mounted points (for machines); fine grinding tools and polishing tools; diamond tools and cubic 
boron nitride (CBN) tools; grinding wheels and abrasive cut-off wheels; stationary abrasive cut-off wheels; technical 
brushes (parts of machines); tool drives, in particular pneumatic drives, electric drives and flexible shaft drives.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); files [tools]; rasps.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2014; Application No. : UK00003086893 ;United Kingdom
3254267    21/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274943]
Argus Media Limited
Argus House, 175 St. John Street London EC1V 4LW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software that facilitates trading and provides access to financial, business and commercial information, 
news, market commentary and analysis, price assessments and fundamentals data in real time and otherwise; computer 
software for facilitating, tracking and transacting in the fields of commodities and indices, providing financial market 
information relating to market trading quotations, commodities and indices; computer software that enables access to 
financial information in the nature of live prices, live charts, live news, technical studies, market and financial data 
including product volume, weight, and pricing, settlement data, order data, quantity data, delivery data, trade type, 
transaction status, price indices, rate quotes, historical financial data, contract symbols and/or transaction summary data 
associated with commodities and derivatives; computer software that enables searching, accessing, retrieving, tracking, 
managing, analysing and downloading financial rate quotes in the nature of transaction settlement rates; computer 
software that enables searching, accessing, retrieving, tracking, managing, analysing, downloading and dashboard 
reporting of information on settlement data, order data, trading prices, bid and ask prices, price ranges, volume data and 
other data on commodity physical contracts, commodity futures contracts and options, real-time and/or historic financial 
information relating to the purchasing, settlement, selling, financial management, monitoring and/or tracking of 
commodities, derivatives and indices; computer software for use in authenticating, facilitating, matching, processing and 
submitting trade data in relation to trading transaction details and management of the overall trading lifecycle.

Cl.35;Provision of business and commercial information, news, market commentary and analysis; provision of 
business fundamentals data information; business research; business investigations and analysis; market research and 
analysis; cost price analysis; assessment, calculation, recording, preparation, compilation and systemization of indexes 
concerning prices, all for business and commercial purposes; providing and updating indexes of prices, analysis and 
reporting thereof; maintaining records of settlements for trade contracts; maintaining records of commodity physical and 
commodity futures contracts; trade information namely obtaining, receiving and distribution of information regarding 
order data, bid and ask prices, commodity physical and commodity futures contracts, statistical data, computer files, 
index data and information for settlement activities related to trade; operating an on-line marketplace for sellers and 
buyers of commodities; business data retrieval services.

Cl.36;Providing financial information and financial market information, news, market commentary and analysis, price 
assessments, in real time and otherwise; providing financial market information relating to market trading quotations, 
commodities and indices, commodity physical contracts, commodity futures contracts and options; providing financial 
information in the nature of live prices, live charts, live news, technical studies, market and financial data including 
product volume, weight, and pricing, settlement data, order data, quantity data, delivery data, trade type, transaction 
status, price indices, rate quotes, historical financial data, contract symbols and/or transaction summary data associated 
with commodities and derivatives; providing financial rate quotes in the nature of transaction settlement rates; providing 
information on settlement prices, trading prices, bid and ask prices, price ranges, volume data and other data on 
commodity physical contracts, commodity futures contracts and options, real-time and/or historic financial information 
relating to the purchasing, selling, financial management, monitoring and/or tracking of commodities, derivatives and 
indices; authenticating, facilitating, matching, processing and submitting trade data in relation to trading transaction 
details and management of the overall trading lifecycle; provision of financial information namely indexing and 
benchmarking information; financial benchmarking services namely, recording, assessing and reporting proprietary 
indices that track the performance of commodity physical and commodity futures contracts.

Cl.38;Transmission and communication of information, images and data, transmission of statistics, index figures, 
commodity prices and other economic data; streaming of audio and visual content; providing access and leasing time to 
computer databases; providing access time to computer databases.

Cl.41;Publication in electronic and other media of statistics, business, commercial, financial information and financial 
market information and index figures; publication in electronic and other media of trading quotations, commodities and 
indices, commodity physical contracts, commodity futures contracts and options, financial information in the nature of 
live prices, live charts, live news, technical studies, market and financial data including product volume, weight, and 
pricing, settlement data, order data, bid and ask prices, quantity data, delivery data, trade type, transaction status, price 
indices, rate quotes, historical financial data, contract symbols and/or transaction summary data, financial rate quotes in 
the nature of transaction settlement rates, information on settlement prices, trading prices, bid and ask prices, price 
ranges, volume data and other data, real-time and/or historic financial information relating to the purchasing, selling, 
financial management, monitoring and/or tracking of commodities, derivatives and indices, trade data in relation to 
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trading transaction details and management of the overall trading lifecycle.

Cl.42;Providing temporary on-line use of downloadable computer software for facilitating trading and providing 
access to financial information, financial market information, business and commercial information, in real time and 
otherwise; platform as a service featuring a computer software platform for facilitating trading and providing access to 
financial information and financial market information, in real time and otherwise; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for facilitating trading and providing access to financial information and financial market 
information, in real time and otherwise via a website; platform as a service featuring a computer software platform for 
facilitating, tracking and transacting in the fields of commodities and indices, providing financial market information 
relating to market trading quotations, commodities and indices; platform as a service featuring a computer software 
platform that enables access to financial information in the nature of live prices, live charts, live news, technical studies, 
market and financial data including product volume, weight, and pricing, settlement data, order data, bid and ask prices, 
quantity data, delivery data, trade type, transaction status, price indices, rate quotes, historical financial data, contract 
symbols and/or transaction summary data associated with commodities and derivatives; platform as a service featuring a 
computer software platform that enables searching, accessing, retrieving, tracking, managing, analysing and 
downloading financial rate quotes in the nature of transaction settlement rates, information on settlement prices, trading 
prices, bid and ask prices, price ranges, volume data and other data on commodity physical contracts, commodity futures 
contracts and options, real-time and/or historic financial information relating to the purchasing, selling, financial 
management, monitoring and/or tracking of commodities, derivatives and indices; platform as a service featuring a 
computer software platform for use in authenticating, facilitating, matching, processing and submitting trade data in 
relation to trading transaction details and management of the overall trading lifecycle; technical support services (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); maintenance and updating of
computer software; maintenance of databases.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 28/04/2015; Application No. : 15 4177 119 ;France 

3254289    30/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274955]
ADRIEN Guillaume
70 rue Roger Salengro F-93140 BONDY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; shirts; belts (clothing); gloves (clothing); scarves; sashes for wear; neckties; 
caps (bonnets); caps; berets; bucket caps; socks; bedroom slippers; beach, ski or sports footwear; underwear; tank tops; 
T-shirts; polo shirts; sweaters; hooded pullovers; sweatshirts; hooded sweatshirts; jackets; suit jackets; coats; parkas; 
ponchos; light cloth trousers; jeans; tracksuits; leggings; bath shorts (clothing); bath linen (clothing); street shoes.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail purposes.
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3254307    13/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276650]
DWT HOLDING S.P.A.
Via Marco Polo, 14 I-35035 MESTRINO (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps [machines]; centrifugal pumps; pumps, electric; booster sets, namely complete pump systems, 
comprising pumps, control panels, suction and delivery manifolds assembled on basements; circulating pumps; water 
cooled motor pumps; electronically-controlled pumps; pumps and electropumps with inverters; submersible pumps for 
drainage; submersible pumps for sewerage; electric motors for pumps; electric submersible motors for pumps; 
peripheral pumps; self-priming peripheral pumps; pump impellers; suction pumps; lubricating pumps; controlled volume 
pumps; hydraulic pumps; rotary pumps; submersible pumps; positive displacement pumps; shafts for pumps; rotary lobe 
pumps; vertical turbine pumps; electric water pumps; water pumps for baths; water pumps for swimming pools; 
centrifugal metering pumps; electric pumps for aquariums; electric pumps for swimming pools; pumps [parts of 
machines, engines or motors]; sludge pumps; oil drain pumps; pumps for heating installations; silt pumps; reverse 
osmosis pumps; sump pumps; pump control valves; valves [parts of pumps]; deep well turbine pumps; electric water 
pumps for baths; electric water pumps for swimming pools; water pumps for spa baths; refrigerant recovery pumps; high-
pressure pumps for washing installations; electric water pumps for spa baths; water pumps for water filtering units; 
pumps [machines] for the beverage industry; wet rotor pumps; compressed air pumps; vacuum pumps [machines]; oil 
pumps for land vehicle engines; pneumatic pumps; aquarium pumps; beer pumps; macerator pumps; screw pumps; 
windmill pumps; air pumps [garage installations]; fuel pumps for service stations; metered gasoline pumps; multiphase 
screw pumps; oil-well pumping machines; pumps for cooling engines; pumps for land vehicle engines; water pumps for 
whirlpool baths; electric motors for machines; hydraulic conveyors; hydraulic valve actuators; pneumatic valve actuators;
expansion tanks [parts of machines]; water heaters parts of machines]; water separators; hydraulic turbines; filters [parts 
of machines or engines]; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; pressure valves [parts of machines]; 
valves [parts of machines]; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; water pumps for motors; drilling rigs, floating or non-
floating; aerating pumps for aquaria; brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines]; stamping machines; vending 
machines; gasoline pumps for service stations; lawnmowers machines]; electric lawn trimmers; electric door openers; 
electric door closers; cranes; belt conveyors; conveyor lines; derricks; winches; excavators; bulldozers; machine tools; 
electric grinders [machines]; well drilling machines; mining machines; steamrollers; stone working machines; harvesting 
machines; ploughs; fodder presses; electric shearing machines; agricultural machines; agricultural implements other 
than hand-operated; milking machines; incubators for eggs; fishing machines; net hauling machines; agitators; waste 
separators; sewage pulverisers; yarn winding machines; ironing machines; churns; paring machines; wood lathes; 
lumbering machines; pulping machines; paper machines; printing machines; typographic machines; sewing machines; 
stitching machines; leather-working machines; leather tanning machines; tobacco processing machines; glass working 
machines; potters' wheels; painting machines; tarring machines; packaging machines; sealing machines for packing [for 
industrial purposes]; superchargers; superheaters; air compressors; feedwater regulators; belts for machines; dynamo 
belts; spiral springs other than for vehicles [parts of machines]; disk brakes other than for vehicles for machines; axles 
for machines; wind mills; water mills; sand cleaning machines; washing machines for laundry; parking machines 
[mechanical parking systems]; rubber manufacturing machines; machines for processing plastics; alternators; elevator 
motors; electric mixers for household purposes; electric can openers; dishwashers; electric shoe polishers; vacuum 
cleaners; vacuum cleaner bags; robots [machines]; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; semiconductor wafer 
processing machines; electrodes for welding machines; sericultural machines; sorting machines for industry; machine 
coupling and transmission components [except for land vehicles]; dairy machines; cylinders for motors and engines; 
fans for motors and engines; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors].

Cl.11;Water supply installations; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; water distribution 
installations and apparatus; water provisioning installations; drip irrigation systems; water fountains; sprinkler systems 
for irrigation; heat pumps; purification installations for sewage; fountains; filters for air conditioning; water heaters for 
industrial use; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; aquarium lights; diving lights; flashlights 
[torches]; apparatus for softening water; aquarium heaters; cooling installations for water; level controlling valves in 
tanks; drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; anti-splash tap nozzles; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; pipe line 
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cocks [spigots]; water intake apparatus; water conduits installations; desalination plants; pressure water tanks; 
automatic watering installations; flushing apparatus; sanitary apparatus and installations; water purification apparatus; 
water cooling towers; sprinkler systems for lawn irrigation; water heaters; dental ovens; disposable sterilization pouches; 
water purifiers for household purposes; filters for drinking water; non-portable ice chests for household purposes; ovens; 
roasters; luminous house numbers; pocket warmers; aquarium filtration apparatus; toilet seats; fabric steamers; 
showers; tanning apparatus [sun beds]; air reheaters; electrical boilers; hearths; air cooling apparatus; freezers; 
ventilators; lamps; flares; laboratory lamps; reflectors for boats; heaters for ships; lighting installations for air vehicles; 
defrosters for aircrafts; lights for railway vehicles; air conditioners for railway vehicles; ventilation installations and 
apparatus for automobiles; automobile lights; bicycle lamps; watering machines for agricultural purposes; drying 
apparatus and installations; air deodorising apparatus; industrial water purifying apparatus; ice machines; milk 
sterilizers; kilns; incinerators; tobacco roasters; regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes; spotlights; electric fans; 
bedwarmers; humidifiers; dehumidifiers; electric laundry driers; electric dehydrators; electric ranges; electric kettles; 
refrigerators; electric water purifiers for household use; hair driers [dryers]; gas lighters; friction lighters for igniting gas; 
ice-cooling refrigerators for household purposes; anti-dazzle devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; light bulbs for 
directional signals for vehicles; cooking apparatus and installations; cookers; electric or non-electric foot warmers; coils 
[parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]; taps [faucets]; whirlpool-jet apparatus; heating and air-conditioning 
apparatus; apparatus for ventilating and air conditioning; apparatus for heating, ventilating and air conditioning; cocoon 
drying machines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016           Class 99 
 

 

3254348    02/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275056]
Smoope GmbH
Pischekstraße 68 70184 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for online mail and instant electronic messaging services (instant messaging); 
downloadable file-sharing software; computer software for electronic data exchange, being text, audio, video, image and 
graphics, via telephone and wireless telecommunications networks.

Cl.38;Instant electronic messaging services (instant messaging); transmission and transfer of digital files, text, audio, 
video, image and graphics via wireless communications networks.

Cl.42;Cloud computing in the field of instant electronic messaging services (instant messaging); providing software 
as a service (SaaS) in the field of instant electronic messaging services (instant messaging); encoding of messages in the 
field of instant electronic messaging services (instant messaging); computer software design and development in the 
field of instant electronic messaging services (instant messaging); customised design of software packages in the field of 
instant electronic messaging services (instant messaging); design of communication systems in the field of instant 
electronic messaging services (instant messaging).
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3255172    01/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275113]
China National Pharmaceutical Group Corporation
No.20 Zhichun Street, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Medicines for human purposes; drugs for medical purposes; crude drugs; greases for medical purposes; bath 
preparations for medical purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; disinfectants; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; air purifying preparations; medicines for veterinary purposes; preparations for 
destroying noxious animals; menstruation bandages/sanitary pads; dressings, medical; teeth filling material.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; veterinary apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus and instruments; X-
ray apparatus for medical purposes; physiotherapy apparatus; galvanic therapeutic appliances; radiotherapy apparatus; 
hearing aids; surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; suture materials.

Cl.35;Demonstration of goods; import-export agencies; business management assistance; sales promotion (for 
others); organization of exhibitions for technology purposes (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes.
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3255176    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275103]
Morabito, Société par actions simplifiée
259, rue Saint Honoré F-75001 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Priority claimed from 11/08/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 057 190.0/39 ;Germany 

3255443    17/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1234381]
DER Touristik Frankfurt GmbH & Co. KG
Emil-von-Behring-Straße 6 60439 Frankfurt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Travel agency services; arranging, reserving and/or booking of trips, tours, journeys and voyages; arranging, 
reserving and/or booking of travel tickets, rental cars, motor homes and other vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or water; luggage transport services, porterage; taxi services; parking and parking lot services; consultancy with 
respect to and/or reserving and/or booking of travel services; travel and/or traffic information; travel tour guide services; 
transport services, in particular transport of people, goods, airmail and/or airfreight; storage and/or packaging of goods 
and/or luggage; freight forwarding; arranging, reserving and/or booking of transport services.

Cl.41;Services of a holiday resort, a holiday camp and/or holiday village (entertainment; sporting activities); 
entertainment and animation services for guests; cultural and/or sporting activities; providing training and further 
training, organization of training and further training events and activities as well as of congresses and/or conferences for 
the travel industry; publication of travel information and/or of online publications; arranging, reserving and/or booking of 
tickets for cultural and/or sporting events.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; hotels, holiday resorts, holiday camps and/or 
holiday villages (accommodation and/or providing food and drink); arranging, reserving and/or booking of 
accommodation services and/or services for providing food and drink, for guests.
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3255485    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275274]
B & S Elektronische Geräte GmbH
Aussigstraße 5 a 38114 Braunschweig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cinematographic, optical, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electrical 
converters for lighting means and installations; measuring apparatus and instruments for spectral analysis, measuring 
variation in intensity and luminosity of light.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus and installations.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of electric equipment, lighting apparatus and installations.

Cl.41;Rental of lighting apparatus for film and television recording; rental of electrical converters and control devices 
for temporarily installed lighting means and installations used for recording films and televisions productions.

Cl.42;Technical planning and development of lighting installations and control devices therefor.
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Priority claimed from 27/04/2015; Application No. : 2015-040886 ;Japan 

3255486    12/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275279]
MEIJI HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
4-16, Kyobashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0031 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; enzymes for industrial purposes; enzymes for the food industry; chemical reagents, other 
than for medical or veterinary purposes; horticultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and 
parasiticides; plant growth regulators for agricultural use; fertilizers; fertilizing preparations; artificial sweeteners 
[chemical preparations].

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; medicines for human purposes; veterinary preparations; medicines for veterinary 
purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; enzymes for medical purposes; lacteal flour for babies; 
infant formula; dietary and nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements; dietetic beverages adapted for medical 
purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; nutritional supplements for
animals; probiotic supplements for animals; enzymes for use in animal feeds to assist in digestion; dietary supplements 
for animals.

Cl.29;Edible oils; edible fats; yogurt; yogurt-based beverages; lactic acid bacteria drinks; cheese; butter; margarine; 
cream; milk; milk products; milk beverages, milk predominating; potato chips; peanuts, prepared; soya milk [milk 
substitute]; preparations for making soup; soups; jellies for food.

Cl.30;Tea; tea-based beverages; coffee; coffee-based beverages; cocoa; cocoa-based beverages; chocolate-based 
beverages; biscuits; pretzels; chocolates; candy; chewing gum; ice cream; confectionery; pastries; bread; sandwiches; 
pizzas; natural sweeteners; seasonings; condiments; sauces [condiments]; spices; breakfast cereals; cereal 
preparations; farinaceous foods; cake powder; instant confectionery mixes.

Cl.31;Animal foodstuffs; mixed animal feed.

Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beverages; vegetable juices [beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic 
carbonated beverages; mineral water [beverages]; whey beverages; syrups for making non-alcoholic beverages; 
preparations for making beverages; preparations for making liqueurs; essences for making beverages.
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3255505    12/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1275283]
DORIGHT CO., LTD.
No.668 Binzhou Road, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; buildings of metal; rails of metal; ropes of metal; clips of metal for 
cables and pipes; nails; fittings of metal for windows; flanges of metal [collars]; cattle chains; rods of metal for welding; 
anchors; handcuffs; weather- or wind-vanes of metal; tree protectors of metal; traps for wild animals; ores of metal; 
monuments of metal.

Cl.7;Agricultural machines; aerating pumps for aquaria; disintegrators; incubators for eggs; hair clipping machines for 
animals; woodworking machines; papermaking machines; diaper producing equipment; printing presses; spinning 
machines; dyeing machines; tea manufacturing machines; mixing machines; beverage preparation machines, 
electromechanical; tobacco processing machines; leather-working machines; sewing machines; bicycle assembling 
machines; brick making machines; cord making machines; wrapping machines; kitchen machines, electric; washing 
machines [laundry]; embossing machines; glass working machines; chemical fertilizer equipments; electromechanical 
machines for chemical industry; mineworking machines; converters for steelworks; machinery and equipment for oil 
exploitation, oil refining industry; elevating apparatus; foundry machines; steam engine boilers; fuel conversion 
apparatus for internal combustion engines; turbines other than for land vehicles; gas separating equipment; spray guns 
for paint; dynamos; compressed air engines; centrifugal machines; valves [parts of machines]; compressors [machines]; 
axles for machines; belts for machines; electric welding apparatus; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; 
filtering machines; curtain drawing devices, electrically operated; labellers [machines]; shoe polishers, electric; racket 
stringing machines; distribution machines, automatic; self-closing oil filler; electroplating machines.
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Priority claimed from 02/02/2015; Application No. : 013698717 ;European Union 

3255547    23/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275278]
Piezomotor Uppsala AB
Stålgatan 14 SE-754 50 Uppsala Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for manufacturing lithography equipment, processors, semi-conductors and semi-
conductor circuits; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); drives (except for land vehicles).

Cl.9;Piezoelectric apparatus and instruments, piezomotors; scientific, nautical, photographic, cinematographic and 
optical apparatus and instruments containing piezoelectric technology, and controllers for the aforesaid apparatus and 
instruments; weighing, measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling apparatus and instruments 
containing piezoelectric technology; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers; computers; computer software; data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical); 
electrically operated mechanical adjusting and positioning devices, and control and regulating units for the aforesaid 
devices.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, devices and instruments containing piezoelectric 
technology; parts for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto in the field of piezoelectricity; 
industrial analysis and research services in the field of piezoelectricity; software development service.
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3255743    01/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275227]
Parts Deep Kish Co.
N. TS120A1 Venus Shopping Center Kish Island Iran

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Corn oil, canned vegetables, edible oils, canned fish, canned tuna, canned meat, canned fruits, cocoa butter, 
canned eggplant, sesame oil, canned corn, olive oil, sunflower oil, compotes, canned beans.

Cl.35;Export services for the goods: corn oil, canned vegetables, edible oils, canned fish, canned tuna, canned meat, 
canned fruits, cocoa butter, canned eggplant, sesame oil, canned corn, olive oil, sunflower oil, compotes, canned beans.
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Priority claimed from 08/07/2015; Application No. : UK00003116928 ;United Kingdom
3255752    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275247]
The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University of Cambridge
The Old Schools Cambridge CB2 1TN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus; pocket calculators; sound transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound 
reproduction apparatus; USB flash drives; CD-ROMs; magnetic data media; magnetic tapes; magnetic disks; optical 
discs; optical data media; videotapes; educational software; computer programmes for interactive games or quizzes; 
computer software in the field of electronic publishing; downloadable electronic books; downloadable electronic 
booklets; downloadable electronic pamphlets; downloadable image files; downloadable text files; downloadable video 
files; downloadable exam papers; downloadable quizzes; downloadable assessment criteria; downloadable educational 
materials; downloadable periodical publications; downloadable journals; downloadable dictionaries; downloadable 
reference books; downloadable lecture notes; downloadable educational worksheets; downloadable slide presentations; 
downloadable flashcards; downloadable vocabulary lists; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic publications, 
downloadable; printed publications in electronically readable form; printed publications in optically recorded form; 
databases; podcasts; talking books; downloadable publications; downloadable educational materials including exam 
papers, course materials and lecture notes; mouse pads; sleeves for laptops; sleeves for tablet computers; sleeves for 
portable computers; cases for mobile phones, tablets or portable computers; computer software for the provision of 
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training, education, examination and assessment including software for operation over computer networks and by remote 
computer access; magnetic, optical and other disks, magnetic tape and other media for electronically recording data or 
computer software for the provision of training, education, examination and assessment; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office 
requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks; arithmetical tables; atlases; biological samples for use in 
microscopy [teaching materials]; booklets; bookmarkers; books; calendars; cards; charts; comic books; diagrams; 
printed forms; geographical maps; handwriting specimens for copying; histological sections for teaching purposes; 
magazines [periodicals]; manuals; handbooks; newsletters; newspapers; pamphlets; periodicals; pictures; postcards; 
posters; printed publications; prospectuses; school supplies [stationery]; song books; stationery; stickers; teaching 
materials [except apparatus]; terrestrial globes; exercise books; Bibles; printed awards; printed certificates; reference 
books; dictionaries; directories; manuals; reports; journals; exam papers; lecture notes; worksheets; quizzes; printed 
puzzles; educational assessment criteria; flashcards; vocabulary lists; documents; forms; brochures; instructional and 
teaching materials in this class, all relating to the training, testing, examination and assessment of candidates for 
educational achievement, and to the provision of training, testing, examination and assessment services, including 
computer assisted, computer mediated services and on-line services and to the provision of distance learning 
programmes; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; academies [education]; 
boarding schools; schools; nursery schools; services of schools [education]; coaching [training]; education information; 
physical education; practical training; teaching services; educational services; instruction services; tuition; vocational 
guidance [education or training advice]; vocational retraining; adult education services; analysing educational test scores 
and data for others; arrangement of training courses; business educational services; business training; certification of 
education and training awards; computer assisted education services; computer assisted examination services; design of 
educational courses, examinations and qualifications; development of educational material; educational assessment 
services; educational examination services; educational research; provision of educational examination facilities; setting 
of educational standards; university education services; university services; provision of distance learning programmes; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, workshops [training], congresses, conferences, seminars and symposiums; 
correspondence courses; distance learning courses; organisation of competitions [education or entertainment]; 
organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging of festivals for educational purposes; club 
services [entertainment or education]; game services provided on-line from a computer network; holiday camp services 
[entertainment]; holiday camp services [education]; sport camp services; electronic desktop publishing; publishing 
consultancy services; advisory services relating to publishing; publishing services; electronic publishing services; 
providing electronic publications; publication of printed matter and printed publications; production of radio and 
television programmes; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of texts, other than 
publicity texts; publication of books, reference books, directories, manuals, reports, magazines, journals, periodicals, 
dictionaries, exam papers, lecture notes, worksheets, quizzes, puzzles, examination marking criteria, pamphlets, booklets,
flashcards, vocabulary lists and educational material including online publication; publishing; writing of texts, other than 
publicity texts; bibliographic information; language interpreter services; translation; lending libraries; mobile library 
services; providing museum facilities; teaching, examination and assessment services including computer assisted and 
computer mediated services and on-line services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the 
aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 101 271 ;Germany 

3255924    24/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275232]
Semikron International GmbH
Sigmundstrasse 200 90431 Nürnberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunication; information via telecommunications (especially via Internet); providing access to 
information via Internet; providing of online forums; providing of Internet chatrooms; providing of telecommunication 
channels for teleshopping; e-mail services; electronic messaging; electronic exchange of messages via chatlines, 
chatrooms and Internet forums; communication services via telephone, telefax; providing accesses to data banks; service
of videoconferences.

Cl.42;Academic and technological services and research, as well as design services referred thereto; industrial 
service of analysis and research; design and development of computer hardware and software; consulting service of 
saving of energy; consulting service of computer; service of a physicist; service of engineers; realization of technical 
tests; providing of search machines for the Internet; technical consultancy in the field of power electronics, drivers for 
power electronics and application of power electronics.
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3256294    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275424]
MODO MUNDO SAS
4 Lieu-Dit Bayard, Le Vieux Bourg F-33240 PEUJARD France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery; wallets; purses (coin purses); handbags, backpacks, wheeled bags; bags for climbers and 
campers, travel bags, beach bags, school bags; vanity cases (empty); collars or clothing for animals; bags or net bags for 
shopping.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; shirts; clothing of leather or imitation of leather; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); 
gloves (clothing); scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; beach, ski or sports footwear; underwear.
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Priority claimed from 08/04/2015; Application No. : 86591449 ;United States of 
America 

3256379    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275043]
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View, CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer operating software, computer browsing software, namely, software for browsing the global computer 
network and private networks, computer software for providing access to the Internet, computer hardware, computers, 
desktop computers, laptop computers, tablet computers, mobile phones, personal handheld devices.

Cl.35;Retail store services featuring computer software provided via the Internet and other computer and electronic 
communication networks; retail store services featuring computer software for use on handheld mobile digital electronic 
devices and other consumer electronics.

Cl.42;Computer design services; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software 
applications of others; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting computer hardware and software problems; 
providing a website featuring information relating to computer software.
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3256504    03/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274967]
Mobile Motion GmbH 
Karl-Liebknecht-Str. 5 10178 Berlin DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for recording, processing and reproduction of audio, image, music and video data; software for 
electronic exchange of text, audio, image, music and video data via computer, mobile, wireless and telecommunications 
networks; instant messaging software; file-sharing software; software for interfaces; all of the aforesaid for use in mobile 
telephones, smartphones, tablets, computers, portable media players, digital electronic apparatus with integrated 
computers, personal digital assistants (pdas).

Cl.38;Telecommunications; namely telecommunications, transmission and receiving of data via telecommunications 
networks; electronic voice exchange, data, sound, image, video, and text via telecommunications networks for mobile 
telephones, smartphones, tablets, of messages and images, portable media players, digital electronic apparatus with 
integrated computers, personal digital assistants (pdas); providing access to databases; instant messaging; mobile 
telephone and smartphones communication services.

Cl.42;Services of an edp programmer; design and development of computer software; computer programming, 
namely updating, design and rental of computer software; development of computer programs for integration into a 
graphical user interface or website (apps); providing of storage capacity for external use (hosting); application service 
providers (asps) in relation to software for recording, transmission and reproduction of text, audio, image, music and 
video data, for instant messaging software and for using file sharing software; electronic storage of computer programs 
on data networks; computer project management on servers; providing search engines for obtaining data via 
communications networks.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2015; Application No. : 2015-088580 ;Japan 

3256609    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274834]
PARAMOUNT BED CO., LTD.
14-5, Higashisuna 2-chome, Koto-ku TOKYO 136-8670 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Beds, specially made for medical purposes; mattresses for medical purposes.

Cl.20;Beds; hospital beds; mattresses.
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3256638    01/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274988]
Aircraft Medical Limited
9-10 St Andrew Square Edinburgh EH2 2AF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video cameras for medical purposes; electric or electronic display screens; visual display screens; software.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; laryngoscopes; diagnostic imaging 
apparatus for medical use; medical imaging apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 16/02/2015; Application No. : 013745005 ;European Union 

3258187    17/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276673]
Mojang Synergies AB
Maria Skolgata 83, BV SE-118 53 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; after-shave 
lotions; air fragrancing preparations; antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants [toiletries]; bath salts, not for medical 
purposes; cosmetic creams; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic kits; cosmetic pencils; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic 
preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; 
cosmetics; eau de Cologne; emery; false eyelashes; false nails; hair lotions; hair spray; make-up; make-up powder; nail 
art stickers; nail care preparations; nail polish; perfumes; shampoos; shampoos for pets; shaving preparations; sun-
tanning preparations [cosmetics]; sunscreen preparations; toiletries.

Cl.9;Computer software; computer and video games software; interactive entertainment software; electronic 
publications; discs, tapes, cartridges, CD-ROMs, DVDs and other magnetic, electronic or optical media, all bearing audio 
visual content from computer and video games; digital games (software); computer peripherals; computer software for 
gathering, processing, monitoring analysing, managing and reporting information concerning online, internet and web 
site activity, namely usage and performance of software, applications, computer and video games, websites, virtual 
worlds and audio visual content; publications in electronic form supplied on-line from a database or from facilities 
provided on the Internet or other networks (including websites); electronic notice boards; telephones, communications 
and telecommunications apparatus; mobile telephone games (software); mobile telephone fascias and covers; electronic 
publications, downloadable; films and programmes prepared for television; refrigerator magnets; instructional and 
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teaching apparatus and instruments; sunglasses; redeemable vouchers and prepared cards, magnetically encoded.

Cl.14;Jewellery; precious stones and precious metals; goods coated in precious metals; badges of precious metals; 
bracelets; bracelets made of metal; bracelets made of leather; tie clips; key rings; pendants; horological and 
chronometric instruments including watches and clocks; wrist watch bands; clocks.

Cl.16;Printed matter, paper, cardboard, and goods from these materials, not included in other classes; printed pages 
downloaded from the Internet; printed publications; books; annuals; publications; comics; magazines; printed 
redeemable vouchers and pre-paid cards, not magnetically encoded, newsletters; albums; journals; catalogues; manuals; 
posters; stationery; labels; address books; instructional and teaching materials (except apparatus); photographs; prints; 
calendars; pens; pencils; pencil toppers; paper tags; gift wrap cards; wrapping paper; note pads; decorative paper items; 
paper party decorations; greetings cards; stickers and sticker albums; plastic materials for packaging; beer mats; covers 
for chequebooks and passports; pictures; cardboard cake boxes; paper cake decorations.

Cl.18;Articles made of leather and imitation leather; bags; handbags; purses; wallets; shopping bags; sports bags; 
tote bags; school bags; travelling bags; backpacks; rucksacks; umbrellas; briefcases; key cases.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; chinaware; glassware; porcelain, pottery and earthenware; comb 
cases and combs; sponges (not for surgical use); glasses; mugs; money boxes; tooth brushes; baskets for domestic use; 
containers for beverages; bottle openers; bottles; statuettes, figurines and models of porcelain, terracotta, glass, china or 
earthenware; dishes; fitted vanity cases; soap boxes and holders; piggy banks; pots; drinking vessels and flasks; paper 
plates; tea pots; egg cups; ice cube moulds; candy boxes; coasters; cork screws and coolers; crockery; cups; tableware.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing; footwear and headgear; t-shirts; shirts; sweatshirts; neckwear; belts; scarves; gloves; 
sweat bands for wrists; camisoles; pullovers; knitwear; skirts; dresses; trousers; shorts; coats; jackets; pyjamas; 
undergarments; underwear; belts; scarves; gloves; neckties; socks; blouses; swimsuits; caps; hats; baseball caps; 
apparel parts and fittings for all the aforesaid.

Cl.26;Armbands, buttons, brooches, buckles and ornaments for personal wear; badges for personal wear; hair bands; 
clasps for clothing; hair clips; hair clasps; hair accessories; laces for footwear; wigs.

Cl.28;Electronic games apparatus; board games; electronic game machines; game equipment sold as a unit for 
playing card games; electronic hand-held game units; game equipment sold as a unit for playing aboard game, a card 
game; stand-alone video output games machines; playing cards; card games; three dimensional puzzles; balloons; plush 
toys; soft toys; inflatable toys; dolls; action figures; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; 
decorations for christmas trees.

Cl.35;Online retail store services via the internet featuring downloadable computer video games, motion pictures and 
music; retail sales of software, computer and video games, motion pictures and music; retail store services provided by 
communications networks and on-line retail store services on a local and/or global computer and/or telecommunications 
networks featuring a wide variety of products namely computer and video games, computer software, books, retail store 
services provided by communications networks and on-line retail store services on a local and/or global computer and/or 
telecommunications networks featuring a wide variety of products namely clothing; retail store services provided by 
communications networks and on-line retail store services on a local and/or global computer and/or telecommunications 
networks featuring a wide variety of products namely, homewares, namely, mugs, tablewear, bedding; retail store 
services provided by communications networks and on-line retail store services on a local and/or global computer and/or 
telecommunications networks featuring a wide variety of products namely, virtual goods (games), clothing for virtual 
characters and educational materials; online retail store services provided by communications networks connected with 
video content, computer software; online retail store services provided by communications networks connected with 
cards, music, games, software; online retail store services provided by communications networks connected with 
clothing, footwear, headgear; online retail store services provided by communications networks connected with toys, 
printed matter, paper goods, magazines, books; online retail store services provided by communications networks 
connected with jewellery; online retail store services provided by communications networks connected with mugs, bags, 
games, toys, playthings; online retail store services provided by communications networks connected with entertainment 
products, namely, games, playthings; online retail store services provided by communications networks connected with 
educational products, namely books; advertising, marketing and promotion services; sale and rental of advertising space.

Cl.38;Providing online access to computer networks, computer databases, the Internet, on-line bulletin boards, virtual 
worlds, servers, virtual worlds including user generated characters, and libraries of text, graphics and audio-visual and 
multimedia information and entertainment; providing on-line electronic bulletin board services and chat rooms; providing 
an on-line forum for discussing computer games; transmission of information via local and/or global computer and/or 
telecommunication networks; providing access to remote data storage and servers; providing access to advertising, 
news, information, video, text and other multimedia content, via local and/or global computer and/or telecommunications 
networks; receipt and/or delivery of messages, documents and other data by electronic transmission; providing on-line 
chat room for transmission of messages among computer users concerning topics; provision of information relating to 
communications; providing voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) peer-to-peer communications, electronic transmission of 
data and documents over computer terminals and instant messaging services; provision access to a website or 
interactive community for users to share personal news, data, information, content, photos, audio and video, interests, 
activities and opinions and / or to receive feedback others.

Cl.41;Entertainment and education services, in the form of electronic, computer and video games provided by means 
of the Internet; organising of games; providing entertainment information in the nature of customised web pages featuring
game player information, including players' gamertags and game preferences; arranging entertainment services in the 
form of television programmes, radio, cable, satellite and Internet programmes about computer and video games; 
information relating to entertainment or education, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet or by 
communications satellite, microwave or other electronic, digital or analogue media; publishing; organisation, production 
and presentation of events for educational, cultural or entertainment purposes, namely, organising and conducting 
computer game competitions, exhibitions, shows, live performances, and educational convention.
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Cl.42;Computer services, namely, computer programming services; advisory and consultancy services relating to 
computer software and computer software development, design, maintenance, consultancy, programming, engineering, 
research and writing; creation of computer graphics; computer game design; social network software and virtual worlds 
software development, hosting and management; data storage services; advisory and consultancy services relating to 
computer and video games software; technical information, advisory and consultancy services relating to use of 
computer software applications, computer and video games, websites and audio visual content; technical information, 
advisory and consultancy services relating to use of computer software applications, computer and video, games, 
websites and audio visual content.

Cl.45;Providing social networking services via a websites.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2014; Application No. : TO/M/14/02988 ;Tonga 

3258207    17/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276686]
Rocana, Inc. 
548 Market Street, #22538 San Francisco CA 94104 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software used to access, aggregate, process, retrieve, analyze, manage, measure, 
structure, monitor, maintain, report, model, forecast, present, visualize, share, download and display data from data 
centers, computer databases and the internet; downloadable computer software for use in data mining, predictive data 
analysis, data modeling, data warehousing, event data management, system security, business intelligence, information 
technology management, and management of databases and computer systems; downloadable software for use in the 
field of data center solutions and information technology operations.

Cl.35;Data compiling, analyzing, processing and management services in the field of information technology 
operations; database management; providing business intelligence services in the field of information technology 
operations; business consulting and advisory services related to all of the foregoing.

Cl.42;Application service provider (asp), namely, hosting, providing, managing, updating, and maintaining software 
for use with data from data centers, computer databases and the internet; application service provider (asp), namely, 
hosting, providing, managing, updating, and maintaining software for use in the field of data center solutions and 
information technology operations; design, development, implementation and consulting services related to software and 
technology solutions utilizing data from data centers, computer databases, and the internet; design, development, 
implementation and consulting services related to software and technology solutions for the purpose of information 
technology operations; technical support services, namely, providing technical advice in the field of data center solutions 
and information technology operations; installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; computer system 
security, computer system analysis; consulting and advisory services related to all of the foregoing; database and data 
center system security services.
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Priority claimed from 16/10/2014; Application No. : AM 2499/2014 ;Austria 

3259062    16/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276672]
Herz Armaturen Ges.m.b.H.
Richard-Strauss-Straße 22 A-1230 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Fittings of metal for compressed air ducts for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilation 
apparatus, air conditioning apparatus as well as for sanitary installations; water pipes for central heating installations, 
solar plants and heat exchangers; building materials of metal; railway material of metal; cables and wires of metal (not for 
electric purposes); ironmongery and locksmithing articles; goods of metal, in particular screws, nuts, bolts, shims, iron 
strip, pegs of metal; valves of metal for heating bodies (not thermostatic), pipe work of metal, bypasses and pipe 
couplings of metal or mainly of metal; sleeves, metal pipes; penstock pipes of metal, gutter pipes of metal and branching 
pipes of metal, ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning installations, stretchers for metal bands (tension links), 
steel constructions, water pipes of metal, water pipe valves of metal; manhole covers of metal, trap doors of metal, valves 
of metal (other than parts of machines), baseboards of metal or mainly of metal; sealing caps and junction fittings of 
metal or mainly of metal, in particular adapting fittings of metal; parts and fittings of metal or mainly of metal for the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity; 
electric apparatus for commutation, electric couplings and electric loss indicators, detectors, electronic notice boards; 
measuring and counting apparatus; apparatus for measuring and indicating temperature, water level measuring and 
indicating apparatus, pressure measuring and indicating apparatus, remote control apparatus, electric and electronic 
regulating apparatus and instruments, thermostats, aforesaid goods also electronically operated, plugs for valves, 
telerupters, electric cables, solenoid valves, diaphragms, calibrating rings, luminous signs, pressure gauges, 
commutators, time switches (automatic), signal bells, sirens, variometers for the aforesaid goods; thermostat valves; 
magnetic data carriers; dosage dispensers, remote control apparatus, operating apparatus and installations for technical 
building equipment; hydrometers, boiler control instruments, measuring apparatus, apparatus and instruments for 
physics, smoke detectors, switch boards, electric apparatus for commutation, sprinkler systems, thermometers (not for 
medical purposes), pressure indicator plugs for valves, heat regulating apparatus, water level indicators; electronic 
regulating systems; parts and components of and fittings for the aforesaid goods; computer programs (recorded); 
computer software; measuring, controlling and regulating apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, 
drying, ventilating, air conditioning and water conduit apparatus and installations, as well as for sanitary installations, 
remote heat and remote refrigerating installations and solar installations, floor heating installations, wall heating 
installations and heating boilers.

Cl.11;Heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, air conditioning and water conduit 
apparatus and installations as well as sanitary apparatus and installations and solar plants, in particular remote heating 
and refrigerating installations; heating apparatus, namely wall, ceiling and floor heating apparatus, activated through 
concrete core heat accumulators and heat recovery apparatus; cooling installations for surfaces; power-heat-coupling 
installations, thermo oil boilers; biomass heating installations; valves as well as activating and regulating fittings for the 
aforesaid goods, in particular for heating and refrigerating apparatus and installations therefor; regulating and safety 
fittings for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, air conditioning and water conduits 
apparatus and installations as well as for sanitary apparatus and installations as well as for remote heating and remote 
refrigerating installations, for radiators and residual water conduits, for central heating installations, solar plants, heat 
exchangers, steam, compressed air, water and gas pipes; expansion tanks for central heating installations, apparatus and 
installations for automatically operated pressure maintenance and replenishing; burners, pressure water tanks, showers, 
fittings, not of metal, for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, air conditioning and water 
conduit apparatus and installations, as well as for sanitary installations and for central heating installations for steam, 
compressed air, water and gas pipes; fittings mainly of non-metallic materials for steam, compressed air, heating, water 
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and gas pipes as well as for heating, steam generating, drying, ventilating, air conditioning and water conduit apparatus 
and installations as well as for sanitary installations and for central heating installations; mixing nozzles for sanitary and 
bathroom installations as well as for fittings for sanitary installations; flues for heating boilers; gas boilers, water heaters, 
heating boilers, heating elements and radiators, heating installations, air conditioning installations, air filtering 
installations; dampers (heating); regulating and safety accessories for gas installations, gas pipes, water installations as 
well as for water conduits; boiler pipes for heating installations, coils, taps for pipes; fans (air-conditioning), thermal solar 
collectors (heating), heat pumps, heat accumulators, remote heat regenerating stations, heat exchangers, water supply 
installations; recoil check valves (parts of heating installations), thermostatic valves (parts of heating installations), 
radiator thermostatic heads, fittings for drinking water installations, circuit control valves, backflow preventer valves for 
water supply installations, pressure reducers (parts of heating installations), outlet fittings, water filters; automatic 
temperature regulators [thermostatic valves] for central heating radiators, air valves for steam heating installations, 
brackets for gas burners, lighters, expansion tanks for central heating installations, wash-hand basins, radiator caps, 
thermostatic radiator valves and heating installations, radiator caps, humidifiers for central heating radiators; parts and 
components of and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.17;Semi-processed plastic goods; sealing, caulking and insulating material; hoses and pipes (not of metal); 
junctions, mainly not of metal, for pipes; filtering material (semi- processed foams), insulating felt, pipe gaskets, pipe 
muffs (not of metal), gaskets, as far as not included in other classes; water-tight rings and draught excluder strips, 
insulators, non-conducting materials for retaining heat; studded panels for insulating purposes, reinforcing plates and 
pipe muffs (not of metal), in particular pipe muffs of plastics, reinforcing materials, not of metal, in particular reinforcing 
capsules for pipes and fittings thereof for heating, steam, generating, cooking, refrigerating, ventilating, air conditioning 
and for sanitary installations and remote heating and remote refrigerating technical installations; branching pipes and 
junctions (not of metal); pipe connectors of plastics; parts and components of and fittings for the aforesaid goods; pipes, 
junctions for pipes not of metal and tubes (not of metal).

Cl.19;Building materials (not of metal), cove bases, not of metal; plaster fiberboards and plastic boards for use in 
construction; discharging pipes (not of metal), drain traps [valves], not of metal or plastic; building materials (mainly not 
of metal) as elements for building manholes; manhole covers (not of metal), penstock pipes (not of metal); parts and 
components of and fittings for the aforesaid goods.
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3260137    16/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276727]
PUMA SE
Puma Way 1 91074 Herzogenaurach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made from these materials, namely briefcases, bags, bags for 
clothes, all-purpose bags, weekend bags, multipurpose bags, multipurpose athletic bags, multipurpose sports bags, work 
bags, attaché bags, shopping bags, two-wheeled shopping bags, souvenir bags, bags (envelopes, pouches) for 
packaging, tote bags, handbags, small clutch purses, strap bags, gladstone bags, women's handbags, men's handbags, 
men's bags, hip bags, evening hand bags, evening bags, beach bags, bags for sports, courier bags, tool bags, hiking 
bags, bum bags and belt bags, pouches, gym bags, shoe bags, book bags, school book bags, school satchels, school 
bags, school backpacks, shoulder straps, shoulder bags, haversacks, camping bags, Boston bags, casual bags, pouch 
baby carriers, baby carriers, slings for carrying infants, diplomatic bags, attaché cases, attaché briefcases, bags for 
documents, boxes, luggage, luggage containers for travel, trunks for travel purposes, baggage, flight bags, trunks and 
travelling bags, travel bags, flight travelling bags, wheeled bags, travelling handbags, vanity cases, garment carriers, suit 
carriers, garment bags, duffle bags, kit bags, rucksacks, rucksacks for climbers, hiking rucksacks, nappy bags; bags and 
pouches, included in this class, and small goods of leather, namely adapted luggage tags, luggage label holders, wallets, 
purses, coin wallets, coin purses, money pouches, billfolds, money bags, card holders, card bags, dispatch cases, cases 
for credit-cards, small bags for credit cards, business card cases, driving licence cases, key bags, key cases, fanny 
packs, clutch bags, small pouches, toiletry bags, cosmetic bags, make-up bags, make-up trunks, cosmetic cases, 
cosmetic purses, tie cases, laces; wallets, purses, key cases, handbags, briefcases, shopping bags, satchels, carrier 
bags, travelling bags, sports bags and pouches, included in this class, duffel bags, rucksacks, school bags, fanny packs, 
toiletry bags, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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3260762    23/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275026]
OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBCHTCHESTVO "AVTODIZEL" (Yaroslavskiy motorny zavod)
prospekt Oktyabrya, 75 RU-150040 Yaroslavl Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Bolts of metal; sleeves [metal hardware]; screws of metal; signboards of metal; nuts of metal; metal packaging 
containers; crampons of metal; spring locks; bungs of metal; number plates, of metal; metal pipe bends; rings of metal; 
ferrules of metal; pipe muffs of metal; branching pipes of metal; handling pallets of metal; springs [metal hardware]; metal 
pipe couplings; nozzles of metal; pipework of metal; stops of metal; identity plates of metal; clips of metal for cables or 
pipes; badges of metal for vehicles.

Cl.7;Journal boxes [parts of machines]; crank shafts; transmission shafts other than for land vehicles; fans for motors 
and engines; bearings [parts of machines]; exhausts for motors and engines; current generators; electricity generators; 
hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; silencers for motors and engines; cylinder heads for engines; 
propulsion mechanisms other than for land vehicles; engines for boats; injectors for motor and engines; hand-held tools, 
other than hand-operated; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; pressure valves [parts of machines]; clack 
valves [parts of machines]; pressure reducers [parts of machines]; piston rings; compressors [machines]; taps [parts of 
machines, engines or motors]; gearboxes other than for land vehicles; igniting magnetos; lubricators [parts of machines]; 
machine fly-wheels; machine wheelwork; clutches other than for land vehicles; superchargers; pumps [parts of machines,
engines or motors]; lubricating pumps; self-regulating fuel pumps; centrifugal pumps; bearing brackets for machines; 
exhaust manifolds for engines; gears other than for land vehicles; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; 
needle bearings; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; pistons for engines; pistons for cylinders; torque converters 
other than for land vehicles; catalytic converters; springs [parts of machines]; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; 
regulators [parts of machines]; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; speed governors for machines, engines and 
motors; fan belts for motors and engines; dynamo belts; belts for motors and engines; adhesive bands for pulleys; 
stuffing boxes [parts of machines]; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; glow plugs for Diesel engines; shaft 
couplings [machines]; starters for motors and engines; couplings other than for land vehicles; heat exchangers [parts of 
machines]; transmissions for machines; transmissions other than for land vehicles; turbocompressors; connecting rods 
for machines, motors or engines; joints [parts of engines]; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; anti-pollution 
devices for motors and engines; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; filters [parts of machines, motors 
or engines]; filters for cleaning cooling air, for motors and engines; molds [parts of machines]; journals (parts of 
machines); cylinders for motors and engines; pulleys [parts of machines]; ejectors.

Cl.12;Motors and engines for land vehicles; crankcases for land vehicle components other than for engines; gear 
boxes for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; axles; gearing for land vehicles; reduction gears for land vehicles; 
couplings for land vehicles; torsion bars for vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles.

Cl.37;Rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed; repair information; vehicle maintenance 
(servicing); motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle service stations [refueling and maintenance].
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 005 156.7/06 ;Germany 

3260773    21/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1276643]
MEVA Schalungs-Systeme GmbH
Industriestraß5 5 72221 Haiterbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Formwork for concreting of walls, slabs, beams, joists, formwork for pillars, columns and other special formwork, 
textured formwork to form concrete surfaces, the aforesaid goods mainly made of metal; clamps for connecting concrete 
formwork and other formwork accessories made of metal, namely formwork beams, pillars and push-pull props for 
formwork and concreting, prop heads made of metal, falsework, shoring, supporting, working, and safety scaffolds, front 
and side guard rails for working and safety scaffolds made of metal; barriers of metal; fall protection systems made of 
metal; beams of metal; slab props made of metal; crane-dependent and crane-independent climbing scaffolds and 
climbing formwork, automatically climbing scaffolds and formwork made of metal.

Cl.7;Hydraulically, pneumatically, engine or manually lifted work platforms, lifts, formwork for concreting, machines for
horizontal and vertical movement of formwork.

Cl.9;Computer programs and calculation programs, stored on data carriers, in particular for planning of construction 
and formwork.

Cl.19;Formwork for concreting of walls, slabs, beams, joists, formwork for pillars, columns and other special 
formwork, textured formwork to form concrete surfaces, the aforesaid goods mainly not of metal; multilayer boards made 
of plastic as shuttering panels for concrete formwork, formwork not of metal; props and beams of wood for building 
construction, in particular for concrete formwork, formwork beams (not of metal), pillars and push-pull props (not of 
metal) for formwork and concreting, falsework, shoring, supporting, working, and safety scaffolds.

Cl.37;Building construction, in particular building construction above and below ground, construction services 
relating to civil engineering; formwork and scaffolding assembly; erection of scaffolds; rental equipment services in the 
field of construction, namely rental of construction equipment, formwork, framework, scaffolds, working and building 
platforms; repair and cleaning services of formwork and scaffolding.

Cl.39;Transport, in particular transport of building construction equipment, formwork and its accessories; transport of
falsework and shoring scaffolds and its accessories; transport of building construction accessories in general; packaging 
and storage of goods, in particular storage and packaging of building construction equipment, formwork and its 
accessories; storage and packaging of falsework and shoring scaffolds and its accessories; storage and packaging of 
construction accessories generally.

Cl.40;Contract manufacturing of formwork for concreting of walls, slabs, beams, joists, formwork for pillars, columns 
and other special formwork, textured formwork to form concrete surfaces; contract manufacturing of clamps for 
connecting concrete formwork and other formwork accessories, formwork beams, pillars and push-pull props for 
formwork and concreting, prop heads, falsework, shoring, supporting, working, and safety scaffolds, front and side guard 
rails for work and safety scaffolds made of metal; contract manufacturing of barriers made of metal; contract 
manufacturing of all protection systems made of metal; contract manufacturing of beams made of metal; contract 
manufacturing of ceiling props made of metal; contract manufacturing of crane-dependent and crane-independent 
climbing scaffolds and climbing formwork, automatically climbing scaffolds and formwork, contract manufacturing of 
machines for horizontal and vertical movement of formwork; manufacturing of formwork.

Cl.41;Education and training in the field of building construction, in particular in the field of formwork technology, 
organization of training events; publication of printed matter (including in electronic form), in particular publication of 
scientific papers in the field of building construction.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research; industrial analysis and research services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software, in particular updating of computer software; services of engineers; 
building design, construction planning; construction planning of construction sites, in particular for building 
construction, repair and installation work; consultancy for formwork and scaffolding technology, in particular for building 
formwork; structural analysis of scaffolding and concrete formwork.
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3260794    19/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276661]
Red Bull Media House GmbH
Oberst-Lepperdinger-Str. 11-15 A-5071 Wals bei Salzburg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; walkie-talkies; portable and mobile telephones and parts, spare parts and equipment, in particular 
holders and sheaths; cables, plugs, adaptors; batteries, accumulators, charging devices for accumulators for wireless 
mobile phones; subscriber identity module cards, also for use with portable and mobile phones; mobile phone face 
plates; ring tones (being downloadable ring tones), software for mobile phones (apps), downloadable sound, music, 
image and video recordings, interactive games played on computers; photocopying apparatus and machines; magnetic 
data carriers; compact discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; video tapes; records; personal stereos; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating machines; data processing equipment; computers; 
computer programs and software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; automatic cash dispensing machines, ticket dispensers, 
automatic photographic booths; machine readable data carriers with programs installed; electronic publications 
(downloadable); computer programs [downloadable software]; computer games programs; mouse pads; navigation 
apparatus for vehicles; articles of protective clothing; protective spectacles, protective masks, protective helmets, in 
particular for sports purposes; protective shields, including ear, body and face protective shields; spectacles, spectacle 
frames, spectacle cases and holders, sunglasses, goggles for sports; headphones; breathing apparatus for divers; 
special purpose containers (cases, sheaths, housings) for apparatus and instruments included in this class; light, marker, 
life-saving and signaling buoys; wind socks; electric batteries and accumulators; magnets, luminous signs, luminous 
advertising signs; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; acoustic conduits, acoustic couplers, acoustic [sound] 
alarms, aerials, agendas (electronic), amplifiers, amplifying tubes, amplifying valves, answering machines, cabinets for 
loudspeakers, cables, encoded magnetic cards, processors (central processing units), chips [integrated circuits], 
recorded computer operating programs, computer peripheral devices, computer programmes [programs], recorded; 
recorded computer software; optical and magnetic data media, data processing apparatus, electronic notice boards, 
hands free kits for phones, high-frequency apparatus, integrated circuit cards [smart cards], integrated circuits, 
intercommunication apparatus, junction boxes [electricity], junction sleeves for electric cables, laptop computers, 
loudspeakers, magnetic data media, masts for wireless aerials, microprocessors, data processing equipment, 
navigational instruments, notebook computers, radio pagers, radiotelephony sets, range finders, receivers, satellite 
navigational apparatus, sound recording carriers, sound recording strips, sounding leads, sounding lines, telephone 
apparatus, telephone receivers, telephone transmitters, telephone wires, television apparatus, transmitters 
[telecommunication], transmitting sets [telecommunication], video game cartridges, video telephones, wire connectors 
[electricity], wires, electric; computer mouse; photographic racks and rigs; remote control apparatus; signalling panels, 
luminous or mechanical; video screens; stereoscopes; stereoscopic apparatus.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; towels of paper, table 
napkins of paper, paper and cardboard coasters, covers, packaging material of paper or cardboard, advertisement boards 
of paper or card, filter paper, handkerchiefs of paper, toilet paper, bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper, packing paper, 
packaging containers, bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; printed matter, leaflets, magazines, 
books, printed publications, newspapers, newsletters, prospectuses, manuals, booklets and graphic representations, 
cards, postcards, greeting cards, brochures and folders [stationery]; bookbinding material, photographs [printed], 
periodicals, pictures, posters, placards of paper or cardboard, catalogues, transparencies [stationery], flags of paper; 
boxes and signboards of paper or cardboard; calendars; clipboards; stationery, pads, pens and pencils, erasers and 
paperweights; transfers [decalcomanias], stickers [stationery]; labels, including iron-on labels not of textile; adhesives 
[glues] for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials, including pencils, pastels [crayons], watercolors 
[paintings], aquarelles, artists' watercolour saucers, painters' easels; drawing, painting and modelling materials and 
instruments; paint brushes; stamps [seals]; typewriters, electric and non-electric; office requisites, except furniture; 
instructional and teaching material [except apparatus]; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), 
plastic film for wrapping, plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; printers' type; printing blocks; slate boards and 
blackboards; writing and drawing instruments, writing and drawing materials; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or 
household purposes.

Cl.35;Advertising; promoting the goods and services of others; promotion of goods and services through 
sponsorship of sports events; arranging of advertising events and providing of advertising space; distribution of goods 
for advertising purposes; layout services for advertising purposes; on-line advertising on a computer network; rental of 
advertising time on communication media; news clipping services; business organization consultancy; business 
management; business administration; office functions; organization of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; rental of vending machines; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, 
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enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; compilation of statistics; sponsorship search; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others, administrative processing of purchase 
orders, updating of advertising material, dissemination of advertising matter, arranging newspaper subscriptions for 
others, arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others, business management of performing artists, 
business information, commercial information agencies, compilation of information into computer databases, 
systemization of information into computer databases, public relations, publication and writing of publicity texts, radio 
advertising, production of radio and television commercials, rental of advertising space, television advertising, outdoor 
advertising, demonstration of goods, presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes, sales promotion 
for others; commercial information and advice for consumers; opinion polling.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; broadcasting of radio and television commercials, transmission of radio and television 
programs; information about telecommunication, message sending, communication by telephone and cellular telephone, 
computer aided transmission of messages and images, electronic mail services, providing Internet chatrooms; 
communication by computer terminals, communications by fiber [fibre] optic networks; radio and television broadcasting, 
cellular telephone communication; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; wireless mobile 
phone services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network, telecommunications routing 
and junction services; teleconferencing services, providing user access to global computer networks, providing access to
databases; voice mail services; rental of access time to global computer networks; news agencies, paging services 
[radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; rental of telecommunication equipment, rental of 
telephones; satellite transmission; telephone services, wire service; providing telecommunication channels for 
teleshopping services.

Cl.41;Education, teaching, tuition, academies [education]; amusements and amusement parks; providing of training, 
including practical training [demonstration]; entertainment; cinema presentations, club services [entertainment or 
education], entertainer services, entertainment information, presentation of live performances [entertainment]; movie 
theatre presentations, music-halls, musical performances, radio, music, cinema and television entertainment; circuses; 
sporting and cultural activities; organization and staging of sports competitions; night clubs and discotheque services; 
organization of fairs and exhibitions for cultural, sporting or educational purposes; rental of videotapes and cassettes, 
CD-ROMs and DVDs, cine-films and motion pictures; rental of movie projectors and accessories; providing cinema and 
movie theatre facilities; providing museum facilities; rental of radio and television sets; rental of video cassette recorders; 
rental of audio equipment; rental of camcorders; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; 
rental of show or stage scenery; rental of video cameras; scriptwriting services; rental of games equipment and sound 
recordings; film production, other than advertising films; videotaping, editing services and microfilming; digital imaging 
services; bookmobile services, publication of books, texts (other than publicity texts), electronic books and journals on-
line; electronic desktop publishing; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; news reporters services, 
photographic reporting; production of radio and television programs and shows, providing sports facilities; publication 
and writing of texts, other than publicity texts; game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing 
karaoke services; music composition and production services; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; 
animal training; health club and fitness services; library services; operating lotteries; language interpreter services; 
arranging and conducting of seminars, conferences, symposiums, workshops, congresses, competitions and concerts; 
recreation information, party planning [entertainment]; dubbing; gambling; photography; radio entertainment, recording 
studio and television studio services; rental of sports grounds and stadium facilities, subtitling.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer programming; data conversion of 
computer programs and data (not physical conversion); computer system design; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining websites for others, hosting computer sites; installation of 
computer software; industrial design; engineering; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; research in the field of 
environmental protection; calibration [measuring]; recovery of computer data; consultancy in the field of computer 
hardware and software; duplication of computer programs; computer rental; updating of computer software; hosting of 
computer sites [web sites]; maintenance of computer software; providing search engines for the Internet; rental of 
computer software; rental of web servers.
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Priority claimed from 03/03/2015; Application No. : 1678325 ;Australia 

3260799    30/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276675]
Cellos Software Limited
Level 42, 80 Collins Street Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus (hardware and software) for receiving, transmitting or reproducing sound, images or other data; 
telecommunications apparatus; telecommunications hardware and software; wireless base station hardware and 
software; handset (terminal) hardware and software; computer controlled telecommunications exchange apparatus; 
central processing units (processors); integrated circuits; computer memory devices; computer peripheral devices; 
computer interface devices; computer hardware; computer software; computer software for analysing market information;
data processing software; data communications software; data synchronisation programs; computer software designed 
to estimate resource requirements; computer software enabling monitoring, identification, collaboration, auto-
classification, sorting, prioritisation, intelligent push and extraction of content and data from multiple, unrelated data 
sources to allow relational reasoning for use in decision-making processes, project management, business and 
organisational management, enterprise management, knowledge management and collaborative learning and endeavour 
computer hardware and software for interconnecting, managing, securing and operating local and wide area networks 
and telephony systems; wireless communications devices, namely, wireless hardware and software for the transmission 
of voice, data, audio, and video; call processing software for the transmission of data, video, and voice traffic; electronic 
devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, and/or reviewing voice, audio, video, and/or data files; gateway routers in 
the nature of computer control hardware; telecommunications switches; network access range expanders; apparatus for 
network communication; communications networks; network management apparatus; network management computer 
software; networks for the interconnection of communication systems; computer network apparatus; computer networks 
for the communication of data; computer networks for the processing of data; computer operating systems programs; 
business intelligence software; computer operating systems programs enabling simultaneous signal processing of 
multiple communications protocols; electronic publications (downloadable); electronic publications including those sold 
and distributed online; remote access online electronic information apparatus; application software; computer programs 
(downloadable software); computer software applications (downloadable); personal computer application software; 
software for accessing information on a global computer network; downloadable software applications (apps); 
downloadable software via the Internet and wireless devices; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application; 
software to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic 
media or information over the Internet or other communications network; parts, fittings and accessories in class 9 for the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; printed 
publications; prospectuses; periodicals; magazines (periodicals); booklets; books; handbooks (manuals); newsletters; 
pamphlets; posters; stationery; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus).
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Cl.42;Computer network services; computer network configuration services; integration of computer systems and 
networks; computer support services (programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services); 
computer support services (computer hardware, software and peripherals advisory and information services); repair of 
computer software; computer security services (programming and software installation repair and maintenance services); 
cloud computing services including providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through 
cloud computing, hosting, managing, provisioning, scaling, administering, maintaining, monitoring and backing up 
software, applications and databases for others; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; design of 
telecommunications apparatus; development of computer software application solutions; provision of online non-
downloadable software (application service provider); computer software advisory services; advisory services relating to 
computer hardware; installation and maintenance of computer software; information technology (IT) services (computer 
hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy); design and development of computer hardware 
(for others); design and development of computer software (for others); software as a service (SaaS); hosting of software 
as a service (SaaS); computer services, namely, platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for 
use in computer network management and monitoring, for alerting and reporting on computer network status, for 
computer network configuration backup, for updating computer network firmware, for assessment and inventory of 
networked devices, and for monitoring and management of security, wireless, voice and video networks; data conversion 
of computer network data or information, including integrating third party web content, streaming media and computer 
applications for delivery from a content delivery network; website traffic monitoring and reporting services; website traffic 
analysis, including providing website content providers with information identifying the geographic and network point-of-
origin of website requests; hosting of web-based applications; online provision of web-based software; providing 
information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software; providing information 
on computer technology and programming via a web site; web portal services (designing or hosting); creating and 
designing web pages for others; creating and designing web pages for others, including creating virtual communities for 
registered users to interact and participate in discussions; the provision of all the aforementioned services via the global 
computer network.
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Priority claimed from 27/10/2014; Application No. : AM 2613/2014 ;Austria 

3260812    27/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276694]
FunderMax GmbH
Klagenfurter Straße 87-89 A-9300 St. Veit an der Glan Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, including chemical catalysts; chemical additives to artificial resins, chemical 
additives to plastics; unprocessed artificial resins, resin mixtures; unprocessed plastics.

Cl.2;Coating materials based on artificial resins.

Cl.11;Panels for cooking, refrigerating, drying and ventilation appliances.

Cl.12;Panel-shaped construction parts and coating materials for land, air and water crafts; interior parts for vehicles 
such as dashboard made from fiberboards.

Cl.16;Decor paper.

Cl.17;Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture, in particular plastic panels for wall and furniture surfacing as 
well as flooring, laminated sheets, composite panels, decor laminates in the form of boards or foils, panel-shaped 
construction parts, wall, ceiling and floor coverings for buildings, flooring laminates; plastic foils such as coating foils; 
insulation boards in particular thermal insulation boards.

Cl.19;Building material (not of metal) for interior and exterior use, in particular plastic boards and laminated boards, 
as wall and furniture surfacing as well as for wall covering and wall panelling, wooden boards, fiberboards, fiberboards 
with refined surfaces, namely with pressed, patterned, colored, lacquered surface layer and/or with surface layers made of
decorative paper or plastic, coated fiberboards, fiberboards with ribbed or embossed patterns in the surface layer, multi-
layer panel-shaped construction parts produced with use of fiberboards, wood fibre mats, wood chipboards; pipes (not of 
metal); transportable buildings (not of metal); staircases (not of metal); xylolith; multi-layer panel-shaped construction 
parts produced with use of wood, chipboards, honeycomb paper, foam, plastic, resin-impregnated core paper and 
decorative paper, floors (not of metal); door panels (not of metal); ceiling elements for coffered ceilings (not of metal); 
window sills (not of metal); door laminates (not of metal), as far as not included in other classes.

Cl.20;Furniture frames, furniture and its parts, in particular based on plastic boards, laminated boards, wood fibre 
mats and decor laminates; surfacing material for furniture, worktops, table tops, front boards; movable steps (not of 
metal), edging strips, wall connector strips, profile strips, edge band, coating laminates, niche boards.

Cl.40;Treatment of wood, wood fibers, wood chips, laminated materials and decor laminates.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1991414 1991414 - (1716-0) Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 77/909,300 
2211947 2211947 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2211948 2211948 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2211949 2211949 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2280447 2280447 - (1733-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2310820 2310820 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2310821 2310821 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2321904 2321904 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2321905 2321905 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2339740 2339740 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2350370 2350370 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
2412473 2412473 - (1729-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND 

DISTRIBUTER OF MOTOR VECHILE 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
8442 34 21/11/2016
8472 5 23/11/2016
8477 5 23/11/2016
8499 5 23/11/2016
8523 5 23/11/2016
8574 5 23/11/2016
8584 5 23/11/2016
8613 5 23/11/2016
8616 5 23/11/2016
122940 1 19/06/2013
140954 34 27/10/2016
182624 16 14/12/2016
183066 5 11/01/2017
183069 10 11/01/2017
207507 9 19/02/2014
225319 5 16/11/2016
226388 24 04/01/2017
228402 19 19/04/2017
228551 5 26/04/2017
251438 13 02/09/2013
342080 24 24/10/2016
342595 5 13/11/2016
343518 32 07/12/2016
343519 29 07/12/2016
343718 3 14/12/2016
343725 3 14/12/2016
343729 3 14/12/2016
343730 3 14/12/2016
343734 3 14/12/2016
344240 5 28/12/2016
344909 5 18/01/2017
345521 13 06/02/2016
345667 5 09/02/2017
346053 5 19/02/2017
414083 17 06/12/2014
444429 3 17/10/2016
445230 5 06/11/2016
445231 5 06/11/2016
445340 25 08/11/2016
447864 5 07/01/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
448279 5 16/01/2017
448555 5 22/01/2017
448607 5 23/01/2017
449281 24 05/02/2017
449817 23 18/02/2017
453157 34 28/04/2017
461818 14 16/10/2007
469801 1 26/03/2017
524467 5 15/02/2017
573335 7 15/05/2016
578992 3 11/08/2012
583420 11 21/10/2016
584368 21 09/11/2016
584622 30 12/11/2016
584643 11 12/11/2016
586598 30 14/12/2016
588015 3 05/01/2017
589191 5 25/01/2017
589192 5 25/01/2017
589193 5 25/01/2017
589201 5 25/01/2017
589246 29 25/01/2017
589247 29 25/01/2017
589541 5 29/01/2017
589542 5 29/01/2017
592900 5 18/03/2017
594878 5 19/04/2017
594888 10 19/04/2017
595564 5 27/04/2017
692864 3 29/12/2009
692866 3 29/12/2009
720170 25 31/10/2016
720175 16 31/10/2016
720205 5 31/10/2016
720207 5 31/10/2016
720212 5 31/10/2016
720215 5 31/10/2016
720374 18 05/11/2016
720465 32 06/11/2016
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
721517 5 05/11/2016
721774 5 06/11/2016
721990 9 26/11/2016
721991 11 26/11/2016
724106 3 10/12/2016
724109 3 10/12/2016
724110 3 10/12/2016
726146 25 13/12/2016
728129 18 23/12/2016
728130 21 23/12/2016
729480 1 31/12/2016
729552 17 01/01/2017
730355 12 10/01/2017
731080 5 21/01/2017
731081 3 21/01/2017
731082 10 21/01/2017
731083 21 21/01/2017
731216 21 24/01/2017
731217 18 24/01/2017
731570 21 27/01/2017
732577 30 04/02/2017
732578 30 04/02/2017
734929 33 21/01/2017
734937 33 21/01/2017
736502 9 05/03/2017
747225 30 01/07/2007
748961 5 11/03/2017
749647 24 01/04/2017
884890 5 02/11/2016
885204 5 03/11/2016
893503 5 22/12/2016
895181 16 30/12/2016
895197 5 30/12/2016
896036 30 04/01/2017
899038 5 20/01/2017
904091 5 17/02/2010
971654 5 20/11/2010
1042564 24 05/09/2011
1129281 16 27/08/2012
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1149472 12 08/11/2012 17:01:00
1149473 12 08/11/2012 17:01:00
1170166 9 29/01/2013
1171825 3 04/02/2013
1261871 35 19/01/2014
1263303 3 28/01/2014
1263472 42 28/01/2014
1264390 3 03/02/2014
1264940 7 04/02/2014
1265541 11 09/02/2014
1271093 29 09/03/2014 10:58:00
1275499 99 29/03/2014
1288662 30 08/06/2014
1311788 30 28/09/2014
1316056 12 18/10/2014
1349086 35 06/04/2015
1349090 16 06/04/2015
1354196 1 28/04/2015
1357791 42 17/05/2015 15:03:00
1397903 35 10/11/2015
1397904 38 10/11/2015
1397905 42 10/11/2015
1398103 38 10/11/2015
1400731 9 22/11/2015
1408298 42 23/12/2015
1408310 25 23/12/2015 10:25:00
1412270 19 09/01/2016 13:48:00
1415328 30 20/01/2016
1415329 30 20/01/2016
1418281 30 01/02/2016
1425327 32 01/03/2016
1440527 30 27/03/2016 12:56:00
1448980 7 05/05/2016
1449847 35 01/05/2016
1452489 5 02/05/2016
1458385 5 29/05/2016
1458388 5 29/05/2016
1464179 5 26/06/2016 11:48:00
1464734 5 26/06/2016
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1470677 5 17/07/2016 16:32:00
1474614 3 31/07/2016
1474615 35 31/07/2016
1487110 9 14/09/2016 13:47:00
1487111 9 14/09/2016
1495807 37 11/10/2016
1496240 30 12/10/2016
1498613 9 25/10/2016
1498647 5 26/10/2016 10:45:00
1498648 5 26/10/2016 10:45:00
1499038 16 26/10/2016
1499136 9 27/10/2016
1499174 24 27/10/2016
1499311 16 27/10/2016
1499354 36 27/10/2016
1499520 10 30/10/2016
1499662 36 30/10/2016
1499855 25 31/10/2016
1499880 37 31/10/2016
1499920 42 31/10/2016
1499997 9 31/10/2016
1500393 2 01/11/2016
1500467 16 01/11/2016 16:35:00
1500470 99 01/11/2016
1500492 16 01/11/2016
1500560 3 02/11/2016 12:19:00
1500897 30 03/11/2016
1501037 7 03/11/2016 14:23:00
1501093 1 03/11/2016
1501144 42 03/11/2016
1501147 42 03/11/2016
1501174 7 03/11/2016
1501237 30 03/11/2016 16:05:00
1501311 42 06/11/2016 11:43:00
1501312 30 06/11/2016 11:43:00
1501324 7 06/11/2016 12:09:00
1501402 7 06/11/2016
1501446 41 06/11/2016 14:38:00
1501580 40 06/11/2016 15:21:00
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1501581 40 06/11/2016 15:21:00
1501582 40 06/11/2016 15:24:00
1501583 40 06/11/2016 15:24:00
1502152 41 07/11/2016
1502178 42 07/11/2016 16:17:00
1502182 36 07/11/2016
1502185 35 07/11/2016
1502187 42 08/11/2016
1502338 6 08/11/2016 12:23:00
1502395 1 08/11/2016
1502423 5 08/11/2016 14:43:00
1502425 5 08/11/2016
1502426 5 08/11/2016
1502428 5 08/11/2016 14:43:00
1502456 20 08/11/2016 14:50:00
1502485 7 08/11/2016
1502486 9 08/11/2016
1502487 11 08/11/2016
1502617 30 09/11/2016
1502624 42 09/11/2016
1502643 5 09/11/2016 13:12:00
1502707 17 09/11/2016 14:38:00
1502943 30 10/11/2016
1502944 30 10/11/2016
1502945 30 10/11/2016
1502948 30 10/11/2016
1503066 42 10/11/2016 14:10:00
1503111 5 10/11/2016
1503116 25 10/11/2016
1503139 3 10/11/2016 14:58:00
1503242 35 10/11/2016
1503244 38 10/11/2016
1503249 16 10/11/2016 15:53:00
1503250 31 10/11/2016
1503253 6 10/11/2016
1503279 14 10/11/2016
1503280 35 10/11/2016
1503287 35 10/11/2016
1503601 4 13/11/2016 15:23:00
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1503836 3 14/11/2016
1504369 1 15/11/2016
1504392 7 15/11/2016
1504403 42 15/11/2016
1504502 1 15/11/2016 16:07:00
1504539 36 15/11/2016 16:26:00
1504577 35 16/11/2016 10:37:00
1504878 36 16/11/2016 15:36:00
1504880 36 16/11/2016
1504881 36 16/11/2016 15:36:00
1504882 36 16/11/2016 15:36:00
1504883 36 16/11/2016 15:36:00
1505103 9 17/11/2016 14:12:00
1505104 9 17/11/2016 14:12:00
1505254 35 17/11/2016 15:27:00
1505255 35 17/11/2016 15:27:00
1505356 38 17/11/2016 16:23:00
1505527 3 20/11/2016 12:26:00
1505535 6 20/11/2016
1505611 25 20/11/2016
1505612 25 20/11/2016
1505651 39 20/11/2016
1505656 16 20/11/2016 14:20:00
1505657 25 20/11/2016 14:20:00
1505660 38 20/11/2016 14:20:00
1505661 41 20/11/2016 14:20:00
1505662 9 20/11/2016 14:20:00
1505666 36 20/11/2016
1505792 10 20/11/2016 15:03:00
1506064 35 21/11/2016
1506164 30 21/11/2016 14:24:00
1506537 24 22/11/2016
1506794 1 23/11/2016 12:52:00
1507006 12 23/11/2016 15:30:00
1507007 16 23/11/2016
1507008 12 23/11/2016
1507009 16 23/11/2016
1507057 35 23/11/2016
1507294 5 24/11/2016
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1776 ,   19/12/2016  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1507297 22 24/11/2016 14:46:00
1507478 35 24/11/2016
1507701 9 27/11/2016 14:44:00
1507702 9 27/11/2016 14:48:00
1507953 38 27/11/2016
1507954 38 27/11/2016
1507955 38 27/11/2016
1508527 9 29/11/2016
1509149 5 30/11/2016 15:00:00
1509150 5 30/11/2016 15:00:00
1509151 5 30/11/2016 15:00:00
1509235 9 30/11/2016
1509407 9 01/12/2016 13:59:00
1509409 17 01/12/2016 13:59:00
1509607 29 01/12/2016
1509878 32 04/12/2016 14:34:00
1509879 32 04/12/2016
1509880 32 04/12/2016 14:34:00
1510009 42 04/12/2016
1510804 4 07/12/2016
1511017 11 07/12/2016 15:09:00
1511128 5 07/12/2016
1511184 11 08/12/2016 12:18:00
1511251 16 08/12/2016
1511255 30 08/12/2016 12:55:00
1511631 10 11/12/2016
1512739 16 12/12/2016
1514976 34 19/12/2016
1515980 1 22/12/2016
1515981 2 22/12/2016 12:53:00
1515982 3 22/12/2016
1515983 4 22/12/2016
1515984 5 22/12/2016
1515986 7 22/12/2016
1515987 8 22/12/2016
1515989 11 22/12/2016
1515990 12 22/12/2016 12:53:00
1515994 17 22/12/2016
1515998 21 22/12/2016
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1516004 29 22/12/2016 12:53:00
1516005 30 22/12/2016 12:53:00
1516007 32 22/12/2016 12:53:00
1516008 33 22/12/2016
1516011 37 22/12/2016
1516012 39 22/12/2016
1516013 40 22/12/2016
1516365 21 27/12/2016 16:11:00
1516368 38 27/12/2016 16:11:00
1516968 16 02/01/2017 13:07:00
1517006 11 02/01/2017 15:23:00
1517224 5 04/01/2017 11:12:00
1517312 20 04/01/2017
1517315 20 04/01/2017 13:03:00
1517429 6 04/01/2017
1517730 12 05/01/2017
1517731 12 05/01/2017
1517732 12 05/01/2017
1517733 12 05/01/2017
1518039 32 08/01/2017
1518040 30 08/01/2017 14:26:00
1518041 30 08/01/2017 14:26:00
1518042 3 08/01/2017 14:26:00
1518043 5 08/01/2017 14:26:00
1518044 32 08/01/2017 14:26:00
1518045 30 08/01/2017 14:26:00
1518048 32 08/01/2017 14:26:00
1518049 3 08/01/2017 14:26:00
1518062 25 08/01/2017 14:57:00
1518163 41 08/01/2017 15:36:00
1518724 10 10/01/2017
1518726 10 10/01/2017
1518727 10 10/01/2017
1518728 10 10/01/2017
1519060 42 08/01/2017
1521053 2 16/01/2017
1521055 5 16/01/2017
1521057 5 16/01/2017
1521058 5 16/01/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1521059 5 16/01/2017 12:45:00
1521060 5 16/01/2017
1521061 5 16/01/2017
1521063 5 16/01/2017 12:45:00
1521065 5 16/01/2017
1521069 5 16/01/2017
1521071 5 16/01/2017
1521639 1 17/01/2017
1521945 14 17/01/2017 15:40:00
1521951 30 17/01/2017 15:28:00
1522522 6 19/01/2017
1522730 25 19/01/2017 14:59:00
1523314 99 22/01/2017
1523778 6 23/01/2017
1523781 11 23/01/2017 12:30:00
1524321 5 24/01/2017
1524322 5 24/01/2017 14:27:00
1525026 31 25/01/2017
1525027 30 25/01/2017 15:02:00
1525028 31 25/01/2017 15:02:00
1525299 9 29/01/2017
1525455 42 29/01/2017
1525766 99 31/01/2017
1525826 35 31/01/2017 13:04:00
1525935 42 31/01/2017
1525964 9 31/01/2017 15:07:00
1527343 33 02/02/2017 16:17:00
1527486 35 05/02/2017
1529053 1 08/02/2017
1529054 1 08/02/2017
1529055 1 08/02/2017
1530774 3 14/02/2017
1531413 5 15/02/2017
1531414 5 15/02/2017
1531415 5 15/02/2017
1532889 3 21/02/2017
1533255 16 22/02/2017
1533256 20 22/02/2017
1533257 21 22/02/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1533259 24 22/02/2017
1533261 35 22/02/2017
1533262 36 22/02/2017
1534173 42 26/02/2017
1535568 5 28/02/2017 15:27:00
1535569 5 28/02/2017 15:27:00
1535570 5 28/02/2017 15:27:00
1535571 5 28/02/2017 15:27:00
1535572 5 28/02/2017
1535573 5 28/02/2017 15:27:00
1535574 5 28/02/2017
1535576 5 28/02/2017 15:27:00
1535577 5 28/02/2017
1535578 5 28/02/2017 15:27:00
1535579 5 28/02/2017 15:27:00
1535589 5 28/02/2017 15:36:00
1535590 5 28/02/2017 15:36:00
1535591 5 28/02/2017 15:36:00
1535592 5 28/02/2017 15:36:00
1536308 5 02/03/2017 12:53:00
1538034 5 08/03/2017
1539058 35 12/03/2017 15:08:00
1539059 42 12/03/2017 15:08:00
1539060 41 12/03/2017 15:08:00
1539061 9 12/03/2017 15:08:00
1539062 38 12/03/2017 15:08:00
1539063 16 12/03/2017 15:08:00
1539064 42 12/03/2017 15:08:00
1541068 16 19/03/2017
1545049 1 30/03/2017
1545227 5 30/03/2017
1549059 9 12/04/2017
1549400 33 13/04/2017
1549852 9 16/04/2017
1551154 35 19/04/2017
1551155 30 19/04/2017 12:10:00
1551938 5 23/04/2017
1553884 5 30/04/2017 12:10:00
1553886 5 30/04/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1553887 5 30/04/2017
1555042 5 03/05/2017
1555043 5 03/05/2017
1555044 5 03/05/2017 15:51:00
1555046 5 03/05/2017 15:51:00
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 2567682 (1745-0) Trading style and address has been changed to read as SHREE 

PURNIMA MEHANDI UDHYOG, GRAM PANCHAYAT ROAD, UDASAR, DISTT 
BIKANER PIN -334022, RAJASTHAN as per Certificate of Registration in district 
industries centre, Bikaner and Copy of Electricity Bill. 

2 2567680 (1745-0) Trading style and address has been changed to read as SHREE 
PURNIMA MEHANDI UDHYOG, GRAM PANCHAYAT ROAD, UDASAR, DISTT 
BIKANER PIN -334022, RAJASTHAN as per Certificate of Registration in district 
industries centre, Bikaner and Copy of Electricity Bill. 

3 3177502 (1769-0) Service address amended to read as Rishit Bhatt & Co. C/3, Raj 
Apartment, B/h. Kothawala Flats, Near Kocharab Ashram, Kocharab Road, 
Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad - 380 006, Gujarat, India 

4 2645167 (1719-0) THE NAME OF APPLICANT AMENDED TO READ AS BHARATBHAI 
MASHRUBHAI CHAUDHARI BY VIRTUE OF ASSIGNMENT DEED 16.08.2016. 

5 2242467 (1773-0) SERVICE ADDRESS AMENDED TO READ AS G.D.BANSAL & 
ASSOCIATES, M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 
015. (RAJASTHAN) 

6 3153229 (1761-0) PROPRIETOR NAME INCORPORATED AS JAY PATEL 
7 2518726 Service restrict to read as : SERVICES RELATED TO SHOW ROOM OF 

READY MADE GARMENTS, TROUSER, DENIM AND COTTON FANCY GARMENT, 
KIDS WEAR, LADIES WEAR, PERFUME, DEO BELTS, GOOGLS, SHOES, WALLET, 
WATCHES, SHIRTS, PANTS, HOSIERY ITEM, JEANS, FOOT WEAR AND CASUALS 
INCLUDED IN CLASS-35. SERVICES FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY. 

8 2646786 Goods restrict to read as : BATH FITTINGS AND SANITARY 
INSTALLATIONS. GOODS FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY. 

9 2403900 Goods restrict to read as : NIPPLES, ELBOWS, VALVES OF METAL, 
WATER-PIPE AND TUBES OF METAL, PIPES FOR JOINTING, METAL PIPE BENDS, 
METAL PIPE CONNECTORS, DRAIN TRAPS [VALVES) OF METAL, NUT, BOLT, 
SCREW, WASHER, SPRINGS, STEEL BALLS BEING THE GOODS INCLUDED IN 
CLASS-6. GOODS FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY. 

10 3362100 (1774-0) PERIOD OF USER DATE AMENDED TO READ AS 20.03.1995 
11 2327084 Services restrict to read as : EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, 

COMPUTER CLASSES, COACHING CLASSES, MUSIC TEACHING CLASSES, MUSIC 
TRAINING, DANCE CLASSES, AEROBICS, YOGA & MARTIAL ART CLASSES, 
MEHANDI CLASSES, PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT, PUBLIC SPEAKING AND 
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-41. SERVICES FOR SALE IN THE 
STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY. 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1837858 - 3, 1217969 - 3: Proprietor Altered to GULSHAN KUMAR ARORA , ROAD NO. 23, HOUSE 
NO 8, TOP FLOOR, PUNJABI BAGH EXTN. NEW DELHI-110026 
M/S. SHREE RAM COSMETICS, SHREE RAM STORE.

1739740 - 3: Proprietor Altered to TIGI HOLDINGS LIMITED , UNILEVER HOUSE, 100 VICTORIA 
EMBANKMENT, EC4Y 0DY. 
UNILEVER PLC.

1739740 - 3: Proprietor Altered to UNILEVER PLC. , PORT SUNLIGHT, WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, 
CH62 4ZD, GREAT BRITAIN. 
BUTTRESS B.V.

1577461 - 25, 1584040 - 25: Proprietor Altered to METRO RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED , 97, ANDUL 
ROAD, GKW COMPLEX, SHED NO - 1, HOWRAH - 711 103, WEST BENGAL. 
M/S. BAAZAR RETAIL LIMITED.

587239 - 11, 796348 - 11, 509581 - 9, 1207740 - 11, 602920 - 9, 1032385 - 11, 610408 - 9, 608625 - 9, 
587240 - 9, 1027318 - 9, 584365 - 11, 1289175 - 9, 509581 - 9, 587240 - 9: Proprietor Altered to 
PANASONIC ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD. , G - 9, CROSS ROAD, "A" MIDC, MAROL, ANDHERI 
(E), MUMBAI - 400 093. , 1048,OAZA-KADOMA, KADOMA--SHI OSAKA, JAPAN --571--8686, STEEL 
HOUSE,'B' WING, PLOT NO. 24,MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEAR PAPER BOX, MAHAKALI 
CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093, KRISHNA CHAMBER, 3RD FLOOR, NEW 
MARINE LINES, BOMBAY - 400 020.  
ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD., ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICALS 
PVT. LTD., ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.�, ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & 
ELECTRICALS LTD., ANCHOR ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL PVT. LTD., ANCHOR 
ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD., ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICAL PVT. LTD., 
ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICALS LTD., ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICALS PVT. 
LTD., ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICALS LTD., ANCHOR ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICAL 
PVT. LTD.

1405162 - 17: Proprietor Altered to PANASONIC CORPORATION , 1006, OAZA KADOMA, 
KADOMA - SHI, OSAKA 571-8501, JAPAN. 
PANASONIC ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD.

1416989 - 9: Proprietor Altered to XIAMEN HUADIAN SWITCHGEAR CO., LTD. , 453, MALONG 
ROAD , TORCH PARK , TORCH HI TECH INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE, XIAMEN,FUJIAN 
PROVINCE , PEOPLE REPUBLIC OF CHINA 361006.  
 
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC HUADIAN SWITCHGEAR (XIAMEN) CO., LTD.

648684 - 9: Proprietor Altered to BHARTI TELE-VENTURES LIMITED. , H-5/12, QUTAB AMBIENCE, 
MEHRAULI ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 030. 
BHARTI CELLULAR LIMITED.

1396772 - 99: Proprietor Altered to GETRONICS PSF LUXEMBOURG SA , 15 RUE DES SCILLAS 
2529 HOWALD LUXEMBOURG  
TIETOENATOR OYJ

617134 - 18: Proprietor Altered to LOTTO SPORT ITALIA SPA , VIA MONTEBELLUNA 5/7, 
TREVIGNANO (TREVISO), ITALY. 
ETONIC WORLDWIDE LLC

1352513 - 99: Proprietor Altered to MATTEL-MEGA HOLDINGS (US), LLC , 333 CONTINENTAL 
BOULEVARD, EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245 
MEGA BRANDS AMERICA, INC.

617134 - 18: Proprietor Altered to ETONIC HOLDINGS, LLC. , C/O A. UZZO & CO., C.P.A.'S, P.C., 
287 BOWMAN AVENUE, PURCHASE NY 10577, U.S.A. 
LOTTO SPORT ITALIA SPA

536379 - 8: Proprietor Altered to PRAFUL RAMJI MAMANIYA , Bldg. No.155, Shop No.2F, 
Panjrapole Main Road, Gautam Market, Opp. Surayanarayan Temple, Mumbai- 400 004. 
J.P. ENTERORISES

1396772 - 99: Proprietor Altered to HORAZ TELEKOMMUNIKATIONSDIENSTE GMBH , 
FRIEDRICH-EBERT-ALLEE 140, 53113 BONN, GERMANY 
GETRONICS PSF LUXEMBOURG SA

1335322 - 99: Proprietor Altered to INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION , 
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NEW ORCHARD ROAD, ARMONK, NEW YORK, 10504, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
UNICA CORPORATION

613142 - 25: Proprietor Altered to ETONIC HOLDINGS, LLC. , C/O A. UZZO & CO., C.P.A.'S, P.C., 
287 BOWMAN AVENUE, PURCHASE NY 10577, U.S.A. 
LOTTO SPORT ITALIA SPA

613142 - 25: Proprietor Altered to LOTTO SPORT ITALIA SPA , VIA MONTEBELLUNA 5/7, 
TREVIGNANO (TREVISO), ITALY. 
ETONIC WORLDWIDE LLC

1482517 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SACHIN BREJA S/O SH. R.B. BREJA , B-651, BUNKER 
COLONY, ASHOK VIHAR-IV, DELHI-110052 
TEENWORLD

1583261 - 41, 1583256 - 38, 1158604 - 3, 1277914 - 33, 1277913 - 32, 1277912 - 31, 1277910 - 29, 
1277909 - 5, 1277908 - 16, 1277907 - 21, 1277905 - 42, 1158617 - 21, 1583268 - 38, 1583258 - 38, 
1583257 - 36, 1277916 - 42, 1158616 - 16, 1158613 - 34, 1158612 - 33, 1158611 - 32, 1158610 - 31, 
1158609 - 30, 1277915 - 34, 1158619 - 30, 1583262 - 35, 1583265 - 39, 1583264 - 41, 1583263 - 42, 
1583254 - 35, 1158623 - 34, 1158622 - 32, 1158620 - 31, 1583260 - 35, 1583259 - 36, 1583255 - 39, 
1277911 - 30, 1277906 - 3, 1158621 - 33, 1158606 - 16, 1158605 - 5, 1158618 - 29, 1158615 - 5, 
1158614 - 3, 1704775 - 25, 1656405 - 25, 1583269 - 36, 1583267 - 39, 1583266 - 41, 1158608 - 29, 
1158607 - 21: Proprietor Altered to JUBILANT RETAIL (A DIVISION OF JUBILANT AGRI AND 
CONSUMER PRODUCTS LIMITED) , PLOT NO.1A, SECTOR 16A, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, NOIDA - 
201 301, U.P. 
ENPRO OIL PRIVATE LIMITED, FOOD EXPRESS STORES, FOODEXPRESS STORES INDIA LTD., 
FOODEXPRESS STORES INDIA LTD., FOOD EXPRESS STORES, FOOD EXPRESS STORES

867118 - 3, 867117 - 3, 867116 - 3, 867115 - 3, 867113 - 3: Proprietor Altered to MRS.SUDHA 
BANSAL,MR VISHAL BANSAL trading as Shambu Products Pvt. Ltd. , 10245- WARD-6, GALI 
JATTAN, AMBALA CITY, HARYANA . 
SHAMBHU DARSHAN DHOOP INDUSTRIES, SHAMBHU DARSHAN DHOOP INDUSTRIES., 
SHAMBHU DARSHAN DHOOP INDUSTRIES., SHAMBHU DARSHAN DHOOP INDUSTRIES

716277 - 16, 716278 - 16: Proprietor Altered to FAVINI S.R.L. , Via Alcide De Gasperi, 26 - I-36028 
Rossano Veneto (VI) Italy 
ARJO WIGGINS LIMITED

1484264 - 9, 1484265 - 11, 1484266 - 6, 1484273 - 37, 1484274 - 19, 1484275 - 21, 1484276 - 20, 
1484277 - 17: Proprietor Altered to DORSET INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , A-88, ROAD NO 2, 
MAHIPALPUR EXTN, NEW DELHI-110037 
MARS INDUSTRIES (P) LTD., MARS INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.

1480443 - 5, 1480441 - 5, 1480440 - 5, 1480439 - 5, 1479367 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ATLANTA 
MEDICINES PVT. LTD. , 545/K-A/HK/19016, HANS NAGAR, OPP.-PARA POLICE STATION, 
BEHIND - SBN INTER COLLEGE, LUCKNOW-226011, U.P. 
ATLANATA PHARMACEUTICALS, ATLANATA PHARMACEUTICALS, ATLANTA 
PHARMACEUTICALS

1484454 - 14, 1484453 - 14: Proprietor Altered to LVMH SWISS MANUFACTURES SA , RUE LOUIS-
JOSEPH-CHEVROLET 6A, LA CHAUX-DE-FONDS,SWITZELAND 
ZENITH INTERNATIONAL SA.

1310511 - 9, 1310512 - 9, 1314435 - 9: Proprietor Altered to RUIZHANG TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
COMPANY , No. 3, Lane 4855, 
Guangfulin Road, Songjiang District, Shanghai, China 
ALIEN TECHNOLOGY, LLC

1480384 - 9: Proprietor Altered to TRIMBLE NAVIGATION LIMITED , 935 STEWART DRIVE, 
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94085, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
GOOGLE INC.

1737747 - 14, 1728621 - 14: Proprietor Altered to SGS JEWELLERY PRIVATE LIMITED , PLOT NO. 
15, GREEN HOUSE, 8TH FLOOR, ASHOK MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN 
M/S. S.G.S JEWELLERY

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER 
OF THE FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
2137573 - 99, 2137571 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to BRACCIALINI S.P.A. 
BRACCIALINI S.R.L.

523215 - 11, 523214 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to K.K. ELECTRO APPLIANCES PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
SAHIL KHANNA

1339166 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to MIRANDAH ASIA (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD. 
PATRICK MIRANDAH CO. (S) PTE. LTD.

1414735 - 14: Proprietor Name Altered to PANDORA HOLDING A/S 
PANDORA HOLDING APS
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1396772 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to DEUTSCHE TELEKOM CLINICAL SOLUTIONS 
HORAZ TELEKOMMUNIKATIONSDIENSTE GMBH

2019202 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to PAYWIZARD GROUP PLC 
MGT PUBLIC LTD COMPANY

2400098 - 21: Proprietor Name Altered to CHONGQING ZHENGCHUAN MEDICAL PACKAGE 
MATERIALS STOCK CO., LTD. 
CHONGQING ZHENGCHUAN GLASS CO. LTD

2137574 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to BRACCIALINI S.P.A 
BRACCIALINI S.R.L.
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1396772 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to TIETO OYJ 
TIETOENATOR OYJ

1416989 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC HUADIAN SWITCHGEAR 
(XIAMEN) CO., LTD. 
AREVA T&D HUADIAN SWITCHGEAR (XIAMEN) CO., LTD.

1352513 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to MEGA BRANDS AMERICA, INC. 
ROSE ART INDUSTRIES, INC.

1744445 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY LIMITED

630146 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to ALPS TEXTILES LTD. 
ALPS TEXTILES PVT. LTD.

545983 - 26: Proprietor Name Altered to ANSUN MULTITECH (INDIA) LIMITED. 
ANSUN MULTITECH (INDIA) (P) LTD

2125745 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL FRANCE 
AMADEUS OCCUPIER SOLUTIONS FRANCE

827568 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to MIS SIGMA LITES 
DEEPAK SEHGAL

1311157 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to HILDING ANDERS ASIA PACIFIC LTD. 
SLUMBERLAND ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED.

1343988 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to ADP, LLC 
ADP, INC.,

648684 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to BHARTI AIRTEL LIMITED 
BHARTI TELE-VENTURES LIMITED.

1447660 - 17: Proprietor Name Altered to NISSHINBO HOLDINGS INC. 
NISSHINBO INDUSTRIES, INC.

1333574 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL DESIGN COMPANY 
LIMITED 
PBC VENTURES LTD.

1333575 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL DESIGN COMPANY 
LIMITED 
PBC VENTURES LTD.

2322462 - 5, 2322461 - 44, 2322460 - 3, 2176680 - 3, 2130245 - 44, 2012849 - 44, 2012848 - 35, 
2012847 - 3, 2012846 - 3, 2012845 - 35, 2012844 - 44, 1886384 - 3, 1879649 - 3, 1819764 - 3, 1819763 
- 3, 1819760 - 42, 1819758 - 35, 1819757 - 35, 1698360 - 3, 1628232 - 5, 1628231 - 3, 1565498 - 5, 
1565497 - 3, 1474659 - 35, 1474657 - 41, 1474656 - 41, 1474655 - 41, 1451465 - 5, 1451464 - 3, 
1442167 - 41, 1423182 - 42, 1423181 - 42, 1423180 - 42, 1423179 - 42, 1423178 - 42, 1423177 - 42, 
1423176 - 3, 1423175 - 3, 1423171 - 5, 1257865 - 42, 1123693 - 5, 1123692 - 3, 814944 - 3, 711934 - 3, 
711932 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to LOTUS HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED 
LOTUS HERBALS LIMITED

639713 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to MARIE BRIZARD & ROGER INTERNATIONAL 
MARIE BRIZARD & ROGER INTERNATIONAL S.A.,

1413621 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to CHROMAFLO TECHNOLOGIES FINLAND GROUP OY 
CPS COLOR GROUP OY

1304608 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to T.RAD CO.,LTD 
TOYO RADIATOR CO. LTD.

1414735 - 14: Proprietor Name Altered to PANDORA A/S 
PANDORA HOLDING A/S

439101 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to CUMMINS POWER GENERATION INC. 
ONAN CORPORATION

1335372 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SANOVO TECHNOLOGY A/S 
SANOVO ENGINEERING A/S
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948756 - 8, 915954 - 9, 903896 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to TYCO THERMAL CONTROLS UK 
LIMITED 
PYROTENAX CABLES LIMITED

630146 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to ALPS INDUSTRIES LTD. 
ALPS TEXTILES LTD.

2321945 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to DELEGAT LIMITED 
DELEGAT'S WINE ESTATE LIMITED

1675981 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY LIMITED

1505633 - 99, 1505632 - 99, 1664404 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to HAUNI MASCHINENBAU 
GMBH 
HAUNI MASCHINENBAU AG

1637760 - 25, 1755012 - 25, 1755013 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to NEW BALANCE ATHLETICS, 
INC 
NEW BALANCE ATHLETIC SHOE, INC.

639406 - 4, 639407 - 7, 639409 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to PRIMETALS TECHNOLOGIES 
AUSTRIA GMBH 
SIEMENS VAI METALS TECHNOLOGIES GMBH

2074072 - 30, 2263787 - 43, 2263788 - 45, 2267242 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to SARVESHWAR 
FOODS LTD. 
SARVESHWAR ORGANIC FOODS LTD.

1830501 - 35, 1830502 - 35, 1830504 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to SWITZERLAND GLOBAL 
ENTERPRISE 
OSEC

2261930 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY LIMITED

1909409 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY LIMITED

1577245 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY LIMITED

1981732 - 33, 1981744 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to MONCIGALE 
MONCIGALE S.A.S.
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1525766 - 99, 1909406 - 41, 1909405 - 41, 1909404 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to SHAPOORJI 
PALLONJI AND COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED 
SHAPOORJI PALLONJI & COMPANY LTD

1520387 - 10, 1538217 - 10, 1627466 - 10, 1683708 - 10, 1693885 - 10, 1717703 - 10, 1774508 - 10, 
1755703 - 10, 1803330 - 10, 1963761 - 10, 1641271 - 10, 1639888 - 10, 1639887 - 10, 1742175 - 10, 
1654853 - 10, 1742176 - 10, 1875193 - 10, 2330838 - 99, 2428941 - 10, 1646173 - 10: Proprietor 
Name Altered to DEPUY, SYNTHES INC. 
DEPUY, INC.

1983332 - 33, 1983330 - 99, 1983331 - 32: Proprietor Name Altered to MARIE BRIZARD & ROGER 
INTERNATIONAL 
MARIE BRIZARD ET ROGER INTERNATIONAL SAS

1980633 - 33, 1980636 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to MARIE BRIZARD & ROGER 
INTERNATIONAL 
MARIE BRIZARD ET ROGER INTERNATIONAL

1310512 - 9, 1310511 - 9, 1314435 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ALIEN TECHNOLOGY, LLC 
ALIEN TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

1756059 - 10, 1756061 - 35, 1756058 - 10, 1571205 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to B L LIFESINCES 
PRIVATE LIMITED 
B.L.LIFESINCES PRIVATE LIMITED

1778943 - 99, 1706830 - 42, 1645661 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND 
COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED 
SHAPOORJI PALLONJI AND COMPANY LIMITED

1981743 - 33, 1981735 - 33, 1981736 - 33, 1981737 - 33, 1981738 - 33, 1981734 - 33, 1981739 - 33: 
Proprietor Name Altered to COGNAC GAUTIER 
COGNAC GAUTIER SAS

1349089 - 28, 1349086 - 35, 1349087 - 14, 1349088 - 3, 1349090 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 
191-F, SECTOR -4, IMT MANESAR, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122050 
M/S.ARCHIES LIMITED

1453957 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Kreuzenstrasse 30, 4452 Itingen, Switzerland 
RENATA AG (RENATA SA)

639713 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to 19 BOULEVARD PAUL VAILLANT COUTURIER, 194200 
IVRY SUR SEINE, FRANCE 
MARIE BRIZARD & ROGER INTERNATIONAL S.A.,

1414735 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to Hovedvejen 2, DK-2600 Glostrup, Denmark 
PANDORA A/S

2248030 - 44: Proprietor Address Altered to 1840 South Stapley Drive, Suite 200 Mesa, Arizona 
85204, U.S.A. 
ULTHERA, INC.

1453793 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to HQ Robina' Suite 14 Level 1, 58 Riverwalk Avenue 
ROBINA QLD 4226, Australia 
GLORIA JEANS' COFFEES HOLDINGS PTY LTD

1485940 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 303, Twin Dolphin Drive, Ste. 200, Redwood City, CA 
94065-1424, United States Of America 
VINDICIA, INC.

2591282 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to THOMAS HARDY HOUSE, 2 HEATH ROAD, 
WEYBRIDGE, SURREY, ENGLAND, KT13 8TB 
ACCOLADE WINES LIMITED

617134 - 18: Proprietor Address Altered to 2400 COMPUTER DRIVE,, WEST BOROUGH, 
MASSACHUSETTS, USA. 
ETONIC WORLDWIDE LLC

613142 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 2400 COMPUTER DRIVE,, WEST BOROUGH, 
MASSACHUSETTS, USA. 
ETONIC WORLDWIDE LLC

1604620 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to 6200 DUTCHMAN'S LANE,SUITE 103, LOUISVILLE, 
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KY 40205 U.S.A. 
MAKERS MARK DISTILLERY, INC.

1970539 - 39: Proprietor Address Altered to Room 6-B-101, No. 1838 Huateng Road, Huaxin Town, 
Qingpu District, Shanghai, China. 
YUAN TONG EXPRESS CO., LTD.

545983 - 26: Proprietor Address Altered to B-123 OKHLA iNDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE I NEW 
DELHI-110020 
ANSUN MULTITECH (INDIA) (P) LTD

1344693 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 400, CHESTNUT RIDGE ROAD, WOODCLIFF LAKE, 
NEW JERSEY 07677 U. S. A 
BARR LABORATORIES, INC.

827568 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 8/15A, GROUND FLOOR TILAK NAGAR, TILAK NAGAR 
- 110018 
MIS SIGMA LITES

2125745 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 41 RUE LOUISE MICHEL, 92300 LEVALLOIS-PERRET, 
FRANCE 
COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL FRANCE

1481884 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 545 ORCHARD ROAD, FAR EAST SHOPPING 
CENTRE #08-09/09A, SINGAPORE-238882 
EVENTS CREATION PTE LTD

1526432 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 204/205/206, Shiromani Complex, 2nd Floor, Opp. 
Ocean Park, Nehrunagar Cross Road, Ahmedabad – 380015, Gujarat State, India. 
METEORIC EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED

1480379 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 515 NW 13TH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OREGON 97209, 
U.S.A. 
KEEN, INC.,

934131 - 9, 828306 - 9, 648684 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Bharti Crescent, 1, Nelson 
Mandela Road, Vasant Kunj, Phase II, New Delhi- 110070, 
BHARTI TELE-VENTURES LIMITED.

1485558 - 42, 1485557 - 38, 1485555 - 35, 1485554 - 9, 1467049 - 42, 1467048 - 38, 1467047 - 9: 
Proprietor Address Altered to ROUTE DE ROUNEX 14, 1296 COPPET, SWITZERLAND 
BJORN SUNDEBY

546541 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to A-505, WESTERN EDGE-II, WESTERN EXPRESS 
HIGHWAY, BORIVLI (E), MUMBAI-400 066. 
SWASTIK TRADING COMPANY

1339166 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 1 Coleman Street, #07-08 The Adelphi, Singapore 
179803 
PATRICK MIRANDAH CO. (S) PTE. LTD.

1392781 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to 348 Ramkhamhaeng Road, Huamak, Bangkapi, 
Bangkok, 10240, Thailand. 
OSOTSPA CO., LTD.

2356980 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Henry Wood House, 2 Riding House Street, London, 
W1W 7FA, United kingdom. 
NETMUMS LTD

1311433 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 601, 6TH FLOOR, V4 TOWER 14, KARKARDOOMA 
COMMUNITY CENTRE, NEW DELHI- 110092 INDIA 
SK SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
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1414735 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to Hovedvejen 2, DK-2600 Glostrup, Denmark 
PANDORA HOLDING A/S

1346121 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to NEAR ALANKAR MARKET, RALLI JIN, AKOLA-444 
002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
R.S. MARKETING

1314029 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 45, rue Saint Pierre de Vaise - 69009 LYON, France 
LISE CHARMEL INDUSTRIE

1454544 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to 17 Avenue Gustave Eiffel, ZI du Phare 33700 
MERIGNAC, France 
SOCIETE POUR LA CONCEPTION DES APPLICATIONS DES TECHNIQUES ELECTRONIQUES - 
SATELEC,

1453792 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to HQ Robina' Suite 14 Level 1, 58 Riverwalk Avenue, 
ROBINA QLD 4226, Australia 
GLORIA JEANS' COFFEES HOLDINGS PTY LTD

716278 - 16, 716277 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to EVERSHEDS HOUSE 70 GREAT 
BRIDGEWATER STREET, MANCHESTER, M1 5ES, UNITED KINGDOM 
ARJO WIGGINS LIMITED

2021917 - 5, 2021918 - 5, 2021919 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Lilleakerveien 2C, 0283 Oslo, 
Norway 
PRONOVA BIOPHARMA NORGE AS

1637760 - 25, 1755012 - 25, 1755013 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 100 GUEST STREET, 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135-2088, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA 
NEW BALANCE ATHLETIC SHOE, INC.

1361724 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to A-38, NICE MIDC SATPUR, NASHIK-422 007. 
SHUBH ANN COMPANY

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE 
MARK  
1525173 - 42:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'AS PER TM-36 DATED-26/10/2016 IS ALLOWED AND TM-40 IS STAND DISPOSED OFF. ' of 
class 42 from the goods for which the trademark is registered. 

1340985 - 12, 1350923 - 35: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH 
NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

1309516 - 17: Address for Service is altered to IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA 
SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

610408 - 9, 602920 - 9, 1027318 - 9, 587240 - 9, 608625 - 9, 1289175 - 9, 509581 - 9, 587239 - 11, 
1032385 - 11, 796348 - 11, 584365 - 11, 1207740 - 11: Address for Service is altered to STATE 
BANK BUILDINGS, N.G.N. VAIDYA MARG, MUMBAI - 400 023.

1578350 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI 
DELHI-85

1286875 - 9, 1286894 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-
110065

1593810 - 3, 1593811 - 3, 1593812 - 3, 1593813 - 1, 1593814 - 5, 1593815 - 5, 1593817 - 1, 1593818 - 
1, 1841184 - 5, 1989202 - 5, 1994932 - 1, 1994933 - 3, 1994936 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

1276488 - 36, 1276490 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW 
DELHI - 110 013.

1276526 - 36, 1276527 - 36, 1276528 - 36, 1276529 - 36, 1276530 - 36, 1276531 - 36, 1276532 - 36, 
1276533 - 36, 1276534 - 36, 1276535 - 36, 1276537 - 36, 1276538 - 36, 1276540 - 36, 1276541 - 36, 
1276542 - 36, 1276544 - 36, 1276546 - 36, 1276547 - 36, 1276548 - 36, 1276549 - 36, 1276550 - 36, 
1276553 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1275273 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
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001. (PB.).

1309692 - 2, 1284435 - 2: Address for Service is altered to 4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II 
STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.

1279304 - 36, 1279307 - 36, 1279305 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN 
EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1360348 - 9, 1360349 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN 
AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62

1558694 - 99, 808685 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW 
DELHI - 110 019.

1304900 - 5, 1304898 - 5, 1304899 - 5, 1304902 - 5, 1245015 - 5: Address for Service is altered to H 
No 901, Sector 70 
MOHALI 160071 
(Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

1785007 - 39, 1785012 - 38: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI 
ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1316406 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1312852 - 32, 1312853 - 32, 1313003 - 32, 1313467 - 32, 1317694 - 32, 1317695 - 32, 1318838 - 32: 
Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, 
HARYANA, INDIA

1728621 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ 
MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

1288404 - 3, 1288403 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-
110065

1737747 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ 
MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

1762750 - 10, 1762749 - 10: Address for Service is altered to PT-62/17, KALKAJI NEW DELHI 19

1272052 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, 
NEW DELHI- 110 019.

1756059 - 10, 1756061 - 35, 1756058 - 10, 1571205 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, 2nd 
Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

1329405 - 9, 1329406 - 9: Address for Service is altered to Amarchand Towers, 216 Okhla 
Industrial Ph-III, New Delhi - 110020
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1327538 - 36, 1327539 - 36, 1327540 - 36, 1327541 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 
Amarchand Towers, 216 Okhla Industrial Ph-III, New Delhi - 110020

1263303 - 3, 1264390 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI 
SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

1313644 - 42, 1313645 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL 
TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058

1316054 - 12, 1316056 - 12: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba 
Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

1729603 - 5, 1754846 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, 
LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

658262 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 288/1,B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND 
FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

1357401 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1598230 - 5, 1607751 - 5, 1609266 - 5, 1675739 - 5, 1612353 - 5, 1665877 - 5, 1613237 - 5, 1613239 - 
5, 1326708 - 5, 1326707 - 5, 1603932 - 5, 1613629 - 5, 1598226 - 5, 2297727 - 5: Address for Service 
is altered to Daswani House, Green Acres 
23B, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, 
Kolkata - 700019

1343403 - 7, 1343404 - 7: Address for Service is altered to INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

1354195 - 1, 1354196 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, 
J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.

1344131 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1374349 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1246124 - 37: Address for Service is altered to 5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

546541 - 31: Address for Service is altered to I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA

1338093 - 35: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

1346121 - 12: Address for Service is altered to ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, 
CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

1283547 - 5, 1283548 - 5, 1333877 - 5, 1333878 - 5, 1333890 - 5, 1333880 - 5, 1333879 - 5, 1333882 - 
5: Address for Service is altered to 5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

1337204 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA 
- 141 004 PUNJAB.

1338100 - 2: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

1352202 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

1641285 - 99, 1584037 - 25, 1577459 - 25, 1666077 - 25, 1584040 - 25, 1584036 - 25, 1666078 - 25, 
1666079 - 25, 1666076 - 25, 1586237 - 24, 2024804 - 25, 1258723 - 25, 1577460 - 25, 1577461 - 25, 
1586236 - 35, 1586233 - 35, 2464216 - 35, 2464215 - 35: Address for Service is altered to M/s IPR 
House, Advocates 
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, 
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

1338098 - 35: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

1338097 - 35: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
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639406 - 4, 639407 - 7, 639409 - 11: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 
32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1484453 - 14, 1484454 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG 
Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

2426492 - 7: Address for Service is altered to N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

1498131 - 99: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

1442737 - 25: Address for Service is altered to D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, 
MUMBAI-400050

1304313 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1509979 - 5, 1510566 - 5, 1509978 - 5, 1509977 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2337, 
DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.

1672079 - 9: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1170166 - 9: Address for Service is altered to IST FLOOR, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY 
MARG, NEW DELHI-1

1304608 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India

1498116 - 99: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India
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1520387 - 10, 1538217 - 10, 1627466 - 10, 1683708 - 10, 1693885 - 10, 1717703 - 10, 1774508 - 10, 
1755703 - 10, 1803330 - 10, 1963761 - 10, 1641271 - 10, 1639888 - 10, 1639887 - 10, 1742175 - 10, 
1654853 - 10, 1742176 - 10, 1875193 - 10, 2330838 - 10, 2428941 - 10, 1646173 - 10: Address for 
Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1500336 - 9, 1500334 - 16, 1500332 - 35, 1481753 - 42, 1481752 - 16, 1481751 - 9: Address for 
Service is altered to D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050

1313567 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1326487 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1314028 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-1120 025.

1287648 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A-45 SEC-63 NOIDA 201307 U.P

1314029 - 25: Address for Service is altered to Amarchand Towers, 216 Okhla Industrial Ph-III, 
New Delhi - 110020

1347049 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW 
DELHI-110065

1325727 - 27: Address for Service is altered to 9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

1357403 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1304609 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India

1327916 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

613142 - 25: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1337572 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1330355 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1527110 - 25: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1284285 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1282428 - 1: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1282258 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1285273 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1281171 - 9: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1313266 - 30: Address for Service is altered to A-45 SEC-63 NOIDA 201307 U.P

1316729 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK 
FARMS NEW DELHI-62

1316915 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

1447660 - 17: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

722002 - 25: Address for Service is altered to D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, 
MUMBAI-400050

1316292 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
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DELHI-1120 025.

1326998 - 22: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1309713 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1637760 - 25: Address for Service is altered to N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

1338442 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

657796 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1335322 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE 
(EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.

1335322 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE 
(EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.
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176058 - 6: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

1749055 - 9: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1351168 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH 
PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

1357404 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1129281 - 16: Address for Service is altered to Flat No. 5, 2nd Floor, 10, Hailey Road, New Delhi- 
110001

1305242 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1261871 - 35: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1577461 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM 
NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

1253820 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1251244 - 9: Address for Service is altered to #84 1st main panduranga nagar banneraghatta road 
bangalore

1340545 - 8: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1330615 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1328824 - 30: Address for Service is altered to K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN 
PARK NEW DELHI-19

1341538 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1333997 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1333985 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India

1344936 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1333994 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1333996 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1263472 - 42: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1309680 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1284734 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

1305775 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

1284802 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1349089 - 28: Address for Service is altered to 122/104, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PH-1, 
GURGAON - 122 002
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1274953 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK 
FARMS NEW DELHI-62

1277785 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A-45 SEC-63 NOIDA 201307 U.P

1280816 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1535068 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY 
MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

1357402 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

903896 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1286536 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1473726 - 99: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

1343988 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
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1315649 - 7: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1970539 - 39: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1326248 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 
TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

1314609 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

747225 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001.

1312548 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1310407 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

1364232 - 8: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

1311157 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK 
FARMS NEW DELHI-62

1275133 - 29: Address for Service is altered to A-52, CAPITAL COMMERCIAL CENTRE, ASHRAM 
ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 009.

1346714 - 37: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

1285845 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI- 110 025.

670121 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR 
(TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

1932282 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, 
Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

1481884 - 16: Address for Service is altered to SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 
ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002

1335515 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1287719 - 6: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

1912480 - 35: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1526432 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - 
GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 
380054, GUJARAT

1225913 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-64 LAJPAT NAGAR-I NEW DELHI

1304966 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1271093 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. 
BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.

1486237 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1483731 - 9: Address for Service is altered to D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 
110 007.

731848 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

1304398 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1483677 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
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MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

2180181 - 45, 2180179 - 41, 2180177 - 35, 1626569 - 41, 1626568 - 38: Address for Service is 
altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1688480 - 41, 1688477 - 42, 1618454 - 99, 1087592 - 9: Address for Service is altered to D-17 
SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

688974 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, 
SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

1483730 - 11: Address for Service is altered to D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 
110 007.

1351272 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1305256 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-10 GROUND FLOOR VISHWAKARMA COLONY, 
M.B.ROAD NEW DELHI-110044

1305016 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India
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1304946 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1483732 - 9: Address for Service is altered to D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 
110 007.

1351247 - 35: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

440395 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1285812 - 99: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO. 704, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-A,SECTOR-
56, GURGAON-110002. (HARYANA).

1497092 - 20: Address for Service is altered to SANTOSH & CO. 
UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, 
KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., 
MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)

1486236 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1918504 - 35: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1305778 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1463940 - 5: Address for Service is altered to T-62, LGF, BHOGAL ROAD, BHOGAL JANGPURA, 
NEW DELHI-110014 (INDIA).

1333993 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1351273 - 5: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1332102 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1328875 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1327603 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1553221 - 9: Address for Service is altered to A-45 SEC-63 NOIDA 201307 U.P

1336168 - 19: Address for Service is altered to NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST 
SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046

1973843 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1343418 - 39: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 
018.

1528627 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, 
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

1334153 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India

1328807 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1553222 - 37: Address for Service is altered to A-45 SEC-63 NOIDA 201307 U.P

333890 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 1, ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR ROAD, LUCKNOW - 226 
018,INDIA.

1330192 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA 
- 141 004 PUNJAB.
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1329455 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1330567 - 9: Address for Service is altered to DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, 
AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

1333995 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1334322 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI- 110 025.

581118 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 
026.

1642679 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1316061 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 
TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

1313002 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, 
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

1312653 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
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1416989 - 9: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1335865 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-474, SUSHANT LOK-1, SECTOR-27 GURGAON-
122002, NCR, INDIA

1507092 - 21: Address for Service is altered to A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89

1660174 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK 
FARMS NEW DELHI-62

1755012 - 25: Address for Service is altered to N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

1326247 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-1120 025.

1870729 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH 
PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

422288 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

1333987 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India

1278020 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1336167 - 19: Address for Service is altered to LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM, NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET 
NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046

1604620 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS 
TOWERS, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, SECTOR -65, GURGAON-122005, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA), INDIA.

1335781 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065

1755013 - 25: Address for Service is altered to N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

1276554 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, 
MUMBAI - 400 005.

617134 - 18: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1396772 - 99: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1276743 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA 
- 141 004 PUNJAB.

1280593 - 9: Address for Service is altered to C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 
110 009.

1265541 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 805, PADMA TOWER-I, RAJENDRA PLACE, N. 
DELHI-8

1311788 - 30: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1584040 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM 
NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

1486423 - 29: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

552111 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR 
(TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

1257079 - 3: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1280591 - 9: Address for Service is altered to C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 
110 009.

1343893 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-21, Golf View Apartments, Saket, New Delhi - 
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1515440 - 20: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1436433 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1275499 - 99: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1287775 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, 
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

1314920 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1326861 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

1413621 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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1308617 - 37: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 
018.

1311433 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 
TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

1749057 - 41: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1315574 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI 
- 600 032.

1312517 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1342279 - 35: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

1317074 - 7: Address for Service is altered to S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION 
ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA

1325935 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM 
VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

1305249 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1500335 - 16: Address for Service is altered to D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, 
MUMBAI-400050

1317003 - 38: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1343892 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-21, Golf View Apartments, Saket, New Delhi - 
110017

1351937 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH 
PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

1761240 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1353165 - 34: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1333988 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India

1333986 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India

1340558 - 14: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA 
- 141 004 PUNJAB.

1333992 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1405162 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1886579 - 44: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1317049 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

639713 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, 
Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

1257232 - 99: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1280091 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).
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1278881 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1357400 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1316291 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122022, National Captial Region, India

1259722 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

1317073 - 7: Address for Service is altered to S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION 
ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA

1314224 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006

1325869 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 
019.
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
995211 3 14/12/2016 14:37:49
995212 3 14/12/2016 14:54:34
995213 5 14/12/2016 14:58:09
995216 5 14/12/2016 15:09:16
995217 5 14/12/2016 15:15:26
995218 5 14/12/2016 15:20:22
995219 5 14/12/2016 15:26:42
995220 5 14/12/2016 15:37:24
995221 5 14/12/2016 15:46:10
995239 12 14/12/2016 16:29:48
995253 9 14/12/2016 16:38:46
995254 9 14/12/2016 16:44:27
995255 16 14/12/2016 16:56:39
995256 16 15/12/2016 11:55:30
995261 25 15/12/2016 12:01:26
995263 5 14/12/2016 16:33:19
995267 16 15/12/2016 12:06:35
995274 16 15/12/2016 12:11:35
995276 10 15/12/2016 12:18:40
995316 13 15/12/2016 12:25:28
995317 11 15/12/2016 12:31:20
995318 8 15/12/2016 12:38:52
995321 34 15/12/2016 12:53:31
995322 33 15/12/2016 14:32:45
995323 32 15/12/2016 14:36:20
995324 31 15/12/2016 14:44:29
995325 30 15/12/2016 14:47:43
995326 29 15/12/2016 14:56:34
995327 28 15/12/2016 15:02:21
995328 27 15/12/2016 15:05:41
995329 26 15/12/2016 15:11:06
995330 25 15/12/2016 15:16:07
995331 24 15/12/2016 15:26:20
995332 23 15/12/2016 15:36:03
995333 22 15/12/2016 15:51:12
995334 18 15/12/2016 16:30:30
995337 15 15/12/2016 16:43:27
995338 12 15/12/2016 16:54:39
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1420907 1646179 1748372 1748373 1797819
1905855 1911793 1916308 1922108 1925422
1950647 1959346 1978847 1993006 1993492
1995187 2015420 2015481 2015593 2024296
2024635 2024914 2025256 2025592 2025895
2026667 2026921 2027559 2027869 2027999
2028773 2028787 2028793 2028800 2029042
2032080 2032664 2032868 2032893 2033217
2034887 2037220 2037448 2037761 2037771
2039722 2053921 2086960 2116305 2116306
2130400 2142716 2145597 2148474 2154748
2174624 2193260 2193277 2199262 2204751
2206951 2209551 2209552 2209553 2209554
2209555 2209556 2214057 2214740 2218162
2220729 2221660 2222394 2236060 2247626
2247631 2247634 2247635 2247636 2247637
2247638 2247640 2247642 2247644 2247646
2247647 2247648 2247649 2247650 2247777
2247814 2247912 2247930 2247931 2247932
2247937 2247946 2247950 2248037 2248039
2248041 2256415 2256432 2256433 2256518
2256519 2256520 2256521 2256523 2256542
2256585 2256652 2256701 2256703 2256705
2256706 2256709 2256742 2256743 2256816
2256817 2256866 2256904 2256906 2256907
2272657 2280492 2280515 2280520 2280527
2280792 2281082 2281101 2281117 2297992
2307369 2327084 2329706 2333455 2333761
2342407 2342423 2342424 2342451 2342452
2342453 2342454 2342455 2342501 2342504
2342519 2342539 2342546 2342548 2342622
2342632 2342641 2342676 2342686 2342703
2342745 2342788 2342790 2342828 2342856
2342950 2342952 2342983 2342997 2343000
2343008 2343017 2343175 2343187 2343188
2343189 2343192 2343258 2343288 2343293
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2343304 2343311 2343314 2343320 2343348
2343353 2343361 2343362 2343368 2343370
2343419 2343433 2343434 2343435 2343443
2343451 2343467 2343469 2343533 2343534
2343536 2343551 2343561 2343643 2343658
2343710 2343754 2343759 2343779 2343782
2343844 2343845 2343846 2343848 2343863
2343868 2343889 2343898 2343900 2343901
2343902 2343903 2343907 2343908 2343909
2343913 2343924 2343925 2343949 2343962
2343963 2343997 2344012 2344092 2344094
2344098 2344137 2344148 2344149 2344155
2344157 2344161 2344163 2344167 2344170
2344173 2344174 2344178 2344183 2344202
2344207 2344210 2344211 2344213 2344214
2344236 2344242 2344423 2344424 2344430
2344443 2344447 2344475 2344480 2344483
2344509 2344513 2344517 2344519 2344526
2344527 2344528 2344530 2344531 2344533
2344535 2344536 2344537 2344538 2344539
2344540 2344548 2344581 2344617 2344627
2344628 2344718 2344722 2344724 2344725
2344729 2344730 2344731 2344748 2344753
2344758 2344759 2344763 2344764 2344765
2344767 2344806 2344808 2344809 2344811
2344814 2344840 2344841 2344921 2344947
2344949 2344980 2344984 2344988 2344994
2345032 2345040 2345096 2345112 2345146
2345147 2345148 2345159 2345178 2345179
2345184 2345187 2345192 2345217 2345225
2345242 2345258 2345267 2345275 2345286
2345334 2345335 2345411 2345414 2345418
2345423 2345424 2345425 2345427 2345463
2345487 2345495 2345526 2345527 2345532
2345537 2345615 2345625 2345632 2345634
2345643 2345644 2345648 2345651 2345658
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2345737 2345755 2345756 2345757 2345758
2345759 2345760 2345776 2345781 2345783
2345784 2345787 2345788 2345789 2345844
2345850 2345852 2345893 2345910 2345913
2345955 2345956 2345960 2345979 2345980
2345982 2345985 2345990 2345996 2346003
2346006 2346008 2346033 2346034 2346043
2346045 2347790 2347791 2355470 2357793
2357796 2366336 2369593 2377156 2381709
2381710 2381712 2381713 2385695 2389964
2393448 2393452 2393453 2393455 2393456
2395820 2398550 2398551 2402091 2404127
2404591 2404593 2406006 2406107 2406119
2406167 2406222 2406288 2406300 2406306
2407671 2407676 2407677 2407761 2407810
2407820 2407822 2407875 2407876 2407935
2407937 2408055 2408415 2408426 2408428
2408769 2408772 2409667 2409686 2409689
2409747 2409810 2409811 2409815 2409819
2409845 2409895 2409899 2409943 2409944
2409946 2409947 2409950 2409976 2409978
2409980 2410071 2410077 2410154 2410155
2410157 2410161 2410302 2410334 2410401
2410405 2410456 2410523 2410526 2410536
2410551 2410575 2410576 2410590 2410614
2410618 2410867 2410897 2410901 2410902
2410906 2410910 2410929 2410931 2410934
2410936 2410964 2411186 2411230 2411245
2411246 2411247 2411248 2411326 2411385
2411388 2411397 2411399 2411411 2411412
2411429 2411450 2411452 2411453 2411479
2411492 2411504 2411508 2411523 2411567
2411571 2411635 2411643 2411783 2411784
2411788 2411836 2411846 2411854 2411859
2411860 2411863 2411864 2411895 2411896
2411904 2411962 2411963 2411964 2411965
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2411966 2412017 2412052 2412057 2412063
2412109 2412110 2412137 2412160 2412195
2412253 2412270 2412271 2412272 2412324
2412517 2412529 2412699 2412700 2412701
2412702 2412746 2412768 2412773 2412859
2412882 2413076 2413134 2413137 2413140
2413152 2413193 2413232 2413260 2413271
2413272 2413283 2413287 2413311 2413318
2413334 2413435 2413458 2413462 2413464
2413473 2413490 2413492 2413495 2413655
2413684 2413779 2413780 2413784 2413902
2413942 2413944 2413958 2414068 2414075
2414080 2414093 2414112 2414128 2414147
2414170 2414198 2414199 2414214 2414226
2414258 2414259 2414261 2414262 2414263
2414337 2414338 2414339 2414398 2414401
2414403 2414405 2414410 2414423 2414425
2414426 2414427 2414429 2414431 2414432
2414466 2414467 2414475 2414476 2414602
2414637 2414778 2414859 2415011 2415043
2415044 2415047 2415050 2415090 2415127
2415147 2415154 2415155 2415156 2415163
2415183 2415184 2415196 2415197 2415199
2415202 2415210 2415234 2415249 2415256
2415260 2415480 2415481 2415492 2415502
2415503 2415505 2415508 2415511 2415512
2415533 2415656 2415663 2415668 2415669
2415738 2415741 2415744 2415747 2415751
2415764 2415791 2415796 2415821 2415824
2415825 2415856 2415858 2415859 2415871
2415874 2415925 2415926 2415927 2415932
2415934 2415973 2415982 2415983 2415984
2415985 2416047 2416246 2416253 2416254
2416266 2416276 2416290 2416291 2416373
2416379 2416383 2416395 2416404 2416405
2416448 2416449 2416468 2416471 2416472
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2416473 2416494 2416586 2416587 2416605
2416680 2416681 2416684 2416687 2416695
2416704 2416705 2416706 2416707 2416708
2416717 2416719 2416721 2416722 2416723
2416731 2416736 2416760 2416898 2416966
2416968 2416969 2416972 2416993 2417035
2417039 2417042 2417064 2417065 2417076
2417178 2417247 2417280 2417292 2417295
2417296 2417297 2417304 2417315 2417342
2417345 2417348 2417350 2417354 2417357
2417370 2417371 2417377 2417379 2417433
2417434 2417436 2417439 2417440 2417441
2417443 2417445 2417456 2417458 2417524
2417526 2417556 2417557 2417561 2417682
2417687 2417714 2417715 2417716 2417726
2417730 2417734 2417736 2417747 2417748
2417771 2417798 2417799 2417800 2417802
2417803 2417808 2417809 2417810 2417819
2417820 2417822 2417824 2417825 2417842
2417855 2417906 2417925 2417949 2417950
2417959 2417963 2417966 2417968 2417974
2417985 2418011 2418020 2418021 2418022
2418030 2418031 2418050 2418051 2418053
2418054 2418056 2418059 2418084 2418086
2418088 2418092 2418093 2418110 2418138
2418139 2418144 2418156 2418400 2418478
2418480 2418595 2418598 2418602 2418603
2418608 2418609 2418611 2418707 2418708
2418710 2418711 2418745 2418814 2418842
2418844 2418863 2418871 2418890 2418891
2418894 2418917 2418945 2418949 2418950
2418951 2418959 2419048 2419087 2419103
2419104 2419108 2419116 2419120 2419121
2419122 2419126 2419151 2419173 2419270
2419273 2419274 2419275 2419288 2419421
2419424 2419517 2419518 2419519 2419524
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2419537 2419550 2419603 2419609 2419611
2419626 2419627 2419629 2419639 2419640
2419641 2419642 2419643 2419644 2419645
2419655 2419656 2419662 2419686 2419688
2419691 2419768 2419769 2419782 2419783
2419784 2419789 2419820 2419821 2419848
2419849 2419851 2419884 2420099 2420265
2420268 2420271 2420338 2420374 2420377
2420385 2420386 2420387 2420391 2420489
2420498 2420522 2420552 2420597 2420601
2420616 2420621 2420622 2420626 2420628
2420678 2420679 2420680 2420682 2420686
2420687 2420688 2420691 2420692 2420694
2420696 2420697 2420698 2420700 2420702
2420708 2420714 2421244 2421485 2421488
2421500 2421648 2421651 2421662 2421717
2421742 2421750 2421752 2421760 2421762
2421765 2421810 2421816 2422092 2422525
2422665 2422825 2422843 2422887 2422896
2423142 2423184 2423391 2423440 2423532
2423710 2423720 2423724 2424223 2424225
2424233 2424280 2424467 2424740 2424753
2424755 2424760 2424768 2424775 2424788
2424789 2424792 2424797 2424861 2424862
2424996 2425004 2425049 2425054 2425081
2425087 2425089 2425094 2425100 2425101
2425546 2425574 2425584 2425601 2425691
2425699 2425711 2425722 2425724 2425725
2425927 2425931 2425932 2425992 2426014
2426015 2426023 2426090 2426161 2426164
2426170 2426177 2426178 2426188 2426190
2426221 2426275 2426465 2427121 2427126
2427210 2427265 2427290 2427291 2427298
2427308 2427309 2427508 2427515 2427516
2427552 2427595 2427615 2427684 2427707
2427725 2428230 2428285 2428332 2428359
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2428361 2428363 2428399 2428402 2428410
2428445 2428458 2428535 2428538 2428540
2428541 2428546 2428548 2428549 2428552
2428558 2428567 2428576 2428589 2428595
2428598 2428602 2428615 2428631 2428640
2428650 2428654 2428657 2428701 2428702
2428742 2428750 2428751 2428763 2428764
2428765 2428775 2428777 2429010 2429015
2429019 2429021 2429024 2429215 2429232
2429235 2429271 2429298 2429304 2429310
2429313 2429317 2429370 2429407 2429523
2429524 2429537 2429545 2429560 2429596
2429605 2429606 2429727 2429728 2429733
2429734 2429892 2429893 2429899 2429952
2429957 2429991 2430029 2430140 2430166
2430168 2430217 2430230 2430231 2430306
2430307 2430319 2430425 2430467 2430470
2430531 2430942 2430951 2430964 2430967
2430968 2430969 2431084 2431085 2431089
2431100 2431103 2431112 2431140 2431141
2431142 2431183 2431184 2431187 2431196
2431209 2431366 2431370 2431434 2431460
2431694 2431696 2431698 2431700 2431704
2431738 2431739 2431819 2432057 2432079
2432233 2432903 2433135 2433146 2433148
2433280 2433970 2434081 2434353 2434354
2434355 2434424 2434445 2434550 2434577
2434580 2434624 2434629 2434631 2434671
2434674 2434675 2434676 2434677 2434742
2434838 2434902 2435205 2435466 2436018
2436146 2436203 2436214 2436283 2436320
2436433 2436434 2436487 2436522 2436530
2436542 2436552 2436959 2437085 2437128
2437145 2437181 2437186 2437189 2437395
2437425 2437427 2437428 2437443 2437449
2437488 2437522 2437607 2437632 2437712
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2437723 2437742 2437769 2437793 2437827
2437829 2437830 2437847 2437851 2437852
2437867 2437879 2437880 2437922 2438038
2438040 2438041 2438048 2438049 2438104
2438108 2438166 2438175 2438185 2438191
2438206 2438218 2438228 2438231 2438232
2438235 2438247 2438256 2438336 2438378
2438379 2438385 2438406 2438409 2438421
2438445 2438446 2438447 2438461 2438470
2438473 2438474 2438475 2438476 2438477
2438490 2438527 2438560 2438562 2438576
2438582 2438583 2438630 2438632 2438636
2438640 2438641 2438648 2438649 2438656
2438657 2438659 2438661 2438667 2438677
2438688 2438778 2438780 2438850 2438851
2438852 2438865 2438878 2438881 2438882
2438886 2438980 2438981 2438983 2438984
2438985 2438986 2438989 2438992 2438993
2438994 2438995 2439042 2439048 2439050
2439104 2439131 2439137 2439154 2439235
2439246 2439250 2439251 2439255 2439266
2439330 2439331 2439345 2439619 2439620
2439663 2439892 2439929 2439930 2439931
2439932 2439933 2439945 2439946 2439947
2440000 2440004 2440008 2440009 2440010
2440012 2440013 2440035 2440042 2440049
2440051 2440130 2440137 2440169 2440188
2440194 2440273 2440276 2440281 2440287
2440288 2440291 2440298 2440306 2440307
2440308 2440339 2440340 2440396 2440398
2440402 2440441 2440448 2440452 2440455
2440458 2440459 2440492 2440588 2440758
2440760 2440765 2440766 2440767 2440769
2440773 2440775 2440776 2440786 2440787
2440788 2440827 2440878 2440887 2440925
2440947 2440955 2440956 2440965 2440973
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2440974 2441008 2441042 2441105 2441108
2441112 2441140 2441145 2441160 2441190
2441191 2441230 2441232 2441234 2441249
2441250 2441251 2441253 2441259 2441261
2441280 2441282 2441312 2441313 2441314
2441315 2441316 2441357 2441358 2441359
2441363 2441371 2441401 2441413 2441414
2441416 2441422 2441507 2441508 2441545
2441546 2441547 2441548 2441562 2441566
2441567 2441622 2441714 2441723 2441724
2441725 2441726 2441732 2441733 2441737
2441742 2441752 2441753 2441794 2441809
2441817 2441820 2441823 2441925 2441926
2441941 2441972 2441977 2441978 2441983
2441984 2441985 2441987 2441988 2441989
2441990 2441991 2442049 2442057 2442063
2442097 2442098 2442113 2442115 2442141
2442142 2442143 2442167 2442190 2442192
2442193 2442194 2442216 2442322 2442327
2442423 2442424 2442460 2442476 2442479
2442483 2442501 2442512 2442514 2442516
2442517 2442518 2442519 2442520 2442534
2442536 2442538 2442540 2442541 2442543
2442545 2442582 2442590 2442593 2442594
2442596 2442601 2442665 2442767 2442768
2442771 2442817 2442828 2442829 2442850
2442863 2442879 2442902 2443000 2443185
2443186 2443299 2443326 2443327 2443329
2443351 2443353 2443403 2443404 2443413
2443417 2443433 2443434 2443480 2443489
2443494 2443506 2443523 2443524 2443525
2443529 2443533 2443536 2443539 2443541
2443545 2443559 2443560 2443566 2443569
2443571 2443574 2443575 2443577 2443581
2443585 2443593 2443594 2443595 2443596
2443597 2443598 2443599 2443600 2443601
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2443604 2443606 2443613 2443668 2443746
2443935 2443950 2443972 2443975 2443977
2443978 2443979 2443994 2443997 2443998
2444000 2444001 2444010 2444036 2444117
2444229 2444230 2444236 2444245 2444266
2444276 2444277 2444285 2444291 2444296
2444400 2444425 2444427 2444428 2444431
2444434 2444435 2444439 2444443 2444449
2444456 2444457 2444461 2444489 2444573
2444587 2444589 2444596 2444619 2444634
2444635 2444636 2444640 2444643 2444655
2444656 2444741 2444855 2444867 2444882
2444883 2444888 2444914 2444915 2444952
2444956 2444957 2444985 2444989 2444990
2445095 2445101 2445116 2445125 2445156
2445162 2445163 2445173 2445214 2445215
2445216 2445217 2445218 2445222 2445238
2445239 2445266 2445297 2445315 2445316
2445356 2445384 2445385 2445389 2445392
2445395 2445396 2445397 2445401 2445402
2445462 2445528 2445549 2445551 2445553
2445554 2445557 2445558 2445568 2445574
2445577 2445582 2445583 2445584 2445586
2445605 2445620 2445623 2445624 2445629
2445630 2445638 2445639 2445647 2445650
2445653 2445655 2445690 2445692 2445694
2445697 2445702 2445704 2445708 2445709
2445710 2445712 2445713 2445715 2445717
2445723 2445726 2445727 2445729 2445730
2445731 2445734 2445749 2445753 2445754
2445755 2445756 2445762 2445763 2445764
2445766 2445767 2445776 2445780 2445783
2445791 2445794 2445819 2445821 2445825
2445826 2445827 2445838 2445843 2445856
2445857 2445859 2445862 2445864 2446209
2446295 2446308 2446315 2446317 2446320
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2446501 2446527 2446528 2446540 2446541
2446544 2446558 2446568 2446571 2446572
2446574 2446575 2446584 2446898 2446931
2446966 2446971 2446976 2446977 2446978
2446986 2447024 2447073 2447075 2447110
2447130 2447144 2447159 2447161 2447171
2447172 2447189 2447192 2447199 2447200
2447522 2447543 2447616 2447768 2447772
2447773 2447775 2447776 2447777 2447779
2447780 2447781 2447783 2447784 2447785
2447802 2447805 2447832 2447928 2447934
2447947 2447988 2447998 2448005 2448015
2448031 2448035 2448044 2448047 2448048
2448058 2448061 2448065 2448072 2448075
2448094 2448107 2448108 2448153 2448164
2448167 2448169 2448176 2448177 2448178
2448179 2448186 2448198 2448199 2448207
2448231 2448232 2448234 2448237 2448240
2448241 2448244 2448248 2448277 2448279
2448281 2448283 2448284 2448285 2448293
2448294 2448297 2448298 2448299 2448302
2448303 2448477 2448478 2448479 2448482
2448522 2448536 2448587 2448597 2448646
2448649 2448650 2448665 2448669 2448671
2448801 2448802 2448803 2448811 2448814
2448820 2448821 2448855 2448902 2449008
2449012 2449031 2449032 2449033 2449045
2449047 2449048 2449095 2449116 2449117
2449118 2449119 2449130 2449175 2449177
2449220 2449221 2449286 2449365 2449395
2449397 2449722 2449742 2449743 2449746
2449747 2449760 2449814 2449815 2449819
2449855 2449856 2449857 2449858 2449863
2449878 2449879 2450004 2450036 2450068
2450072 2450075 2450076 2450079 2450081
2450091 2450093 2450136 2450159 2450160
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2450196 2450237 2450253 2450262 2450421
2450431 2450447 2450450 2450452 2450455
2450456 2450460 2450461 2450476 2450477
2450478 2450494 2450547 2450548 2450555
2450558 2450567 2450569 2450570 2450678
2450679 2450685 2450686 2450687 2450696
2450697 2450785 2450935 2450977 2451005
2451006 2451095 2451110 2451117 2451145
2451154 2451157 2451158 2451160 2451175
2451177 2451179 2451181 2451191 2451192
2451195 2451196 2451197 2451200 2451370
2451420 2451421 2451423 2451424 2451433
2451655 2451676 2451687 2451689 2451753
2451759 2451769 2451774 2451776 2451778
2451796 2451814 2451821 2451825 2451827
2451831 2451833 2451837 2451849 2451850
2451865 2451972 2451975 2451984 2452078
2452082 2452198 2452337 2452425 2452426
2452463 2452573 2452574 2452607 2452615
2452634 2452673 2452687 2452698 2452717
2452726 2452729 2452751 2452752 2452754
2452756 2452758 2452795 2452798 2452799
2452802 2452812 2452814 2452820 2452842
2452920 2453001 2453089 2453095 2453244
2453338 2453344 2453345 2453358 2453359
2453367 2453395 2453439 2453440 2453469
2453516 2453519 2453524 2453527 2453576
2453612 2453615 2453768 2453793 2453952
2453959 2454027 2454057 2454058 2454076
2454107 2454124 2454138 2454166 2454174
2454185 2454211 2454213 2454217 2454245
2454252 2454253 2454483 2454574 2454588
2454590 2454601 2454662 2454666 2454668
2454714 2454737 2454742 2454777 2454795
2454810 2454823 2454827 2454828 2454845
2454851 2454852 2454861 2454868 2454877
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2454885 2454896 2454912 2454918 2454919
2454924 2454928 2454929 2454931 2454932
2454934 2454948 2454990 2455047 2455053
2455055 2455057 2455561 2455562 2455567
2455613 2455728 2455736 2455765 2455771
2455773 2455787 2455796 2455801 2455804
2455805 2455815 2455817 2455818 2455851
2455856 2455857 2455858 2455863 2455865
2455870 2455879 2455885 2455980 2455982
2456003 2456005 2456006 2456008 2456010
2456013 2456015 2456022 2456025 2456026
2456363 2456400 2456475 2456571 2456602
2456605 2456606 2456607 2456608 2456609
2456610 2456615 2456616 2456618 2456638
2456762 2456764 2456765 2456784 2456886
2456891 2456897 2456899 2457067 2457134
2457155 2457187 2457190 2457193 2457194
2457195 2457256 2457257 2457274 2457291
2457295 2457296 2457297 2457298 2457300
2457301 2457305 2457308 2457314 2457318
2457320 2457321 2457323 2457358 2457364
2457388 2457414 2457463 2457468 2457471
2457476 2457483 2457484 2457487 2457488
2457520 2457557 2457584 2457585 2457587
2457595 2457621 2457622 2457636 2457637
2457646 2457647 2457649 2457650 2457658
2457663 2457664 2457665 2457668 2457672
2457675 2457679 2457695 2457720 2457745
2457773 2457774 2457775 2457776 2457829
2457831 2457832 2457833 2457834 2457851
2457863 2457866 2457878 2457884 2457885
2457887 2457889 2457891 2457894 2457895
2457896 2457897 2457898 2457911 2457915
2457916 2457917 2457920 2457936 2457941
2457962 2457993 2457998 2458084 2458171
2458172 2458175 2458177 2458180 2458181
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2458187 2458188 2458204 2458254 2458257
2458262 2458269 2458273 2458313 2458376
2458455 2458485 2458568 2458592 2458595
2458597 2458600 2458761 2458765 2458848
2458849 2458850 2458960 2458970 2458973
2458974 2459048 2459049 2459059 2459061
2459068 2459070 2459071 2459073 2459076
2459078 2459079 2459080 2459081 2459111
2459113 2459120 2459122 2459131 2459132
2459140 2459143 2459145 2459147 2459189
2459198 2459201 2459202 2459203 2459204
2459205 2459223 2459289 2459309 2459310
2459332 2459370 2459375 2459376 2459391
2459392 2459430 2459445 2459477 2459478
2459482 2459485 2459508 2459513 2459517
2459518 2459528 2459530 2459531 2459533
2459534 2459568 2459592 2459598 2459647
2459654 2459655 2459656 2459657 2459659
2459660 2459665 2459666 2459670 2459671
2459672 2459673 2459677 2459686 2459699
2459701 2459702 2459704 2459707 2459708
2459714 2459715 2459720 2459727 2459731
2459733 2459752 2459850 2459852 2459866
2459870 2459881 2459975 2459979 2460025
2460036 2460038 2460065 2460075 2460082
2460113 2460121 2460162 2460190 2460192
2460238 2460239 2460240 2460241 2460252
2460257 2460258 2460259 2460260 2460261
2460292 2460333 2460338 2460339 2460400
2460433 2460434 2460435 2460471 2460473
2460474 2460478 2460480 2460513 2460514
2460515 2460561 2460563 2460584 2460596
2460608 2460615 2460650 2460662 2460664
2460750 2460763 2460764 2460765 2460767
2460772 2460863 2460935 2460965 2460966
2460980 2460982 2460985 2461001 2461003
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2461013 2461014 2461272 2461277 2461281
2461289 2461290 2461291 2461302 2461310
2461317 2461318 2461363 2461364 2461365
2461370 2461475 2461530 2461539 2461543
2461619 2461636 2461638 2461672 2461674
2461686 2461721 2461741 2461744 2461745
2461779 2461780 2461782 2461790 2461796
2461804 2461805 2461807 2461808 2461810
2461816 2461820 2461821 2461831 2461880
2461913 2461922 2461924 2461926 2461952
2461957 2461959 2461961 2461965 2461966
2461967 2461968 2461969 2461982 2461983
2461984 2461985 2461986 2461987 2461989
2461990 2462009 2462016 2462039 2462046
2462047 2462057 2462081 2462088 2462089
2462090 2462199 2462200 2462355 2462359
2462363 2462364 2462365 2462465 2462466
2462468 2462610 2462619 2462627 2462661
2462663 2462664 2462684 2462685 2462692
2462702 2462711 2462712 2462713 2462725
2462790 2462793 2462914 2462921 2462931
2462937 2462939 2462943 2462948 2462950
2462951 2463010 2463019 2463202 2463220
2463242 2463272 2463278 2463286 2463307
2463418 2463431 2463433 2463475 2463546
2463602 2463625 2463664 2463665 2463667
2463674 2463677 2463679 2463680 2463681
2463698 2463793 2463807 2463918 2463934
2463971 2464060 2464061 2464069 2464079
2464110 2464166 2464257 2464273 2464274
2464278 2464335 2464400 2464433 2464434
2464435 2464441 2464454 2464463 2464465
2464473 2464485 2464486 2464495 2464498
2464514 2464642 2464646 2464647 2464654
2464737 2464752 2464778 2464791 2464794
2464796 2464798 2464847 2464861 2464875
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2464886 2464919 2464924 2464932 2464934
2464992 2465264 2465370 2465371 2465378
2465380 2465410 2465450 2465495 2465499
2465504 2465545 2465547 2465548 2465551
2465554 2465556 2465557 2465664 2465665
2465666 2465667 2465734 2465735 2465736
2465737 2465738 2465750 2465751 2465752
2465753 2465754 2465755 2465757 2465759
2465760 2465763 2465765 2465766 2465767
2465770 2465772 2465775 2465776 2465778
2465779 2465780 2465781 2465783 2465784
2465789 2465799 2465815 2465845 2465887
2465892 2465893 2465896 2465899 2465914
2465915 2465949 2465965 2465968 2466025
2466048 2466049 2466056 2466063 2466067
2466231 2466258 2466276 2466277 2466278
2466283 2466285 2466288 2466289 2466290
2466291 2466293 2466296 2466297 2466298
2466300 2466301 2466312 2466326 2466341
2466391 2466393 2466394 2466395 2466396
2466399 2466401 2466402 2466404 2466406
2466407 2466410 2466411 2466413 2466423
2466487 2466490 2466492 2466493 2466577
2466580 2466586 2466592 2466605 2466713
2466757 2466761 2466770 2466776 2466777
2466788 2466794 2466795 2466820 2466822
2466823 2466824 2466907 2466918 2466921
2466922 2466932 2466934 2466943 2466948
2466952 2466956 2466957 2466958 2466964
2466981 2467044 2467087 2467117 2467222
2467294 2467295 2467297 2467299 2467320
2467327 2467330 2467331 2467333 2467335
2467358 2467360 2467362 2467395 2467400
2467418 2467422 2467485 2467516 2467517
2467526 2467546 2467551 2467552 2467601
2467603 2467606 2467607 2467615 2467680
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2467730 2467731 2467787 2467791 2467935
2467940 2467941 2467942 2467943 2467944
2467945 2467947 2467948 2467949 2467950
2467953 2467956 2467957 2467959 2467961
2467962 2467963 2467964 2467965 2467967
2467968 2467971 2467972 2467975 2467985
2467990 2467993 2467996 2467997 2467999
2468005 2468029 2468087 2468111 2468112
2468113 2468122 2468146 2468166 2468171
2468174 2468178 2468182 2468183 2468184
2468196 2468203 2468211 2468214 2468215
2468218 2468231 2468234 2468236 2468237
2468239 2468251 2468363 2468574 2468576
2468636 2468649 2468680 2468681 2468683
2468719 2468726 2468727 2468728 2468729
2468735 2468748 2468828 2468840 2468843
2468844 2468854 2468877 2468878 2468880
2468913 2468915 2468924 2468925 2468930
2468932 2468953 2468954 2468955 2468958
2468966 2468978 2469063 2469064 2469077
2469078 2469079 2469089 2469090 2469093
2469094 2469100 2469102 2469106 2469112
2469115 2469121 2469123 2469124 2469125
2469126 2469245 2469313 2469344 2469369
2469383 2469388 2469390 2469391 2469393
2469394 2469396 2469397 2469398 2469399
2469400 2469414 2469417 2469419 2469435
2469437 2469438 2469439 2469440 2469449
2469566 2469571 2469614 2469659 2469711
2469714 2469722 2469734 2469735 2469753
2469793 2469806 2469826 2469854 2469874
2469880 2469882 2469885 2469891 2469892
2469895 2469896 2469899 2469901 2469902
2469912 2469916 2469917 2469975 2469980
2470188 2470226 2470333 2470335 2470474
2470599 2470708 2470726 2470752 2470753
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2470794 2470962 2470963 2470974 2470982
2471002 2471003 2471032 2471033 2471037
2471040 2471048 2471059 2471063 2471064
2471070 2471076 2471093 2471096 2471097
2471101 2471128 2471209 2471213 2471225
2471226 2471372 2471382 2471446 2471451
2471463 2471485 2471490 2471491 2471492
2471494 2471513 2471518 2471528 2471541
2471555 2471558 2471572 2471632 2471642
2471654 2471692 2471694 2471695 2471713
2471714 2471719 2471720 2471770 2471773
2472123 2472154 2472160 2472161 2472262
2472332 2472337 2472346 2472351 2472361
2472392 2472409 2472437 2472450 2472453
2472512 2472694 2472695 2472716 2472734
2472769 2472883 2472897 2472970 2473017
2473057 2473101 2473105 2473156 2473157
2473163 2473166 2473217 2473218 2473223
2473242 2473244 2473306 2473356 2473357
2473359 2473360 2473367 2473369 2473371
2473372 2473376 2473400 2473427 2473440
2473443 2473445 2473481 2473487 2473492
2473494 2473517 2473534 2473563 2473626
2473627 2473634 2473637 2473695 2473707
2473722 2473734 2473779 2473780 2473781
2473782 2473783 2473805 2473807 2473808
2473810 2473812 2473815 2473818 2473819
2473841 2473845 2473866 2473867 2473879
2473893 2473895 2473906 2473933 2473949
2473955 2474019 2474020 2474142 2474174
2474175 2474235 2474238 2474243 2474253
2474255 2474258 2474262 2474263 2474264
2474268 2474291 2474297 2474298 2474299
2474367 2474368 2474371 2474372 2474496
2474500 2474501 2474506 2474508 2474509
2474511 2474523 2474539 2474555 2474624
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2474652 2474722 2474778 2474799 2474802
2474811 2474820 2474821 2474823 2474825
2474826 2474833 2474844 2474850 2474851
2474854 2474917 2474931 2474932 2475048
2475050 2475095 2475105 2475127 2475165
2475167 2475170 2475231 2475301 2475302
2475327 2475443 2475520 2475558 2475674
2475677 2475680 2475968 2476075 2476157
2476161 2476171 2476177 2476203 2476207
2476208 2476209 2476319 2476325 2476332
2478198 2484723 2484724 2486641 2489220
2491299 2493210 2493999 2494000 2496966
2499323 2499894 2507738 2511407 2511540
2518533 2518726 2519529 2529074 2532640
2534212 2536436 2541901 2544086 2544162
2544212 2544226 2545662 2546530 2546531
2546532 2546583 2546662 2546699 2547001
2547003 2550735 2550766 2551028 2551208
2551401 2551621 2553525 2554293 2554356
2554424 2554425 2554548 2555743 2560238
2566777 2566778 2567097 2567101 2567102
2567103 2567104 2567105 2567662 2567680
2567682 2568226 2568355 2646786 2729695
2731137 2731969 2731970 2759639 2762872
2763818 2767152 2768270 2768390 2772831
2778889 2785512 2785514 2785540 2785646
2786531 2791499 2793688 2793761 2793931
2795377 2802072 2804501 2806920 2807637
2807640 2807642 2807673 2807831 2807942
2808425 2808472 2808700 2808702 2809061
2809389 2809549 2809553 2809555 2809557
2809559 2809670 2809723 2809724 2809868
2809869 2810899 2811183 2811786 2811806
2811974 2811977 2811978 2811979 2812009
2812230 2812235 2812272 2812276 2812280
2812287 2812350 2812452 2812673 2812942
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2812949 2812953 2813162 2813304 2813331
2813927 2814029 2814217 2814218 2814219
2814220 2814317 2814499 2814523 2814547
2814559 2814672 2814682 2814759 2814761
2814766 2815280 2815319 2815364 2815393
2815394 2815405 2815407 2815416 2815418
2815649 2815840 2816058 2816061 2816062
2816063 2816064 2816065 2816145 2816153
2816156 2816157 2816179 2816206 2816211
2816228 2816229 2816230 2816247 2816387
2817326 2817600 2817803 2817807 2817808
2817828 2817839 2817853 2820905 2821705
2826255 2829008 2829789 2830035 2830678
2833550 2833561 2833574 2833699 2833702
2833705 2833724 2833752 2835900 2837289
2842506 2854171 2854556 2855840 2855993
2857901 2858008 2859079 2860647 2861315
2861340 2861935 2861970 2861985 2862055
2862077 2862196 2862424 2862430 2862462
2862549 2863772 2863973 2864120 2864321
2864939 2864986 2865084 2865143 2865212
2865221 2865222 2865251 2865322 2865475
2865827 2866351 2866377 2866594 2866620
2867047 2867234 2867246 2867747 2870036
2872199 2872213 2872214 2875049 2878304
2878430 2879647 2879758 2879989 2879990
2879991 2879992 2879993 2879994 2879995
2879996 2879997 2879998 2880097 2880098
2880099 2880100 2880102 2880194 2880905
2880910 2880958 2881042 2881256 2881258
2881370 2881431 2881433 2881434 2881435
2881436 2881439 2881440 2881441 2881445
2881528 2881529 2881557 2881620 2881626
2881727 2881890 2881971 2882001 2882005
2882006 2882007 2882030 2882031 2882270
2882271 2882442 2882562 2882566 2882613
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2882616 2882621 2882623 2882684 2882702
2882716 2882720 2882722 2882783 2882817
2882836 2882841 2882843 2882853 2882899
2882901 2882903 2882970 2883006 2883008
2883010 2883011 2883012 2883013 2883015
2883016 2883110 2883186 2883216 2883483
2883516 2883517 2883571 2883572 2883573
2883575 2883620 2883650 2883672 2883717
2883719 2883749 2883753 2883756 2883758
2883760 2883774 2883781 2883877 2883947
2884075 2884111 2884150 2884297 2884514
2884579 2884588 2884593 2884594 2884679
2884723 2884724 2884733 2884736 2884861
2884866 2884867 2884868 2884871 2884883
2884932 2885035 2885382 2885431 2885589
2885844 2885845 2885908 2885913 2885917
2885944 2885951 2885953 2886049 2886051
2886057 2886058 2886087 2886088 2886096
2886100 2886101 2886102 2886103 2886164
2886228 2886300 2886326 2886366 2886514
2886819 2886979 2886984 2887363 2887435
2887470 2887903 2889154 2889176 2889463
2890019 2890050 2890644 2890960 2891739
2891740 2891741 2892970 2893014 2894792
2895848 2896438 2897412 2898836 2898900
2898902 2898903 2898950 2898951 2899507
2899571 2900619 2900871 2900970 2902227
2903814 2903828 2905575 2905626 2905629
2905972 2906049 2906240 2906557 2907420
2909969 2910382 2911207 2911488 2912270
2912784 2915568 2916156 2916179 2916284
2916636 2916688 2916904 2916918 2916941
2916969 2917363 2917486 2917651 2917797
2917973 2918033 2919151 2919182 2919236
2919365 2919390 2919430 2919448 2919575
2919731 2919734 2919742 2919808 2919859
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2919863 2919875 2919894 2920005 2920077
2920149 2920174 2920175 2920176 2920368
2921043 2921500 2921757 2921760 2921949
2921984 2922050 2922185 2922186 2922188
2922431 2922471 2922501 2922502 2922624
2922637 2922661 2922693 2922909 2923727
2927284 2927833 2927835 2931716 2932889
2933490 2934568 2934581 2934587 2934655
2934681 2934686 2935614 2935615 2935617
2935620 2935642 2935645 2935647 2936116
2936117 2936125 2936126 2936243 2936284
2936607 2936647 2936649 2936652 2936653
2936701 2936702 2936704 2936706 2936707
2936713 2936715 2936720 2936744 2936798
2936950 2936954 2936955 2937012 2937014
2937015 2937016 2937018 2937227 2937649
2937650 2937763 2937764 2937766 2937857
2937858 2937859 2937860 2937861 2937862
2937863 2937864 2937865 2937866 2938306
2938513 2938706 2938765 2938817 2938822
2939528 2940401 2940832 2940968 2940969
2941774 2944114 2944365 2944385 2944396
2944412 2944646 2946035 2948518 2948536
2950765 2950911 2951046 2951047 2951130
2951457 2951460 2951466 2951717 2951718
2951723 2951929 2951930 2952115 2952126
2952135 2952910 2952936 2953003 2953007
2953176 2953466 2953519 2953603 2953651
2953655 2953665 2953859 2953873 2953965
2954226 2954458 2956911 2957137 2957148
2957151 2957152 2957197 2957201 2957202
2957203 2957204 2957266 2957276 2957283
2957342 2957360 2957426 2957442 2957444
2957445 2958018 2958024 2958025 2958027
2958029 2958521 2958523 2958568 2958569
2958571 2958672 2958738 2958739 2958756
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2958771 2958778 2958802 2958870 2958872
2958873 2958879 2959298 2959313 2959333
2959477 2959482 2959485 2959486 2959489
2959490 2959491 2959492 2959562 2959604
2959606 2959613 2959617 2959620 2959675
2959678 2959680 2959684 2959834 2959877
2959928 2960116 2960461 2960876 2960877
2960885 2960996 2961087 2961088 2961089
2961116 2961123 2961138 2961139 2961143
2961222 2961224 2961287 2961366 2961463
2961721 2961723 2961725 2961732 2961754
2961763 2961766 2961771 2961774 2961775
2961779 2961780 2961787 2961788 2961789
2961792 2961846 2961946 2961948 2961964
2961998 2961999 2962003 2962024 2962082
2962084 2962085 2962106 2962114 2962121
2962149 2962218 2962230 2962232 2962233
2962234 2962235 2962236 2962240 2962241
2962246 2962322 2962383 2962399 2962407
2962409 2962412 2962416 2962481 2962482
2962483 2962487 2962500 2962513 2962514
2962532 2962572 2962574 2962575 2962602
2962603 2962635 2962638 2962688 2962736
2962755 2962756 2962760 2962768 2962847
2962850 2962856 2962860 2962868 2962920
2962923 2963045 2963125 2963149 2963150
2963151 2963170 2963214 2963245 2963280
2963285 2963335 2963347 2963370 2963404
2963420 2963421 2963457 2963459 2963460
2963602 2963606 2963610 2963696 2963700
2963706 2963803 2963806 2963808 2963838
2963860 2963886 2963897 2963898 2963899
2963911 2963912 2963929 2964008 2964010
2964011 2964139 2964170 2964188 2964191
2964193 2964200 2964214 2964215 2964216
2964217 2964221 2964222 2964223 2964224
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2964225 2964227 2964228 2964229 2964230
2964231 2964269 2964317 2964318 2964328
2964329 2964363 2964367 2964390 2964598
2964608 2964626 2964639 2964708 2964744
2964826 2964827 2964828 2964829 2964835
2964865 2964921 2964926 2964941 2964989
2964993 2965077 2965089 2965090 2965091
2965225 2965228 2965235 2965332 2965348
2965352 2965353 2965358 2965368 2965522
2965569 2965728 2965911 2966079 2966080
2966173 2966273 2966378 2966379 2966415
2966417 2966527 2966542 2966691 2966836
2966837 2966838 2966910 2966911 2966990
2966994 2966996 2966997 2967138 2967141
2967149 2967189 2967323 2967338 2967370
2967372 2967387 2967392 2967489 2967494
2967497 2967500 2967501 2967579 2967591
2967593 2967636 2967640 2967641 2967681
2967694 2967698 2967760 2967819 2967820
2967833 2967914 2967937 2968049 2968066
2968077 2968108 2968113 2968217 2968223
2968228 2968229 2968230 2968231 2968244
2968254 2968260 2968278 2968339 2968357
2968419 2968423 2968424 2968428 2968429
2968554 2968607 2968639 2968660 2968661
2968663 2968670 2968675 2968676 2968679
2968680 2969173 2969193 2969230 2969238
2969270 2969271 2969272 2969274 2969275
2969276 2969277 2969278 2969293 2969298
2969299 2969302 2969400 2969643 2969646
2969757 2969758 2969798 2969807 2969859
2969864 2969874 2969878 2969888 2969889
2970081 2970084 2970275 2970293 2970307
2970315 2970320 2970339 2970479 2970502
2970505 2970557 2970626 2970647 2970672
2970712 2970720 2970745 2970747 2970748
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2970893 2970905 2970907 2970919 2971021
2971025 2971028 2971059 2971138 2971139
2971194 2971292 2971299 2971307 2971310
2971363 2971432 2971433 2971448 2971491
2971516 2971553 2971634 2971637 2971734
2971850 2971851 2971852 2971964 2972471
2972472 2972473 2972514 2972518 2972520
2972713 2973012 2973153 2973209 2973210
2973237 2973389 2973412 2973413 2973420
2973860 2973866 2973969 2974075 2974078
2974092 2974094 2974095 2974096 2974133
2974174 2974184 2974655 2974687 2974763
2974765 2974768 2974791 2974792 2975110
2975152 2975323 2975324 2975325 2975326
2975327 2975328 2975329 2975330 2975331
2975332 2975333 2975334 2975336 2975337
2975338 2975339 2975340 2975341 2975342
2975343 2975344 2975345 2975346 2975347
2975348 2975349 2975350 2975351 2975352
2975353 2975354 2975355 2975356 2975357
2975358 2975359 2975360 2975361 2975362
2975368 2975421 2975425 2975435 2975439
2975440 2975490 2975498 2975508 2975563
2975593 2975594 2975596 2975598 2975606
2975634 2975790 2975793 2975872 2975894
2975904 2975929 2975930 2975959 2976071
2976126 2976155 2976201 2976235 2976250
2976251 2976316 2976323 2976324 2976326
2976327 2976333 2976443 2976479 2976481
2976492 2976575 2976578 2976621 2976631
2976633 2976634 2976708 2976711 2976877
2976886 2976887 2976928 2976931 2976937
2976939 2976944 2976947 2976975 2977038
2977097 2977100 2977152 2977153 2977154
2977155 2977156 2977157 2977158 2977159
2977244 2977245 2977251 2977252 2977316
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2977317 2977318 2977436 2977441 2977450
2977470 2977483 2977537 2977612 2977646
2977697 2977715 2977773 2977876 2977987
2977988 2978004 2978006 2978044 2978067
2978071 2978073 2978074 2978097 2978101
2978141 2978192 2978317 2978319 2978320
2978327 2978374 2978382 2978383 2978445
2978483 2978485 2978493 2978518 2978521
2978523 2978526 2978541 2978542 2978581
2978582 2978633 2978746 2978748 2978751
2978756 2978757 2978758 2978759 2978760
2978762 2978763 2978765 2978831 2978832
2978879 2978930 2978939 2978940 2978963
2978967 2979089 2979115 2979170 2979171
2979172 2979173 2979174 2979175 2979176
2979194 2979195 2979201 2979213 2979270
2979409 2979434 2979435 2979490 2979494
2979552 2979568 2979572 2979580 2979581
2979585 2979589 2979593 2979596 2979606
2979607 2979610 2979618 2979620 2979630
2979632 2979633 2979638 2979645 2979652
2979657 2979658 2979660 2979728 2979729
2979730 2979838 2979843 2979847 2979849
2979850 2979851 2979857 2979858 2979861
2979867 2979869 2979870 2979871 2979874
2979879 2979880 2979935 2979943 2980013
2980015 2980118 2980331 2980335 2980345
2980355 2980406 2980418 2980435 2980441
2980442 2980443 2980444 2980446 2980454
2980464 2980465 2980496 2980498 2980503
2980505 2980560 2980567 2980569 2980614
2980637 2980692 2980741 2980923 2980954
2981034 2981335 2981556 2981637 2981664
2981675 2981733 2981810 2981878 2981880
2982040 2982049 2982121 2982124 2982125
2982201 2982202 2982203 2982211 2982214
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2982216 2982314 2982322 2982325 2982326
2982401 2982459 2982467 2982483 2982488
2982497 2982503 2982539 2982605 2982609
2982640 2982642 2982646 2982791 2982805
2982810 2982816 2982823 2982870 2982955
2982956 2982987 2982988 2982989 2982993
2983017 2983085 2983219 2983220 2983236
2983237 2983244 2983251 2983252 2983253
2983254 2983255 2983265 2983277 2983285
2983291 2983292 2983307 2983408 2983413
2983473 2983477 2983489 2983531 2983542
2983556 2983587 2983588 2983604 2983606
2983610 2983652 2983654 2983661 2983703
2983715 2983815 2983864 2983865 2983874
2983875 2983876 2983953 2983954 2983981
2983990 2983992 2983995 2983996 2984018
2984091 2984172 2984175 2984185 2984232
2984257 2984259 2984260 2984262 2984640
2984642 2984645 2984652 2984656 2984680
2984681 2984692 2984699 2984711 2984713
2984820 2984826 2984925 2984931 2984932
2984938 2984939 2984940 2984947 2984948
2984949 2984950 2984953 2984956 2984961
2984962 2984963 2984964 2985144 2985265
2985531 2985541 2985549 2985567 2985574
2985639 2985705 2985740 2985741 2985743
2985749 2985842 2986218 2986248 2986249
2986250 2986251 2986325 2986330 2986352
2986353 2986356 2986358 2986360 2986384
2986385 2986395 2986396 2986397 2986398
2986421 2986494 2986593 2986606 2986838
2986917 2986921 2986945 2986957 2986970
2986971 2986974 2986982 2986986 2987039
2987160 2987195 2987221 2987222 2987223
2987224 2987225 2987226 2987227 2987247
2987251 2987266 2987272 2987306 2987307
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2987334 2987455 2987516 2987828 2987990
2988011 2988144 2988146 2988526 2988561
2988562 2988570 2988752 2988755 2988793
2988928 2988930 2988931 2988974 2988975
2988976 2989229 2989231 2989243 2989282
2989329 2989836 2989877 2989878 2989881
2990127 2990180 2990181 2990182 2990184
2990185 2990186 2990188 2990327 2990334
2990338 2990341 2990347 2990349 2990353
2990369 2990439 2990663 2990849 2990850
2990851 2990852 2990866 2990867 2991227
2991228 2991229 2991252 2991396 2991399
2991467 2991481 2991507 2991519 2991587
2991599 2991603 2991604 2991606 2991664
2991665 2991673 2991677 2991833 2991839
2991844 2991959 2991961 2991963 2991970
2992004 2992021 2992022 2992032 2992033
2992053 2992054 2992056 2992057 2992058
2992143 2992162 2992202 2992370 2992376
2992604 2992606 2992663 2992664 2992670
2992674 2992676 2992810 2992891 2992894
2992895 2992897 2992899 2992919 2992962
2992968 2992998 2993011 2993015 2993020
2993043 2993044 2993093 2993128 2993142
2993254 2993256 2993403 2993404 2993405
2993492 2993497 2993500 2993501 2993502
2993503 2993509 2993621 2993624 2993690
2993716 2993757 2993760 2993761 2993762
2993769 2993779 2993887 2993888 2993889
2993890 2993891 2993892 2993987 2993991
2994015 2994016 2994019 2994097 2994188
2994189 2994193 2994312 2994313 2994314
2994315 2994316 2994317 2994385 2994387
2994772 2994835 2995237 2995244 2995324
2995325 2995326 2995435 2995447 2995664
2995666 2995668 2995732 2995733 2995734
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2995735 2995912 2995913 2995918 2996046
2996681 2996689 2996997 2997190 2997191
2997223 2997803 2997804 2997817 2997860
2997861 2997914 2997922 2997923 2997946
2998227 2998228 2998229 2998230 2998241
2998253 2998273 2998274 2998281 2998287
2998518 2998519 2998524 2998530 2998531
2998535 2998536 2998608 2998659 2998672
2998675 2998676 2998713 2998714 2998720
2998759 2998765 2998769 2998779 2998784
2998946 2999017 2999018 2999021 2999022
2999143 2999145 2999152 2999411 2999582
2999663 2999685 2999697 2999698 2999711
2999714 2999715 2999716 2999718 2999721
2999740 2999751 2999757 2999887 2999888
3000005 3000006 3000007 3000011 3000174
3000176 3000185 3000262 3000268 3000269
3000332 3000333 3000491 3000493 3000614
3000872 3000930 3000933 3000984 3000987
3000990 3000991 3000993 3000994 3001000
3001005 3001006 3001104 3001134 3001142
3001196 3001498 3001507 3001858 3001992
3002020 3002196 3002561 3002889 3002891
3002892 3002900 3002901 3002903 3003221
3003227 3003728 3004033 3004177 3004238
3004239 3004661 3004662 3005022 3005186
3005187 3005591 3005968 3005969 3006606
3006608 3006609 3006611 3006755 3006756
3006759 3006767 3006774 3006775 3006778
3006779 3006780 3006786 3006794 3006798
3006800 3006832 3006854 3007130 3007134
3007169 3007647 3007671 3007672 3007673
3007676 3007706 3007707 3007722 3007724
3007835 3007836 3007837 3007885 3007888
3007889 3007891 3007892 3008252 3008258
3008259 3008260 3008264 3008267 3008766
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3008767 3008770 3008771 3008901 3008902
3008903 3008904 3008927 3008928 3008930
3009221 3009224 3009225 3009757 3009921
3010668 3010669 3011267 3012070 3012074
3013351 3013357 3013361 3013363 3013588
3013686 3013688 3013928 3013929 3013976
3013977 3013978 3013985 3014339 3014575
3014845 3014863 3015143 3015633 3015644
3015756 3015757 3015758 3015759 3015761
3015777 3015779 3015788 3016059 3016091
3016315 3016328 3016330 3016332 3016834
3017202 3017316 3018108 3018109 3018200
3018201 3018236 3018282 3018415 3018418
3018444 3018693 3018726 3019479 3019480
3019608 3020197 3020445 3021934 3022369
3022993 3023104 3023574 3023689 3023692
3023693 3023860 3024449 3024823 3024948
3025018 3025019 3025263 3025375 3025383
3025404 3025485 3025486 3025611 3025612
3025615 3025616 3025617 3025618 3025619
3025620 3025973 3026067 3026777 3027756
3028202 3028309 3029068 3029118 3029259
3030766 3031125 3031131 3031264 3031318
3031319 3032256 3032323 3032334 3032528
3032529 3032530 3032532 3032533 3032572
3032995 3033008 3033069 3033149 3033152
3033198 3034478 3034804 3034869 3034917
3034919 3034932 3035129 3035130 3035276
3035361 3035366 3035798 3035947 3036253
3036351 3036598 3036624 3036700 3036984
3037535 3037901 3038113 3038295 3038296
3038420 3041085 3041088 3041089 3041092
3041093 3041094 3041185 3041192 3041350
3041447 3041448 3041854 3041855 3041858
3041881 3041885 3041893 3041969 3041978
3042344 3042568 3042774 3042775 3042777
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3042866 3043047 3043171 3043173 3043192
3043641 3043642 3043650 3043882 3043892
3043935 3043971 3043995 3044505 3045230
3045232 3045237 3045608 3046356 3046415
3046426 3046980 3046988 3047008 3047014
3048075 3048546 3048722 3048723 3048724
3048725 3048726 3048727 3048728 3048870
3049701 3049702 3049756 3050382 3050552
3050554 3050586 3051487 3051493 3051501
3051611 3051801 3052552 3052686 3053827
3053876 3053971 3053972 3053973 3053974
3053990 3053998 3054130 3054210 3054388
3054393 3054397 3054398 3054524 3054531
3054964 3055031 3055032 3055036 3055043
3055086 3055131 3055160 3055207 3055313
3055319 3055320 3055321 3055594 3055595
3055773 3055775 3055777 3055987 3055996
3055999 3056000 3056001 3056278 3056283
3056297 3056305 3056307 3056526 3056527
3056534 3056635 3056638 3056639 3056769
3057004 3057053 3057112 3057113 3057114
3057115 3057175 3057229 3057291 3057321
3057330 3057331 3057332 3057503 3057562
3057587 3057589 3057592 3057605 3057677
3057678 3057743 3057965 3058242 3058244
3058248 3058249 3058398 3058407 3058409
3058411 3058521 3058647 3058712 3058713
3058715 3059056 3059072 3059080 3059095
3059104 3059125 3059203 3059204 3059224
3059241 3059322 3059323 3059477 3059480
3059509 3059518 3059519 3059573 3059605
3059691 3059692 3059694 3059695 3059938
3060251 3060404 3060445 3060446 3060497
3060506 3060507 3060508 3060509 3060592
3060760 3060839 3060877 3060903 3060904
3060905 3060911 3060914 3061052 3061053
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3061098 3061100 3061171 3061340 3061386
3061389 3061657 3061669 3061987 3062022
3062023 3062177 3062347 3062348 3062652
3062711 3062712 3062713 3062714 3062732
3062846 3062847 3063281 3063366 3063868
3063873 3063954 3063956 3063989 3064021
3064047 3064205 3064213 3064220 3064222
3064230 3064234 3064391 3064403 3064404
3064459 3064859 3064868 3064873 3064947
3064948 3065032 3065042 3065066 3065089
3065108 3065126 3065136 3065138 3065140
3065283 3065287 3065288 3065289 3065306
3065354 3065481 3065517 3065543 3065544
3065545 3065557 3065620 3065835 3065837
3065996 3066031 3066040 3066041 3066210
3066220 3066224 3066225 3066397 3066398
3066948 3066974 3067031 3067062 3067073
3067097 3067098 3067099 3067100 3067101
3067187 3067438 3067494 3067542 3067598
3067599 3067600 3067610 3067614 3067621
3067755 3067783 3068017 3068018 3068093
3068095 3068159 3068171 3068232 3068369
3068370 3068372 3068374 3068583 3068600
3068601 3068701 3068707 3068866 3068868
3068869 3068876 3069059 3069074 3069130
3069131 3069161 3069196 3069351 3069364
3069391 3069420 3069544 3069551 3069572
3069868 3070025 3070034 3070037 3070041
3070335 3070619 3070620 3070621 3070627
3070631 3070701 3070886 3071018 3071019
3071022 3071023 3071035 3071037 3071222
3071227 3071256 3071265 3071548 3071730
3071731 3071732 3071733 3071737 3071738
3071881 3071882 3072006 3072008 3072213
3072218 3072232 3072233 3072440 3072514
3072651 3072832 3072872 3072909 3072912
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3072913 3072914 3072915 3072924 3073262
3073263 3073264 3073277 3073287 3073574
3073575 3073576 3073578 3073816 3073835
3073836 3073838 3073839 3073840 3073962
3074242 3074244 3074245 3074263 3074387
3074390 3074391 3074425 3074441 3074443
3074444 3074716 3075356 3075357 3075358
3075359 3075469 3075471 3075604 3075615
3075626 3075638 3075639 3075696 3075697
3075909 3076089 3076351 3076545 3076547
3076549 3076550 3076552 3076704 3076710
3076711 3076712 3076716 3076719 3076721
3076742 3076743 3076748 3076940 3077267
3077268 3077269 3077271 3077272 3077458
3078086 3078102 3078151 3078159 3078200
3078213 3078283 3078396 3078397 3078399
3078416 3078663 3078689 3079055 3079064
3079219 3079308 3079412 3079677 3079752
3080147 3080148 3080241 3080273 3080308
3080310 3080311 3080319 3080321 3080322
3080323 3080335 3080451 3080453 3080838
3080880 3080921 3080922 3080932 3080933
3081103 3081104 3081192 3081269 3081276
3081342 3081409 3081558 3081576 3081634
3081635 3081651 3081909 3082085 3082086
3082253 3082258 3082259 3082554 3082555
3082556 3082557 3082558 3082559 3082560
3082561 3082723 3082764 3082779 3082780
3082870 3082975 3082976 3082983 3082992
3083080 3083081 3083082 3083204 3083205
3083240 3083253 3083256 3083449 3083453
3083698 3083701 3083710 3083844 3083860
3083861 3083862 3083864 3084004 3084009
3084010 3084012 3084016 3084020 3084043
3084044 3084244 3084246 3084247 3084320
3084385 3084469 3084471 3084474 3084475
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3084506 3084542 3084816 3084817 3084819
3084820 3084821 3084822 3084823 3084851
3084852 3084981 3084987 3085050 3085067
3085174 3085290 3085292 3085888 3085890
3085900 3085903 3085970 3085973 3086061
3086420 3086422 3086423 3086424 3086425
3086426 3086481 3086485 3086486 3086487
3086490 3087109 3087229 3087304 3087310
3087311 3087383 3087388 3087389 3088462
3088992 3088993 3089244 3089766 3089991
3090401 3090482 3090483 3090484 3090608
3090610 3090611 3091082 3091083 3091555
3091837 3091838 3091840 3091842 3091844
3091845 3091867 3091869 3092394 3092423
3092516 3092517 3092672 3092706 3092788
3092919 3093340 3093343 3093345 3093346
3093597 3093648 3093711 3093803 3094006
3094112 3094116 3094180 3094194 3094290
3094637 3094639 3094641 3094643 3094645
3094710 3094798 3094869 3094880 3094881
3094922 3094937 3095148 3095149 3095155
3095156 3095230 3095239 3095324 3095328
3095407 3095470 3095626 3095627 3095628
3095629 3095657 3095709 3095713 3095799
3095900 3095920 3095921 3095922 3096128
3096231 3096899 3096940 3096941 3096942
3096943 3097114 3097453 3097454 3097455
3097474 3097479 3097480 3097541 3097636
3097987 3097990 3097995 3098238 3098239
3098255 3098256 3098384 3098547 3098550
3098551 3098640 3098752 3099255 3099256
3099263 3099491 3099602 3099699 3099785
3099786 3099790 3099837 3099839 3099841
3100126 3100128 3100247 3100553 3100555
3100643 3103978 3105928 3105929 3105931
3105932 3105933 3105935 3105936 3105937
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3105938 3111493 3111498 3114699 3116888
3117098 3117099 3117195 3117444 3118531
3118532 3118534 3118535 3118686 3120336
3120345 3121009 3121011 3124200 3124377
3126932 3131038 3131277 3131285 3131612
3131815 3131860 3131863 3131915 3131967
3132254 3132409 3132623 3132725 3132853
3133081 3133084 3133088 3133089 3133219
3133466 3133467 3133692 3134032 3134033
3134081 3134084 3134178 3134393 3134401
3134774 3134775 3134781 3135389 3135446
3135452 3135456 3135457 3135458 3135459
3135460 3135561 3135562 3135563 3135597
3135675 3135676 3135710 3135714 3135718
3135737 3135743 3135749 3135852 3135864
3135865 3135866 3135868 3135870 3135871
3135872 3135873 3135972 3135974 3135977
3136273 3136875 3137266 3137384 3137496
3137502 3137582 3137620 3137662 3137838
3137843 3137935 3138013 3138089 3138090
3138091 3138092 3138093 3138094 3138096
3138098 3138395 3138404 3138688 3138689
3138690 3138691 3138693 3138694 3138695
3138696 3138697 3138698 3138709 3138710
3138711 3138712 3138713 3138732 3138785
3138786 3138788 3138789 3138790 3138791
3138793 3138794 3138795 3138796 3138902
3138903 3139106 3139108 3139129 3139203
3139305 3139351 3139354 3140149 3140150
3140151 3140153 3140466 3140699 3140947
3140948 3140949 3141254 3141362 3141488
3141497 3141500 3141506 3161288 3238371
3276754
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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